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While rivers around the world are under continued threat from dams and development, a growing grassroots crusade is rising up in response. From Bosnia to Bolivia, Uganda to North Carolina, activists are raising their voices in defense of the voiceless and fighting for the rivers that run through us all. We salute these river warriors for their dedication and sacrifice in defending our most important places.

Clockwise: Ruth Alipaz Cuqui, founding leader of women’s training at the Chalalan Ecolodge and advocate for Bolivia’s free-flowing rivers; activists in support of free-flowing rivers; a Madidi National Park Guard learns swiftwater training to better monitor illegal activities on the Tuichi River; Rok Rozman, founder of the Balkan River Defence

It’s not a moment, it’s a movement.

While rivers around the world are under continued threat from dams and development, a growing grassroots crusade is rising up in response. From Bosnia to Bolivia, Uganda to North Carolina, activists are raising their voices in defense of the voiceless and fighting for the rivers that run through us all. We salute these river warriors for their dedication and sacrifice in defending our most important places.

Join the movement at nrs.com/protect
Every fall, despite the excitement and anticipation that accompanies loading up for the trip to Nuremberg, Germany for the annual PaddleExpo, there is a small part of us that asks, "Why do we do this?" And yet, before we first walk in the halls or finish unpacking, we remember why. Because this is our industry, this is our passion, these are our people.

The internet has made it easier than ever for manufacturers to have a global client base, with dealers and consumers spread across the globe. It has also made it easier for companies to share what they are up to, from projects and partnerships to unveiling new products. It makes it easy to assume that as a result, publications like this one you are holding in your hand are redundant.

We beg to differ. Whether you are surfing our website, PaddlerGuide.com, or flipping through our pages, our goal in producing this annual Paddler’s Guide is two-fold: First, to provide you (free of charge, as always) with the information you need to find the product that is best for you. Second, to inform, inspire, and encourage others to take part in trends sweeping the industry—from producing quality products that last and reducing our reliance on single-use plastics to the rising popularity of sup foiling. We also hope to remind our readers that we as an industry are stronger and better together. When we come together to share ideas, there may be no limits to what we can achieve.

There remains no substitute for the connective energy that accompanies spending time together, no image or video that can replace the feel of a product in your hand. However, as the numbers of brick and mortar shops decline and virtual storefronts thrive, it becomes increasingly difficult for manufacturers to interact directly with those who use their products. The internet can be a minefield of information that overwhelms and distracts from where we would all rather be on the water. As a result, publications like ours become infinitely more important. More, we would argue there may be no better place to build the paddlesports community than PaddleExpo.

Despite the differences in our disciplines, despite the myriad reasons we paddle, the interactions that take place over these four days remind us we share something special: we love to get outside AND PADDLE. This simple relatability provides more than the excitement of seeing old friends and new products. It allows for a sense of belonging.

Why do we go to PaddleExpo each year? Why do we bother to put together this guide, or organize the Product of the Year Awards? We do it not because we have to but because we have to but because we want to. Because it feels like coming home. However, both the halls of PaddleExpo and the pages of this guide would be empty without all of you. We want to extend a moment of gratitude and appreciation for all those who contribute to making this industry what it is. We raise our paddles and salute you—our readers, paddle partners, and friends. Here’s to many more days on the water together.

Happy Paddling.

The Team at Kayak Session.
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The Ultimate Teaching Platform.
Introducing the Zen 3.0.

Everything you've always loved about the Zen, made even better! Whether you're just learning to stay upright, running a beautiful river with your friends, or looking for your next creek boat, the Zen 3.0 will give you the confidence to enjoy your adventure.

Due to an increased rocker profile, the Zen 3.0 stays on top of the water like never before. It's a dry, confidence-inspiring bow with plenty of volume to help keep you in control in crashing waves or steeper rapids. Increased rocker and slightly shorter length also makes it easy to turn and keep online, even when skipping out across backwash or dealing with cross-currents.

This hull is a great combination of zippy, fast, surfing fun with more stability and forgiveness than ever you've ever imagined. This boat will keep you upright like no other, but is still easy to carve around and put it on edge when you want to. The Zen 3.0 is also higher floating, with increased leg room.

From the mellowest floats, to the hardest whitewater on earth, the Zen 3.0 is going to be your new favorite river creek boat! Visit your local dealer or finance and buy dealer direct from our website.

www.JacksonAdventures.com
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Peak UK is changing the game and challenging others to join them in removing single-use plastics from their packaging, re-vamping the office, setting up and supporting local eco-initiatives, and utilizing yarn made from recycled plastics.
The Foil Slate is stable, fast, and reactive, designed to excel SUP surfing, SUP foiling, wingsurfing, wingfoiling, windsurfing, and windfoiling. The bottom shape features a V entry that flows into a deep single concave ending with a subtle V right at the center fin position for smooth lift and an easy rail-to-rail transfer.

The 9R II builds on the legacy of its predecessor, with a shape that gives beginners confidence, keeping them high and dry, and speed and maneuverability to inspire the best of the best.
Small, feather-light, and fast. This rechargeable lithium-ion pump inflates and deflates a packraft- or your air mattress- in 60 seconds flat. It weighs a mere 6 oz, has a 60-minute battery life (or 50 full inflations/deflations), and works with any micro USB charger.

A Pyranha’s durable polyethylene layup combines with SurfSki and FSK elements to form a unique and versatile sea kayak designed for speed.
Gumotex further developed their dropstitch technology capabilities in this fast, versatile, and stable boat with a hydro-dynamic bow and a keel. The easily repairable, durable eco-friendly material, and small pack-size lets you brag about the Rush even when off the water.

A smaller blade, but the same power and a dependable catch with Werner’s bomber reliability and impact-resistant fiberglass layup. The increased blade to shaft offset allows for more verticality through the power phase, while the break-apart system makes sure this is one paddle you will never leave behind.
The new Viper XL adds an extra 12” of length to the original STAR Viper to give taller paddlers more room. Inflatable displacement chambers, a high-pressure floor, extra rocker, and performance thigh straps provide an exciting and confidence-inspiring whitewater experience.

Hobie’s 2020 Pro Angler 14 features its innovative MirageDrive 360 with Kick-Up Fins that automatically retract on impact. The Mirage Drive 360 features a 360° rotating pedal drive for infinite maneuverability options. Add in a wide, feature-rich standing platform, and there is nowhere you can’t go.
The new Nevis PFD from Palm features quality you trust, with new innovations in fit and safety. The Delta Fit System has two wings that wrap your ribs, reducing pressure on your abdomen, helping you breathe and increasing mobility. The world’s first one-pull Piggyback adjustable quick release chest harness means that releasing your harness won’t compromise the fit of your PFD.

Gatz Kanus designs boats to last a lifetime. The Yoho 2 Holzrand, a sexy and versatile canoe that can be easily paddled solo or tandem, on whitewater or flats, is manufactured from composites and locally grown wood, milled and built in Cologne, Germany.
Two Time World Champion (Musky Fly Fishing and Offshore Kayak Fishing) James McBeath has been the head of marketing for Jackson Kayak, Orion Coolers, and most recently, Blue Sky Boat works for the past 10 years. This November, a new brand group called Jackson Adventure, was launched. We talked to James about the recent changes at Jackson Kayak, including the new name and new strategies, as well as their new distribution system, which could influence the Paddlesports industry for the many years to come!
Paddlers Guide Magazine: James, there have been quite a few changes recently with Jackson Kayaks, the name to begin with... What is the idea behind the launch of Jackson Adventure?

James McBeath: Jackson has soared to new heights and is no longer manufacturing just kayaks. We are now producing, as you mention above, coolers, kennels, and boats. While the core and our hearts will always remain in paddlesports, our audience has reached other niches throughout the outdoors, and we needed to embrace them too. Finding their place on our website and in our social media actions, etc., has been difficult. We decided it was time to create a kind of “mothership” to host all our new-found enthusiasts and to encourage integration between all the communities we serve.

Paddlers Guide Magazine: What is the benefit of such a change?

James McBeath: The biggest is the reduction of websites and marketing projects to be managed. We have a marketing group that has been spread thin over the last 4-5 years, and having only one website and only one series of promotional actions has helped significantly. We have been able to focus on what we do best vs. struggle to deliver messaging, etc. on many fronts. We also see whitewater enthusiasts, for example, getting to know our other niche brands. Everyone needs coolers—just as we feel everyone needs to try whitewater kayaking or kayak fishing. Folks can now see our true breadth of product line rather than glimpses of what we offer in their particular arena.

Paddlers Guide Magazine: Beyond the name change, the most significant evolution is that JK is now “going direct”, something companies in the Paddlesports business and beyond have been considering for a few years now. What made you take the leap?

James McBeath: Honestly, the biggest reasons are two-fold: First, we have long had the highest traffic of any paddlesport oriented website out there. We have a huge capacity to capture the imagination of our enthusiast markets and can get our dealers full benefit of that traffic. The second is that we found a way to benefit our loyal dealers. This has always been the kicker in regards to going online direct for a manufacturer, and we found an exciting new formula to make it work for all of us.

Paddlers Guide Magazine: One of the risks (theoretically), is damaging a dealer network on which you based your sales for many years. Can you explain how this new system strengthens the dealer’s position?

James McBeath: We found a way to tier rewards to our dealers so that they achieve the very same margin they had before, with additional margins they didn’t have previously. We have created situations in the buying cycle that have never existed and have added many plusses to what they make off of sales of Jackson products. I’m not going to get into any more detail, but suffice to say this program strengthens the dealer’s financial situation by taking full advantage of this new online direct sales world we live in and the traffic we generate to our product pages.

Paddlers Guide Magazine: Do you see this as the model everyone will adopt sooner or later?

James McBeath: Not really to the full extent we have it. One, you need web traffic, Amazon has the traffic, but you cannot create this program around Amazon. Our web traffic is huge and has been that way for years. I do not see marketing programs getting to where we are any time soon. Second, I see a mix of big-box dealers and specialty dealers in most other manufacturer’s mix. Big-box will not go for the model we are playing with.

“EVERYONE NEEDS COOLERS—JUST AS WE FEEL EVERYONE NEEDS TO TRY WHITETWATER KAYAKING OR KAYAK FISHING.”

Paddlers Guide Magazine: Would that be the same for Europe and the rest of the world, or is the focus only on North America at this stage?

James McBeath: North America for now, but we have plans...Unfortunately, tariff situations in Europe make this difficult at the moment. Again, we have plans.

Paddlers Guide Magazine: Eric Jackson, the company founder, recently stepped away from his role as president, which surprised many. How do you see this impacting what has long been known to be a paddler-owned and driven company?

James McBeath: This didn’t come as a surprise, and EI’s still in the mix. You aren’t gonna get him out of a whitewater boat any time soon! Emily, Dane, Nick, Stephen, and Clay are the head of Jackson’s whitewater program now, and we have incredible team leadership in fishing with Jameson, Drew, Matt Ball, Aaron, and myself. We will see changes with them in stronger positions as team leaders. With their increased involvement in product and community, the organization will only get stronger. 2020 will see this incredible gang take huge strides within the community with new outreach programming and more. You will see incredible new efforts in boat design as well! The heart of Jackson beats strong.

Paddler’s Guide Magazine: How has Jackson’s management changed with all these announcements?

James McBeath: This past two months, we’ve seen a new team come in as interim executives to help us through our growth processing. After 12 years of steady growth, we are auditing our work process, management structure, and more. We haven’t ever done this type of exercise, and with all the growth we’ve had, it’s important. The end result has been decisions that will improve our bottom line, strengthen all our processes, and reestablish key roles within the company. Under all this growth in Jackson, you will see the same core community leadership and incredible products, backboned with a strong manufacturing and financial infrastructure. The owners of Jackson have always been and will continue to be supportive of all these initiatives.
Walking the corridors of “SUP Village” of PaddleExpo2019 was akin to being on the streets of a burgeoning city or walking the halls of a modern art museum. The reason for the sensory overload? Increasingly, instead of working exclusively with in-house graphic designers, SUP companies are choosing to partner with emerging or established artists to create limited-edition models and eye-catching designs. This choice is two-fold, one to set themselves apart in what has become a confusingly homogenous market, and two, to create a product that is aesthetically pleasing and capable of forming a strong connection with its user.

In the highly saturated, entry-level inflatable cruiser market especially, it has become difficult for the average consumer to distinguish the best board for them. Similar to picking a bottle of wine by its label, while many consider the essential factors, like material, size, and shape, consumers are routinely drawn to the board that is the most aesthetically pleasing, one that speaks to them or “brings them joy.”

We are more likely to associate positive attributes to things we find attractive. Don Norman has written extensively about this phenomenon, which he calls the attractiveness bias, in his book Emotional Design: Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things. “Beyond the design of an object, there is a personal component as well, one that no designer or manufacturer can provide,” argues Norman. “We take pride in them,” he continues, “…because of the meanings they bring to our lives... A favorite object is a symbol, setting up a positive frame of mind, a reminder of pleasant memories, or sometimes an expression of one's self.”

“What separates great products from good ones?” asks the Interactive Design Foundation in their course Emotional Design- How to Make Products People Love. The distinction, they argue, lies in how a product makes users feel. As more companies choose to focus on the aesthetic in increasingly creative ways, the importance of this distinction becomes evident.

Starboard SUP’s Tikihine series boards feature artwork designed by their team rider and World Champion paddle boarder Sonni Hönscheid. Three different Tikihine “art you can ride” designs are options for many of Starboard’s entry-level board range, from their iGo all-around cruiser to the 11’2 Wave. Hönscheid’s paintings share her interpretations of the places she has visited but leave space for the viewer’s interpretations. “My paintings often tell a story,” says Hönscheid. “But the viewer... always discovers new context in the flowing lines.”

Exclusivity also contributes to the feeling of owning something special. Swiss-based Indiana Paddle and Surf Company, whose boards are known for their monochromatic tiki patterns, offer colorful LE models each year. Their Inflatable Limited Edition offers a broader range of choices, but only for a lucky few. “We produce no more than 20 pieces of each model,” states their 2020 catalog, furthering the incentive for those who want to stand out from the pack.

Design, from color palettes to shapes and lines, can also help to establish a brand identity. JBAY.ZONE has chosen to highlight that they are “Made in Italy” by partnering with Italian Doodle Artist FRA! Design. For JBAY.ZONE, FRA! Design’s expressive ability catches the eye with an easily recognizable style. His illustrations tell the story of a day out on the SUP, a story about sport, relaxation, and freedom: It is the story of the JBAY.ZONE brand.

The Barcelona-based Anomy SUP has built its brand around aesthetics and the desire to stand out by partnering with artists around the world. While many of their boards share the same basic specs in terms of dimensions or materials, each model offers artists a creative platform and buyers something that is fun to paddle. Their boards are fun to look at, but more importantly, they speak to the need of individuals and brands alike to find ways to set themselves apart. “Anyone of us is like no other, different, unique,” Anomy argues. “Our style, what we wear, what we drive, what we ride, is part of our expression of ourselves.” Why sacrifice this when we SUP?

It is undeniable that the stronger an emotional attachment we form with a product, the more we identify with it, the more likely we are not only to purchase it but to enjoy using it. Art, it would seem, is as good a way as any to help differentiate one product from another when it comes to catching, and keeping not just our eyes, but our hearts.
In 2020, many industries are set to increase spending on social media through targeted ads and an influencer-style approach. As paddlesports attempts to compete, it begs the question, “What is the role of the pro paddler? Is it changing before our eyes?”

The “Pro” paddlesports athlete or local coach has always served as an influencer or brand ambassador. While sponsorship can be a game of tit for tat, where companies provide products for a free or discounted rate in exchange for representation and exposure, on the whole, paddlesports has maintained a healthy balance, choosing to work with credible athletes who benefit their sport. Yet, as companies’ use of social media for exposure increases, where is the pro paddler most valuable?

When it comes to sponsorship, companies have a long list of demands and qualifying characteristics that may surprise the aspiring professional. Those chosen are key players in their sport, contributing in ways beyond promoting a product or generating numbers and “likes.” Instead of a straight-up exchange of product/discount for sharing or tagging, companies ask for deliverables ranging from content creation and involvement in product development to clinics and event attendance. “People think that their following and likes are the basis as to whether or not they are qualified to be a sponsored athlete when it takes so much more. For starters, your Instagram page does not really tell me who you are, what your moral values are, or the way you interact with our consumers,” explains Jackson Adventures Team Manager Emily Jackson.

What are companies looking for? In short, authenticity and legitimacy: Someone who will represent the brand and help them not just reach, but build, the paddlesports community. “Though we increasingly use social media to promote the brand,” explains Palm Equipment Marketing Assistant Janice Lo, “We still primarily seek athlete paddling credibility as the number one reason to partner with anyone.” For Palm, the ideal ambassador helps sell a story and create something people aspire to. And yes, Lo, admits, this can benefit sales if people want what ambassadors are wearing.

Partnering with individuals who extol the virtues of your product on their social media outlets is an undeniably practical approach to target a broad audience. Because the majority of social media users are between 16 and 34 (statista.com), one benefit is that social media allows access to a demographic traditionally difficult for marketers to reach. Here-in lies a more subtle advantage of social media: Not the ability to promote specific individuals, brands, or products, but helping the industry and the lifestyle as a whole gain traction with a new generation. However, while many current and potential paddlesport lovers fall in this age bracket, “You still have to look at other avenues to present your brand’s story and products,” reminds NRS.

Regardless of the avenue used, companies must produce quality products and remain authentic to the brand and the culture they represent. “Our ‘influencers’ are well-rounded, well-respected paddlers on and off social media, explains NRS. Their goal is to earn the trust of the end-user, so when a consumer opts for NRS gear, it’s because “they believe in the message an athlete has shared about a product, not because they have been bombarded with ‘12 posts per month.’” Because it is easy to research products online, simply trying to gain customers from a social campaign is challenging. People need a stronger reason to make a purchase—whether it is price or a personal connection with the brand or pros who represent it.

Though social media features like comments and stories allow brands to be much more personable and accessible, there is no real substitute for the personal interaction and community built through paddle-fests and events and time on the water. And, while social media has enabled companies to reach a much larger audience, “it has also placed much more pressure on brands and pro paddlers to create better media in higher quantities,” argues Palm’s Lo. With the abundance of images of people exploring beautiful places on social media feeds, she points out, what used to stand out feels common-place; you now need something extraordinary to hold consumer attention.

The reality is the pro paddler has long been more than an influencer. Though social media is one tool allowing brands to reach beyond the existing paddlesports community, the real role and influence of the pro paddler remain most valuable where it always has been: on the water.
PADDLESPORTS AGAINST PLASTIC

PADDLESPORTS TAKES A STAND AGAINST PLASTIC, AVOIDING, COLLECTING, AND REPURPOSING IT TOWARDS A BETTER FUTURE.

Plastic pollution has become ubiquitous, impacting all who partake in paddlesports. Now, all of paddlesports is working to make a difference, from consumer to manufacturer, production to playtime.

Visit SUP athlete Cal Major’s Paddle Against Plastic website, and you will find horrifying facts about the impacts of single-use plastic on the environment. For example, did you know that an estimated eight million metric tons of plastic trash ends up in our oceans every year? Worse, 80% of marine litter originates from land-based sources, meaning that to make it to the sea, it traveled via our waterways, our rivers, lakes, canals, and streams.

Major, who organizes Paddle Against Plastic SUP expeditions as well as ocean clean-ups, is not alone in her passion for generating awareness of the impacts of single-use plastics and inspiring others to make a change. However small. While local initiatives and individuals have been calling for and driving environmental-awareness and change as long as there has been paddling, more paddlesport brands are contributing than ever before, from altering manufacturing processes and materials to partnering with other initiatives.

Aligning the interests of consumers and manufacturers in favor of supporting healthier waterways is a powerful catalyst for change. While kayak manufacturers have used cost-effective methods of recycling waste polyethylene for years, recently, more companies are choosing to promote the environmental benefits of this choice. Why? It is what the market wants to see. Consider, for example, the inspiration created by Palm/Islander Kayaks’ Odyssey kayak, which is made using recycled-marine waste and debuted at PaddleExpo 2018.

In addition to environmentally friendly decisions in the manufacturing process - using recycled materials, responsibly managing waste, etc., companies are partnering with and supporting existing organizations or advocates. Take Outdoors is currently working in partnership with the Let’s Do It World organization who organizes the World Cleanup Day each year. They will be launching a non-profit kayak rental service in the Baltic Sea region where rentals are free for paddlers who collect trash. The German-based Lettmann supports The Clean Rivers project, while this October, The UK-based Dewerstone, whose versatile Lifeshorts 2.0 are made using recycled bottles, joined the organization 1% For The Planet, committing 1% of all their sales to support environmental non-profits, such as Save Our Rivers. “We need to continue to make good choices in what we do and use our influence to educate and aid others in making good choices, too,” explains Dewerstone founder Rory Atton. 1% for the planet was begun by Patagonia founder Yvon Chouinard and Craig Mathews, founder of Blue Ribbon Flies, in 2002. Their belief that because companies profit from the resources they take from the earth, they should protect those resources, helps connect us back to why many of us chose paddlesports in the first place.

Starboard SUP supports many of their athletes in their campaigns for healthier waterways. In addition, like global powerhouse brand adidas, Starboard has chosen to partner with PARLEY, a company focused on reducing and preventing ocean plastic pollution. “To create change,” Parley’s website proclaims, “We can stop producing more plastic right away and use up-cycled marine plastic waste instead. Everyone has a role to play.” Their three-part strategy includes avoid plastic wherever possible, intercept plastic waste, and redesign the material itself.

For 2020, in addition to their work organizing river clean-ups and minimizing their environmental impact in the production process, all of Peak’s new whitewater and touring jackets and legwear will be made from new fabric containing yarn made from recycled plastic. Their redesigned packaging uses recycled cardboard tags and a piece of twine rather than individually wrapping items in single-use plastic film. When founder and owner Pete Astles collected the 2019 Paddler’s Awards Special Jury Prize for Peak’s “Eco Initiative,” he commended others for their efforts in actively protecting the waterways that drive and inspire our sports. Peak also issued a subtle challenge, asking the room, “Will you join us in making this a priority?”

“People protect what they love,” argued legendary ocean-explorer Jacques Cousteau. While true, sometimes we need a kick-start in the right direction. With companies supporting environmental initiatives like beach and river clean-ups and education sessions, plus finding new, environmentally-conscious ways to build and ship quality products that last, we as an industry are building a community committed to protecting and preserving the areas we love.

The belief that manufacturers can and should educate and influence consumers in making good choices is infectious. However, we as an industry still have significant room for improvement. And, the ultimate power may remain with the consumer. When buying new, yes, it is better to support companies and products that have been sustainably manufactured, regardless of price. However, perhaps what is ultimately best for everyone—the planet included—is investing in quality over quantity. Slowing down and producing less, but committing to gear that lasts.
WORLD WITHOUT WASTE.

LET’S CLEAN UP TOGETHER.

Tahe Outdoors along with the World Cleanup Day organization is introducing a non-profit project for reducing marine waste all over the world. The kayaking gear is provided by Tahe Outdoors and is fully made out of either recycled or residual materials.

Tahe Outdoors
www.taheoutdoors.com
As industries search to find the most environmentally-friendly approach, what if the real environmentally-friendly process is producing and using quality products that actually last?

Paddlesport companies are currently striving to find ways to reduce their environmental impact, from improving manufacturing processes and reducing plastic to partnering with organizations focused on creating cleaner waterways. As beneficial as all this is, perhaps we are overlooking a subtler method of having a significant impact: producing products that last.

No doubt producing high-quality products that can last for years, or even a lifetime, offer significant value to the consumer. While quality comes at price consumers must be willing to pay, often what is good for the consumer is also good for the environment. Not having to frequently replace products reduces the need for packaging and shipping, to soft goods, quality products that will not need replacing for many years benefit all of us. Loyal customers, quality products, and a lifetime of paddling memories are only a few benefits. Improved by knowing we are contributing to the health of the environment we love.

Producing quality products that last requires forethought and can be expensive. It means sourcing quality materials and looking thoroughly at design and the manufacturing process to identify and prevent potential flaws, as well as considering what the life-span of a product-even its end of life home- looks like.

In environments where safety is paramount, it makes sense to make quality products consumers can trust. In addition, long-lived, durable products can become iconic representations of who a brand is and what they stand for. But considering the demanding and dynamic river and ocean environments paddlesport products are used in, is it reasonable to expect products a lifetime? It depends on how you define a lifetime.

To reduce waste and keep hard-to-recycle products out of landfills, companies need to be willing to repair and extend the life of their products. Consumers must also remember that just because something is no longer new doesn’t mean it isn’t functional, and that there is a difference between use and abuse. There is a saying that “a carbon boat never dies, it only becomes older and heavier,” referencing the material’s seemingly endless ability to be repaired. Carbon is far from the only material with this property. In fact, the majority of materials used in paddlesports, including PVC, dropstitch, rubber, wood, and polyethylene are weldable or patchable.

The US-based Aquabound claims sustainability as one of the tenets of their company philosophy. In addition to numerous sustainable and environmentally-friendly production methods, Aquabound estimates that customers who care for their product properly are likely to obtain excellent service from their paddles for 20 years or more. “When the unthinkable does occur, more often than not, our paddles can be repaired rather than discarded,” they state proudly. Kokatat is well-known for the in-house repairs they offer on their drysuits, and US powerhouse NRS is currently building a repair facility to help keep their products in service longer. They are also planning to launch a shopping site for used products this spring to give usable gear a second life.

Quality has long-driven many of the smaller, family-owned companies that define the European paddlesport market, like Gatz Kanus and Lettmann. Both Gatz and Lettmann have many reasons for making quality products, from environmental impact to using them themselves. Arno Gatz’s goal when building his first canoe was the same as it is now: build a quality product that can last for decades. “It is not unusual that our customers or their kids still enjoy paddling their 30+-year-old canoes today,” says Arno’s son, Olaf.

The German-based Lettmann, who develops, designs, and produces a wide variety of boats, paddles, and accessories in their factory, also offers repairs on laminated fiber composites and thermoplastics, including polyethylene, regardless of who initially made the product. Their website also sells used boats, including ones not designed or manufactured by Lettmann for an environmentally and cost-friendly purchase option. “A product which lasts holds its value-even if you sell it after 10 or 20 years. The other benefit is that production always has the biggest footprint for the planet,” reminds Jochen Lettmann.

For many, paddlesport requires a significant initial investment. From paddle to boat never dies, it only becomes older and heavier,” referencing the material’s seemingly endless ability to be repaired. Carbon is far from the only material with this property. In fact, the majority of materials used in paddlesports, including PVC, dropstitch, rubber, wood, and polyethylene are weldable or patchable.
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The German-based Lettmann, who develops, designs, and produces a wide variety of boats, paddles, and accessories in their factory, also offers repairs on laminated fiber composites and thermoplastics, including polyethylene, regardless of who initially made the product. Their website also sells used boats, including ones not designed or manufactured by Lettmann for an environmentally and cost-friendly purchase option. “A product which lasts holds its value-even if you sell it after 10 or 20 years. The other benefit is that production always has the biggest footprint for the planet,” reminds Jochen Lettmann.
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The US-based Aquabound claims sustainability as one of the tenets of their company philosophy. In addition to numerous sustainable and environmentally-friendly production methods, Aquabound estimates that customers who care for their product properly are likely to obtain excellent service from their paddles for 20 years or more. “When the unthinkable does occur, more often than not, our paddles can be repaired rather than discarded,” they state proudly. Kokatat is well-known for the in-house repairs they offer on their drysuits, and US powerhouse NRS is currently building a repair facility to help keep their products in service longer. They are also planning to launch a shopping site for used products this spring to give usable gear a second life.

Quality has long-driven many of the smaller, family-owned companies that define the European paddlesport market, like Gatz Kanus and Lettmann. Both Gatz and Lettmann have many reasons for making quality products, from environmental impact to using them themselves. Arno Gatz’s goal when building his first canoe was the same as it is now: build a quality product that can last for decades. “It is not unusual that our customers or their kids still enjoy paddling their 30+-year-old canoes today,” says Arno’s son, Olaf.

The German-based Lettmann, who develops, designs, and produces a wide variety of boats, paddles, and accessories in their factory, also offers repairs on laminated fiber composites and thermoplastics, including polyethylene, regardless of who initially made the product. Their website also sells used boats, including ones not designed or manufactured by Lettmann for an environmentally and cost-friendly purchase option. “A product which lasts holds its value-even if you sell it after 10 or 20 years. The other benefit is that production always has the biggest footprint for the planet,” reminds Jochen Lettmann.
Foiling is changing the SUP Game, opening up more days on the water, and, hopefully, attracting more people to the sport.

“There is no question that our industry is going to be impacted by the increasing popularity of foiling,” writes SUPboarder Magazine’s Rueben Ellis. Ellis is in good company when touting the appeal of SUP foiling, whether for a downwinder or surf session. This once-niche discipline is on the verge of becoming mainstream, as evidenced this year at Paddle Expo with more companies than showcasing a wider-range of foil-specific boards- and the foil to go with them.

Though further integrated into the SUP race and surf consciousness than ever before, foiling technology is far from novel. Josh Sampiero, writing for Red Bull, points out that the first hydrofoil boats existed as far back as 1906 and that windsurfers experimented with foils as early as the 1960s. Surf aficionados will remember Laird Hamilton experimenting with boots and a foil board in the early 2000s. The recent rise in popularity can be attributed in part to a 2016 video of Kai Lenny catching a double wave on his downwind race foil that went viral, blasting foiling into the spotlight. Now, three short years later, the internet (and oceans) abound with videos of pros and amateurs foiling it up.

Foiling is opening up near-limitless potential. As waterman James Casey captioned one of the countless posts of him SUPfoiling on Instagram. Foils open up more surf days as they work best slightly further out in front of the wave where a SUP would stall and lose speed. “Foilin is sort of terraforming the conditions to suit our needs,” says Kai Lenny. “It’s a means to ride in a high-performance way on small waves that don’t usually allow you to do high-performance things.”

Helping SUP foiling gain traction and visibility is that manufacturers worldwide are shaping and producing a more extensive range of foil-specific boards. For 2020, Sic Maui has included a foil board line, and others, like JP Australia, have expanded their range of foil-specific and cross-over boards in shape and sizes. Additionally, some brands, like Naish and F-One, are choosing not to partner with foil-specific companies like Neil Pryde or Go Foil, but produce their own signature foil models. In turn, the increase in foil-specific options allows athletes to shift to foiling as their primary focus rather than treat it as a side-discipline.

As more individuals fall in love with the freedom and opportunity foiling allows, this once niche discipline further enters the collective consciousness of the sport, becoming what some picture or aspire to when they think about SUP. Though foiling remains a discipline for initiates to approach with caution- those foil masts and wings are sharp- “It’s hard to argue that it’s not a great sport when you see guys and girls getting minute-long rides and doing big swooping turns on one-foot waves,” says SUP athlete Sky Solbach. When it comes to downwinders, “I don’t think there are many people out there who would say that gliding effortlessly across open ocean swells for miles at a time is not a fun thing to do,” he continues.

As to the question, “Should the increasing popularity of foiling be seen as a threat to the current SUP market?”, for SIC Global Brand Manager Anthony Scaturro, the answer is both yes and no. While foiling may be luring people “away from SUP,” the excitement around the renaissance in paddlesports, especially with the new wing foils and convertible SUP/Windsurf foils, makes “the whole sector more exciting, [which] should draw in more participants as a whole.” To me,” Scaturro says, “this is ultimately good for our sport.”
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As to the question, “Should the increasing popularity of foiling be seen as a threat to the current SUP market?”, for SIC Global Brand Manager Anthony Scaturro, the answer is both yes and no. While foiling may be luring people “away from SUP,” the excitement around the renaissance in paddlesports, especially with the new wing foils and convertible SUP/Windsurf foils, makes “the whole sector more exciting, [which] should draw in more participants as a whole.” To me,” Scaturro says, “this is ultimately good for our sport.”
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As to the question, “Should the increasing popularity of foiling be seen as a threat to the current SUP market?”, for SIC Global Brand Manager Anthony Scaturro, the answer is both yes and no. While foiling may be luring people “away from SUP,” the excitement around the renaissance in paddlesports, especially with the new wing foils and convertible SUP/Windsurf foils, makes “the whole sector more exciting, [which] should draw in more participants as a whole.” To me,” Scaturro says, “this is ultimately good for our sport.”

“There’s a lot of potential still to explore on the foil, and I look forward to it every day,” reflects Solbach. Us too.
GENTLE TO NATURE
FRIENDLY TO PADDLERS
www.gumotexboats.com
Made in EU. Made from rubber.
Bernie Steidl, owner and founder of the S2S SOURCE TO SEA whitewater kayak school and shop in the Austrian Alps, is an active and successful player in the current European retail scene. We met with him to hear his recipe for success.

PG Mag: What is S2S? How did you get your start?
BS: I founded S2S about 10 years ago. It started as a small kayak school with a kayak camp in Corsica together with my brother Daniel. After a few years, we began selling equipment to our students, and slowly, the team grew. We expanded more and more, and five years ago established a “real” kayak and online shop that serves as our Kayak School base in Innsbruck, Austria.

PG Mag: How does having both the school and shop complement each other? Would it be economically possible to have either one or the other, instead of both? Would you encourage others to find a similar balance?
BS: That’s a good question! From a purely economic point of view, neither the profit of the kayak school nor the profit of the kayak shop justifies the efforts my team and I are making. But I still think we’re on the right track because we do what we love to do. I would not recommend starting a shop to finance a kayak school or vice versa. The danger of getting bogged down and losing quality is very high because you lose focus on the main thing. We have already experienced this several times.

PG Mag: How did you choose where to locate your shop and establish your base?
BS: Our kayak shop and kayak school base are located in the Tyrolian Alps, near lots of rivers and close to Natterer See Lake. It is a place where we feel comfortable, where we love to paddle, and where customers can try out products. The kayak school offers camps around the world and travels all year round. This year, we’ve already been to Corsica, Italy, Norway, Slovenia, Peru, and Switzerland, for example.

PG Mag: How would you describe the German and Austrian market?
BS: In Austria, there are relatively few kayakers. Therefore, the majority of our customers - for the kayak school and the shop - come from outside Austria. The whitewater kayak market is highly competitive because most of the business today takes place online. For many customers, it almost does not matter where they buy their products. The main things for them are that they do not have to wait too long for their goods to be delivered and the price is right.

PG Mag: What portion of your business does your student base represent?
BS: I think about 30% of our clients shop with us. But the same people would probably buy from us even if we did not have a kayak school. I have the feeling customers are currently shopping at a price-driven level because they already know which products they want to buy.

PG Mag: What has been the most significant change since you started the business?
BS: The biggest change and challenge is clearly the shift to online shopping. Today, pure shopfronts without an online business can only be kept alive when strategically located.

PG Mag: You also recently shifted away from carrying most brands to a select few. What motivated this change?
BS: We have grown relatively fast in recent years and have intensified our cooperation with a few companies. The majority of our team is sponsored by companies within the industry and is actively involved in developing new products. Some companies our team works with include, for example, Sandiline, Waka Kayaks, EXO Kayaks, Spade Kayaks, etc. For us, the logical conclusion was that by primarily focusing on these brands, we can develop and grow together.

PG Mag: What percentage of your business currently takes place online?
BS: Around 75% of sales take place online, but we also offer the ability to test every single product we carry.

PG Mag: Has the taxes on US products impacted you at all?
BS: Yes, for sure. The new import taxes on US products have meant that it is hardly possible to sell them at a reasonable price. For this reason, we have decided to take these products out of inventory or not to stock them anymore.

PG Mag: What is your leading segment- Creek, river play, freestyle? Why?
BS: Creeking followed by river play. I would say this is because that’s what the rivers in our region are famous for. And also because it’s what we enjoy most ourselves.

PG Mag: What is your recipe for success?
BS: Around 30% of our clients shop with us. But the same people would probably buy from us even if we did not have a kayak school. I have the feeling customers are currently shopping at a price-driven level because they already know which products they want to buy.

PG Mag: What is your vision for the future of the evolution of the Paddlesports dealer?
BS: I think we should all pay more attention to the quality of the goods we sell and less to quantity. Personally, I prefer to sell one, good, high-quality product with a reasonable profit instead of several products at a sale price.
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• OVER 350,000 READERS PER YEAR •

KAYAK SESSION MAGAZINE
The International Whitewater Magazine
“If a photo speaks a thousand words, then Kayak Session is an encyclopedia.”
Released quarterly for the past nine years, Kayak Session has established itself as the prime resource for information on whitewater kayaking worldwide.

PADDLE WORLD MAGAZINE
The International Paddle Culture Magazine
Based on the same concept as Kayak Session, Paddle World is an annual issue magazine released every spring covering literally all paddlesports—sea kayaking, stand up paddling, canoeing, recreational boating, kayak fishing, and more.

STAND UP PADDLE WORLD MAGAZINE
An annual special issue dedicated to Stand Up paddling
This is the newest water sport that has taken the world by storm. SUP World Mag is an annual special issue started in the spring of 2010 that covers nearly everything SUP has to offer: leisure, fitness, racing, family fun, touring, distance paddling, and a bit of surfing.

THE PADDLER’S GUIDE - IN COLLABORATION WITH PADDLEexpo

kayksession.com
paddleworld.com
supworldmag.com
paddleguide.com

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ONLINE PADDLESPORTS COMMUNITY
OVER 250,000 UNIQUE VISITORS EVERY MONTH!

Dealers & Advertising enquiries: info@kayksession.com
Performance means MORE FUN ON THE WATER...

REVOLUTIONARY PERFORMANCE is what we deliver.

WaveSport.com
Boats come in a wide range of shapes and styles, each designed for different functions but sharing the same purpose: traveling on water. From inland waterways such as lakes and rivers, quiet pools to raging torrents, to navigating the open sea, there is a boat for every adventure.
LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - VENTURA 11.5

The new Ventura rides high and dry while providing serious stability and comfort. The super stable hull design contains a pronounced stern keel for excellent tracking. The Ventura rides beautifully in swells, waves, and choppy conditions. The rockered and flared bow design is at home in coastal march and surf environment as well as cruising across a lake or down a river.

Length: 350 cm/11'6 | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: Polyethylene

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

HURRICANE KAYAKS - SKIMMER 10’6

Hurricane is proud to introduce the NEW Skimmer 10’6. Building upon the popular Skimmer sit-on-top series, the Skimmer 106 reaches a new milestone in lightweight kayak affordability. But this elegant, compact 10-and-a-half foot kayak isn’t just a great deal: it’s a high performing little design that excels in various conditions with superb tracking and confidence building stability.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Weight: 17 kg/38 lb | Max. Cap.: 143 kg/315 lb | Material: ABS

HURRICANEaquasports.com

VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY 14 SOT

Based on our proven islay 14 Sport adventure touring kayak, the islay 14 SOT translates the same performance characteristics into a Sit-on-Top format, adding a touch more stability and accessibility as a result. A sit-on you can do more than just sit on! Perfect for newcomers to the sport, anyone with accessibility concerns, or just those who prefer a sit-on-top kayak. Limited Edition Color Shown.

Length: 430 cm/14’1 | Width: 74 cm/29” | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb | Max. Cap.: 135 kg/298 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

RTM - MAKAO

The MAKAO COMFORT is the latest single Sit-on-Top from our RTM brand. This new kayak is super stable, comfy, and great for any kind paddler, even beginners. It comes equipped as standard with the tilting polyethylene backrest, which offers incomparable paddler comfort. The central hatch allows you to carry everything you need for a day trip in a waterproof bag. The Makao welcomes small and large paddlers, beginners and advanced paddlers on grade I-II rapids, and on beaches along the coast. Available in COMFORT, PRO, and PACK versions.

Length: 273 cm/8’9 | Width: 79 cm/31” | Depth: 33 cm/14” | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - RIVIERA

The Riviera is Jackson Kayak’s blend of easy and FUN! Designed for simplicity, the Riviera is ideal for those looking for a comfortable, easy to use and easy to store sit on top. The high seat back gives you the comfort and support you need to enjoy your paddling adventures, and with very few moving parts, the Riviera is sure to provide fun for a lifetime. A small day hatch in the center provides semi-dry storage for your lunch, sunblock, or other accessories you might need close at hand. A great “cottage boat” and one of the most popular rental boats on the market.

Length: 345 cm/11’3 | Width: 73 cm/28” | Weight: 26 kg/58 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONadventures.com
**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - TRIUMPH 13**

With a distinct hull chine and an upswept flared bow, the Triumph 13 will cut through chop to deliver a stable and predictable ride. Impressive glide and top speed make forward paddling efficient whilst the highly maneuverable and stable hull delivers a versatile and forgiving craft. The Triumph 13 is a breath of fresh air, proving that performance is not something only offered in a sit-inside kayak. The hull has evolved from our touring line, making it speedier and easier to paddle than other sit-on-top kayaks on the market.

Length: 409 cm/13'5 | Width: 75 cm/29.5'' | Weight: 27 kg/60 lb | Max. Cap.: 160 kg/352 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**WAVE SPORT - SCOOTER**

This stylish version of the original Scooter sit-on-top kayak brings Wave Sport into the SOT market with a bang. The popular Scooter, with its iconic sleek shape and molded in handles, gets a style upgrade with new deck fittings and colors. Wave Sport’s eye-catching WhiteOut outfitting sets this sit-on-top apart from others: the marine grade vinyl seat system brings comfort as well as attitude. Paddlers of all abilities will benefit from the smooth and predictable ride with true directional stability without compromising on maneuverability, thanks to the combination of our tracking hull, upswept bow, and perfectly balanced volume distribution. Rental spec version available.

Length: 295 cm/9'8 | Width: 75 cm/29.5'' | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PESCADOR SPORT 10**

The Pescador Sport family are the ultimate in versatile sit-on-top kayaks. The multichine hull, broad shoulders, and tracking keel creates a boat with maneuverability, glide and stability, with plenty of speed and capacity for any size paddler to enjoy a full day on the water. Also available in a 12-foot version with larger oval front hatch and additional center hatch.

Length: 305 cm/10' | Width: 74 cm/29'' | Weight: 24 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 147 kg/325 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**ISLANDER KAYAKS - CALYPSO MARINE RECYCLED**

A favorite all-around sit-on-top, this kayak is molded using marine recycled plastic thanks to our partner, Odyssey Innovation. Beach, coast, or lake – this boat loves it all. With a deluxe seat as standard the Calypso is ready for adventure and fun. A full keeled hull provides stability and with molded features; it’s easy for anyone to pick up a paddle and go.


**RTM - TANGO EVO**

The TANGO is available in both Standard version and Comfort version (with foldable PE backrest). Equipped with a flat-bottom hull, the TANGO EVO is designed for the river, lake, and quiet seaside paddling.

Length: 351 cm/11'5 | Width: 78 cm/31" | Depth: 34 cm/13" | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Material: HDPE

**ISLANDER KAYAKS - TAIKI EVO**

The TAIKI is the most popular single-seater kayak for professionals because of its strength, rigidity, and performance even when fully loaded. Available in Standard or Comfort versions with a folding PE backrest.

Length: 345 cm/11'3 | Width: 80 cm/31.5" | Depth: 32 cm/13" | Weight: 23 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: HDPE

**WAVE SPORT - SCOOTER**

This stylish version of the original Scooter sit-on-top kayak brings Wave Sport into the SOT market with a bang. The popular Scooter, with its iconic sleek shape and molded in handles, gets a style upgrade with new deck fittings and colors. Wave Sport’s eye-catching WhiteOut outfitting sets this sit-on-top apart from others: the marine grade vinyl seat system brings comfort as well as attitude. Paddlers of all abilities will benefit from the smooth and predictable ride with true directional stability without compromising on maneuverability, thanks to the combination of our tracking hull, upswept bow, and perfectly balanced volume distribution. Rental spec version available.

Length: 295 cm/9'8 | Width: 75 cm/29.5'' | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**WAVESPORT.COM**
TAHE MARINE - EARTH

The Earth has been specially developed with the increasing global trash and pollution problems in mind. The Earth kayak is the first one in our range which has been made 100% out of recycled plastic. This kayak is also specially designed for collecting trash from oceans, lakes, rivers, and all kinds of water. Comes with two handy buckets, which makes collecting trash easy and convenient.

Length: 370 cm/12'1 | Width: 86 cm/34'' | Weight: 29-31 kg/64-68 lb | Max. Cap.: 210 kg/463 lb | Material: 1-layer HDPE

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - STINGRAY 13.5 TANDEM

The new Stingray rides high and dry and provides serious stability and comfort. The super stable hull design with a pronounced stern keel for excellent tracking rides nice in swells, waves, and choppy conditions. The beveled and flared bow design is at home in coastal marshes, bays, and lakes, as well as crossing the local river. With molded-in handles around the kayak and a simple desk design full of functional features, you’ll find it a breeze managing this kayak on and off the water. The framed padded seat provides incredible comfort, adjustability, and control.

Length: 411 cm/13'6 | Width: 86 cm/34'' | Weight: 36 kg/80 lb | Max. Cap.: 215 kg/475 lb | Material: Polyethylene

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

WAVE SPORT - SCOOTER GEMINI

This stylish version of the original Scooter Gemini sit-on-top kayak introduces Wave Sport to the SOT market with a bang. The popular Scooter Gemini, with its iconic sleek shape and molded-in handles, gets a style upgrade with new deck fittings and colors. Wave Sport’s eye-catching WhiteOut outfitting sets the Scooter Gemini apart, with marine grade vinyl seat system that brings comfort as well as attitude. You’ll appreciate the Scooter Gemini’s fun and forgiving temperament that allows you to cruise with confidence whatever your experience. A smooth and predictable ride with true directional stability comes without compromising on maneuverability. Rental spec version available.

Length: 385 cm/12'7 | Width: 80 cm/31'' | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

DAG - TARKA

An unsinkable two-seater with a self-draining system, the Tarka can navigate anywhere. Its hull is designed for shallow rivers with little water. It gives the Tarka a rigidity and robustness able to withstand any challenge. Professionals will note the inclusion of the bow cap, the new, optional antitheft system, the double central handles, and the front and rear handles. This kayak is stackable by five pieces maximum during season. Storing by three in reverse over winter is strongly advised.

Length: 445 cm/14'6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5'' | Depth: 43 cm/17'' | Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. Cap.: 270 kg/595 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

BIC SPORT - BORNEO

The Borneo is a family-oriented double sit-on-top, with a number of innovative features, notably the possibility of solo use in equal paddling comfort to double. Its innovative shape and generous dimensions give it great glide whilst retaining reassuringly comfortable stability. It’s also got a large rear section and a big flat storage area. There’s innovation in the equipment and fittings too, like the integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation. And there’s a molded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while tailing. Clearly a future benchmark boat in its category.

Length: 410 cm/13'5 | Width: 84 cm/33'' | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/550 lb | Level: High End

BICSPORT.COM
**HOBIE - MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND**

Hop aboard with a friend. With dual MirageDrive 180s providing forward and reverse pedal power, maneuvering is a snap even when the zephyrs subside. New for 2020 are our patented Kick-Up Fins that automatically “kick-up” on contact with an underwater obstacle. The central hull is pure high-end Hobie with all the expected features: multiple Twist and Seal hatches; a large bow hatch for below-deck storage; lever-operated rudder and centerboard deployment; and dual rudder control. This is Hobie’s ultimate fish hunter, capable of marlin teasing trolling speeds. Also available in a 1 person version: the Adventure Island.

Length: 360 cm/12’ | Width: 64 cm/33” | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene | Colors: Hibiscus Red , Ivory Dune

**ISLANDER KAYAKS - PARADISE II MARINE RECYCLED**

A world first, this kayak is molded using marine recycled plastic thanks to our partner, Odyssey Innovation. The Paradise II can seat two adults, an adult and two smaller paddlers, or be paddled solo. The long and stable multi-chine hull make it glide quickly through the water. Two Deluxe Backrest seats come as standard so you can paddle all day long, and useful storage spaces makes it easy to join the effort and collect any rubbish you find along the way.

Length: 360 cm/12’ | Width: 84 cm/33” | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | Material: Odyssey Marine Recycled | Color: Odyssey Black

**RTM - OCEAN QUATRO**

The OCEAN QUATRO easily carries two adults and two children or three adults. Long sea trips with the whole family are now accessible while enjoying the incomparable comfort and safety benefits of a SIT-ON-TOP.

Length: 412 cm/13’5 | Width: 90 cm/35.5” | Depth: 35 cm/14” | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 260 kg/575 lb | Material: HDPE

**RTM - OCEAN DUO**

The OCEAN DUO is a SIT-ON-TOP that can accommodate two adults and a child. Self-draining, robust, safe and comfortable, it allows you to discover the sea, lakes, and rivers, whether touring or surfing the small waves of the coast. Comes as STANDARD or PICK.

Length: 310 cm/10’2 | Width: 88 cm/34.5” | Depth: 33 cm/14” | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb | Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485 lb | Material: HDPE

**RTM - OPTIMO EVO**

The Optimo Evo STANDARD: This professional quality Sit-on-Top is equipped with two PE-backrests (optional) for more comfort for the paddler. Choose which best suits your needs: The Optimo Evo Standard does not have a front reinforcement and weighs 44 kg; The Optimo Evo Reinforced has a front reinforcement and weighs 48 kg. The new polyethylene backrests are mobile. Once lowered, stacking the kayaks is possible. Designed for the whole family, the Optimo fits up to two adults and one child, and provides an alternative to traditional canoes.

Length: 432 cm/14’2 | Width: 93 cm/37” | Depth: 34 cm/13” | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | Max. Cap.: 300 kg/661 lb | Material: HDPE

**RTM KAYAKS.COM**

**ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM**

**HOBIE.COM**
VENTURE KAYAKS - JURA MV TRILITE

Whether you’re progressing into sea kayaking from adventure touring, or being introduced straight to the sea, the Jura will look after you during your first paddle strokes, yet has all the performance and features you’ll need to continue well beyond them. New even lighter and with improved hull performance in Trilite. Available in MV and HV sizes.

Length: 490 cm/16’1 | Width: 60 cm/23.6” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Volume: 291 L/78 G | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242 lb | Material: Trilite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY CRUISER

Hop in, lower yourself into the spacious cockpit using the grab handle, and settle in for adventure in the luxuriously padded seat; but the access and outfitting aren’t the only things comfortable about the Islay Cruiser. Ample stability will keep you focused on the sights and sounds around you, whilst great straight line tracking, easy maneuverability, and a highly efficient hull all combine for comfortable, almost effortless performance.

Length: 378 cm/12’5 | Width: 67 cm/26” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Volume: 377 L/84 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

WIG KAYAKS - CAYMAN

Simple and easy kayak for one day trips. We call it our “city kayak.” It is made using vacuum-infused technology, for light weight, good stiffness, and high performance at an affordable price.

Length: 440 cm/14’5 | Width: 60 cm/23.6” | Weight: 16 kg/40 lb

WIGKAYAKS.COM

WIG KAYAKS - MIRA

A very fast and stable kayak. The Mira is the best choice for beginners. It is made using vacuum-infused technology, for light weight, good stiffness, and high performance at an affordable price.

Length: 501 cm/16’5 | Width: 57 cm/22” | Weight: 22 kg/48.5 lb

WIGKAYAKS.COM

TAHE MARINE - FIT 111

The Fit 111 is a stable day-touring kayak. This kayak provides increased speed. The Fit 111 glides well and tracks straight. It has a comfortable and generous sized cockpit making it easier to enter the boat. The short length keeps it maneuverable and also very easy to handle outside the water. Best suited for kayaking in inland waters.

Length: 337 cm/11’1 | Width: 70 cm/30” | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
**PELICAN INTERNATIONAL - ARGO 100XP**

The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season on calm and slow-moving waters. Built using our Twin Arched Multi Chine Hull, they provide excellent stability and spacious cockpits. The ARGO 100XP is specifically tailored to the average paddler looking for value-packed features. Made with our patented RAM-X™ PREMIUM material with ergonomic carrying handles, and weighing only 40 lb, you can carry the ARGO 100XP wherever you go. The Argo 100XP helps you create stories worth sharing.

Length: 304 cm/9'11 | Width: 73.5 cm/29" | Weight: 18.5 kg/40 lb

PELICANSPORT.COM

**LETTMANN - STAR LIGHT TOURING PLUS**

The Lettmann Starlight is our new compact and lightweight touring kayak. The concept of the Starlight is clear: Save weight. How to do it? We only use best materials, and of course, the Starlight is produced in the latest composite lightweight technologies. We include only what’s necessary, for example, a generous stern hatch, an optional day-hatch in the front, our comfortable seat, and the popular balance rudder. Equipped with these features, the Starlight is ready for day and multiday trips. The fast but compact hull makes the Starlight your favorite partner on lakes and rivers big or small.

Length: 444 cm/14' | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8" | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 395 l/104 G | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

**ZEGUL - EASY**

As the name suggests, the Zegul Easy is extremely easy to handle, maneuverable and stable. The Zegul Easy is compact and efficient, suitable for all sorts of paddlers and a wide range of activities, from day touring to fishing. It has a well-balanced hull so that rudder is only needed for longer trips. A unique design makes it very fast for its length. The size of the kayak makes it very easy to handle outside of water and a bigger cockpit allows easy entry into the kayak. Available in A-core and Full Carbon. Winner, Paddlesports Product of the Year 2019 - Recreational Category!

Length: 395 cm/12'9 | Width: 67 cm/26" | Weight: 22-23 kg/48-51 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: Fiberglass/Carbon

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - JOYRIDE 12**

Live it up and enjoy the ride in Perception’s latest lifestyle-inspired recreational kayak – the JoyRide! Featuring worry-free stability, super comfortable seating, quick and easy-access storage, and a convenient dashboard with Solo Mount accessory compatibility and the patent-pending Selfie Slot™ – a totally unique way to stage your smart phone and capture and share your best on-water moments. Also available in a 10-foot version.

Length: 369 cm/12'1 | Width: 69 cm/27" | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

**ISLANDER KAYAKS - FIESTA MARINE RECYCLED**

Enjoy your paddle in a kayak that’s fun and easygoing, and better for the environment! This kayak is molded using marine recycled plastic thanks to our partner, Odyssey Innovation. The Fiesta is stable and easy to control, and outfitted for quick set-up and user comfort. It’s a great way to experience paddling and just having fun on the water.

Length: 279 cm/9'2 | Width: 70 cm/27.5" | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: Odyssey Marine Recycled Plastic | Color: Odyssey Black

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - CAROLINA 12**

The Carolina 12 has been referred to as “a sea kayak in miniature” by admiring observers. Perception’s most compact twin-hatched touring kayak gives reliable tracking and stability that begs you to explore further. Its smooth lines are matched by swift performance and outfitting that provides dependable control. All-around versatility enables you to enjoy day and overnight trips on a variety of waters. The Carolina 12 is perfect if you are looking for a true tracking kayak that will turn easily when required. Also available in a 14-foot version.

Length: 366 cm/12' | Width: 66 cm/26" | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM
PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PRODIGY 10
The Perception Prodigy 10.0 kayak’s stable and forgiving 10-foot design makes it a favorite for beginners to intermediates. The sit-in design protects from the elements and lowers the kayak’s center of gravity for enhanced stability. The shorter length and light weight make it easy to transport and maneuver as you explore flat-water rivers, lakes, and ponds. Full days are a joy thanks to spacious dry storage and the deluxe comfort of a six-way adjustable seat with padded adjustable leg support. Also available in a 12-foot version, tandem version, and a kids version.

Length: 305 cm/10’ | Width: 75 cm/29.5” | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

TAHE MARINE - FIT 132 PE
The Fit 132 PE is a stable day-touring kayak for beginner to intermediate paddlers designed to build confidence and develop skills. The kayak has a hard chine hull that provides great stability, helping the Fit 132 PE to glide well and track straight. It has a comfortable and generous-sized cockpit, making it easier to enter and exit. A short length keeps it maneuverable and also very easy to handle outside the water. The 132 PE has a deck pocket and two practical storage compartments that can fit all your necessary gear for longer day trips. Best suited for kayaking in inland waters.

Length: 425 cm/16’2” | Width: 65 cm/25” | Weight: 25-27 kg/55-60 lb | Max. Cap.: 135 kg/288 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PERCEPTION KAYAKS - EXPRESSION 11
A sleek crossover between a recreational and touring kayak, the Expression 11 features a stable and maneuverable design that is built to handle a multitude of water environments. Designed with beginner to intermediate paddlers in mind, the Expression’s paddling performance builds confidence and skill. The hull design of the Expression 11 is a perfect balance of overall stability without sacrificing maneuverability. The cockpit size is inviting and gives paddlers room to move freely, while the ergonomically engineered Zone outfitting provides the kind of comfort needed for a day on the water. Also available in twin-hatched versions: Expression 14/15.

Length: 353 cm/11’7” | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 114 kg/250 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - BOLERO 14’
A classic touring kayak that’s fast enough to cover distance, yet stable and easy to paddle. The rounded hull inspires confidence, and the drop-down skeg will help keep you paddling straight in choppy water. The accessible, comfortable cockpit includes multiple storage options, making the Bolero our go-to tour kayak for inland or coastal adventures.


ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

GUMOTEX - RUSH 1
A versatile kayak of innovative design further expanding the possibilities of drop-stitch technology (hydro-dynamically shaped bow, keel formation): the RUSH is suitable for recreation, boat wandering, calm lake paddles, and cruising along the seashore, as well as navigating rivers up to grade II whitewater. For better comfort in poor weather conditions, it can be equipped with a rudder or a removable cockpit (recommended accessories). The main advantages are versatility, speed and stability.

Length: 355 cm/11’8” | Width: 81 cm/32” | Weight: 12 kg/26.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Black/Grey (6/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - TUPELO 12
Designed for cruising the waterways with comfort and efficiency with loads of storage, the Tupelo is your premier, feature-laden recreational kayak. Like touring and whitewater kayaks, the Tupelo comes sized for the paddler, with the 12.5 for larger paddlers and the lighter, narrower 12.0 ideal for medium or smaller paddlers. Both feature Jackson’s removable and super comfy Ergo Seat, with integrated lumbar support. Gear track around the deck allow you to accessorize with products like rod holders, GPS, camera mounts, smart phones and more. Versatility, comfort, ease of use...the Tupelo has it all in one lightweight package!

Length: 361 cm/11’10” | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb (w/o seat) | Max. Cap.: 114 kg/250 lbs

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM
**TAHE MARINE - FIT 158 PE**

The Fit 158 PE is a great touring kayak with an excellent glide and maneuverability. The Fit 158 PE is an efficient PE kayak that maintains speed very well and has good acceleration. The hard chine hull provides greater initial stability and good maneuverability. The Fit 158 PE has a deck pocket and two storage compartments that can hold your gear for any day trip you have in mind.

Length: 479 cm/15'8 | Width: 59 cm/23'' | Weight: 26-29 kg/57-64 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

---

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - TRIBUTE 12**

The Tribute 12.0 kayak is engineered specifically for women and smaller paddlers. Perfect for active adventures on flat or slow-moving waters, its forgiving hull inspires confidence by offering speed and smooth handling in an exceptionally stable design. A roomy cockpit is easy to get in and out of, plus it protects you from the elements. Stay out all day with spacious storage and a cushioned six-way adjustable seat; the seat combined with easily adjustable footrests and thigh supports to create a kayak that fits you like a glove.

Length: 366 cm/12' | Width: 62 cm/24'' | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 109 kg/240 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM**

---

**ROTEKO S.C. - JETT**

A comfortable and durable kayak. Resistant to damage, with the possibility of sandwich production. Available in many colors, with many accessories so you can personalize the boat to your needs.

Length: 400 cm/13'1 | Width: 70 cm/27.5'' | Weight: 27 kg/59.5 lb | Volume: 900 L/237 G

**ROTEKO.PL**

---

**DAG - MEZZO LUXE**

The MEZZO LUXE is a compact, comfortable and easily manageable touring kayak. Its rear storage compartment allows you to carry everything you need for either a few hours or journeys up to two days.

Length: 360 cm/11'8 | Width: 67 cm/22'' | Depth: 37 cm/14.5'' | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Cockpit Size: 92 x 47 cm/36.2'' x 18.5'' | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/285 lb | Material: HDPE

**DAG-KAYAK.COM**

---

**VENTURE KAYAKS - FLEX**

As the name suggests, the Flex is designed for flexibility, allowing you to explore canals, take short coastal trips, enjoy a tranquil day on the lake, or float along gentle rivers: all in one kayak that’s easy to paddle, transport, and store. Optional High Backrest shown.

Length: 330 cm/10’10 | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Volume: 225 L/59 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**VENTUREKAYAKS.COM**

---

**KAYAK DISTRIBUTION - BOREAL BALTIC 120**

The Baltic, with its Swede-form hull, is exceptionally fast and smooth with every stroke of the paddle. Deck fittings are plentiful, with self-rescue straps, hi-vis deck safety lines, and bungees galore. The Baltic comes with a built-in skeg with a smooth side deployment lever to help you with tracking and add some additional stability.

Length: 366 cm/12' | Width: 64 cm/65'' | Weight: 25 kg/143 lb

**BOUTIQUEBOREALDESIGN.COM**

---

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - TRIPPER 12**

The Tripper is based on the stable and versatile Kilroy hull. This sit-inside recreational kayak is designed for fun family adventure. The Tripper 12 comes with loads of storage space, our super-comfy Hi-Lo Ergo seat, and never ending ways to personalize it for your own use. Its extra large cockpit makes it perfect for taking along your furry friend. Load it up for a long adventure, fishing, or simply take it out for a quick leisurely paddle. Get there with the Tripper!

Length: 373 cm/12'3 | Width: 77.5 cm/30.5” | Weight: 28.5 kg/63 lb (without seat) | Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb | Colors: Cobra . Arctic . Macaw

**JACKSONADVENTURES.COM**

---

**DAG - MEZZO LUXE**

---

**VENTURE KAYAKS - TRIBUTE 12**

---

**ROTEKO S.C. - JETT**

---

**TAHE MARINE - FIT 158 PE**

---
WAVE SPORT - VISTA

The Vista is an exceptionally popular touring tandem that mixes speed with stability and easy handling. This fast and efficient open cockpit tandem has a streamlined profile that glides smoothly across the water. Its renowned performance is complemented by a spacious cockpit that accommodates a variety of paddler combinations with space to spare for a small passenger or the family pet. A generous carrying capacity and a rear compartment provide room for you to load up for a journey of a lifetime. Rental spec version available.

Length: 485 cm/15'11 | Width: 82 cm/32'' | Weight: 41 kg/90 lb | Max. Cap.: 300 kg/661 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PRODIGY TANDEM 14.5

The Prodigy Tandem delivers on a promise with a rocker profile focused on speed, tracking, and minimal noise when paddling through flatwater and light currents. Most importantly, ergonomics and comfort are a must. The tandem outfitting features a pair of ultra-comfortable Zone DLX seats with multiple adjustment options, including height adjustable backrests and leg lifter support to reduce leg fatigue. Whether paddling solo or tandem, with pets, kids, or adults, the outfitting can be configured perfectly for any journey.

Length: 442 cm/14'6 | Width: 79 cm/31'' | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Max. Cap.: 259 kg/569 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

LETTMANN - STAR LIGHT K2 TOURING PLUS

The StarLight K2 is a lightweight tandem touring kayak based on our very popular StarLight K1. In our StarLight family, we focus on a very low weight. We only use the best materials and the newest technologies. And of course, we include only what is absolutely necessary – for example our comfortable adjustable seat and the incredible balance steering system. With our innovative integrated back hatch, the StarLight K2 is ready for day trips or weekend adventures. Its stable hull makes it suitable for beginners, but even experienced paddlers love its compact and fast hull design.

Length: 530 cm/17'4 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 31 kg/68.3 lb | Volume: 550 l/145 G | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb | Material: DCS · LCS · VCS

LETTMANN.DE

GUMOTEX - RUSH 2

A versatile kayak of innovative design further expanding the possibilities of dropstitch technology (hydro-dynamically shaped bow, keel formation): the RUSH is suitable for recreation, boat wandering, calm lake paddles, and cruising along the seashore, as well as navigating rivers up to grade II whitewater. For better comfort in poor weather conditions, it can be equipped with a rudder or a removable cockpit (recommended accessories). The main advantages are versatility, speed, and stability. The RUSH 2 can be used as a single or as a double kayak.

Length: 420 cm/13'9 | Width: 82 cm/32” | Weight: 15.5 kg/34 lb | Max. Cap.: 195 kg/430 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Black/Grey (6/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM
**TRITON - VUOKSA 2 ADVANCED**

The 2 in 1 folding boat. The Triton Vuoksa 2 Advanced is a classic touring kayak with an excellent price to performance ratio, enormous stiffness, and plenty of space. Especially ideal for river or luggage-laden rides. The rods are made of aluminum and the hull from an abrasion and UV-resistant PVC/PU mixture that remains flexible even at cold temperatures. It comes with lateral air tubes, which makes it extremely stable and unsinkable. The removable deck makes it easy to set up and load. It can also be paddled solo without any additional accessories.

Length: 482 cm/15’9 | Width: 85 cm/33” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb

**ROTEKO S.C. - SPRINTER II**

A universal kayak ready for anything. Two-seat polyethylene kayak with a spacious cockpit, excellent on both lakes and the rivers. Very stable, maneuverable, and good at tracking, the Sprinter II will meet the expectations of budding and advanced canoeists. Comfortable seats with folding backrests and the space for drinks deserve special attention. Between two adult seats, there is a comfortable third seat for the child with a back, which can be set in three positions. Multi-level, profiled supports under the feet allow every user to lay their feet comfortably. Can be made using a PE sandwich.

Length: 425 cm/13’11 | Width: 78 cm/31” | Volume: 1000 L/264 G

**ROTEKO S.C. - SOLINA**

A comfortable and durable kayak. Resistant to damage, with the possibility of sandwich production. Available in many colors, with many additions so you can personalize the boat to your needs. New weight reduction option thanks to the sandwich construction option. Even the lighter kayak is still durable!

Length: 480 cm/15’8 | Width: 82 cm/33” | Weight: 42 kg/92.5 lb | Volume: 1200 L/317 G

**HURRICANE KAYAKS - SANTEE 140 TANDEM**

So, you want a tandem kayak, which means you want an extra seat to share the experience, but you’d rather not paddle a polyethylene barge. Meet the Santee 140T - a tandem kayak with a solo soul and lightweight attitude. It cuts through the water with stability and performance, and, with our unique Trylon construction, it weighs in at a svelte 57 pounds, which means you won’t need a winch and pulleys to get it off your racks. There’s also a roomy hatch and cockpit space for your day-tripping gear. You can even adjust the front seat for the days you go solo.

Length: 427 cm/14’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 193 kg/425 lb | Material: ABS

**RTM - BRIOS**

A stable, roomy, and lightweight tandem recreational kayak, the Brio comes with two comfortable folding ergonomic seats and footrests, making it a great family picnic boat that is easy to transport. The generous weight capacity and abundant flat surfaces makes the Brio and a natural choice for fishermen. Added extras include an integrated child seat in the stern seat and the option of removing one seat and moving the second to the center position for solo paddling.

Length: 395 cm/13’ | Width: 83 cm/33” | Depth: 38 cm/15” | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Max. Cap.: 230 kg/507 lb | Material: HDPE

**DAGGER KAYAKS - AXIS E**

A must-have for any adventurous paddler. The sleek hull combines rocker and rail edge giving excellent maneuverability, with keel and skeg to aid tracking. The accessible cockpit, outfitted for comfort and control includes storage features making the Axis a boat with limitless possibilities.

VERANO - CALIFORNIA P DRIVE

With an ergonomic seat and wide hull, the California P-Drive is predestined for relaxed cruising on coastal waters, lakes and rivers. A complete recreational and fishing kayak with pedal drive that can be easily transported in the trunk of a compact car.

Length: 420 cm/13'9 | Width: 95 cm/37" | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | Material: PVC

MEGA-SPORTS.COM

AQUADESIGN - SEDNA 350

Powerful, rigid, and easy to inflate, the new SEDNA 350 inflatable kayak is a perfect compromise between the lightness of inflatable technology and the performance of a hardshell. Equipped with a molded bow at the front and rear, this new 100% dropstitch kayak offers an incomparable glide.

Length: 350 cm/11'5 | Width: 75 cm/30" | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Level: High End

AQUADESIGN.EU

GRABNER - HYPE

The HYPE is a fantastic short kayak, for easy rivers up to medium whitewater. The waterproof closed deck with coaming offers a dry ride comfort. The HYPE meets the high demands of whitewater: With adjustable thigh straps, foot support and seat fastening, you become one with the boat! The ultimate advantage: rolled up the HYPE has a tiny packing size (70 x 30 x 15 cm) and can be easily carried in a car, train or plane!

Length: 245 cm/8' | Width: 86 cm/33.8" | Weight: 13.5 kg/28.6 lbs | Max Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb

GRABNER.COM

STAR - PARAGON

The STAR Paragon Inflatable Kayak gives you all the benefits of an inflatable while paddling and tracking with the efficiency of a traditional touring kayak.

Length: 340 cm/11'2 | Width: 91 cm/35.8" | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Multiple | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

RTM - LAGO 1

The LAGO ONE is the new inflatable kayak in the RTM range. It is made of 1000D PVC and with double-skin dropstitch technology, ensuring high rigidity and abrasion resistance. The “teak deck” look gives the LAGO a unique and attractive look. The LAGO is designed for nomadic paddlers, looking for the convenience of inflatable and the comfort and rigidity of a traditional kayak to discover kayaking and new spaces.

Length: 321 cm/10'5 | Width: 70 cm/28" | Depth: 33 cm/13" | Weight: 17.5 kg/37.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: PVC . Dropstitch | Sizes: Lago 1 . Lago 2

RTMKAYAKS.COM
GUMOTEX - SWING 1

The SWING 1 is a sit-in inflatable kayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbors, lakes, and rivers up to grade II whitewater. The kayak is supplied with two aluminum reinforcements for improved hull rigidity, maneuverability, and stability. The reinforcements also shape the deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight, the SWING 1 is perfect for trips with frequent portages. The enclosed deck prevents water getting in. Available in a single and a double version.


GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ADVANCEDFRAME

The AdvancedFrame® is a hybrid of a folding frame kayak and an inflatable kayak. Utilizing built-in aluminum ribs in the bow and stern, it slices through water like a knife and rivals the trackability of hard-shell kayaks. The stern acts as a skeg, increasing the tracking performance. It uses extremely durable materials in a three-layer construction and features many high-end components. There is plenty of on-board storage room for extended trips. It sets up in just a few minutes and is compact enough to take along on a weekend adventure.

Length: 318 cm/10'5 | Width: 82 cm/33" | Weight: 8 kg/17.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 102 kg/225 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

GUMOTEX - FRAMURA

The FRAMURA is Gumotex’s fastest kayak. It is designed for leisure and touring, and is suitable for sheltered waters, harbors, inlets, and lakes, as well as calm rivers up to grade I whitewater. The FRAMURA can carry a lot of baggage that can be stored in the front and rear. The kayak has a non-removable deck with elastic netting and is supplied with a comfortable inflatable seat. A sea-kayak paddle is an ideal choice for FRAMURA.

Length: 410 cm/13’6 | Width: 75 cm/26" | Weight: 16 kg/29 lb | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Black/Green (6/1C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - TWIST 1

Are you looking for a small, lightweight, and space-saving kayak? Then the TWIST is right for you, whether you want to explore new places on lakes or travel on calm rivers. The TWIST 1 is the smallest and the lightest kayak from our fleet. The TWIST 2/1 can be easily transformed from its two-seat version to its one-seat version or vice versa, thanks to an innovative design. The kayak is stable enough for a small kayaker, an XXL person or even up to two paddlers can sit comfortably. The TWIST has removable seats with an adjustable backrest for comfortable, dry sitting.


GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE I11S

Ideal for quick trips after work, or jetting to another continent (while escaping most airline oversize baggage fees). Throw on an optional H-Crate in the back, grab a fishing rod and enjoy kayak fishing. A fin is provided to assist when tracking is needed. It packs plenty of stability into its low-profile design, yet is fully featured, with Hobie’s MirageDrive 180 + Kick-Up Fins, supremely adjustable Vantage CTi Surfing System, and the fingertip control of the Twist and Stow Rudder.


HOBIE.COM
ADVANCED ELEMENTS - AIRFUSION EVO

Continuing the EVolution of this award-winning design, the AirFusion™ EVO is unlike any other inflatable kayak on the water! The first of its kind, the AirFusion™ EVO’s unique design is a fusion of aluminum frame poles, high-pressure dropstitch air chambers, and an enclosed outer Polyurethane skin, which results in a streamlined high-performance kayak. Skirtable for protection in adverse conditions, the EVO offers great stability, a V-shaped hull for superior tracking, and a rear access hatch for easy access to under deck items. At 13’ long, the AirFusion™ EVO is a quick and nimble kayak that tracks like a hardshell.

Length: 400 cm/13'2 | Width: 82 cm/33" | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 204 kg/450 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ADVANCEDFRAME ULTRALITE

For those seeking high performance in the lightest package possible, the AdvancedFrame® Ultralite delivers! Utilizing our aluminum rib-frame technology in the bow and stern and ultra-light Polyurethane materials in a three-layer construction, the AdvancedFrame® Ultralite is a high-performance kayak with superior hull speed and tracking in a mid 17-pound package. Fully featured with items like D-rings, bungee deck lacing, an inflatable foot brace, and a supportive highback seat, this kayak is well equipped for your next ultra-light adventure. It sets up in a matter of minutes and is light enough to pack into any remote getaway!

Length: 318 cm/10’5 | Width: 82 cm/32" | Weight: 8 kg/17.6 | Max. Cap.: 102 kg/225 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ADVANCEDFRAME EXPEDITION ELITE

The AdvancedFrame® Expedition Elite is the natural evolution of inflatable kayaks. A hybrid of a folding frame kayak and an inflatable kayak, the Expedition incorporates our proven aluminum rib-frame technology in the bow and stern and dropstitch technology in the floor to provide paddling performance that rivals that of a hardshell kayak. Working together to deliver optimal paddling performance, the aluminum ribs form a shape that cuts through the water while the floor provides unparalleled rigidity in an inflatable and creates hull chine. At 13’ long, with plenty of storage space, the Expedition Elite is perfect for any adventure!

Length: 400 cm/13’2 | Width: 82 cm/33’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. cap.: 204 kg/450 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - LAGOON1

The sporty Lagoon1™ kayak is so unique that you will have complete strangers asking questions about it. Its bow and stern have fixed rigid forms that help cut through the waves and keep you on course. It has an inner tube cover for increased rigidity and durability. With additional features such as an inflatable seat rest, foam floor, paddle loops, and a tracking fin, this multi-use boat is perfect for anyone who enjoys the water. From lakes and mild rivers, to bays and estuaries, it’s a delight to get on the water quickly without lugging around a heavy cumbersome hardshell.

Length: 254 cm/8’4 | Width: 87 cm/34” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ADVANCEDFRAME SPORT

The AdvancedFrame® Sport is a light-weight version of our popular AdvancedFrame® kayak. Although nearly identical in shape and form to the original AdvancedFrame®, it sports a large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit. Incorporating our proven aluminum rib-frame technology in the bow and stern provides increased paddling performance in this sporty design. With performance similar to a hardshell kayak and the packability of an inflatable, you are only a few pumps away from your next adventure!

Length: 318 cm/10’5 | Width: 82 cm/32’ | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM
ADVANCED ELEMENTS
INFLATABLE KAYAKS
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

WWW.ADVANCEDELEMENTS.COM

WWW.OUTEQUIP.COM
BECAUSE PADDLING WITH A BUDDY IS ALWAYS MORE FUN, THE STAR PARAGON TANDEM INFLATABLE KAYAK FEATURES RIGID INSERTS TO CREATE A TRADITIONAL KEEL-SHAPED HULL, A REMOVABLE SKEG FOR EFFICIENT TRACKING, AND ROOM FOR TWO PADDLERS.

Length: 457 cm/15’ | Width: 91 cm/36” | Weight: 23.6 kg/52 lb | Material: PVC

VERANO - CANYON DUO
A versatile leisure kayak for two people with a stable dropstitch bottom and small pack size. The Canyon is suitable for lakes, rivers with up to grade I whitewater, and the sea.

Length: 405 cm/13’3” | Width: 92 cm/36” | Weight: 17.5 kg/39 lb | Material: PVC. Dropstitch

AQUADESIGN - SEDNA 415
Powerful, rigid, and easy to inflate, the new SEDNA 415 inflatable kayak for two people is a perfect compromise between the advantages of inflatable technology and the performance of a hardshell. Equipped with a molded bow at the front and rear, this new 100% dropstitch kayak offers an incomparable glide.

Length: 415 cm/13’6” | Width: 75 cm/30” | Weight: 16.2 kg/35.7 lb | Level: High End

AQUADESIGN - KALAO 360
An ideal kayak for family water rides. Its premium construction with a dropstitch bottom and rigid bow offers a real sliding advantage over inflatable kayaks with similar positioning.

Length: 360 cm/11’8” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Level: Mid-Range

BIC SPORT - FULL HP 2
The YAKKAir Full HP 2 is a significant progression in the concept of inflatable kayaks, with a paneled structure that uses the new dropstitch technology. The high-pressure inflated, rock-solid panels combine to create an ultra-rigid, high-performance kayak with superb glide made for easy paddling. The narrower lateral panel sections give much more storage space inside than the previous rounder panels. The more open cockpit design makes re-entry much easier. And the bung at the stern makes it easy to empty after use. Full HP 2 come with quality fittings as standard. A new revolution in inflatables.

Length: 410 cm/13’5” | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Max. Cap.: 210 kg/463 lb | Weight: 15.5 kg/34 lb | Level: High End | Material: Dropstitch

OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND MAKING RIVER RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY OF PADDLERS.
PAKBOATS - PUFFIN SARANAC
With a weight of an unbelievable 13.2 kg and a payload capacity of 180 kg, the Puffin Saranac is an ideal paddle companion with storage space for daily luggage. Enjoy taking it out for a leisurely float, or use it for kayak fishing. Customized sizes and designs available.
Length: 338 cm/11' | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb
PAKBOATS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ADVANCEDFRAME CONVERTIBLE ELITE
Take it to the next level with the all-new AdvancedFrame Convertible Elite! A fifteen-foot kayak that can be paddled solo or tandem, The Convertible Elite combines our aluminum rib-frame technology in the bow and stern, and rigid dropstitch technology in the floor to provide paddling performance that rivals that of a hardshell Kayak. The versatile open deck design can be converted to a closed deck kayak in a matter of seconds by simply zipping in the optional single or double deck conversions, and the upgraded lumbar seats provide comfort for hours of paddling!
Length: 460 cm/15’1 | Width: 82 cm/33” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb
OUTEQUIP.COM

VERANO - CAYMAN DUO
The Verano Cayman Duo with a compact size and easy handling is the perfect boat for spontaneous water activities.
Length: 385 cm/12’8 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Weight: 17 kg/37.5 lb | Material: PVC . Dropstitch
MEGA-SPORTS.COM

VERANO - CALIFORNIA DUO
The Verano California Duo is an advanced inflatable kayak with side chambers and bottom floor in dropstitch technology.
Length: 473 cm/15’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Material: Dropstitch
MEGA-SPORTS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - ISLAND VOYAGER 2
The Island Voyage™ 2 is a compact and durable recreational inflatable kayak equipped with several unique features that make it perfect for fun on the water! With a multi-layer construction, multiple grab handles, bungee deck lacing, high-back seats, a pointed bow with rocker, and a tracking fin for enhanced performance, the Island Voyage™ 2 is ready for your next adventure. Whether you are floating rivers or paddling lakes, you will appreciate the quality in this stable recreational kayak.
Length: 340 cm/11’2 | Width: 95 cm/37” | Weight: 14.3 kg/31.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 182 kg/401 lb
OUTEQUIP.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - KEY WEST 338
100% dropstitch construction, with a sharp, rigid bow and stem molds, make this kayak the perfect kayak for trips to wilder lakes, far away bays or island hideaways. Enjoy taking it out for a leisurely float, or use it for kayak fishing. Customized sizes and designs available.
Length: 338 cm/11’ | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb
KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

RTM - LAGO 2
The Lago 2 is designed for nomadic paddlers looking for the convenience of an inflatable without sacrificing performance. Made with 1000D PVC and double-skin dropstitch technology for high rigidity and abrasion resistance. The V-shaped hull gives a glide and toughness comparable to hard-shell kayaks. The Lago’s “beak deck” and raised seats with removable backrests mean you look good, feel good, and paddle great. Inflatable and adjustable footrests help personalize your best fit. A drain plug lets you easily drain water and air. HP pump included for easy inflation.
RTMKAYAKS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - KEY WEST 338
**GUMOTEX - THAYA**

The revolutionary THAYA inflatable kayak, which combines our special Nitrilon® material and dropstitch technology, is defined by excellent stability, stiffness and maneuverability. The unique combination of the inflatable side tubes and modern dropstitch technology maximizes the user’s comfort and improves the handling properties of the boat.

The THAYA is lightweight and has excellent rollability. It is suitable for recreation on lakes and rivers up grade II whitewater. An additional foredeck (optional accessory) protects it from water flowing over the bow, increasing paddler comfort. Adjustable to fit 1 or 2 adults or 2 adults + 1 child.

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**

---

**GUMOTEX - SOLAR**

The SOLAR inflatable kayak serves for both trips on lakes and touring on rivers up to grade II whitewater. An additional foredeck (optional accessory) prevents water from flowing over the bow, increasing user comfort during paddling, for example, on the sea. The kayak is equipped with a drain hole in the rear deck. The basic version of the SOLAR is equipped with two seats and with fixtures for the third seat. There is a possibility to place seats in different positions. The SOLAR can be turned into a single-seat, double-seat and triple-seat kayak.

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**

---

**GUMOTEX - SEAWAVE**

Thanks to its long, narrow shape, the SEAWAVE kayak is easy to control and very fast. It can be converted from a three-person version into a two-person or one-person kayak by moving the seats. Installation of an optional deck makes SEAWAVE a great sea kayak. Aluminum reinforcements support the deck and stiffen the hull. The floor features a pronounced keel for handling in the wind and better tracking. SEAWAVE is an excellent touring kayak suitable also for sea kayaking in sheltered waters. Comes with two seats. A third seat can be purchased separately.

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**

---

**GRABNER GMBH - RIVERSTAR**

This spacious kayak offers plenty of space for two persons and luggage; it is incredibly stable and suitable for longer trips in quiet waters as well as day excursions. This top model of the Grabner kayak fleet is ideal for river exploration, lakes, and the seashore. And it is just perfect for anyone who wishes to switch from a folding boat to an inflatable kayak: robust, comfortable, and ready to use in no time. Gives a professional dimension to the joy of perfect gliding.

**GRABNER.COM**

---

**GUMOTEX - SWING 2**

The SWING 2 is a sit-in inflatable kayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbors, lakes, and rivers up to grade II whitewater. The kayak is supplied with two aluminum reinforcements for improved hull rigidity, maneuverability, and stability. The reinforcements also shape the deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight the kayak is perfect for trips with frequent portages. The enclosed deck prevents water getting in. Available in a single and a double version.

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**
Rush into the future

Made in EU. Made from rubber.

www.gumotexboats.com
VERANO - PACKRAFT
A super sturdy Packraft in proven form. An abrasion-resistant PVC shell is perfect for combined trekking and whitewater tours. Comes standard with attachment loops, seat, backrest, and removable spraydeck.

Length: 230 cm/7'6 | Width: 96 cm/38” | Weight: 7.5 kg/16.5 lb | Material: PVC . Dropstitch

MEGA-SPORTS.COM

AQUADESIGN - YUPIK
A PVC packraft customizable according to your needs. Easy to adapt a net, hanging rings, or a T-ZIP. With the Yupik, you have the perfect opportunity to introduce the discipline to as many people as possible without worrying about its fragility.

Length: 250 cm/8'2 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Level: Mid-Range

AQUADESIGN.EU

STAR - VIPER XL
With an aggressive rocker design and eight more inches of length, the STAR Viper XL Inflatable Kayak is built for bigger paddlers looking for an inflatable that can ride over waves, punch through holes, surf, and ferry like a hard-shell.

Length: 308 cm/10'2 | Width: 94 cm/37” | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - VIPER
The STAR Viper Inflatable Kayak delivers hard-shell-like performance with the convenience and ease of an inflatable.

Length: 290 cm/9'5 | Width: 91 cm/35.8” | Level: Entry Level | Colors: Red . Yellow . Lime | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM
ADVANCED ELEMENTS - STRAITEDGE

The StraitEdge™ Kayak is the first sit-on-top self-bailing inflatable kayak to incorporate aluminum rib-frames in the bow and stern to improve tracking in open water conditions. With a hull design similar to a hardshell sit-on-top kayak and self-bailing ports that can be opened in rough conditions and closed in calm or cold conditions, you have a kayak that can be paddled in up to class III whitewater with improved trackability on open water. It can be easily packed away into its duffel bag and paddled in the most remote locations.

Length: 295 cm/9'8 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 15 kg/34 lb | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

NORTIK - TREKRAFT EXPEDITION

The ultralight, high performance packraft. The Nortik TrekRaft EXPEDITION offers the possibility to stow luggage in the air tube itself. This design offers several advantages, such as a lower center of gravity and reduced wind exposure. The bags also serve as buoyancy devices in the event of a hole in the outer hull- an additional safety feature! The rafts have two integrated pockets - one on each side to minimize imbalances. A covered zipper allows easy and waterproof storage.

Length: 230 cm/7'7 | Width: 92 cm/36.2” | Weight: 3.8 kg/8.3 lb

FALTBOOT.DE

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - PACKLITE

Weighing in at four pounds, the PackLite™ Kayak is designed to be an extremely compact and lightweight recreational inflatable kayak equipped with several unique features to make it the perfect ultra-light kayak for paddling in the most remote locations. It has three chambers for optimum safety, packs down to 11”x11”x5”, and features easy to use Twistlok™ and military-style valves for easy inflation. When out on the water, the mesh carry bag doubles as an on-deck gear bag for securing smaller items. Paddling a remote alpine lake or stream has never been this easy!

Length: 240 cm/7’10 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 1.8 kg/4 lb | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb

OUTEQUIP.COM

AQUADESIGN - TWIKI I

A versatile kayak ideal for class I, II, III, and IV river trips. Its dropstitch bottom offers an ideal rigidity for whitewater or calm water navigation.

Length: 290 cm/9’5 | Width: 87 cm/34” | Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Level: Mid-Range

AQUADESIGN.EU
GUMOTEX - SAFARI 330
The SAFARI 330 is a sports kayak with a self-bailing bottom suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater, coastal kayaking, or surfing. The new SAFARI 330 is longer, wider, and more stable than its precursor. It is spacious enough to fit well-built kayakers and, thanks to significantly improved stability, suitable even for less experienced paddlers. The stern and bow can accommodate dry bags with your personal gear. Elastic ropes secure the bags in place.
Length: 330 cm/10’10 | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - TWIST 2/1
Are you looking for a small, lightweight, and space-saving kayak? Then the TWIST is right for you, whether you want to explore new places on lakes or travel on calm rivers. The TWIST 2/1 can be easily transformed from its two-seat version to its one-person version or vice versa, thanks to an innovative design. The kayak is stable enough for a small kayaker, an XXL person or even up to two paddlers to sit comfortably. The TWIST has removable seats with an adjustable backrest for comfortable, dry sitting.
Length: 360 cm/11’10 | Width: 83 cm/33” | Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Max. Cap.: 410 kg/902 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C), Green/Grey (1C/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - ORINOCO
The ORINOCO is a multi-purpose inflatable boat suitable for river cruising, overnight trips and expeditions, whitewater, and it also makes a great family boat. The river raft-like design provides experienced crews with essential stability while running whitewater. Thigh straps with safety clasps provide better control and confidence in rapids.
Length: 405 cm/13’2 | Width: 105 cm/41” | Weight: 25.5 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/770 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

AQUADESIGN - AZUL
Inflatable canoes have already proven themselves on the water for their practicality and durability. With its rigid dropstitch bottom, the new AZUL Canoe offers outstanding performance for your river rides.
Length: 410 cm/13’5 | Width: 98 cm/39” | Level: High End
AQUADESIGN.EU

COLLAPSIBLE
INFLATABLE 2 WHITETEWR
STABLE AND FORGIVING SO YOU CAN TACKLE THE CHALLENGE OF WHITETEWR WITH A FRIEND OR TWO!

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM
GUMOTEX - PALAVA
The PALAVA inflatable canoe is eye-catching with a sporty look and excellent handling performance. Thanks to its longer hull, it offers a large space for baggage and a flexibility of seat mounting which provides a comfortable seating with its width and horizontal fastening. When riding in rapids, it is possible to kneel and use the thigh straps. The canoe is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater difficulty or a comfortable tour on placid lakes.
Length: 400 cm/13’11” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - K2
The K2 is an inflatable kayak with a self-bailing floor designed specifically for whitewater. The kayak is very stable and forgiving, making novice kayakers more confident on more technical runs. The K2 offers ample seating space and an inflatable seat for comfort, plus thigh straps for better control in rapids.
Length: 390 cm/12’9” | Width: 100 cm/39” | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/420 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - BARAKA
The BARAKA is a river canoe with a self-bailing floor that can handle whitewater up to grade III whitewater. The boat has a rigid hull that handles well in rapids. The BARAKA provides its crew with many useful features and fittings and with plenty of inside space. The boat is designed for two adults plus a child, up to 350 kg max load. The BARAKA is the right choice for paddlers who want a boat designed without compromises.
Length: 410 cm/13’5” | Width: 105 cm/41” | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - K1
The K1 is an inflatable kayak with a self-bailing floor designed specifically for whitewater. The kayak is very stable and forgiving, making novice kayakers more confident on more technical runs. The K1 offers ample seating space and an inflatable seat for comfort, plus thigh straps for better control in rapids.
Length: 340 cm/11’15” | Width: 98 cm/39” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - SCOUT STANDARD/ECONOMY+
The SCOUT is an inflatable canoe with a modern design. The boat offers plenty of features for both comfort and convenience, such as a large inner space combined with huge payload and smooth handling. The Scout is ideal for adventurers with lots of baggage, whitewater enthusiasts, and families with children. This boat is available in a Standard or Economy- (S/E+) version. The standard version brings an innovative system of T-BONES reinforcements that strengthen the boat’s floor and provide great handling qualities comparable with a hardshell canoe.
Length: 445 cm/14’7” | Width: 95 cm/37” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - PALAVA
The PALAVA inflatable canoe is eye-catching with a sporty look and excellent handling performance. Thanks to its longer hull, it offers a large space for baggage and a flexibility of seat mounting which provides a comfortable seating with its width and horizontal fastening. When riding in rapids, it is possible to kneel and use the thigh straps. The canoe is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater difficulty or a comfortable tour on placid lakes.
Length: 400 cm/13’11” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - PALAVA
The PALAVA inflatable canoe is eye-catching with a sporty look and excellent handling performance. Thanks to its longer hull, it offers a large space for baggage and a flexibility of seat mounting which provides a comfortable seating with its width and horizontal fastening. When riding in rapids, it is possible to kneel and use the thigh straps. The canoe is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater difficulty or a comfortable tour on placid lakes.
Length: 400 cm/13’11” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - PALAVA
The PALAVA inflatable canoe is eye-catching with a sporty look and excellent handling performance. Thanks to its longer hull, it offers a large space for baggage and a flexibility of seat mounting which provides a comfortable seating with its width and horizontal fastening. When riding in rapids, it is possible to kneel and use the thigh straps. The canoe is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater difficulty or a comfortable tour on placid lakes.
Length: 400 cm/13’11” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.5 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (5C/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)
GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

ADVANCED ELEMENTS - STRAITEDGE2 PRO
The StraitEdge2™ Kayak is a thirteen-foot sit-on-top tandem kayak that incorporates an aluminum bow and stern frame to improve tracking in open water conditions. Its self-bailing ports can be opened in rough conditions and closed in calm or cold conditions for a kayak that can be paddled in up to class III whitewater with improved trackability on open water. Three seating positions allow for the kayak to be set up in solo or tandem mode.
Length: 400 cm/13’2” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 18 kg/41 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb
OUTEQUIP.COM
NRS - EXPEDITION E-130

The durable NRS E-130 raft works great for small paddle crews, rowing frames, or the NRS Fishing Frame. Built outfitter-tough, this will be the last raft the private boater will ever need to buy.

Length: 396 cm/13’ | Width: 186 cm/6’2” | Weight: 56 kg/123 lb | Material: Pennel Orca

NRS.COM

STAR - HIGH FIVE

Big grins in the eddy are unavoidable when running the sporty STAR High Five Raft. With pronounced rocker, diminishing tubes and a high-pressure dropstitch floor, this boat is built for shredding technical whitewater and big water alike.

Length: 299 cm/9’10” | Width: 162 cm/5’4” | Weight: 39 kg/87 lb | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM

STAR - OUTLAW 130

With the versatile STAR Outlaw 130 Raft, you get a boat that’s ready for any adventure, from charging whitewater with a paddle crew to fly fishing and multiday trips. This 13-foot boat excels on technical water as well as larger volume rivers.

Length: 396 cm/13’ | Width: 186 cm/6’2” | Weight: 54 kg/118 lb | Material: PVC

STARINFLATABLES.COM
GUMOTEX - PULSAR

PULSAR rafts are sought after by catering operators, sports centers, water sports clubs, and raft racing teams. The fast and rigid hull combined with the self-bailing inflatable bottom provides exceptional stability and very fast draining in rapids. PULSAR rafts have been chosen several times as the official race boats for the European Championships (most recently for the European Rafting Champs 2015 in Slovenia) and also the official race boat for the 2003 World Championships that took place in the Czech Republic on the Vitava River.


GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - COLORADO 450

The COLORADO 450 is a multi-purpose boat great for family holidays and river cruising. This six-person boat is designed for sports-style paddling, and with a skilled crew it handles very well even in moderate whitewater. The open stern provides the outflow of water in rapids. The legendary COLORADO has served on many expeditions into remote places around the world and is still the most popular team racing river boat in the Czech Republic.

Length: 450 cm/14’9” | Width: 160 cm/63” | Weight: 37.5 kg/83 lb | Max. Cap.: 600 kg/1223 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - RUBY XL

The new, larger RubyXL is 17 cm wider than the original version while maintaining its excellent handling performance. The RubyXL can be used with oars, with paddles as a canoe, or with a motor. The fastening of the transom is now much more robust and can be fitted with a motor with the maximum power up to 5 hp = 3.7 kW. The RubyXL boat is suitable for recreational offshore travelling, or trips on lakes and quieter watercourses. With canoe paddles, without motor and oars, this boat can be used for river travelling up grade II whitewater.

Length: 430 cm/14’1” | Width: 125 cm/49” | Weight: 29 kg/63 lb | Max. Cap.: 410 kg/905 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Red/Grey (SG/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - ONTARIO 420

The ONTARIO 420 is a six-person boat suitable for multi-day trips on rivers with the whole family. The Ontario is easy to control, fast and nimble, has non-bailing floor, and is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater. The ONTARIO is a versatile boat suitable for everyone.

Length: 420 cm/13’9” | Width: 145 cm/57” | Weight: 29 kg/63 lb | Max. Cap.: 600 kg/1327 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

GUMOTEX - ONTARIO 450 S

The ONTARIO 450 is a six-person boat suitable for multi-day trips on rivers with the whole family. The Ontario is easy to control, fast and nimble, has a non-bailing floor, and is suitable for rivers up to grade III whitewater. The ONTARIO is a versatile boat suitable for everyone.

Length: 450 cm/14’9” | Width: 157 cm/62” | Weight: 30 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 630 kg/1382 lb | Material: NITRILON® | Colors: Yellow/Grey (2A/11C) . Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM
**TRITON - LADOGA 1 ADVANCED**

The Triton Ladega 1 Advanced impresses with its enormous stiffness. The cockpit and the widest point of the kayak are behind the boat center. The advantages of this "Scandinavian shape" include reduced water resistance and improved tracking. “You almost imagine you are in a hardshell sea kayak.” (KANU-Magazine) Whether it’s the river, the sea or the ocean, the all-rounder Ladega 1 Advanced allows you to conquer everything.

- **Length:** 520 cm/17’1
- **Width:** 62 cm/2’’
- **Weight:** 19 kg/41 lb
- **Colors:** Matte Grey/Black . Red/Black
- **Sizes:** Ladoga 1 Advanced . Ladoga 2 Advanced

**FALTBOOT.DE**

---

**NORTIK - ARGO**

Argo – That’s what they called the incredible fast ship of the Argonauts in Greek mythology. Following that, the Nortik Argo was designed as a big tourer – which can also be used for small adventures, of course! All in all it is fast, extremely stable, stiff, and robust one-seater with a lot of space for luggage. The design and the innovative layout strongly remind on the Nortik Navigator; and you could say that it is the big brother of it.

- **Length:** 520 cm/17’1
- **Width:** 62 cm/2’’
- **Weight:** 19 kg/41.8 lb

**FALTBOOT.DE**

---

**NAUTIRAI - NARAK 405 CROSS**

The Narak 405 Cross is the crossover kayak in the Nautiraid Range. It can be paddled in a variety of waters, from class II whitewater to exploring coastal areas. It features a sea-kayak bow with a short waterline which makes it easy to turn in small rivers. The Narak Cross features a 15-minute assembly time and weighs only 16 kg. It packs in one backpack.

- **Length:** 405 cm/13’4
- **Width:** 60 cm/23.6”
- **Weight:** 16 kg/35.2 lbs
- **Level:** Mid-Range
- **Colors:** Red . White . Black . Blue . Grey

**NAUTIRAI.COM**

---

**ORU KAYAK - INLET**

The Inlet is, quite simply, for everyone. Designed to be played with on flat water, this model’s features speak to paddlers of all skill levels and needs. When not in use, the Inlet folds down into a box half the height of our existing kayaks. Most of the new perks of this model can be attributed to the ingenuity of the SHINY, NEW, fold pattern. Redesigned for the first time in our history, this new design focuses on efficiency and will streamline your entire kayaking experience, from box to boat to water and back.

- **Length:** 305 cm/10’
- **Width:** 76 cm/30”
- **Weight:** 9 kg/19.8 lb

**ORUKAYAK.COM**

---

**NORTIK - SCUBI 2 XL**

The Nortik Scubi 2 XL: the Swiss Army Knife of boats. The Nortik Scubi 2 XL with Nortik hybrid technology is by far the most versatile boat in the entire Scubi family, with fast assembly, excellent performance, and as variable as ever! It combines the advantages of inflatable boats (lightweight, quick assembly) with those of folding boats (excellent performance). The adjustable insertable seat “grows” with your children or offers the ideal solo paddling position. Loads of additional accessories means the Scubi 2 XL is always exactly the kayak you need!

- **Length:** 480 cm/15’9
- **Width:** 90 cm/35.4”
- **Weight:** 19 kg/42 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 250 kg/551.1 lb

**FALTBOOT.DE**

---
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ORU KAYAK - HAVEN

The Haven is a folding tandem with impeccable performance and unmatched portability. We’re also adding “versatility” – the Haven easily converts to a single-seater high-performance kayak with the switch of a few buckles, for those times when you want to fly solo. The Haven combines the stability and quick setup of our Beach LT with the performance and speed of the Coast XT; it’s a boat with endless possibilities.

Length: 488 cm/16’ | Width: 84 cm/33” | Weight: 18 kg/39.6 lb

ORUKAYAK.COM

NAUTIRAID - NARAK CROSS 475

This year, following the success of the Narak 405 Cross single seater, Nautiraid launches a tandem/convertible kayak with the same construction focusing on ease of assembly. A frame of only five aluminum tubes is easy to assemble and cover with the skin. Quick assembly time: 15 minutes. Easy packing: everything fits in one backpack bag.

Length: 475 cm/15’7 | Width: 77 cm/30” | Weight: 23.5 kg/51.6 lb |

NAUTIRAID.COM

ORU KAYAK - BAY ST

The Bay ST is the original Oru Kayak, launched on Kickstarter in 2012 and now available at retailers around the world; it’s even in the permanent collection of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Over the years we’ve thoroughly updated the design to enhance performance, making it easier to assemble and more comfortable to use than its predecessors. It’s stable enough for beginners, while the length and contouring make it fast and sporty for experts. There’s plenty of room to stash gear for day trips and short camping excursions.

Length: 365 cm/11’11 | Width: 63 cm/25” | Weight: 12.7 kg/28 lb

ORUKAYAK.COM

High Performance Inflatables

www.veranowatersports.com

Mega-Sports Vertriebs GmbH | Bhf. Triefenried 2 | 94209 Regen
info@mega-sports.com | www.veranowatersports.com
HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 12 WITH 360 TECH

With the all-new MirageDrive 360 and Kick-Up fins, move through the water without constraints, effortlessly spin and move in every direction, and go exactly where you want to. Hobie’s new Kick-Up Fins immediately extract on impact — meaning even shallow areas are now entirely navigable. Logs, kelp, shallows, rocks, no problem. The PA 12 is packed full of features including six rod holders, the adjustable, elevated Vantage ST seat, an extra wide hull, and stain-resistant EVA padding. Also available in a 14’ version.

Length: 366 cm/12’ | Width: 91 cm/36” | Weight: 60 kg/132 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene | Colors: Amazon Green Camo . Arctic Blue Camo

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER PROPEL MAX 12.5

The Slayer Max is one serious kayak fishing platform that will perform in offshore salt, inshore salt, and in freshwater environments. The new Slayer Propel Max 12.5 will undoubtedly become the boat of choice for a wide variety of kayak anglers. Includes the 701 Series Propel Pedal Drive.

Length: 330 cm/12’6 | Width: 86 cm/33’’ | Max. Cap.: 277 kg/500 lb | Material: Polyethylene

RTM - HIRO

The HIRO Impulse Drive is a new pedal drive fishing kayak from RTM. Inspired by Bass Boats, our designers have created a kayak with a stable, fast, and ergonomic design that meets the expectations of kayak fishermen. Powered by the Impulse Drive, this proven pedal system is lightweight and allows you to move forward and in reverse. A large rudder operated by a joystick makes this kayak easy to handle. Its comfortable, premium chair adjusts to the fisherman’s size. Includes a molded storage area with battery and transducer accessibility. This new hands-free fishing kayak is ready for adventure.

Length: 362 cm/11’9” | Width: 87 cm/34” | Thickness: 40 cm/16” | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | Material: HDPE

PELICAN INTERNATIONAL - CATCH 110 HDII

The CATCH 110HDII provides the same quality and durability you have come to expect from THE CATCH family. We have packed this kayak with the convenient features you love, like multiple flush mount rod holders, several rigging tracks, bottle and tackle box holders, accessory eyelets, anti-slip carpet, an 8’’ day hatch with storage bag, a convenient angle ruler, and two tank wells for easy storage. The HYDROVY pedal system makes maneuvering in shallow water or around aquatic plants, an absolute breeze and by using the power of your legs, you’ll be able to go for long distances without getting tired.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 86 cm/34” | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb

For the Fisherman Who Loves to Paddle, But Wants the Option of Going Hands-Free and Maneuvering Even When There Is a “Fish-On!”
PERCEPTION KAYAKS - CRANK 10.0

The new Crank 10.0 is the first in a new generation of easy-to-use, fast-and-fun pedal drive kayaks from Perception Kayaks. The kayak incorporates a fresh design aesthetic with incredibly comfortable ergonomics for powerful-yet-easy pedaling while providing ample surfaces for rigging aftermarket accessories, including two Solo Mount recesses within easy reach. The Crank's new-and-improved pedal drive is perfect for pedaling effortlessly and covering lots of water and provides the ability to go forward and reverse without removing the drive from the boat. The easy-handling Crank packs a punch and opens up the water to everyone in a fun, stable, and manageable package.

Length: 304 cm/9’11 | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb |
Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - TRICAT

The newest member of the Blue Sky family is the most versatile yet! A trimaran whose generous deck accommodates a wide range of outfitting and propulsion options, the TriCat will appeal to families, resorts, anglers, and adventurers who want to leave nothing behind. Featuring side-by-side, fully adjustable seating and loads of deck space, the TriCat can accommodate a cooler, gear, the kids… just about anything you demand. Three sleek hulls secured to a marine-grade aluminum frame decked with cushy high-density foam provide a stable and comfortable ride. Standard outfitting includes twin FlexDrive pedal systems, or upgrade to BSB’s new Flex Drive E.

Length: 406 cm/13’4 | Width: 182 cm/72” | Weight: 100 kg/220 lb |

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - BITE FD

The top-selling Bite has gotten an upgrade! The open deck and well-designed tackle management features have come together with our latest version of the Flex Drive, the Flex Drive 3D. This nimble ride is quick and responsive, and standing to fish is fun and easy for beginners and experienced anglers alike. The Bite FD tracks well and handles windy days with ease. From bow to stern, the Flex Drive 3D delivers unparalleled user versatility, efficiency and convenience on the water. Designed from the water up for maximum performance, intuitive use and ease of maintenance to get you closer to the action.

Length: 350 cm/11’5 | Width: 91 cm/36” | Weight: 41 kg/91 lb |

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

POINT 65 SWEDEN - KINGFISHER

Proudly introducing the KingFisher—a new, modular, fishing kayak from Point 65! The purpose-made modular KingFisher solves the major drawbacks of other fishing kayaks: 1. Extremely heavy and cumbersome to carry and transport. 2. Slow and awkward to paddle due to hull-width. Maverick Swedich kayak designer Magnus De Brito worked the problems and found the solution! Available as Solo or Tandem (2020).

Length: 331 cm/10’10 | Width: 79 cm/27.5” | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 lb

POINT65.COM
### 3WATERS - **BIG FISH 108**

The Big Fish 108 is the newest edition to the popular Big Fish kayak series. This kayak was specially designed to accommodate the Pro Fish Pedal Drive featuring the intuitive 8-ball steering system combined with the oversized Beaver Tail rudder for the ultimate propulsion experience. At 335 cm and a capacity of 205 kg, the Big Fish 108 is an all-around, have fun or go fish kayak for the masses. The Cathedral Hull design is super stable and fast, so you can fish all day long.

- Length: 335 cm/10’11
- Width: 97 cm/38”
- Weight: 40 kg/88 lb
- Max. Cap.: 205 kg/451 lb

[FEELFREERKAYAK.EU](http://FEELFREERKAYAK.EU)

### JACKSON ADVENTURES - **COOSA FD**

The Coosa FD is based on the top selling Coosa HD hull and deck but adds the long-awaited Flex Drive 3D system for hands-free propulsion. The new Flex Drive 3D offers forward and reverse operation and includes a unique articulating system for deep and shallow water navigation. A daggerboard-protected two-bladed propeller combined with articulation gives the Flex Drive 3D a performance increase over other drives and helps keep the system clear of shallow water obstacles and easy to clean. The Coosa FD comes with fore-aft trimming and our High Ergo Seat Frame with MOLLE System for the most comfortable fishing possible.

- Length: 383 cm/12’7
- Width: 88 cm/35”
- Weight: 46 kg/102 lb
- Material: Rotomolded Plastic
- Colors: Forest, Marsh, Battleship, Dorado
- Level: High End

[JACKSONADVENTURES.COM](http://JACKSONADVENTURES.COM)

### HOBIE - **MIRAGE COMPASS**

Set your course with the Mirage Compass. Powered by the MirageDrive GT with the new revolutionary Kick-Up Fin technology, it moves you smoothly through the water. Outfitted with a breathable mesh seat, the Compass offers maximum stability and an oversized cockpit and flat deck for standing. A sharp turning radius makes it nimble in tight quarters, yet able to speed over open water in a stealthy fashion. Fishing features include molded-in rod holders, H-Track accessory mounts, and the Lowrance® Ready System.

- Length: 366 cm/12’
- Width: 86 cm/34”
- Weight: 39 kg/87 lb
- Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb
- Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene
- Colors: Camo, Papaya Orange, Seagrass Green, Slate Blue

[HOBIE.COM](http://HOBIE.COM)

### ALLROUNDMARIN ALLTECHNIK - **ALL-TOP/316**

Allroundmarin Kayaks with Pedal Drive system. Three models in the lengths of 316, 366, and 396 cm are available. Standard equipment: Pedal drive system, aluminum frame seat, control rudder, bow and stern storage compartments, as well as prepared mounting bases/rails for RAILBLAZA. Fishing accessories such as rod holders, echo sounder bases, etc.

- Length: 316 cm/10’4
- Width: 86 cm/33”
- Weight: 36 kg/79 lb

[ALLROUNDMARIN.AT](http://ALLROUNDMARIN.AT)
NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER PROPEL 10

NEW Rudder, a higher seat and the 701 Series Propell Pedal Drive for 2020! What’s the big deal with this little fishing kayak? Weight – or lack of, to be more precise. Weighing in at 62 lbs (without the drive unit) the Slayer Propel 10 is the lightest 10’ pedal drive fishing kayak on the market. Light enough to lift car top or effortlessly slide into the back of a pickup, this little ‘yak is a master of hands-free fishing.

Length: 305 cm/10' | Width: 86 cm/34" | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb |
Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | Material: Polyethylene

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - ANGLER 360º

For those who want a boat specifically designed for fishing, the 360º Angler sits comfortably between the bass boat and the kayak without compromising space, comfort, accessories, storage, stealth, and the ability to get to those skinny/shallow waters the big boats can’t. The Angler has gear tracks for rod mounts, comes with rod holders, has full storage for rods and tackle boxes, and much more. Stability and space are king in our Angler 360º!

Length: 406 cm/13'4 | Width: 121 cm/48" | Weight: 63 kg/140 lb |
Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Arctic . Dorado . Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

MARINE RECYCLED KAYAKS – only from –

Made entirely from plastic nets, crates, bottles and flotsam collected from our seas and beaches. We’ve added our ever popular Calypso sit-on-top and Fiesta kayak to the models available in this revolutionary Odyssey Innovation plastic. Order your Islander marine recycled kayak today.
NATIVE WATERCRAFT - TITAN PROPEL 12

NEW Rudder, a higher seat, and the 701 Series Propel Pedal Drive for 2020! The Titan is a hands-free forward to reverse, Propel Pedal driven, bass fishing kayak extraordinaire. The Titan Propel 12 (PATENT PENDING) offers incredible stability with ample room and flexibility to move around. Optimal for sight casting with plenty of leverage to reel in the catch, this is an angler’s fantasy fulfilled.

Length: 366 cm/12’ | Width: 99 cm/38” | Weight: 49 kg/109 lb | Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: Polyethylene

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

KAYAK DISTRIBUTION - RIOT MAKO 12 IMPULSE DRIVE

The Riot Mako 12 is a fun, all-around kayak and a must-have for all anglers looking for a proven platform. It is the lightest and most affordable propulsion kayak on the market. What makes this kayak most special is our Impulse Drive, which allows the paddler a smooth and trouble-free ride. The Impulse Drive is the lightest, most affordable, and most versatile drive out there; it’s also fully removable and can be easily carried and stored separately. The Mako 12 uses the Flex Seat system with maximum adjustments to suit any level of comfort.

Length: 374.5 cm/12’3 | Width: 87 cm/34” | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 lb

BOUTIQUEBOREALDESIGN.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE OUTBACK

The Mirage Outback truly is legendary. The extra-wide standing deck offers an excellent casting platform. The Guardian Transducer Shield gives you multidimensional vision below. The new Vantage CTW seat provides extra width for unmatched room and comfort. Molded-in rod holders, deluxe H-Track mounts, and numerous storage compartments ensure that all of your gear is at your fingertips. Dual steering handles operate the Kick-Up Rudder. It’s powered by the MirageDrive 180, fitted with the revolutionary new Kick-Up Fin System that folds back on contact.


HOBIE.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - BIG RIG FD

One of Jackson Kayak’s most popular fishing kayaks now gets the upgrades of both its HD predecessors. Convert to the Big Rig FD with purchase of the Pedal Pod system. The Big Rig HD features an oversized center storage pod (Paddle Pod), foot-controlled rudder system, our Hi-Lo-Ergo Seat Frame with NOLLE System, and the unique Big Rig rod troughs with TWD rod tubes on both sides of the bow. Upgrading to the FD is a snap – the Paddle Pod is replaced with our Pedal Pod, which includes geometry for our Flex Drive 3D unit, and the rudder controls convert to hand rudder controls for the FD experience.


JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PESCADOR PILOT

The Pescador Pilot is an affordable sit-on-top kayak packed to the gills with fishing features, complete with the included Pilot Drive pedal drive system. The Pilot Drive is performance-engineered to achieve the perfect balance of simplicity and ingenuity, and is ergonomically optimized for all-day hands-free fishing. Outfitted with a Captain’s Chair with on-the-fly adjustable gear tracks and tension knobs, four molded-in rod holders, two YakAttack accessory tracks, a transducer scupper, and two storage consoles for mounting electronics. The best feature? A price that propels the Pescador Pilot into a class all its own.

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 86 cm/34” | Weight: 38 kg/85 lb | Max. Cap.: 216 kg/475 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM
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FEELFREE - **MOKEN 12.5 V2**

The new Moken 12.5 V2 series gets a comfort and fishability upgrade with a stadium chair seat with high/low positions, a bigger standing platform, a removable sonar pod, and rod tip protectors! This kayak is light, fast, comfortable, and versatile! One may say it is the Swiss Army knife of kayaks because you can use it in any type of water.

Length: 383 cm/12'6 | Width: 81 cm/31.8'' | Weight: 41 kg/90 lb | Max. Cap.: 190 kg/418 lb

FEELFREEKAYAK.EU

---

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - **FALCON 11**

The Native Watercraft Falcon 11 is a feature rich, super stable, compact fishing machine at a price point that’s hard to beat, especially when the cooler is packed with a fresh catch. At 11’ long and 32.5” wide, the Falcon 11 slides through the water with excellent tracking and ample stability. Feature rich means hi-low frame seating, a console with battery and transducer scupper access, stand up pads, ample groove track, and dual flush mounted rod holders.

Length: 335 cm/11' | Width: 83 cm/32.5'' | Weight: 23 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 145 kg/320 lb | Material: Polyethelyne

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

---

JACKSON ADVENTURES - **BITE ANGLER**

The Bite Angler takes the 2019 Bite and adds new features including extra seat padding, seat security clips, MOLLE panel for ease of customization, whether you paddle or peddle. The Bite family offers a full-featured, premium kayak experience at an attractive price. Easily accessible tackle storage located along the gunnels provide a convenient spot for stacking tackle boxes, and rod stagers are molded into the geometry of the deck for quick rod changes. The open-concept deck with bungee cords provides ample storage space for crates, hard and soft coolers, dry bags of gear, and more.


JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

---

JACKSON ADVENTURES - **YUPIK**

Named for the native Alaskan peoples that coined the word “kayak” (qayaq), the Jackson YuPIK changes the definition of versatility. Bow to Stern track systems, rigging solutions, and molded-in storage pockets along the entirety of the boat allows you to rig for your adventure without limitation. Customize your fun with more room! Second seat capabilities and specialized accessories, like our new kennel cot, improves the experience for everyone. Additions like the fully trimmable seat pan, our Strap Down gear track for 360 storage security, and the first-ever moving standing pad system make the YuPIK the most versatile kayak on the market.


JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

---

**MID-RANGE**

MID-RANGE DESIGNS ALLOW KAYAK ANGLERS THE ABILITY TO SIT OR STAND WITH COMFORT, AND CUSTOM PLACES TO STORE THE GEAR THEY NEED.
PERCEPTION KAYAKS - OUTLAW 11.5

The Outlaw 11.5 boasts a wide-open deck, an expansive standing platform, seriously elevated seating, and well-thought out features, disrupting the notion that an incredibly unique angling platform needs to break the wallet.

The Outlaw integrates industry firsts, including a stowaway seat for complete deck walkability and spaces for a 35-liter cooler. Two double barrel rod holders offer the ultimate trolling set up. The ergonomic design makes it easy to transition from the seat to standing for comfortable days on the water. With room to accessorize, rigging has never been easier. Add saddle bags (sold separately) and this is a horse of a different color.

Length: 351 cm/11‘8 | Width: 85 cm/33’’ | Weight: 32 kg/70 lb | Max. Cap.: 193 kg/425 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

VERANO - CATFISH

An innovative fishing boat that can even be transported by car. Modern construction with floor and side walls made entirely of dropstitch material. Two height-adjustable bucket seats with high backrest set new standards in terms of seating comfort on fishing boats. The non-slip flat floor ensures generous space and maximum stability on board.

For individual upgrades, four C-rails are mounted, which are compatible with all common accessories. The Catfish can be motorized up to 7 KW.

Length: 405 cm/13‘3 | Width: 150 cm/59’’ | Weight: 55 kg/121 lb | Material: Dropstitch

MEGA-SPORTS.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - KILROY HD

Fans of the original Jackson Kilroy will be excited with the new Jackson Kilroy HD, the new standard in versatility for a sit-inside fishing kayak. The hull has been reshaped for even more storage, more stability, bow to stern gear, seat track, and a layout that is more suited than ever for functional versatility. Fish today, hunt tomorrow, or take the family or dog on an expedition! Customize with accessories like fish bags, duck decoy bins, kennel cot, casting brace, or second seat. Rig your own adventures without limitations to match your craft to your adventure.

Length: 391 cm/13‘ | Width: 91 cm/36” | Weight: 42 kg/83 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Forest , Marsh , Battleship , Dorado

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - BIYAK

The Native Watercraft Biyak is the perfect design for those looking for on water stability and comfort. Adjustable-width pontoons create incredible stability for standing/sight casting. Add an off-the-shelf trolling motor and you have one versatile fishing platform. For seating, the Biyak will include the acclaimed Titan Seat System for ultimate comfort. Anglers can accessorize Biyak’s spacious 12-square-foot deck.

Length: 384 cm/12‘7 | Width: 127 cm/50” | Weight: 48 kg/105 lb | Max. Cap.:227 kg/325 lb | Material:Polyethylene

NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - CRUISE 10

The little sister to the popular Cruise 12, ideal for those who aren't paddling long distances or need a shorter, lighter boat to fit into smaller spaces. With outstanding comfort and ease of access thanks to the unique Hi Lo Ergo seat, you'll want to stay on the water all day! Deck and internal storage mean can take everything you might need for a picnic or an all-day outing. There are plenty of attachment points on the clean, uncluttered deck for adding rod holders and other gear. It takes only minutes to customize your Cruise.

Length: 312 cm/10‘3 | Width: 82 cm/32’’ | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Cobra , Arctic , Macaw | Level: High End

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM
**ISLANDER KAYAKS - STRIKE ANGLER**

The Strike Angler comes ready to go fishing. Its unique, pontoon-style hull offers unmatched stability for anglers to stand up with ease. Featuring flush mount and Scotty Rod Holder as standard.

- **Length:** 406 cm/13'4
- **Width:** 81 cm/32"
- **Weight:** 34 kg/75 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 181 kg/400 lb
- **Material:** High-Density Polyethylene
- **Colors:** Lava, Rock

**ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM**

---

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - COOSA**

The Coosa is the answer to the evolving needs of river and small water kayak fisherman. It’s 11’2” length and rockered hull make it sporty and nimble to best handle those smaller waters and especially wild rivers and creeks. A signature series design from Drew Gregory, founder of the River Bassin Tournament Trail and host of the new adventure show Hooked on Wild Waters. The open deck layout keeps things simple and your gear easy to reach.

- **Stand and fish from the Coosa in gentler waters, however, with the Ergo Seat included standard, you may choose to take a seat-on or off the water.**
- **Length:** 340 cm/11’2”
- **Width:** 79 cm/32”
- **Weight:** 29.5 kg/65 lb
- **Material:** Rotomolded Plastic
- **Colors:** Battleship, Dorado, Forest
- **Level:** Mid-Range

**JACKSONADVENTURES.COM**

---

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - COOSA HD**

Jackson Kayak’s top design team teamed up with pro kayak angler Drew Gregory to put an “HD” twist to the already popular Coosa model. This ‘heavy duty’ fishing craft boasts amped up specs/features and is slightly longer and wider than the original Coosa; this makes it even more stable and perfect for anglers of all sizes or those looking for a stand up fishing kayak. The hull is still river friendly, but the HD will track truer on the flat waters of lakes or inshore saltwater. Packed with features, the Coosa HD is ready for any type of fish on almost any water!

- **Length:** 381 cm/12’6”
- **Width:** 85 cm/33.5”
- **Weight:** 35 kg/78 lb
- **Material:** Rotomolded Plastic
- **Colors:** Forest, Marsh, Battleship, Dorado
- **Level:** Mid-Range

**JACKSONADVENTURES.COM**

---

**GUMOTEX - ALFONSO**

The innovative ALFONSO fishing boat is distinguished by its excellent stability space for up to three passengers (or two fishermen). It can be used with oars, with paddles as a canoe, or in combination with a motor. The fastening of the transom is now much more robust and can be fitted with a motor with the maximum power up to 5 hp - 3.7 kW. A new addition – the boat has five bases for mounting a wide range of holders and fasteners for accessories. With canoe paddles, the Alfonso is good on up to grade II whitewater.

- **Length:** 430 cm/14’1”
- **Width:** 125 cm/49”
- **Weight:** 32 kg/76 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 410 kg/901 lb
- **Material:** NITRILON®
- **Colors:** Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**

---

**NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER 12 XC**

The Slayer 12 XC is the first boat of its kind designed to be comfortable floating rivers, stalking the flats, and paddling open water. The hull of the XC is geared towards cross conditions performance. A broad, flatter hull allows river anglers to maneuver and control their boats in tighter conditions while sliding through shallow areas with a very shallow draft, and gives an incredibly stable standing platform. Time to move? Drop a directional skeg with the flip of a lever. The XC maintains a clean deck profile, but is packed with fish-ready features and advanced electronics capabilities.

- **Length:** 371 cm/12’2”
- **Width:** 93 cm/36.5”
- **Weight:** 39.5 kg/87 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 227 kg/500 lb
- **Material:** Polyethylene

**NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM**
**JACKSON ADVENTURES - BIG TUNA**

The Big Tuna is one of our largest capacity kayaks with the ability to paddle either as a tandem or a solo fishing kayak. It has many different seating positions allowing for traditional tandem positions, ‘facetime’ positions and a good variety of solo positions making it a great platform for fishing of all kinds. Its JK stability, logical accessory positioning, rudder option, and speed make it a serious predator in all water types. The unique “Tuna Tank” can be used as a livewell or dry storage.

Length: 427 cm/14’ | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 42 kg/92.5 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Battleship . Forest . Dorado

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - MAYFLY**

The Mayfly is a fly fishing oriented sit-on-top, loaded with features to make kayak fly fishing more fun and user friendly. The Mayfly has a versatile hull optimized for tracking, stability, and speed in popular fly fishing conditions and destinations, including tropical flats, slow-moving rivers, lakes, and ponds. Recognizing the unique challenges faced by fly fishermen, particularly fly line management, the Mayfly includes a myriad of design aspects to create the ultimate kayak fly fishing platform. Snap-free footrests, protected fly box storage, unique storage options, rod butt props for dealing with tangles, integrated and protected fly patches, and more.


JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - LISKA**

The Liska is the modern version of our best-selling Cuda series. Wider, more stable, and updated with features that novice kayak anglers are looking for and experienced anglers demand. Versatile inshore/lake kayak fishing platform, track systems on the gunnels and a large stern storage area add functionality. A narrow hinging center hatch with molded-in tackle storage and fishfinder battery compartment allow convenient storage without cramping the standing area. Molded-in handle on the stern for ease of transport. Wider hull creates a more stable standing platform than the original Cuda, meaning it is better suited to larger paddlers, beginners, and more gear.

Length: 368 cm/12’1 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Weight: 38 kg/84 lb | Material: Rotomolded Plastic | Colors: Battleship . Dorado . Forest | Level: Mid-Range

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PESCADOR PRO 12**

The Perception Pescador Pro series of sit-on-top fishing kayaks are outfitted with the features and performance serious anglers demand. Fast, stable, and designed to track straight in variable conditions—it’s the total package for effortlessly covering water on your favorite lake, pond, or flat-water river to find the fish. All in a boat that’s lightweight for easy transport and storage. The sit-on-top design offers generous storage and accessory mount options that make it easy to outfit the boat for all-day excursions. Also available in a 10-foot version.

Length: 365 cm/11’11” | Width: 82 cm/32” | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb | Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

**JONNY BOATS - BASS 100**

The Bass 100 borrows from the classic “Jon” boat concept, an open platform to build upon as they did in the “good ole days,” when DIY (do-it-yourself) was not a hobby, but a way of life. Jonny Boats blends this classic concept with modern boat and kayak technology to offer a highly customizable base model ready for multiple outfitting options, whether you choose to paddle it or outfit with a motor. From DIY or ready-to-go off the shelf kits and individual accessories to adding your own outboard or trolling motor – the possibilities are endless. No matter how you do it, Go Your Own Way!

Length: 305 cm/10’ | Width: 85 cm/33.4” | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 kg/399 lb

JONNYBOATS.EU

**KUDO OUTDOORS - DRAGLER 390 BETA**

A perfect, 13’ kayak for fishing. Combined with pedal drive system, the Dragler 390 Beta makes your fishing trip easier and much more fun. Comes fully equipped with the basics, while accessories provide infinite possibilities. Customize your colors and put your logo on the kayak.

Length: 396 cm/13’ | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Width: 86 cm/34” | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | Depth: 41 cm/16” | Material: LDPE

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM
**TAHE MARINE - FIT 123 SOT**

The Fit 123 Angler is a perfect kayak for fishing as it is equipped with the best fishing features and extras. The Fit 123 is very stable and has plenty of storage space for your equipment and catch.

- **Length:** 375 cm/12’3”
- **Width:** 80 cm/31”
- **Weight:** 45-47 kg/100-104 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 200 kg/441 lb
- **Material:** 1-layer HDPE

**NATIVE WATERCRAFT - STINGRAY 11.5**

The new Stingray Angler rides high and dry and provides serious stability and comfort. The super stable hull design with a pronounced stern keel for excellent tracking rides nice in swells, waves, and choppy conditions. The rounded and flared bow design is at home in coastal marshes, bays, and lakes, as well as cruising the local river. With molded-in handles around the kayak and a simple deck design full of functional features, you’ll find it a breeze managing this kayak on and off the water. The framed padded seat system provides incredible comfort, adjustability, and control.

- **Length:** 330 cm/11’6”
- **Width:** 80 cm/31.5”
- **Weight:** 27 kg/60 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 170 kg/375 lb
- **Material:** Polyethylene

**BIC SPORT - JAVA FISHING**

The Java Fishing gives you an outstanding compromise between glide and stability. At more than four meters long, it combines an innovative hull and a neat design. The Java also gives you high-quality features: a wide, flat rear storage area for carrying sizeable loads, integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation, plus a molded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while sailing, all conceived to help you get in and out of the water with the minimum of effort. It also includes excellent and comprehensive extra equipment enabling you to customize your boat for fishing trips and excursions.

- **Length:** 410 cm/13’5”
- **Width:** 71 cm/28”
- **Weight:** 25 kg/55 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 150 kg/330 lb

**ADVANCED ELEMENTS - STRAITEDGE ANGLER PRO**

The StraitEdge™ Angler PRO takes fishing from an inflatable kayak to the next level! With a wide beam and dropstitch floor technology, you can feel confident standing up and bringing in big catches. Multi-layer material and multiple air chambers provide maximum durability for aggressive conditions. Its revolutionary Accessory Frame System offers a variety of easy access options. Customize with rod holders, a fish finder, or other equipment. The AirFrame PRO™ seat with mesh paneling provides real support and comfort on long days. With stainless steel D-rings, bungee deck lacing, paddle holders, and our patented aluminum rib-frame technology, there’s nothing left to say but “Fish-On!”

- **Length:** 320 cm/10’6”
- **Width:** 99 cm/39”
- **Weight:** 20.4 kg/44.5 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 182 kg/401 lb

**GUMOTEX - HALIBUT**

The HALIBUT is an inflatable fishing kayak that offers a new dimension in the sport of angling. Thanks to its compact dimensions when packed, it is possible to enjoy kayak fishing even in remote locations. The Halibut is very stable, responsive and fast. The inflatable kayak floor is fitted with a marine plywood deck on its top, enabling safe standing. A raised adjustable seat makes for easy embarking and disembarking and also provides comfort while waiting for a catch.

- **Length:** 375 cm/12’4”
- **Width:** 96 cm/38”
- **Weight:** 21 kg/46 lb
- **Max. Cap.:** 200 kg/441 lb
- **Material:** NITRILON®
- **Colors:** Dark Green/Grey (13/11C)

**ENTRY-LEVEL DESIGNS ALLOW THE KAYAK ANGLER A COMFORTABLE PLACE TO STAND AND SPACE FOR STORAGE.**

---

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

**NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM**

**BICSPORT.COM**

**OUTEQUIP.COM**

**GUMOTEXBOATS.COM**

**TAHE OUTDOORS - EUROPE**

---
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**LETTMANN - ADRIA EXPEDITION PLUS**

Our newest sea kayak, the Adria, complements our fleet perfectly. Five-meters long and super agile whilst being surprisingly fast and secure. The U-shaped hull with rounded edges provides the Adria with lots of initial as well as secondary stability and speed. Our new cockpit size means entering and exiting is a piece of cake. A compromise between length, stability, agility, and speed, plus our integrated steering-skeg makes the Adria a real eye-catcher and great for kayakers who want to go from recreational kayaking to sea kayaking. Try her on your daily training route or take her to the sea - she won’t disappoint!

Length: 500 cm/16’4 | Width: 57 cm/22” | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Volume: 290 L/62.7 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: Performance Kevlar/Diolen

LETTMANN.DE

**P&H SEA KAYAKS - VOLAN**

The ultimate lightweight, highly versatile day/weekend sea kayak, the Volan is built specifically for those who want to make the most of day and weekend trips, tracking straight when flat, but swinging round effortlessly when on edge or carving into a turn, the Volan has comfortable performance for both the journey and any play spots you find on the way. The short, 16’-length provides ample hull speed for most adventures, and helps keep weight to an absolute minimum for nimble performance and easy handling. Pre-Production Image Shown.

Length: 488 cm/16’ | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

**P&H SEA KAYAKS - ARIES 155 PERFORMANCE KEVLAR/DIOLEN**

The Aries takes the ground-breaking Delphin design and refines it for production in advanced composite material systems by our highly skilled and experienced craftsmen, making it truly come alive in the surf, as well as on short to mid-length expeditions. Available in 150 and 155 sizes. Available in NEW Constructions and standard Colorways.


PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

**PRIJON - PRIOLUTE ARUNA**

Lightweight, fast, and agile! The PriLite Aruna is a skeg-type sea kayak designed for the small to medium/large paddler looking for a technical kayak. Its rocker profile and slender bow with a highly stable, slight ‘V’ body with multi-chines makes it easy to maneuver, giving you a smooth ride and effortless control in all conditions. Thanks to its rocker profile, it runs with the waves like no other PriLite sea kayak out there. Designed for open water expeditions but equally suited to day trips on lakes and large rivers.

Length: 569 cm/16’8 | Width: 55 cm/22” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Volume: 300 L/67 G | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb

PRIJON.COM

**POINT 65 SWEDEN - BOURBON 17**

Touring made faster and more stable. A lean, mean, touring machine, the Bourbon 17 is the first of a new series of touring kayaks with exceptional glide, consuming mile after mile with little effort. The Bourbon 17 is a very fast touring kayak with the aggressive appearance of an adventure racing craft and the performance to match. Using highly advanced hydrodynamic design technology, and made in three-layer ultra-tough HDPE, the Bourbon 17 has a striking stability, maneuverability and speed.

Length: 520 cm/17’ | Width: 55 cm/21” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Volume: 290 L/76.6 G

POINT65.COM

**K1 COMPOSITE**

Made from a combination of carbon, Kevlar and fiberglass, they are lighter than their plastic counterparts but less durable in the event of impact.
CS CANOE - MY SUN LIGHT

The My Sun is built with a high rocker and a light V-shaped hull to give lateral and directional stability along with a high cruising speed. It comes standard with deck lines and cargo net, adjustable seat and footrests, and two waterproof hatches. Custom fittings include day hatch and pocket hatch, telescopic footrests or Smart Track, skeg, compass and bilge pump. Perfect for journeying and having fun on the waves and indoors around the cliffs. The boat is easy to use and transport via car. It has a wide internal habitability, suitable for taller people. It is an ideal kayak for short excursions and for paddling peacefully on the sea or on calm lakes and rivers. Equipped as standard with two watertight lockers with oval loading caps. Comes with a rudder and the retractable dinghy (Skeg) on request. Given its small size, prudent use is recommended, based on weather and sea conditions.

Length: 527 cm/17’3 | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 21 kg/46 lb | Volume: 386 L/102 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: Kevlar/Diolen

CS CANOE.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - CETUS MV LIGHTWEIGHT KEVLAR/CARBON INFUSION

A 17-foot expedition kayak that comes in at under 20 kg in Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion; in a word, impressive. The Cetus is a load-carrying cruiser and features four hatches for the versatile distribution of gear, but is equally at home on day trips. Its stability and highly comfortable outfitting will allow paddlers of any ability to confidently push their limits and enjoy the unique environments sea kayaking has to offer. Available in LV, MV, and HV sizes.

Length: 541 cm/17’9 | Width: 54.5 cm/21” | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 332 L/88 G | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

CS CANOE - SHARKY

The Sharky: a small sea kayak, very stable, easy to use and transport via car. It has a wide internal habitability, suitable for taller people. It is an ideal kayak for short excursions and for paddling peacefully on the sea or on calm lakes and rivers. Equipped as standard with two watertight lockers with oval loading caps. Comes with a rudder and the retractable dinghy (Skeg) on request. Given its small size, prudent use is recommended, based on weather and sea conditions.

Length: 380 cm/12’6 | Width: 64 cm/25” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb

CS CANOE.COM

WORLD OF KAYAKS - WK 510 PLAY

A fun playboat with great maneuverability. Meet the newest member in the World of Kayaks family! The WK 510 Play is a British-style sea kayak, excellent for surfing, playing in waves, and rock hopping. It is a high-volume kayak suitable for paddlers around 75-115 kg. Three dry compartments give enough storage space to use the kayak for day-tripping or longer tours. Good stability allows a less-experienced paddler to enjoy playing on the sea.

Length: 510 cm/16’8 | Width: 55 cm/21” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb

WORLDKAYAKS.COM

SURKAYAK - BIKALUK

A Greenland-style kayak with a very low back deck for easy rolling. The Bikaluk is fast and handles very well in the surf. It is custom made; you give us your needs and specifications for length, width, volume, and max weight capacity, and we will design and make your kayak.

SURKAYAK.ES

LETTMANN - BISKAYA EPEDITION PLUS

A solid sea-going vessel, the Biskaya will look after you in turbulent times, give dry rides over moderate waves, and respond and turn on command. The curved profile of the middle hull section creates a fast and stable hull, that builds confidence and looks after you in rough conditions. The Biskaya is very light but built to a high standard with full safety features throughout for open-water journeys. To ensure comfort, internal adjustments include a moveable seat, backrest, adjustable thigh braces, and infinitely adjustable full-plate footrest. Use it as a multiday expedition boat, single day tourer, or dynamic rockhopper/surfer.


LETTMANN.DE
**ZEGUL - EMPOWER**

The Zegul Empower is the ultimate expedition kayak with great carrying capacity. The Empower kayak acts almost like a playboat when put on edge. The Empower has soft chines and a long water line. The hull’s profile is rounded and the rocker is moderate to handle big seas. The four hatches are all beautifully recessed into the deck and pack with ease for extended trips or a weekend getaway. The knee hatch holds gear like an VHF radio or cell phone and small water bottle. The day hatch has lots of room for anything else you’ll need while at sea.


**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

---

**ZEGUL - NUKA GT**

The Arrow Nuka GT is relatively short a touring kayak with a very practical deck line layout, effortless glide, and great acceleration. The Nuka GT has a speed-optimized hull and soft chines: the hull is rounded, allowing the Nuka GT to glide effortlessly through the water. The oval rear hatch easy to load. The GT has less rocker and more rocker in the bow and stern, which increases the waterline when loaded. The Nuka GT can be easily fitted with a rudder for those who prefer to focus on forward momentum rather than on correction strokes and edging. Also available in PE.

Length: 505 cm/16’7 | Width: 52 cm/21” | Weight: 21-23 kg/46-51 lb | Max. Cap.: 145 kg/320 lb | Material: Fiberglass

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

---

**ZEGUL - BARA**

The Zegul Bara is a mid-sized sea kayak capable of handling rough water and longer distances. It has good carrying capacity, is easily maneuverable, and has a more solid platform. This model fits exactly in between of Nuka GT and Empower. It is designed keeping a roomy cockpit in mind. The kayak is well-suited to a wide range of paddlers who need a high-performance touring and expedition kayak. Several storage compartments allow you to load up all your gear and the day hatch keeps your essentials close while on the water. Also available in PE.

Length: 526 cm/17'2 | Width: 55 cm/22" | Weight: 25-27 kg/55-60 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: Fiberglass

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

---

**ZEGUL - PLAY LV**

The LV is a smaller version of the Zegul Arrow Play MV. It is a sleek and elegant performer with excellent maneuvering and playing capabilities. The Play LV gives smaller paddlers a tighter fit for better boat control. The hull has a high degree of rocker and is fairly high volume in the bow. The mid-section has a slightly rounded hull profile, making it very smooth from edge to edge. This, combined with the hard chines, makes the Play LV a joy to paddle. The edge is rock solid and the Play LV has a very nice glide through the water.


**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

---

**ZEGUL - B-513**

The B-513 is the mid-sized kayak in the Zegul B-series range. The B-513 is the perfect touring kayak designed for maximum comfort. All the B-series kayaks have the best ratio between speed and stability. B-series kayaks are perfect for touring and weekend trips as they are very stable and have enough storage room. B-series kayaks have a roomy rear hatch, handy mini-box just in front of the kayak for necessities and a front round hatch. All the Zegul B-series kayaks are available in A-CORE. Now with chrome accents for new sleek look.

Length: 513 cm/16’10 | Width: 60 cm/23.5” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Max. Cap.: 160 kg/352 lb | Level: High End | Material: Composite (Available in A-Core or C-Core)

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**
LETTMANN - SKAGERRAK EDITION PLUS

The Lettmann “Skagerrak” is one of our most functional sea kayaks, and a proven favorite designed for your daily kayak routine on the nearest lake, but also for the next adventure, whether it is on the Mediterranean, Baltic, or Atlantic. Big enough to carry taller and heavier kayakers without setting any limits, there’s enough space for all the luggage you need on your expedition. A hard chine, V-bottomed hull, and a high rocker increase responsiveness maneuverability, while a lower volume front deck helps with forward rolls and the low back deck makes laid back rolls easy.

Length: 545 cm/17’10” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 23-25 kg/50-55 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

TAHE MARINE - REVAL MIDI PERFORMANCE

The Reval Midi is an ideal choice for adrenaline seekers. The Midi is a responsive kayak with wonderful stability even in braining waves and strong winds. The Midi is designed with rocker and an upswept bow and stern to handle challenging conditions on the sea. The kayak deck is equipped with two oval hatches and a day hatch for easier entry into compartments. The Reval Midi is a medium volume kayak that is perfect for weekend-trips and shorter expeditions.

Length: 520 cm/17’1” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 21-23 kg/46-51 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

TAHE MARINE - WIND 535

The Wind 535 is a high-performance sea and touring kayak, made for medium to large-sized paddlers. The larger cockpit size with thigh braces provides a good fit and grip during paddling. This high volume sea kayak is incredibly easy to maneuver, while the shallow, V-shaped hull provides fast acceleration and high speed. The Wind 535 is equipped with two spacious oval hatches for easier storage and a mini-box for smaller equipment.

Length: 535 cm/17’7” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 23-25 kg/51-55 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

LETTMANN - SKINNER EXPEDITION PLUS

Greenland meets Lettmann. The Skinner is our interpretation of a Greenlander with a modern twist. Thanks to its flat silhouette and long stems, the Skinner is as smooth and fast a Greenlander, but has a Keyhole Cockpit, making it more suitable for modern use. The entirely new hull design makes our Skinner the innovation in the construction of Greenland kayaks. The slender bow cuts elegantly through the water, the rounded U-frame in the waist guarantees high initial- and a very high end stability. Have a great day of paddling- or even an entire week- if you pack smart.

Length: 560 cm/18’4” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 287 L/75.8 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - GREENLAND GT

The Zegul Greenland GT has the same characteristics as the classic Greenland kayak, but with a slightly roomier design and more stability. The Greenland GT is meant for paddlers wanting a classic Greenland-style kayak, but who need more comfort, storage space, and stability. A slightly wider hull adds stability and a roomier keyhole cockpit ensures easier entrance and exit, while a day hatch and enlarged rear hatch increase storage. A hard chine, V-bottomed hull, and a high rocker increase responsiveness maneuverability, while a lower volume front deck helps with forward rolls and the low back deck makes laid back rolls easy.

Length: 545 cm/17’10” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 23-25 kg/50-55 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZEGUL - GREENLAND GT

The Zegul Greenland GT has the same characteristics as the classic Greenland kayak, but with a slightly roomier design and more stability. The Greenland GT is meant for paddlers wanting a classic Greenland-style kayak, but who need more comfort, storage space, and stability. A slightly wider hull adds stability and a roomier keyhole cockpit ensures easier entrance and exit, while a day hatch and enlarged rear hatch increase storage. A hard chine, V-bottomed hull, and a high rocker increase responsiveness maneuverability, while a lower volume front deck helps with forward rolls and the low back deck makes laid back rolls easy.

Length: 545 cm/17’10” | Width: 54 cm/21” | Weight: 23-25 kg/50-55 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | Material: Fiberglass

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

NORSE - YMIR

The Ymir is a large rudder kayak with a very long waterline. It has lots of loading capacity and its height in the front of the cockpit makes it easy for a large paddler to enter. The kayak has two bulkheads and a day hatch. The long waterline and v-shaped hull gives great speed and tracking without compromising on stability. Ymir was one of the four ancestors of all Jötnar and was born when fire and ice met. He was killed by Odin and his brothers. From his body they made the earth where humans live.

Length: 550 cm/18’ | Width: 56 cm/22” | Weight: 24 kg/52.9 lb | Volume: 321 L/70 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb

NORSEKAYAKS.COM

NORSE - YMIR

The Ymir is a large rudder kayak with a very long waterline. It has lots of loading capacity and its height in the front of the cockpit makes it easy for a large paddler to enter. The kayak has two bulkheads and a day hatch. The long waterline and v-shaped hull gives great speed and tracking without compromising on stability. Ymir was one of the four ancestors of all Jötnar and was born when fire and ice met. He was killed by Odin and his brothers. From his body they made the earth where humans live.

Length: 550 cm/18’ | Width: 56 cm/22” | Weight: 24 kg/52.9 lb | Volume: 321 L/70 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb

NORSEKAYAKS.COM
**MELKER OF SWEDEN - RÖDLÖGA**

An innovative kayak designed with rougher waters, currents, tides and surf in mind. It is also stable, secure and easily maneuverable in calmer waters. This is the perfect kayak to help improve your paddling skills.

Length: 480 cm/15'8 | Width: 52 cm/20" | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb

MELKEROFSWEDEN.SE

---

**WORLD OF KAYAKS - WK 525 CRUISER**

A comfortable recreational kayak. The WK 525 Cruiser was developed for those who want a recreational kayak with good paddling ergonomics and a streamlined hull. The Cruiser has enough volume to ensure safe day trips and extended tours, and well-balanced tracking stability combined with good steering response, essential for comfortable recreational paddling. When not loaded, you can use it as an exercise kayak with excellent stability for sea and ocean-going.

Length: 525 cm/17'2 | Width: 57 cm/22.4" | Weight: 22 kg/48.5 lb

WORLDKAYAKS.COM

---

**MELKER OF SWEDEN - ULVÖN**

The extended waterline gives the Melker Ulvön excellent glide and the highest speed with very little paddler-effort. With the large volume in the bow, the kayak offers an exceptional performance catching bigger waves and swells.

Length: 500 cm/16'4 | Width: 51 cm/21" | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb

MELKEROFSWEDEN.SE

---

**NORSE - DUVA**

The Duva is a Vacuum-molded composite kayak with a rudder and two bulkheads. The kayak is a steady and safe sea kayak, very well suited for beginners as well as more experienced paddlers. With its adjustable backrest and comfortable seat the kayak gives comfort and great stability. The Duva has great tracking and is easy to handle. The boat takes its name from Duva, one of Ægir and Ran’s nine daughters. They were the rulers of the sea, and she was the calm and good wave.

Length: 498 cm/16'4 | Width: 58 cm/22" | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Volume: 285 l/63 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb

NORSEKAYAKS.COM

---

**NORSE - BYLGJA**

This is a hard chine kayak with a firm skeg. The Bylgja is extremely well tracking in all conditions, and turns on a dime. As all our sea kayaks, the Bylgja’s hull is reinforced with aramid all the way through her keel. But in addition, the chines are also reinforced to take a beating. This kayak has three bulkheads and two separate day hatches. Bylgja, daughter of rulers of the seas Ægir and Ran, was one of the waves found at sea. We can only imagine she was one of the larger ones.

Length: 520 cm/17'1 | Width: 55 cm/21" | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Volume: 350 l/77 G | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb

NORSEKAYAKS.COM

---

**MELKER OF SWEDEN - GRONLAND**

A Greenland-style kayak with a very low back deck for easy rolling. The Gronland is fast and handles very well in the surf, but has enough room for your legs to enjoy long paddle sessions. Every paddler can enjoy the experience of a Greenland-style kayak, and improve their skills faster than in any other kayak. The Gronland features a very robust and lightweight kevlar and carbon fiber construction.

SUKKAYAK.ES
WORLD OF KAYAKS - WK 640 SPORT

Sporty and fast. The WK 640 Sport is a training and racing kayak version of WK 640 Expedition. It is a double kayak with excellent speed characteristics. There is no big middle compartment, which made it possible to move the cockpits closer to each other to provide better stability. There is also more space for legs in both cockpits compared to the Expedition version. The WK 640 Sport is an excellent choice for a paddler looking for a fast double kayak to train and race in marathons.

Length: 640 cm/20’11” | Width: 66 cm/26” | Weight: 38 kg/84 lb

WORLDKAYAKS.COM

MELKER OF SWEDEN - ÖRSKÄR

Bring along kids, the dogs, the extra gear for overnight adventures - or paddle the kayak all by yourself: the innovative pedals and seats are easy to move between the cockpits.

Length: 586 cm/19’2” | Width: 64 cm/25” | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Colors: White . Turquoise . Orange | Material: Fiberglass . Flux Fiber

MELKEROFSWEDEN.SE

ZEGUL - TORPEDO

The Zegul Torpedo is designed to be a sporty and fast tandem kayak, previously missing from the Zegul range. This kayak is ideal for training or to compete in marathons. It has good sea manners, a generous carrying capacity and the ability to go really fast. With a sleek and efficient shape, the velocity is directed at paddlers that want to cover miles. The Zegul Torpedo has one round front hatch and one oval rear hatch that can fit all your gear. For small items, there are two mini boxes.

Length: 675 cm/22’1” | Width: 58.5 cm/23” | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max Cap.: 210 kg/463 lb | Level: High End | Material: Composite (Four layups available: A-Cor, C-Cor, Rock Solid, Full Carbon) | Cockpit: 82.5 x 42 cm 32.5 x 16.5 in

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
P&H SEA KAYAKS - VALKYRIE
Paddlesport Product of the Year 2020. The Valkyrie is a sea kayak designed for speed: whether you use that speed to take on more extensive open water crossings and expeditions, to challenge a circumnavigation record, or just to inject a touch more adrenaline in to your day trips, is up to you. Pre-production image, subject to change.

Length: 539 cm/17’8 | Width: 53 cm/21” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb |
Volume: 335 L/89 G | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/254 lb |
Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Retromoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

P&H SEA KAYAKS - SCORPIO MKII MV
The P&H Scorpio MKII is the ultimate, fully featured expedition platform for those who want the peace of mind that comes with a polyethylene sea kayak during rough launches and landings, or for anyone whose budget won’t stretch to a composite construction but wants the best of the best in polyethylene. Available in LV, MV, and HV sizes.

Length: 525 cm/17’2 | Width: 58 cm/23” | Weight: 27 kg/60 lb |
Volume: 317 L/84 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb |
Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

P&H SEA KAYAKS - DELPHIN 155
Undoubtedly the most versatile and exciting polyethylene sea kayak design around. The Delphin’s cockpit has been positioned further back than in traditional sea kayak design, giving a fine balance that, in combination with the progressive bow rocker, leaves the front of the boat just kissing the water, resulting in superb maneuverability and excellent positioning when riding even the steepest of waves. Available in 150 (without day hatch) and 155 sizes.

Length: 475 cm/15’7 | Width: 57 cm/23” | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb |
Volume: 267 L/71 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb |
Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

P&H SEA KAYAKS - VIRGO
A polyethylene sea kayak that takes day AND weekend trips seriously. The Virgo is a compact but uncompromising sea kayak for weekend warriors, at a length which provides ample hull speed for short to medium journeys whilst keeping the boat weight to a minimum, making it easier to handle all the way from lifting it off the car, throughout a trip full of unique experiences, to lifting it back onto the car at the end of a great adventure.

Length: 443 cm/14’6 | Width: 58.5 cm/23” | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb |
Volume: 313 L/69 G | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb |
Material: CoreLite X (Advanced Retromoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

ZEGUL - PLAY MV PE
The Play MV PE is a performance sea kayak with excellent maneuvering and playing capabilities. The hull has significant rocker and high volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The midsection has a slightly rounded profile, making it very smooth from edge to edge. This, combined with the hard chines, make the Play MV PE a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves. The beauty of this kayak is its versatility – it fits wide range of paddlers and is stable without sacrificing maneuverability or speed.

Length: 517 cm/17’1 | Width: 53 cm/21” | Weight: 29-31 kg/63-68 lb |
Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE
KAYAK DISTRIBUTION - BAFFIN P2 SKEG

The Baffin is built for the rigors of rough seas. Its unique hull design provides paddlers with a lively yet stable boat compared to other Greenland-style kayaks. The three models in the series are well-suited for a wide range of paddlers demanding immediate control and predictability. The generous hatch openings allow paddlers to load up adequate amounts of gear for up to two weeks, and the day hatch keeps your essentials handy while on the water. The Baffin comes with a full complement of deck rigging and a comfortably outfitted cockpit.

Length: 522 cm/17’1 | Width: 55.5 cm/22” | Weight: 28 kg/62.5 lb

BOUTIQUEBOREALDESIGN.COM

WAVE SPORT - HYDRA

The Hydra has incredible acceleration and speed that out-classes its rivals. The dynamic hull has crisp, clean rails and ensures the paddler has responsive control with high levels of tracking and glide. Outfitting is feature rich on this three hatch design that includes an easy access day hatch designed into the front deck. The skeg control system is also new to market, incorporating a multi-position slider control that drives an easy to maintain, spring-loaded skeg. This system has been designed at the front end, to ensure a sleek design that matches the Hydra’s good looks.

Length: 452 cm/14’10 | Width: 59.5 cm/23” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 146 kg/320 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

PERCEPTION KAYAKS - EXPRESSION 15

Scenic lakes and coastal swells can be equally exhilarating, and no matter where your aspirations lie, the Expression range will make sure you enjoy them to the fullest. Packed with charisma and boasting exceptional traits for kayaks of their size, they’ll fuel your passion for paddling with fast acceleration and an impressive top speed. Maximum forward efficiency is balanced with responsive control, which will inspire you to explore new waters. Available in three sizes: Expression 11 / 14 / 15.

Length: 456 cm/14’11 | Width: 61 cm/24” | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

TAHE MARINE - REVAL HV PE

Reval HV PE is a high volume British-style sea kayak designed for bigger paddlers. Reval HV is a kayak with a superb navigability and extra degree of stability even in breaking waves and strong winds. The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern to handle any challenging conditions of the sea. The kayak deck is equipped with a round, an oval and a day-hatch for easier entry into compartments. Reval HV PE is suitable for longer trips and expeditions where safety, comfort, carrying capacity and quality construction are essential. Reval HV PE is equipped with retractable skeg + rudder option. Also available in fiberglass version!

Length: 535 cm/17’7 | Width: 60 cm/23” | Weight: 30-32 kg/66-73 lb | Max. Cap.: 155 kg/341 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

DAG - YSAK HI LUXE

The YSAK is the ideal long-distance touring kayak. Its long waterline ensures excellent tracking and a comfortable paddle.

Length: 506 cm/16’6” | Width: 57 cm/22.5” | Depth: 30 cm/12” | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Cockpit: 84 x 46/32” x 18” | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: 3-Layer Polyethylene

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - STRATOS 12.5

The new baby Stratos is a high-performance tourer, playful and sporty in the surf and equally comfortable gliding along on a lake. Smooth and forgiving for the new paddler to learn, the Stratos has been developed for stability and predictability even in rough or moving water. Available in two sizes, large and small. Outfitted with Contour Lite seating and a bulkhead footbrace.


DAGGER.COM
PERCEPTION KAYAKS - ESSENCE 17

The Essence has a modern hull design that incorporates a strong, V-shaped bow and stern with defined chines to provide true directional stability and splendid edge control. Predictable handling, maneuverability and impressive forward speed gives paddlers all the performance needed for that great expedition. Good initial and secondary stability will allow you to take your sea touring experiences to new levels, whether you are an expert or developing your paddling skills. The Zone EXP seating system brings you expedition grade outfitting without compromising on comfort. Also available with rudder or in a smaller size: Essence 16.

Length: 518 cm/17’ | Width: 58 cm/23” | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb |
Max. Cap.: 168 kg/353 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - STRATOS 14.5

The Stratos is a high-performance ocean tourer, optimized for the paddler who wants an easy ride. Smooth and forgiving for the new paddler to learn, with performance characteristics that experts will relish, the Stratos has been developed for stability and predictability even in rough or moving water. Available in two sizes: Small and Large.

Length: 440 cm/14’ | Width: 60 cm/24” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb |

DAGGER.COM

WAVE SPORT - HORIZON

A versatile, twin-cockpit tandem kayak perfect for short trips and multi-day expeditions. The long waterline provides excellent directional stability yet the Horizon is still nimble enough for inland adventures. A high-volume bow gives a dry ride even in choppy waters, as it climbs over waves and deflects spray from the cockpit areas. Available with CORE WhiteOut outfitting offering superior comfort including leg lifter support. Wave Sports trusty BlackOut outfitting is also available with modern comfort and adjustments.

Length: 488 cm/16’ | Width: 76 cm/30” | Weight: 36 kg/79 lb |
Max. Cap.: 280 kg/617 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

TAHE MARINE - LIFESTYLE DUO PE

The Lifestyle Duo PE is a unique family boat offering the complete package of speed, control, and comfort. It is suitable for medium to large sized paddlers. The large cockpit provides a comfortable and easy entry. The shallow arch hull was designed keeping initial stability in mind. Comes standard with one round and one oval hatch and a rudder system. Some may think these are just meant for beginners, but they far exceed expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. You will enjoy paddling them for a long time to come.

Length: 525 cm/17’3 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 40-43 kg/88-95 lb |
Max. Cap.: 280 kg/617 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

POINT 65 SWEDEN - MERCURY GTX TANDEM

Mercury GTX Solo: A tandem hybrid, as easy as one, two, three! The Point 65 Mercury GTX is a high-performance, stable, decked, modular touring kayak with a large cockpit that you can use to explore and then take back home inside most cars. The Mercury GTX features the innovative, patented Snap-Tag solution. The 415-cm Mercury GTX Solo breaks apart into three manageable sections, each weighing less than 11 kg. The 100-cm nose section fits snugly into the mid-section’s cockpit for easy storage. With an additional mid-section your Mercury Solo is transformed into a 545-cm high-performance, expedition Tandem.

Length: 543 cm/17’9” | Width: 60 cm/23” | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Volume: 448 L/118 G

POINT65.COM

HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE VARIED USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.
The P&H Virgo: A Polyethylene Sea Kayak That Takes Day & Weekend Trips Seriously

Book a demo at your local dealer today!

* Image shows CoreLite X spec and optional Mini Hatch

www.phseakayaks.com
NELO - 560

The New 560 has evolved from the old 560. A lot of people ask us, “Why is it shorter than 6.4 meters-long like most other skis?” The answer is simple: its relative shortness makes it one of the easier downwind surfskis to paddle, to steer, and to balance in all conditions. The seat has been made wider and lowered to accommodate a much wider part of the paddling population. “Stability before ability.”

Length: 560 cm/18’3 | Width: 45 cm/17.7”

NELO.EU

LIKER KAYAK - SPIRIT 505

The Spirit 505 is a plastic surfski with carbon/fiberglass fittings. The body is plastic, more durable and cheaper than the carbon fiber surf ski, very suitable for beginners. There is no need to worry about being crushed when paddling, as the boat still only weighs 23 kg. The Spirit 505 has the features of an intermediate surfski, making it perfect for racing and fitness paddling. When loaded, the hatch can store gear for touring, increasing the stability for relaxed long distance paddling.

Length: 505 cm/16’5” | Width: 53 cm/21” | Depth: 33 cm/13” | Weight: 23 kg/51 lbs | Max. Cap.: 135 kg/298 lbs

LIKERKAYAK.COM

PYRANHA - OCTANE

Who said SurfSkis have to be unstable? The exhilaratingly fast Pyranha Octane is the ideal fitness training kayak for pushing your limits on coastal surf, scenic lakes, and grand rivers across the globe. While SurfSkis are generally found offshore playing on ocean waves, the Pyranha Octane is as much at home on inland waters thanks to a tough, whitewater-grade polyethylene construction that will take a beating without damage, where composite skis would be left in splinters.

Length: 539 cm/17’8 | Width: 53 cm/21” | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/254 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

NELO - 510

The 510 is the right entry boat for anyone who wants to start paddling. It is easy to handle, durable, stable, accommodates a large range of paddler size from children to adults, and it allows for the progression from novice to semi-pro. The 510 aligns with the great lines of the 520 to expand the Nelo line with an extra stable and durable boat. Built to the same standards as every other Nelo ski, it has an extra dry storage hatch area in the back-deck for your paddling essentials.

Length: 510 cm/16’9 | Width: 55 cm/21.65” | Paddler Weight Range: 40-125 kg/88-275.5 lb | Level: Entry Level

NELO.EU

THINK KAYAK - UNO MAX

The new Uno Max is faster, more maneuverable, and more stable, with the great ergonomics Think Kayak is famous for. If you’re looking for an elite level surfski capable of winning in all conditions, from flat water to big downwind conditions, look no further than the third generation of the most winning surfski since its introduction in 2010. The winner of the Dubai Shamaal, Mayor’s Cup, Cape Point Challenge, the World Champs in Portugal, and many more, the Uno Max is a proven reliable top performer. Available in Performance, River, Elite, or Ultimate construction.

Length: 645 cm/21’2 | Width: 43 cm/17” | Paddler Weight Range: 70-110 kg/154-242.5 lb | Level: Entry Level

THINKKAYAK.COM
THINK KAYAK - EVO
The Evo has set the benchmark for all-around performance for more than a decade. Competitively fast, intermediate stability, and great comfort make the Evo the best choice for enthusiast racers and fitness paddlers alike. The Evo has just the right amount of rocker to surf downwind like a champ, yet still have great speed on the flats. The intermediate width of 47 cm gives that extra bit of stability to help out when conditions get difficult, but the narrow profile at the catch allows for a very efficient stroke. When you’re looking for a competitive ski, but don’t want to deal with the demands of skinny skis, then the Evo is the answer!
Length: 625 cm/20'6 | Width: 47 cm/18.5” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb |
Paddler Weight Range: 55-105 kg/120-231.5 lb | Level: Performance
THINKKAYAK.COM

THINK KAYAK - ACE
At Think Kayak we always get to work on fun stuff, but this time we’ve super-sized it with the Ace. If three words could sum up this new craft it’s stable, fast, and fun! At 22” wide the Ace is our most stable ski, but her sleek “swede” form means the Ace has the speed of a performance ski. The 17’8” length is highly maneuverable, great for exploring along the coastline, or linking waves when you find the wind at your back. The gunwale is low beside the seat, making remounts a snap should the need arise, and the integrated carry handle makes off the water handling a breeze. For big fun on the water, the Ace is for you!
Length: 538 cm/17'8 | Width: 56 cm/22” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb |
Paddler Weight Range: 60-110 kg/132-242.5 lb | Level: Performance
THINKKAYAK.COM

STELLAR KAYAKS AND SURFSKIS - S16S
The Stellar 16’ Surf Ski (S16S) is a transitional sit-on-top, stable enough for entry level and intermediate paddlers to feel comfortable, but fast enough for fitness paddling and racing! The open cockpit, rounded seat and three-point footboard are very comfortable and responsive, keeping you on track to where you want to go. Two watertight hatches allow for modest storage for day tripping and overnight adventures. In the ocean, the S16S is a blast, easily catching waves and carving on the waves. The S16S’s low weight makes it responsive to your power on the water and with its cockpit handles, it is a breeze to carry and car-top.
Length: 488 cm/16’ | Width: 25.8 cm/10” | Volume: Mid-Volume | Weight: 12.5 kg/27.5 lb |
Paddler Weight Range: 60-110 kg/132-242.5 lb | Sizes: 14’ , 16’ , 18’
STELLARKAYAKS.COM

THE KAYAK... A HUMAN ADVENTURE.
**WET WEIM - KINGFISHER**

One model, three characters, and a full palette of excitement. This is our first generation of canoes, made with “stitch & glue” technology. Designed to be agile and maneuverable, they can be handled perfectly by one or two paddlers. High-grade poplar plywood is used in the hull for its unique lightness and moisture resistance. fiberglass cloth on both the exterior and interior of the hull form a rock-solid, laminated unibody structure. Finally, the eye-catching designs—painted in industrial 2K polyethylene paint—will not leave you indifferent! Gunwales, thwart, and seats are ash, impregnated with Danish oil.

Length: 440 cm/14’11" | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 lb

**GATZ-KANUS - YOHO 2 HR**

Yoho 2: One of our classics. An easy-going, all-around performer with great aesthetic beauty. A favorite with beginners and experts alike. Its good all-around performance makes the Yoho 2 an easy to paddle double canoe but it is also a very popular solo canoe, thus highlighting its versatility. When paddled singly, a special spraycover with a larger hole at the front may fitted. Also available with composite gunnel/deck. Individualize your canoe: Available in three material lay-ups, many seat options and colors.

Length: 455 cm/15’7" | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

**ARMERLITE - BROOKS 16**

The Brooks 16 is timeless design, good-natured and spacious, in an impact-resistant Armerlite hull. Available in either a wood-trimmed rim and rattan seats, or vinyl sill trim and webbing seats. An excellent choice for the family excursion. The lightweight Armerlite construction is the perfect combination between strength and weight.

Length: 488 cm/16’ | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb | Material: Armerlite

**GATZ-KANUS - CANADIAN 475**

A canoe for two adults with a child and gear. The Canadian 475 speeds up very fast and then handles easily. Light and maneuverable, with a V-shaped hull, the Canadian 475 is ideally suited to the deeper waters and rivers; however, this canoe can also be paddled on small rivers. A beautiful canoe!

Length: 475 cm/15’7" | Width: 90 cm/35.4" | Weight: >20.5 kg/45 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

**WET WEIM - CEDAR PROSPECTOR 16**

The Prospector is one of our most popular models, perfectly combining comfort and technical properties. The 16’ Prospector features a flattened shallow arch hull with its fullness carried into the bow and stern, good depth amidships to maintain freeboard, and deepened ends to keep paddlers and gear dry. The rounded keel-line makes it very maneuverable. fiberglass cloth is applied to the exterior and interior of the hull to form a rock-solid laminated structure. The gunwales, thwart, and seats are ash, while the deck is oak. Models use Teamac Marine gloss paint and four coats of Teamac marine varnish for UV protection.

Length: 487 cm/16’ | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Material: Fiberglass
**GATZ-KANUS - YAQUI HR**

YAQUI. The “Express” in the GATZ solo canoe range, very stable and ideal for long trips with plenty of room to stow everything you need. It is an ideal straight running and fast craft. This solo canoe can easily match the speed of a tandem canoe. A hull shape with enough volume and very little rocker makes it suitable for long trips and whitewater without rocks. Available also with composite gunnel/deck. Individualize your canoe: Available in three material lay-ups, many seat options and colors.

Length: 455 cm/14’1’’ | Width: 75 cm/29.5’’ | Weight: from 16.5 kg/36 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

GATZ.COM

**GATZ-KANUS - CANOKI HR**

Redefine your leisure time! Small but great! That’s the CANOKI. It paddles very safely, is handsome and light running. It has room for two adults and gear. Because of its special hull shape, the Canoki paddles nice and straight. You can use this canoe on all waters, including gentle whitewater. Individualize your canoe: Available in three material lay-ups, many seat options and colors.

Length: 400 cm/13’1’’ | Width: 93 cm/37’’ | Weight: from 18 kg/40 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

GATZ.COM

**GATZ-KANUS - CANYAK BEOTHUK**

GATZ KANUS’ most unusual boat, but very much loved by the customers, this CANYAK features a unique design, combining the hull design of a very stable boat with extraordinarily good performance. The CANYAK can be paddled in style with either kayak paddles or canoe paddles, or a mix of both paddle types. Due to the new design, no paddle type or mix looks out of place. Performance is excellent either way and various seat options allow any paddler to paddle comfortably. Individualize your canoe: Available in three material lay-ups, many seat options and colors.

Length: 445 cm/14’7’’ | Width: 100 cm/39.4’’ | Weight: >19.5 kg/41 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

GATZ.COM
VENTURE CANOES - RANGER 149 TRILITE
Whatever your skill level, the Ranger won’t disappoint. Its relatively flat hull is remarkably stable whether loaded bare, allowing beginners to progress with confidence or intermediates to push their limits and reach the next level, and thanks to the low-profile design, you won’t have to fight to stay on course if the wind picks up. The Ranger 149 will carry a solo paddler or two smaller paddlers on day or overnight trips, and the TriLite construction is ideal for deep water use, offering greater hull performance at a lower weight. Now available in TriLite and evolved CoreLite constructions!

Length: 450 cm/14’9 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 33 kg/72 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771 lb |
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - PROSPECTOR 165
The traditional-style Venture Prospector 165 excels on wilderness expeditions and whitewater trips, making it popular with enthusiasts and outdoor centers across the globe. The TriLite construction is ideal for deep water use, offering greater hull performance at a lower weight, or choose a CoreLite construction for reliable, hard-wearing performance in more demanding conditions. Model shown includes optional Explorer Upgrade.

Length: 508 cm/16’8 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 37 kg/82 lb | Max. Cap.: 400 kg/882 lb |
Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - PROSPECTOR 155
The traditional-style Venture Prospector 155 excels on wilderness expeditions and whitewater trips, making it popular with enthusiasts and outdoor centers across the globe. Choose a CoreLite construction for reliable, hard-wearing performance in more demanding conditions. Now available in TriLite and evolved CoreLite constructions!

Length: 464 cm/15’10 | Width: 91 cm/36” | Weight: 36 kg/79 lb | Max. Cap.: 370 kg/816 lb |
Material: CoreLite (Hard-Wearing Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE CANOES - RANGER 162
Whatever your skill level, the Ranger won’t disappoint. Its relatively flat hull is remarkably stable whether loaded bare, allowing beginners to progress with confidence or intermediates to push their limits, and thanks to the low-profile design, you won’t have to fight to stay on course if the wind picks up. The Ranger 162 is perfect for family canoeing or demanding outdoor center use, and the CoreLite construction has proven itself time and again to be supremely hard wearing. Now available in TriLite and evolved CoreLite constructions! Boat shown features extra center seat.

Length: 490 cm/16’1 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 38 kg/84 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb |
Material: CoreLite (Hard-Wearing Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM
PAKBOATS - PAKCANOE 165
The PakCanoe 165 can be paddled by either one or two people and has enough loading capacity to carry the equipment needed for a two-week or longer expedition. Due to the narrower design, the focus of the PakCanoe 165 is more on a slim and longer line (directional and fast). With an optional conversion kit consisting of five cross ribs, the boat shape can be easily changed. So, you have, so to speak, two boats in one. Available in four different sizes.

Length: 505 cm/16'7 | Width: 84 cm/33'' | Weight: 24.5 kg/54 lb

FALTBOOT.DE

VENTURE CANOES - AFON
"Afon," similar to "Avon," is derived from the Celtic British word for “river;” this simple word in itself says everything about this canoe. Rivers can be tranquil, or they can be wild, and the Venture Afon is a true enthusiast’s canoe in which you can enjoy either variety as well as everything between, whether paddled solo or tandem. Available in TriLite and evolved CoreLite constructions! Model shown features Explorer Outfitting Upgrade.

Length: 454 cm/14'10 | Width: 91 cm/36" | Weight: 36 kg/78 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771 lb | Material: CoreLite (Hard-Wearing Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

NAUTIRAID - UMIAK
The Umiak 475 collapsible skin-on-frame canoe won the Paddle Expo Product of the Year Canoe Award for 2019. This canoe offers similar on-water performance to any hardshell boat and folds in one backpack. The Umiak 475 (475 cm) features an extremely rigid 7070 aluminum frame with seven bars and a highly durable PVC skin with incorporated inflatable sides, which give extra stiffness, buoyancy, and a perfect shallow arch hull.

Length: 475 cm/ 5'7 | Width: 90 cm/35.4" | Weight: 23.5 kg/51.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 320 L/84.5 G | Level: High End | Material: Aluminum . PVC | Colors: Sand

NAUTIRAID.COM

BEAVER - SCOUT
The Beaver Scout is the ideal canoe for whitewater training. It’s a lightweight, single canoe produced in Latvia by Beaver Canoe Factory. It is designed for single outdoor paddling and training.

Length: 330 cm/10'10 | Width: 80 cm/31.5" | Weight: 16 kg/35 lb

CANOEBEAVER.COM

VENTURE CANOES - HUNTER TRILITE
Designed for long distance touring but equally at home on a simple day trip with all the family, the Hunter is a versatile craft that can take up to three people or more equipment than you will need, which is what most of us tend to carry anyway! The Hunter might be big, but in TriLite the weight won’t be a problem, and you’ll love the extra hull stiffness when cruising. Now available in TriLite and evolved CoreLite constructions! (TriLite only in the USA and Canada).

Length: 534 cm/17'6 | Width: 88 cm/35" | Weight: 37 kg/81 lb | Max. Cap.: 520 kg/1144 lb | Material: TriLite (Advanced Rotomoulded Foam Core Super-Linear HDPE)

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM
**GATZ-KANUS - MOHAWK 490PE**

We took the best of the design attributes of our Mohawk series and adapted these lines in the rigid sandwich polyethylene construction. The deep V entry and the high volume, shallow arched hull is quite fast. It has good tracking whilst also being manageable enough to be used on small rivers. Rental companies love the durability paired with top performance. A very good investment. Available in two versions, Standard and ECO.

Length: 490 cm/16’ | Width: 90 cm/35.4” | Weight: >33 kg/73 lb | Material: 3-layer Polyethylene

GATZ.COM

---

**GRABNER GMBH - ADVENTURE**

The world's most popular inflatable canoe is a reliable companion for the entire family or for two persons with baggage for excursions rich in variety! The generous space is a "big" plus. Thanks to its versatility, this inflatable canoe is ready for all areas of use – even with an electric motor.

Length: 450 cm/14’9 | Width: 95 cm/37.4” | Weight: 26 kg/5 lb | Max. Cap.: 450 kg/990 lb | Level: High End | Material: Inner: Natural Rubber; Exterior: EPDM (Ethylene-Propylene-Diemonomer) Rubber

GRABNER.COM

---

**GATZ-KANUS - ONTARIO TEAM**

A team canoe with seven seats for up to ten adults designed for safe and fast paddling. Despite its size, it is very easy to handle. It just needs one good paddler in the stern. The Ontario is one of the best-selling team canoes in the world. Its usage is primarily with clubs, schools, and youth groups. There is sufficient space to stow equipment for extended trips with this fascinating canoe.

Length: 700 cm/23’ | Width: 130 cm/51” | Weight: 105 kg/231.5 lb | Material: High-Tec Composites

GATZ.COM

---

**TAKE A BREAK ON WATER**

WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM

ROTOMOD SAS - RTM ZI. Jean Malèze - 47240 Bon Encontre - France contact@rtmkayaks.com
**BEAVER - BEAVER ACTIVE LUX**

Beaver - stable, secure, and simple canoes for boating with the family. The Beaver Active Lux has enough space for the whole family with all equipment. The boat has a pear-shaped form, so it can quickly stabilize after the heeling. Two air pockets, on the front and the back of the boat, ensure that the canoe self-rights after capsizing and floats on its freeboard when it is full of water. Pockets have flow; therefore, condensation is cleared. A long, elegant boat keel with two main lines ensures excellent stability. Lightweight and easy to transport and carry.

Length: 485 cm/15'11" | Width: 75 cm/29.5" | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb

[CANOEBEAVER.COM](http://CANOEBEAVER.COM)

---

**RTM - RIVIERA XL**

New for the 2019 season, the RIVIERA XL is longer than the classic RIVIERA. To make sharing the fun of canoeing even easier, it has an additional central bench. The RIVIERA XL can comfortably fit up to four adults, or two adults and four children. Available in two versions: Standard and Comfort.

Length: 500 cm/16'7" | Width: 100 cm/39" | Depth: 37 cm/14.5" | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | Material: HDPE

[RTMKAYAKS.COM](http://RTMKAYAKS.COM)

---

**VERANO - CANCAN**

A Canadian Canoe made from the revolutionary dropstitch material. Lightweight, stiff, robust, and extremely resistant, the CanCan can accommodate three people (or 2 adults + 2 children) and still have storage space. Bring your luggage for multi-day tours, no problem. This is the Canadier with a small pack size. The CanCan is your companion on rivers, lakes, and light whitewater. The flat bottom gives the CanCan tremendous basic stability. The small pack size allows easy handling and means the CanCan will fit in any car trunk!

Length: 488 cm/16' | Width: 96 cm/38" | Weight: 32.5 kg/72 lb | Material: Dropstitch

[MEGA-SPORTS.COM](http://MEGA-SPORTS.COM)

---

**TAHE MARINE - DAKOTA PE**

The Dakota PE is a very durable and stable canoe, best suited for families and rentals. It has a carrying capacity of 450 kg and can comfortably fit four people. The Dakota is perfect for all rivers and lakes: it will serve you and your whole family well. It has a wide beam and a classic symmetrical hull. Also available with wooden seats!

Length: 505 cm/16'7" | Width: 90 cm/36" | Weight: 48-50 kg/106-110 lb | Max. Cap.: 400 kg/883 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE

[TAEHEOUTDOORS.EU](http://TAEHEOUTDOORS.EU)
**BEAVER - BEAVER CLUB**

Our expertise and commitment to building top quality canoes is only matched by our love of enjoying our products on the water. The Beaver Club has enough space for the whole family. The boat has a pear-shaped form, so it can quickly stabilize after the heeling. Two air pockets, on the front and the back of the boat, ensure that the canoe self-rights after capsizing and floats on its freeboard when it is full of water. Pockets have flow to clear condensation. A long, elegant boat keel with two main lines ensures excellent stability. Lightweight and easy to transport and carry.

Length: 505 cm/16’6” | Width: 85 cm/33” | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb

CANOEBEAVER.COM

---

**ROTOATTIVO - CANADIER 525**

A classic open boat made of long-lasting, three-layer polyethylene with polyethylene seats for more security and durability, and storage. Also available with webbing seats. Lightweight and easy to carry. Stable in the water, spacious and easy to maneuver. There is no better canoe for a paddling trip through nature!

Length: 525 cm/17’3” | Width: 93 cm/37” | Weight: 50 kg/110 lb | Max. Cap.: 320 kg/705.5 lb

ROTOATTIVO.EU

---

**ROTOATTIVO - VIKING**

Meet the Viking: a streamlined, balanced, compact canoe made from long-lasting one or three-layer polyethylene for increased buoyancy. The Viking is an excellent choice for all canoe centers and rentals. It comes with comfortable seats made of webbing or PE, and is ideal for group and family excursions. It has ample room for all you and all your gear.

Length: 450 cm/14’9” | Width: 90 cm/35” | Weight: 40 kg/88 lb | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb

ROTOATTIVO.EU

---

**DAG KAYAK - CANADIA**

A plastic canoe based on the old wooden boats, the CANADIA offers exceptionally comfortable seats for an ideal paddling position. Two children can sit safely in the central seat. Capable of accommodating up to four people and their equipment: it is the ideal companion for family days out on the water.

Length: 470 cm/15’5” | Width: 93 cm/37” | Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. Cap.: 320 kg/705 lb | Level: High End | Colors: Red . Green

DAG-KAYAK.COM

---

**RTM - RIVIERA COMFORT**

The ideal family canoe, durable and stable, it comes standard with three fixed seats. A generous hull can accommodate extra gear for camping trips. Its classic design makes it a pleasure to paddle. Optional polyethylene backrests for front and rear seats. A nylon pin and adjustable straps support the backrest. The RIVIERA canoe stays stackable with the lowered backrest. Usage: rental base, touring from a few hours to a full day, crossing small rapids and dams.

Length: 464 cm/15’2” | Width: 90 cm/35.4” | Weight: 43 kg/95 lb | Max. Cap.: 295 kg/650 lb | Level: High End | Colors: Red . Green

RTMKAYAKS.COM
LIVE TO PLAY ANOTHER DAY
**JACKSON ADVENTURES - ZEN 3 M**

The Zen 3.0 takes the attributes of prior generations of Zens and improved on them. The Zen 3.0 stays on top of the water better than any previous design. It is a dry, confidence-inspiring ride, especially when the river gets steep. The hull combines an amazingly fun zippy feel, with carving, gliding, and surfing, while adding a new level of stability. The ease of staying right side up is incredible, while the confidence it provides is welcome on any river. It boofs, surfs, and plugs... versatility doesn’t mean compromise! Your new favorite river runner will also be your new favorite creek boat.

- Length: 254 cm/8'4" | Width: 68 cm/26.75" | Height: 38 cm/15" | Volume: 337 L/89 G

**PYRANHA - 9R II M**

The 9R kick-started a creek boat design revolution; now it's time to raise the bar with the 9R II. This sports car of a kayak is an exhilarating ride on any river, its narrow width not only increases the 9R's dynamic speed, but also offers immense connectivity, effortless rolling, and lightning fast edge to edge transitions. The 9R's unparalleled speed is just as much fun to wield during everyday missions as it is in competitions, opening up more moves and whole new possibilities such as mid-rapid line changes and easy attainments. Available now in M & L!

- Length: 272 cm/8'9" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Volume: 310 L/82 G
- Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - ALPHA 75 & 90**

We started the 9-foot fast creeker river runner revival and the Alpha is our latest creation in the class. This machine has a large, smooth transitioning bow rocker to gobble up holes and boofs while the center section of the hull is flatter to help with speed, stability, and agility. The subtle, kick-rockered stern profile is modeled after the Braaap, which gives it a predictable quick-carving fun feel. If you are looking for a confidence-inspiring boat that can make your local run fun or take care of you on the hardest whitewater you paddle, give the Alpha a try.

- Length: 279 cm/9'2" | Width: 67 cm/26.5" | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | Volume: 341 L/90 G
- Material: Polyethylene

**PYRANHA - MACHNO M**

Afon Machno, 53.064°, -3.779°: the tributary that powers the infamous Fairy Glen. Located just over an hour from Pyranha HQ, this is where initial testing for the Machno took place. When you’re in the Machno, you’ll almost feel as though time has been slowed down as you glide into the rapids, waiting for the perfect moment to plant that key paddle stroke and nail that boof. 1% of the RRP on every Machno sold is donated to the Free Rivers Fund, supporting free flowing rivers. Available in S, M, and L.

- Length: 265 cm/8'7" | Width: 66.5 cm/26.5" | Height: 38 cm/15" | Volume: 310 L/82 G
- Weight: 20 kg/45 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**JACKSONADVENTURES.COM**

**PYRANHA.COM**

**LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM**

**PYRANHA.COM**
**SPADE KAYAKS - ROYAL FLUSH**

The Royal Flush is an ultra-dynamic kayak that excels in deep waters but doesn’t mind a low water creek run either. The Royal Flush delivers, especially if you are an active and pronounced paddler. If you are more of a reactive paddler and prefer low volume creeks, the Ace of Spades might be the better boat for you. But if you like to pull the stick and swing the hips, the Royal Flush is your ’Hattori Hanzo Sword’ of extreme whitewater weapons. It’s a dynamic boat that we love for coaching on Slovenia’s class III, but also as our weapon of choice for the annual trip down Norway’s big water runs.

- Length: 274 cm/8’11" | Width: 68 cm/26.6" | Volume: 335 L/88.5 lb
- Weight: 23 kg/50.6 lb | Paddler Weight Range: 70-115 kg/154-253 lb

**LETTMANN - MANTA**

The Manta is designed to be a highly competitive kayak for extreme races. At 272 cm, it is within the allowed length limit. Its most noticeable features are the aggressive bow rocker and stern spoiler. The purpose of the rocker is to lift the bow and clear holes whilst keeping you on track and in control to move forward. The stern “spoiler” design assists in exiting holes by boosting the boat forward and out to maintain your momentum; great for speed in a race and equally useful for surviving gnarly hydraulics.


**WAVE SPORT - PHOENIX**

The all-new Phoenix from Wave Sport is river kayaking reborn! Achieving the seemingly impossible—fast yet forgiving, with the combination of the fastest hull that doesn’t punish those human lapses. Over the past five years, Team Wave Sport has been exhaustively testing and prototyping to bring you a machine that’s mean enough to handle the hardest of rapids and creeks with the speed to fly over any feature. Paddling the Phoenix down river, you’ll be able to take the hard lines knowing your kayak has your back!

- Length: 274 cm/9’ | Width: 68 cm/27" | Weight: 22.5 kg/50 lb | Volume: 348 L/92 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

**ZET KAYAKS - CROSS**

The NEW creek boat from ZET Kayaks is here. It’s called the CROSS. This kayak can go literally trough anything that crosses your mind. You will have fun carving on the easier water and as well great support on the hardest whitewater. You can cross out other boats from your wish list now, our Cross puts them to shame.

- Length: 272 cm/8’11" | Width: 67 cm/26.4" | Weight: 21 kg/46.2 lb | Volume: 350 L/92.5 G | Level: High End

**JACKSON ADVENTURES - NIRVANA**

The Nirvana brings speed, stability, and maneuverability to any class of whitewater, inspiring confidence like never before. High bow rocker keeps you dry while flying over waves and holes, making the Medium Nirvana a sub-9’ racing machine. However, unlike many racing kayaks, the Nirvana is accessible— both responsive and forgiving— such that it feels at home on everything from beginner whitewater to the most demanding Class-V rapids. If you want a performance-inspiring river-running/creek boat that’ll lencek rapids down a class, then the Nirvana is the boat for you! Available in two sizes, M and L.

- Length: 273 cm/8’11.5" | Width: 67 cm/26.5" | Weight: 20 kg/44.5 lb | Height: 37 cm/14.5" | Cockpit Size: 34.5" x 20.5" | Volume: 325.5 L/86 G | Max. Cap: 95 kg/210 lb

**SPADEKAYAKS.COM**

**LETTMANN.DE**

**SPADEKAYAKS.COM**

**WAVESPORT.COM**

**LETTMANN.DE**

**JACKSONADVENTURES.COM**
DAGGER KAYAKS - PHANTOM

Speed is your friend, and the Phantom is your trusty steed – a fast, high performance creek kayak. The planing hull maintains speed away from drops while the pronounced rocker lets you easily place the bow for critical moves. Outfitted with the class-leading Contour Ergo seating and no compromises on safety features, this kayak is like a race car – approved for the road.

Length: 271 cm/9' | Width: 68 cm/26.7" | Volume: 337 L/89 G | Max. Cap.: 116 kg/256 lb |

WAVE SPORT - RECON 83

Performing at the highest levels of creeking and class IV-V+ boating, the Recon handles creeks and rivers efficiently, confidently, and safely, with boatability worthy of a new term. The continuous rocker profile combined with the unique distribution of volume makes this design very fast and easy to boot. The unique volume in the bow and its pronounced, upswept shape make the Recon resurface and unload water quickly when blasting through holes, while the domed stern deck minimises back-ending in holes and drops. Also available in other sizes: 70/83/93.

Length: 251 cm/8'2 | Width: 67 cm/26" | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb |
Volume: 314 L/83 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

SPADE KAYAKS - BLACK JACK 2.0

The 2019 Black Jack got a little design update to make it even better! The flat bottom and a pronounced rail deliver dynamic reactivity for smaller size paddlers and women. The tips of the boat seem slicey, but are high volume due to their width. The Black Jack 2.0 allows the paddler to turn the boat effortlessly with only a sweep stroke, paddle precise lines in big volume, but also stay high and dry over steep drops. Without edging, it seems to run independently of cross currents but presents a dynamic edge performance already in modest lean angles.

Length: 256 cm/8'5 | Width: 66 cm/26" | Volume: 285 L/75 G | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb |
Paddler Weight Range: 60-85 kg/132-187 lb | Level: High End |

EXO KAYAK - T-REX (L)

After years of testing, confronting ideas and prototypes, Exo is proud to present the ultimate creeking machine. Thanks to its longer continuous rocker and a flat tail, the T-Rex allows for easy booting without losing speed. Rounded edges give it stability and allow it to be manouevrable and easy to handle at speed, making a change of direction no problem. The upper hull is optimized for predictable resurfacing. Thanks to the wise distribution of the volumes, despite the big size of the T-Rex, it feels like a smaller boat, but you will definitely benefit from the volume when you need it!

Length: 270 cm/8'9 | Width: 65 cm/25" | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Paddler Weight Range: 70-100 kg/154 lb |
Volume: 350 L/92.5 G | Level: High End | Sizes: S . L

ZET KAYAKS - FIVE

ZET introduces the FIVE, the fifth boat in its lineup. Developed together with top paddlers and the ZET team, this new kayak brings all the components a kayaker can wish for in a boat for active moves on whitewater. The FIVE is an aggressive whitewater boat, gliding nicely over waves and holes, accelerating like a demon and holding its line without any reduction in speed. Every eddy carved and hole boofed is bound to bring a smile to a paddler’s face.

Length: 270 cm/8'10 | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 300 L/79 G |
Paddler Weight Range: 60-90 kg/132-198 lb | Level: High End
**ZET KAYAKS - DIRECTOR**

The DIRECTOR is the biggest boat in the Zet Kayak range! With a length of almost 2.7 meters and a volume of 370 liters, this boat is perfect for multi-day expeditions and for all the bigger paddlers out there. Despite its length, the boat is extremely maneuverable and holds a line with ease, therefore excelling on difficult whitewater. Thanks to Zet’s advanced manufacturing technologies and high-performance design, the Director is the ultimate kayak for any big paddler on a whitewater mission!


**ZET KAYAKS - TORO**

Long development and testing have resulted in a kayak that every active kayaker will be excited about. The Toro is not specific to only racing or expeditions but is aimed at all categories of paddlers, from serious whitewater racers to beginners in a local kayak club. The Toro’s progressive bow gives it a racing disposition, while a stable stern and innovative hull keep it stable and maneuverable. This boat is incredibly easy to steer and keep on line. The Toro is a kayak designed for all paddlers who want to enjoy the river in every aspect.


**SOUL WATERMAN - CHAOS MONKEY**

If you’re the kind of guy that just wants to plug a whole bunch of really gnarly stuff, this is your boat. This is you making sense of the chaos. Most of the volume is centered on the paddler, complemented by many unique design features that keep this magical boat on the surface and going downstream. The peaked “cathedral” deck and extreme nose rocker keep this boat floating high and dry. The hull is designed to flow with the water – in just two strokes you’ll accelerate to cruising speed. The flat hull and rounded, forgiving rails allow you to turn on a dime both on edge and flat.

Length: 290 cm/9’6 | Width: 67 cm/26.5” | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 334 L/88 G | Max. Cap.: 105 kg/231 lb | Level: High End

**LETTMANN - GRANATE LARGE**

We put quite a few years of development into the “Granate.” Four world championship winners, kayaking teachers, world-class paddlers, and critical customers all contributed to the development of the Granate by testing pre-series models intensely. The result: the combination of subtle edges and a flat bottom with a long waterline makes this one-of-a-kind kayak fast, maneuverable and directionally stable. The voluminous nose ensures controlled loops, even after impressive waterfalls, while the volume in the tail enables fast progress after big holes. Although the Granate is designed for the rough, beginners will also benefit from its balanced handling characteristics and rounded, easy to roll-up hull.


**LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - DELTA V 88**

With this model, we created a creek boat that will behave very well in any situation. With soft edges, smooth Braap inspired rocker and a shorter platform, the DELTA V allows the paddler to go anywhere their intended line takes them. The Delta V unique “Turbo Booster” stern accelerates the kayak forward when engaged after a drop. Combined with the nimble and intuitive feel that makes difficult maneuvers seem effortless, you have one powerful design. Entry level paddlers will fall in love with it immediately, and top paddlers will choose it every time they are pushing the boundaries of the sport.

Length: 259 cm/8’6 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Volume: 333 L/88 G | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb | Material: Polyethylene | Sizes: 73 . 88

**LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - DELTA V 88**

With this model, we created a creek boat that will behave very well in any situation. With soft edges, smooth Braap inspired rocker and a shorter platform, the DELTA V allows the paddler to go anywhere their intended line takes them. The Delta V unique “Turbo Booster” stern accelerates the kayak forward when engaged after a drop. Combined with the nimble and intuitive feel that makes difficult maneuvers seem effortless, you have one powerful design. Entry level paddlers will fall in love with it immediately, and top paddlers will choose it every time they are pushing the boundaries of the sport.

Length: 259 cm/8’6 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Volume: 333 L/88 G | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb | Material: Polyethylene | Sizes: 73 . 88

**LETTMANN.DE**

**LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS.COM**

**SOULWATERMAN.COM**

**LETTMANN.DE**

**LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM**

**ZET-KAYAKS.COM**

**ZET-KAYAKS.COM**

**SOULWATERMAN.COM**
SOUL WATERMAN - DANCER 3

Almost 40 years after the Dancer was born, Bill Masters and Corran Addison have teamed up to create the latest iteration of this industry-changing boat. Scaled for that paddler that's river running more than creeking and doesn’t want a full-blown creekboat. Easier to paddle and roll than other boats, faster, and better tracking, but still with modern comfort and ergonomics. While you can certainly take the Dancer 3 creeking, its home is as an enjoyable river runner.

Length: 300 cm/9’10” | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 16.5 kg/34 lb | Volume: 300 L/79 G | Max. Cap.: 105 kg/231 lb

SOULWATERMAN.COM

PYRANHA - BURN III M

A world-renowned design at an entry-level price. The Burn III is a precision river runner that isn’t afraid to be edgy: if you’re looking for a kayak that can carve around the river and snap into micro eddies, this is it! Available in S, M, L, and XL. Model shown is Burn III Stout.

Length: 250 cm/8’2” | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 19.5 kg/43 lb | Volume: 268 L/71 G | Max. Cap.: 80 kg/176 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

VERUS KAYAKS - GLADIATOR

The Gladiator was designed to create a displacement hull with a smooth rocker that transitioned from bow to stern. The Gladiator is 76 gallons, which lends itself well to being what we envisioned as a ‘playful’ creeker, somewhere between a slicey boat and full-blown creek boat. Its versatility makes it a perfect match for challenging creeks or substantial eddy lines, and ideal for stern squirts.


VERUSKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - ACE OF SPADES

You immediately feel at home in the Ace of Spades! This BLOW-MOLDED boat is dependable, precise, and intuitive to paddle: it has reserves and manners which we need to feel safe in difficult whitewater. When paddled actively and decisively, it displays dynamics to make anyone addicted! It provides great feedback when you train advanced paddle techniques. And for whitewater experts, the Ace of Spades is a reliable tool with which to explore the limits of the sport. The blow-molding technique makes it stiffer and stronger than other kayaks.


SPADEKAYAKS.COM

WAVE SPORT - DIESEL 70

Point A to Point B. And everything in-between. River running is half white-knuckle big water, half technical, and all fun. Either way, you need a kayak that deals with any situation Mother Earth throws at you. They’ve called it the 4x4 of kayaks: it is indeed, all that and more. The Diesel runs rapids like a fast creekboat with a hull that will also spin on green waves. Peaked deck for resurfacing – check. A honed combination of a planing hull and continuous rocker for ultimate agility – check. Available with our trusty WhiteOut Outfitting or our premium CORE WhiteOut outfitting.

Length: 244 cm/8’ | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 19.5 kg/43 lb | Volume: 265 L/70 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM
THE GLADIATOR vs RECYCLER

YOU REALLY DON’T KNOW WHEN TO GIVE UP

OH, I’M JUST GETTING STARTED

RAHRRGH

SHOW ME WHAT YOU’VE GOT

THE COSMIC BATTLE RAGES ON...

...BUT YOUR FOES WON’T STAND A CHANCE.

SQUASHED Stern INTER-GALACTIC WARP DRIVE

CONSTRUCTED FROM 42 LBS OF CONCENTRATED DARK MATTER

CERTIFIED TO SHRED THE MULTIVERSE

76 GALLON WARRIOR-SIZED COCKPIT

8' 10" QUANTUM ROCKER DISPLACEMENT HULL

VERUS

ESCAPE REALITY...

@VERUSKAYAKS.COM
@VERUSKAYAKS
@VERUS KAYAKS
**DAGGER KAYAKS - REWIND M**

The ultimate downriver playboat for paddlers of all abilities, the Rewind out-delivers on what boaters need from a modern one-boat kayak – piercing river running capabilities, speed, and an excellent play platform – bringing new tricks to any run. Including Daggers’ coveted Contour Ergo outfitting, roto step out wall, and volume-adjustable bulkhead to create a fully secure and personalized rider set-up. Available in 3 sizes: SM, MD, LG.


**PYRANHA - OZONE**

Pyranha’s long-awaited return to the river-running playboat market! The DNA of the Ozone flows from models such as the ProZone, InaZone, and the Z.One. In the Ozone, you can unlock mid-rapid play spots, throw some shapes on an eddy line, and just generally enjoy every moment on the water. Pre-production image shown.

Length: 229 cm/7’6” | Width: 63 cm/24.8” | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**PYRANHA - CARBON OZONE**

The most accessible carbon boat on the market! Each Carbon Ozone is custom-built using advanced carbon/kevlar infusion processes in the same workshop where we’ve been building composite kayaks for over 50 years. Ultimate hull stiffness and minimal weight help you feel the moves and make every ounce of effort count; just try and paddle this without a smile. Pre-production image shown.

Length: 232 cm/7’7” | Width: 63.5 cm/25” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: Lightweight Kevlar/Carbon Infusion

**PYRANHA - RIPPER M**

#PlayTheRiver is back. With enough volume to take on all your favorite runs, in the Ripper you’ll be stern squirting out of eddies, dip turning around rocks, and soul surfing every wave… after all, kayaking is meant to be fun! Paddlesport Product of the Year 2019. Available in S, M, and L.

LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - HOMESLICE

The Homeslice takes the win for best whitewater boat at Paddlesports Retailer 2018! The Retro-Slice revolution is in full swing. We brought you the Party Braaap and Mullet. Now it's time to introduce our cartwheel, squirt, splat, surf, flow machine, the Homeslice. We have taken more than 25 years of slicey boat experience to not only create a boat that you can throw around to your heart's content but a low volume kayak that you can paddle all day, probably in shoes. However you forge your own path down the river, the Homeslice has your back.

Length: 231 cm/7'7'' | Width: 66 cm/26'' | Weight: 14.5 kg/32 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Material: Polyethylene

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

WAVE SPORT - FUSE 56

Expect the forgiveness of a river runner and the high-performance, loose hull of a freestyle boat. The Fuse’s legendary hull design is loose and fast on waves with volume distribution that is not only comfy, but delivers crisp control whether you’re throwing cartwheels or simply running your favorite stretch of river. And with four sizes, there’s a boat for everyone.

Length: 198 cm/6'5'' | Width: 64 cm/25'' | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 212 L/56 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene | Sizes: 35 . 48 . 56 . 64

WAVESPORT.COM

JACKSON ADVENTURES - ANTIX M

The Antix is a fun, responsive river runner with a focus on down-river play! Turn the river into your playground as you take advantage of every wave, hole, rock, and eddy. Squirts, spins, splats, and wheels have never been easier! Paddlers will find themselves styling their local Class-III. More advanced kayakers can add some serious spice to Class-IV and V runs. The unique hull synthesizes elements of creek and play boating, with forgiving edges and reliability on top of a loose and playful feel. Own the river today in an Antix! Available in three sizes, S, M, and L.

Length: 236 cm/7'9'' | Width: 66 cm/26'' | Height: 35 cm/13.75'' | Cockpit Size: 35'' x 20.5'' | Volume: 238.5 L/63 G | Weight: 16 kg/36 lb | Max. Cap.: 86 kg/190 lb | Sizes: S . M . L

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - BRAAAP 69

The Braaap is the progression in how a performance river running boat is defined.

Length: 272 cm/8'11'' | Width: 62 cm/24.5'' | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 261 L/69 G | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: Polyethylene

LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM

PADDLER GUIDE.com

The one-stop-shop website for paddlers and paddling events!
**PYRANHA - SUB 7**

The Sub 7 is the definition of a blast from the past, and provides an affordable entry point for paddlers who are ready to learn and develop their play skills in all types of feature in their favorite local runs. Includes up to 15%, Non-Structural, Recycled Plastic.

Length: 209 cm/6'10" | Width: 64 cm/25" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 186 L/49 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**PYRANHA.COM**

---

**PYRANHA - INAZONE 232**

This kayak needs no introduction: the InaZone is as paddler friendly and predictable as it has always been, providing great play potential balanced with the ability to carry gear and tackle everything within the average boater’s remit. Includes up to 15%, Non-Structural, Recycled Plastic.

Length: 232 cm/7'7" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 196 L/52 G | Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**PYRANHA.COM**

---

**PYRANHA - LOKI M**

The Loki makes old school freestyle moves even better than the memories. Splats, stern squirts, and cartwheels are the Loki’s bread and butter: minimal volume in the bow and stern make it super easy to get vertical and the Loki’s moderate length makes it stable on end for limitless splats and effortless to link ends smoothly when cartwheeling. Available in S, M, and L.

Length: 220 cm/7'2" | Width: 62 cm/24" | Weight: 15.5 kg/34 lb | Volume: 185 L/49 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

**PYRANHA.COM**

---

**EXO KAYAK - REXY**

The Exo Rexy is bringing the fun back to river running, with the right length to make it fast and agile, a high-volume bow to punch through bigger rapids and a low volume stern ideal for tail squirts and fast pivot turns to make things Fowler and fun again. Not everyone needs a full-on creek boat, and this is a super comfortable kayak that is perfect for those who want to live up the rivers with play and passion.


**EXOKAYAK.COM**
Safely Pursue Your Passions

The world’s safest whitewater helmets are now the most comfortable. Check out our lineup at wrsisafety.com.
SOUL WATERMAN - DISCO

The Disco was THE game changer in freestyle kayaking. It ushered in a new era of moves and was an incredibly easy boat to use as a fun, playful river runner. We have kept the main design features that made it so successful while using the feedback from thousands of paddlers to improve it: a looser, faster hull, vastly improved ergonomics, slightly adjusted volume balance in the bow and stern, and modern outfitting. But it keeps the ease and overall balance that made the Disco a boat that people are still out there buying just to get one.

Length: 200 cm/6'6" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 220 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 108 kg/238 lb

PYRANHA - JED M

The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends and in world class competitions all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other: the Jed is larger than its competitors, which allows for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. Extra length also makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes. Available in S, M, and L. Model shown is the Jed Stout.

Length: 180 cm/5'10" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

SOUL WATERMAN - DISCO

The Disco was THE game changer in freestyle kayaking. It ushered in a new era of moves and was an incredibly easy boat to use as a fun, playful river runner. We have kept the main design features that made it so successful while using the feedback from thousands of paddlers to improve it: a looser, faster hull, vastly improved ergonomics, slightly adjusted volume balance in the bow and stern, and modern outfitting. But it keeps the ease and overall balance that made the Disco a boat that people are still out there buying just to get one.

Length: 200 cm/6'6" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 220 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 108 kg/238 lb

PYRANHA - JED M

The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends and in world class competitions all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other: the Jed is larger than its competitors, which allows for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. Extra length also makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes. Available in S, M, and L. Model shown is the Jed Stout.

Length: 180 cm/5'10" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

SOUL WATERMAN - DISCO

The Disco was THE game changer in freestyle kayaking. It ushered in a new era of moves and was an incredibly easy boat to use as a fun, playful river runner. We have kept the main design features that made it so successful while using the feedback from thousands of paddlers to improve it: a looser, faster hull, vastly improved ergonomics, slightly adjusted volume balance in the bow and stern, and modern outfitting. But it keeps the ease and overall balance that made the Disco a boat that people are still out there buying just to get one.

Length: 200 cm/6'6" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 220 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 108 kg/238 lb

PYRANHA - JED M

The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends and in world class competitions all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other: the Jed is larger than its competitors, which allows for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. Extra length also makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes. Available in S, M, and L. Model shown is the Jed Stout.

Length: 180 cm/5'10" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

SOUL WATERMAN - DISCO

The Disco was THE game changer in freestyle kayaking. It ushered in a new era of moves and was an incredibly easy boat to use as a fun, playful river runner. We have kept the main design features that made it so successful while using the feedback from thousands of paddlers to improve it: a looser, faster hull, vastly improved ergonomics, slightly adjusted volume balance in the bow and stern, and modern outfitting. But it keeps the ease and overall balance that made the Disco a boat that people are still out there buying just to get one.

Length: 200 cm/6'6" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 220 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 108 kg/238 lb

PYRANHA - JED M

The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends and in world class competitions all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other: the Jed is larger than its competitors, which allows for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. Extra length also makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes. Available in S, M, and L. Model shown is the Jed Stout.

Length: 180 cm/5'10" | Width: 65 cm/25.5" | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Volume: 208 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)
WAVE SPORT - PROJECT X 56

Playboating hits the “X” level with the revolutionary Project X. A head-turner in both design and performance. Dial-in and experience explosive pop, easy releases, and smooth, crisp control on any wave. Sizing options and volume displacement are fine-tuned for the most comfortable performance imaginable. Start living the lifestyle in the one of Wave Sport’s long line of championship-worthy freestyle kayaks. Available in WhiteOut outfitting offering valued performance.

Length: 180 cm/5’11 | Width: 65 cm/25.5” | Weight: 14.5 kg/32 lb | Volume: 212 L/56 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

WAVE SPORT - MOBIUS 57

Our freestyle machine is short and fast with forgiving qualities that allow beginners to learn and progress quickly, while offering seasoned competitors an experience they too will appreciate. Between the rounded edges, the sculpted sidewalls, and the soft curvature of the bow, this predictable design makes loops, mcnastys and phonix monkeys easy to initiate. It is extremely loose and fast on waves, featuring a continuous rocker profile and a stern release edge that allows quick acceleration down a wave. Features our WhiteOut outfitting - also available in a custom Carbon version.

Length: 173 cm/5’8 | Width: 67 cm/26” | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Volume: 216 L/57 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - MONSTAR

Think you’re too big to be a Playboater? Think again! Jackson Kayak’s MonStar is based off our ground-breaking 2010 All Star Series but super-sized for the larger paddler. We wanted all paddlers to have access to a playboat that fits, so we designed the MonStar to accommodate paddlers between 210 and 300 pounds. The MonStar is a pure playboat packing 73 gallons into a short but stable platform. It rides nice and high so it’s fast enough to catch waves others sink through and in a hole it’s guaranteed to give you the pop of your life!

Length: 191 cm/6’3 | Width: 71 cm/28” | Depth: 38 cm/15” | Weight: 17 kg/37 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

EXO KAYAK - HELIXER

The acclaimed shape and weapon of choice of the World Champion, Quim Fontané, designed in collaboration between the World Champion himself and the renowned shaper Guillaume Respaud is now produced by the upcoming Italian brand EXO KAYAK in an exclusive plastic edition. EXO Kayak has over 30 years of experience manufacturing & molding plastic boats and is the perfect partner to produce this revolutionizing shape, a brand with proven experience, excellent customer satisfaction & truly passionate about kayaking.


EXOKAYAK.COM
SOUL WATERMAN - MINI MONKEY

The Mini Monkey is the natural next step for kids who’ve grown up in the Mini M. It is equally the perfect choice for ages 7-11 into paddling. The focus is on ease in every way possible: The Mini Monkey is easy to paddle, easy to turn, easy to roll, easy to edge and ferry, easy to surf, and easy to stay high and dry running small drops. It's small, light to carry, and light to paddle. The hull features a displacement-style bow with light rails in the tail to help kids surf and carve into eddies. Comes with a lifetime warranty.

Length: 160 cm/5'2" | Width: 51 cm/20" | Thickness: 21.5 cm/8.5" | Weight: 9 kg/16.5 lb | Volume: 100 L/26 G | Max. Cap.: 40 kg/88 lb | Material: Superlinear

SOULWATERMAN.COM

PYRANHA - REBEL CONNECT

Give your kids the start in paddlesports you wish you’d had. The Rebel has been designed for children from the very beginning, not just scaled down from an adult boat, offering all the same style and features as the boats their kayaking heroes paddle but in a format tailored to work specifically for them, even as they grow.

Length: 214 cm/7' | Width: 56 cm/22" | Weight: 12.5 kg/27.5 lb | Volume: 155 L/41 G | Max. Cap.: 50 kg/110 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

PERCEPTION KAYAKS - HI FIVE

Based on the award-winning, patented design, the Hi Five utilizes all the attributes of the renown Hi Life, perfectly sized for kids. Kayak or SUP, it’s both. Watch your kids enjoy unique features like our swim up deck, standing surface, paddle rest, functional carry handles, and ready-to-go Solo Mount accessory recesses. The Hi Five will ensure years of enjoyment and usefulness with its Room to Grow design. Best of all, the Hi Five comes standard with an appropriately-sized paddle. Sure, you can buy what other companies call a kid’s kayak but this is the first high-quality, high-performing, kid’s hybrid designed for years of enjoyment.

Length: 198 cm/6'6" | Width: 61 cm/24" | Weight: 11 kg/25 lb | Max. Cap.: 50 kg/110 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - SHOOTING STAR

Kids’ boats should be safe, stable, easy to roll, and maneuver - the Shooting Star does that - but it also flies high and is able to perform the hardest freestyle tricks in the book! That’s right - the Shooting Star is Jackson Kayak playboat for kid but it is ready to take them from learning to roll to cartwheels, loops, air blunts and well beyond. Don’t choose a kids’ boat that limits what they can do - instead get this easy to paddle boat that’s ready for anything they might want to learn.

Length: 158 cm/5'2" | Width: 49 cm/19" | Depth: 28 cm/11" | Max. Cap.: 45 kg/100 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM
WAVE SPORT - FUSE 35

What do you call it when you bring a river runner and freestyle boat together for one go-anywhere, do-anything boat? We called it the Fuse. The Fuse 35 is the kids-specific size in our range of four River Play kayaks. Loose and fast on waves with volume distribution that is not only comfy, but delivers crisp control whether you’re throwing cartwheels or running your favorite stretch of river. Expect the forgiveness of a river runner and the high-performance of a freestyle boat. If you’re a river runner who sprints to surf every wave and hole along the way, you’ve come to the right place.

Length: 178 cm/5’10 | Width: 58 cm/23” | Weight: 10.5 kg/23 lb | Volume: 132 L/35 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - DYNAMO ACTION

The number one kids’ kayak. The displacement hull, with a soft edge, is ideal for learning skills on flat and moving water. Lightweight and outfitted for comfort and learning boat control, with space to fit a range of sizes.

Length: 220 cm/7’3 | Width: 54 cm/21” | Volume: 170 L/45 G | Max. Cap.: 60 kg/132 lb | Material: Super-linear High-Density Polyethylene

DAGGER.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - FUN 1

The Fun 1 is the Ultimate Pool toy, but fully ready to run the rapids and throw freestyle tricks too! Jackson Kayaks smallest boats, the Fun 1 is designed so the little boaters in your family can learn the ropes and start enjoying the sport you love. The size and weight of the kayak allows small kids to grip, paddle, and maneuver the kayak properly, and makes learning to roll so much easier. Once your kids are ready, this kayak is fully outfitted to take on river runs, surf, and start learning freestyle tricks. Fun 1.5 is also available.

Length: 161 cm/5’3 | Width: 51 cm/20” | Depth: 26 cm/10.5” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM
LIQUIDLOGIC KAYAKS - REMIX XP 10

It is often said that no ‘one’ kayak excels in whitewater yet carries speed across flat calm lakes and slow-moving rivers. That is until now. The Remix XP was designed to bridge the gap between the two once and for all. An extension of our popular river runner series, the XP has an integral skeg, which offers superb tracking when deployed. Tucked away, the XP offers the agility needed to excel on whitewater. A wider hull is super stable on the flats— even when loaded with camping gear. For an all-around go anywhere kayak that is comfortable, safe, and easy to paddle, look no further.

Length: 312 cm/10’3 | Width: 71 cm/28” | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb |
Volume: 397 L/105 G | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | Material: Polyethylene

PYRANHA - FUSION II M

With the Fusion, you can combine both whitewater and touring to create bigger adventures. You might just be getting started in the sport, and haven’t settled on which type of kayaking you prefer yet, or perhaps you’re looking for unrestricted adventures that combine the adrenaline rush of whitewater with a peaceful cruise across a lake or along a canal: either way, the Fusion has you covered. Available in S, M, and L. Model shown is Fusion II M Stout.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 66 cm/26” | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | Volume: 319 L/84 G |
Max. Cap.: 110 kg/243 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

WAVE SPORT - ETHOS TEN

The ultimate crossover platform with more whitewater performance attributes than other designs in its category. The Ethos is fitted with our full whitewater foot brace system, and has a whitewater focused rocker profile and progressive chines that bring outstanding speed and control. The hull is manoeuvrable in rapids, yet tracks well on flat water with the help of a drop-down skeg system. Available in two sizes with either our trusty WhiteOut outfitting or our premium CORE WhiteOut outfitting.

Length: 312 cm/10’2 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb |
Volume: 370 L/100 G | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

DAGGER KAYAKS - KATANA ACTION 10.4

The excitement of whitewater, with the freedom to paddle further. The Katana will take on rapids and glide through calm water, with plenty of room in the stern for gear and robust outfitting for everyday use. Available in two sizes: 9.7, 10.4.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Volume: 393 L/104 G |
Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene |
Sizes: 9.7 . 10.4 | Colors: Red . Lime . Electron

TAHE MARINE - APEX

The Apex is a top whitewater hybrid kayak: it is stable and responds quickly. It comes in standard with droppdown skeg for tracking in quiet waters. Outfitted with large stern hatch and bulkhead, plus easy-to-reach day hatch with a bag. It has plenty of room for gear, a well-outfitted deck and cockpit, plus adjustable footrests, backrests, and thigh braces to make your ride more comfortable. The Apex has a stable, fast, and manoeuvrable hull design that makes it a great boat to enhance your whitewater skills!

Length: 310 cm/10’2 | Width: 68 cm/27” | Weight: 23-25 kg/50-55 lb |
Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb | Material: 3-layer HDPE
9R II Large
Available Now
#FastIsFun
PYRANHA - FUSION SOT

The whitewater kayak for those who don’t like kayaks. The Fusion SOT isn’t just capable on whitewater, it excels: the flat hull is satisfyingly speedy and super stable, and the subtle edge allows you to carve around the river and catch eddies alongside other kayakers. If your adventures involve calmer waters, the Fusion SOT will more than happily eat up the distance on flat water too, and its spacious hatch will swallow enough gear for an overnight stay or an extravagant picnic break. No fuss, just get on and go! Model shown is Fusion SOT Deluxe.

Length: 317 cm/10’4 | Width: 78 cm/31” | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 395 L/87 G | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

PYRANHA - FUSION DUO

The first crossover duo: it just makes sense! After all, adventures are at their best when shared. Enjoy a tandem sea kayaking trip, go adventure touring with a loved one, or take a friend on their first whitewater experience: the Fusion Duo comfortably does anything you’d realistically ask of a duo, and everything in between. Model shown is Fusion Duo Stout 2.

Length: 462 cm/15’1 | Width: 71 cm/28” | Weight: 42 kg/93 lb | Volume: 570 L/151 G | Max. Cap.: 230 kg/505 lb | Material: M23 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

DAG - SX 285

The SX 285 is a SIT-ON-TOP kayak for teenagers and adults, designed to get you started and help you progress in whitewater without having to worry about your roll.

Length: 230 cm/7’5 | Width: 67 cm/26” | Depth: 24 cm/19” | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 70 kg/154 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

WAVE SPORT - WAVEHOPPER

The Wavehopper is a true whitewater racing design in the ideal construction for an introduction to competition. This quick yet forgiving design is extremely popular with clubs and individuals for both training and competition. It has also proved a favorite for multi-sport events. The Wavehopper is endorsed by most Federations for use in competition. The British Canoe Union’s Wavehopper Challenge has been established to grow participation in whitewater racing and shows the excitement that the sport can offer.

Length: 400 cm/13’1 | Width: 60 cm/24” | Weight: 18 kg/40 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

WAVESPORT.COM
JACKSON KAYAK - DYNAMIC DUO

The Dynamic Duo turns kayaking into a team sport! Have you ever wanted to take a less experienced friend on the river with you? The Duo gives you the opportunity to share the fun and exhilaration of whitewater kayaking with friends and family members before they can roll or read water. The Duo is also great for two good boaters looking to share a day making a run more exciting. The Duo offers a whole new perspective on kayaking and is equipped with our top-of-the-line outfitting so you and your paddling partner can comfortably and safely have fun all day long.

Length: 366 cm/12’ | Width: 68 cm/27” | Depth: 33 cm/13” | Weight: 36 kg/80 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

PYRANHA - 12R

The speed of a longboat with the agility of a standard creeker: see the river differently. The 12R is an uncompromised, hyper-fast, ultra-fun 12-foot longboat, which is only limited by your imagination. Multi-days, attainment, races, vertical miles, challenging and developing your skills, crazy big orders, big booming fun, or simply mixing it up with your crew, if the 12R doesn’t put a smile on your face, you might consider seeking medical attention.

Length: 368 cm/12’ | Width: 62 cm/24” | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Volume: 385 L/98 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

REVENGE POLO KAYAKS - REVENGE PE

The Revenge PE is a high performance polyethylene polo kayak designed using the extremely successful composite versions as a blueprint. Made from the same materials as Pyranha’s whitewater kayaks for a hard wearing and durable kayak, the Revenge PE is ideal for clubs and those who are just starting out.

Length: 295 cm/9’8” | Width: 60 cm/24” | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/254 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

REVENGEPOLO.COM

REVENGE POLO KAYAKS - VAPOUR

The Vapour has the benefits of both maneuverability and straight line speed; integrated bumpers reduce volume and drag, whilst reduced volume in both ends results in fast turning, and a fast straight line speed is achieved by the reduced rocker. Fully ICF Certified. Available in Standard and Micro sizes.

Length: 298 cm/9’9” | Width: 59 cm/23” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Max. Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: R3

REVENGEPOLO.COM

KAYAK POLO

PADDLER'S GUIDE

NEW 2020
PADDLER GUIDE.com

The one-stop shop website for paddlesports gear addicts
ONE BOARD – SEVEN SPORTS

FOIL SLATE

SUP
SUP SURF
SUP FOIL
WINDSURF
WINDFOIL
WINGSURF
WINGFOIL

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

7'8" x 29"
8'2" x 30"
8'10" x 31"
Stand Up Paddling is one of the fastest growing segments of paddle sports. Every day, more and more people around the world are hopping on boards and heading out to enjoy the water. From fitness to family fun, from surfing waves to racing long distance, stand up has a broad appeal to anyone looking to access rivers, lakes, or oceans. Many fall in love with SUP for its versatility. SUP offers surfers a better view of incoming sets and thus the ability to catch more waves—in the ocean or opening up access to new shred spots on the river. While the first stand up boards were made like a surfboard, with epoxy resin and fiberglass around a foam core, today companies are using materials as far reaching as rotomolded plastic, PVC Dropstitch, and coconut husks. Inflatables have gained a considerable portion of the market, allowing paddle board lovers to take their passion with them on the go or on far-flung multi-day missions. Have board, will paddle, goes the old saying. It has never been truer than now.
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FANATIC - FLY ECO
The Fly Eco is the flagship of our ocean-minded spirit. It is built with eco-friendly flax, cork, and wood veneer instead of the classic glass and PVC sandwich – and like all our boards, uses plant-based Bio Resin. The Fly Eco not only shows what is possible in terms of replacing oil-based materials with sustainable organic elements, it also rides great and looks stunning! Graphics are kept to a minimum to let its inner beauty shine through.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Width: 79 cm/31" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" | Volume: 177 L/47 G
FANATIC.COM

NSP - HIT CRUISER
The NSP HIT Cruiser - Loved by resorts, schools, rentals, and everyday paddlers! HIT construction focuses on high durability at a highly attractive price. The exterior is wrapped in a super tough "bullet skin" and reinforced rail band to absorb paddle damage. Equipped with a full deck thermoformed EVA pad, bungee cord, and locking hole on the nose.

Length: 310 cm/10'2 | Width: 81 cm/32" | Thickness: 12.7 cm/5" | Weight: 12.7 kg/28 lb | Volume: 203 L/54 G
NSPSURFBOARDS.COM

BIC SPORT - 11'6 PERFORMER WIND SUP
Featuring a mast foot track for attaching a windsurf rig as well as a retractable daggerboard, the 11'6' WIND SUP is a highly versatile and adaptable SUP/windsurfer for both windy and calm conditions. Its substantial volume and width offer excellent lateral stability without compromising performance. It’s finely balanced surf and longboard-style outline make it easy to handle in flatwater conditions without reducing agility in the surf zone. The 11'6 is also a great choice for families looking to bring along the kids or pets. Shaped for novice riders up to 260 lb/120 kg. Will float more advanced paddlers up to 300 lbs.

Length: 350 cm/11'6 | Width: 82 cm/32.5" | Volume: 215 L/57 G | Weight: 11.5 kg/25.3 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Thickness: 12 cm/5" | Material: Ace Tec
BICSPORT.COM

OXBOW - SEARCH 10'6
Searching for a paddleboard that’s equally adept in the surf as it is cruising on flat-water? The search is over! Oxbow’s Search series features performance-minded surf designs blended with confidence-inspiring stability and a moderate rocker profile for versatility in flat-water conditions. Two sizes accommodate riders of all sizes. Available in ACE-TEC construction (10'6/11'6) for lightweight performance AND durability at a great price.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Width: 80 cm/31.5" | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Volume: 185 L/49 G | Material: ACE-TEC
OXBOW-SUP.COM
**BIC SPORT - 10’ CROSS TOUGH TEC**

The CROSS-SUP blends the excellent performance characteristics found in BIC SUP's classic, surf-inspired series with features found on the WING Touring series. This fusion creates a unique board that performs great in all types of conditions, particularly inland lakes and calm sea conditions, and offers a perfect platform for all-round family fun, touring, fitness, and yoga. The 10’ Cross Tough Tec is made in our new ultra-durable technology: it is the most stable board in our range.

- Length: 305 cm/10’ | Width: 84 cm/34” | Thickness: 14 cm/5.5” | Volume: 195 L/51.5 G
- Weight: 11.5 kg/25.3 lb | Level: High End | Material: Tough Tec
- Additional sizes: 10’ and 11’ Ace Tec, 10’ and 11’ Tough Tec

**HOBIE - SUP HERITAGE**

The Heritage SUP design is reflective of Hobie’s rich board building legacy. The Heritage brings together classic board design and high-tech board building technology. Featuring a traditional longboard outline, square tail, and a sleek, classic-inspired paint job, the Heritage screams style.

- Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Thickness: 13 cm/5”
- Volume: 210 L/55 G | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Colors: Blue

**HOBIE - SUP DURACRUZ**

A perfectly suited board for commercial use in rental fleets, resorts, guided tours, and fitness programs. The DuraCruz has all the benefits of a SUP: performance, stability, and durability, but also comes equipped with a built-in windsurfer mast base, making it a perfect learning platform for the novice windsurfer. Designed for the resort lifestyle.

- Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Thickness: 13 cm/5”
- Volume: 209 L/55 G | Weight: 11.3 kg/25 lb

**INDIANA PADDLE & SURF CO. - 9’6 ALLROUND WOOD**

With a great mixture of volume and weight, this all-around board offers endless possibilities. Whether it’s fitness, touring, or surfing, the 9.5 Allround is up for everything.

- Length: 289.5 cm/9’6 | Width: 72.4 cm/28.5” | Thickness: 11.4 cm/4.5”

**RTM - SUP KOA**

The KOA is the new polyethylene SUP created by RTM. This new concept replaces the SUP PE 10’. The advantages of this product are its rigidity, its robustness, its greater volume, which increases the carrying capacity of the board, and its non-slip geometric pad. Ideal for leisure centers, rental bases, and clubs. Three handles make it easy to secure the boards together during storage periods.


**BICSPORT.COM**
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**INDIANA-SUP.COM**

**BICSPORT.COM**

**RTMKAYAKS.COM**
**RED PADDLE CO - 10’6 RIDE SE MSL**

If you could only ever have one Red Paddle Co board, the Ride 10’6 is the one we’d tell you to get – it’s already the world’s most popular inflatable SUP and continues to win numerous SUP industry and consumer awards.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12 cm/5” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb |
Volume: 245 L/65 G | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: MSL

**RED PADDLE CO - 10’6 RIDE MSL**

If you could only ever have one Red Paddle Co board, the Ride 10’6 is the one we’d tell you to get – it’s already the world’s most popular inflatable SUP and continues to win numerous SUP industry and consumer awards.

Length: 319 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 13 cm/5” |
Weight: 8.4 kg/18.5 lb | Volume: 256 L/68 G

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - VENUS 10.6**

For 2020 we decided to reintroduce the Venus line of paddle boards. We are bringing the two popular sizes from our AllroundAir and CrusAir ranges in a beautiful color combination. More importantly, the boards have the thickness of 2” for a lower standing position and lighter weight. Available in 10’6 and 11’6.

Length: 319 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 13 cm/4.7” |
Weight: 8.4 kg/18.5 lb | Volume: 256 L/68 G | Max. Cap.: 145 kg/320 lb | Level: Mid-Range

**RED PADDLE CO - 10’8 RIDE MSL**

Larger riders should look for a board with more stability, which is where the 10’8 Ride comes in. Or, use it to easily take a small passenger on board, which is why it’s a hit with family paddlers and those with furry friends.

Length: 325 cm/10’8 | Width: 86 cm/34” | Thickness: 12 cm/4.7” | Weight: 10.5 kg/23 lb |
Volume: 270 L/71 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: MSL

**AQUADESIGN - DJANGO**

Stylish, lightweight, reinforced, and powerful thanks to its stronger tension band, the new DJANGO SUP board is a versatile board so you can make the most of your SUP practice. From ocean to river to lake, the DJANGO promises hours of fun.

Length: 329 cm/10’8 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Volume: 330 L/87 G | Weight: 8 kg/18 lb |
Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Max. Cap.: 145 kg/320 lb | Level: Mid-Range
SIREN - RUBIO
The most beautiful all-around iSUP for leisure and touring! The latest SIREN SUP surfing achievement is the Rubio 11.2 PFT. This inflatable SUP board will steal your heart with its natural wood design and turquoise crocodile deck pad. But you won’t only fall in love with its look: the SIREN Rubio 11.2 PFT also has a lot to offer technically: Tilt stable and true to track: it is the ideal companion for leisure pleasure and adventure.

Length: 342 cm/11’2” | Width: 82 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 268 L/71 G | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253.5 lb
I-SUP.DE

AQUADESIGN - LUCKEY
Stylish, lightweight, reinforced, and powerful thanks to its stringer tension band, the new LUCKEY SUP board is the ideal board for all-around practice and for those just getting into the sport.

Length: 310 cm/10’2 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Volume: 300 L/79 G | Weight: 8 kg/18 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Level: Mid-Range
AQUADESIGN.EU

AIRBOARD - STRIDER
The STRIDER in the ULTRA LIGHT EDITION is your faithful traveling SUP, no matter where you are paddling. The all-around and touring SUP slides easily over every lake. Put all your belongings in the waterproof PumpBag after inflation. Weighing only 7.3 kg (16 lb) and at 50% less pack size, you can explore even the remotest lakes. Comes complete with: SUP, fin, pump-bag, nano-pump, carry-belt, leash, and repair-kit.

Length: 380 cm/12’6” | Width: 84 cm/33” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 7 kg/16 lb | Volume: 366 L/96 G | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Material: PVC Dropstich
AIRBOARD.CH

JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - SUPERLIGHT 11’0
The SuperLights are the most economical option for those who are getting into stand-up paddling. Available in three sizes: 10’6, 11’0, and 11’6.

Length: 335 cm/11’ | Width: 84 cm/33” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 8.8 kg/19.4 lb | Volume: 339 L/89.5 G
JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

RED PADDLE CO - 12’6 VOYAGER MSL
Extra stability and rigidity make this board the ideal vessel for long-range outings. Increased thickness and capacity make the 12’6 Voyager super-stiff and stable, so it’s perfect for taller, larger paddlers and longer outings in a range of conditions.

Length: 384 cm/12’6” | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Volume: 361 L/95 G | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: MSL
REDPADDLECO.COM

GLADIATOR - PRO 10’6
The Gladiator PRO 10’6 is the true all-round paddleboard, and in this premium ‘Elite’ construction you can be confident that the board will perform and last. The 32” width and the shape of the board create a stable platform for easy paddling: this is a great board for all riders up to 120 kg.

Length: 323 cm/10’7” | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12 cm/4.7” | Volume: 240 L/63 G
GLADIATORPADDLEBOARDS.COM
KUBUS SPORTS - STX WS FREERIDE 250

Pure windsurfing boards. Ideal for adults, children, families, and even for teaching friends and family. Available in two sizes.

Length: 250 cm/8'2 | Width: 84 cm/33'' | Volume: 250 L/66 G | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6''

STXPARTS.COM

KUBUS SPORTS - STX TOURER 11’6 X 32 X 6’

Specially made for inland waters, the STX Tourer is a streamlined, arrow-shaped board designed for higher speeds, faster paddling, and longer distances. Stable and maneuverable, the STX Tourer has a comprehensive outline with a narrow nose. The deck leash system adds versatility, while the FXL Technology means extreme stiffness and lightness. It comes with a new deck pad layout of core and honey grip, plus a kick pad.

Length: 353.5 cm/11'7 | Width: 32 cm/12.5'' | Volume: 270 L/71 G | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6''

STXPARTS.COM

GLORY BOARDS - CROSS 11’

Our brand-new Cross 11’ combines all the watersports you can do: Stand up paddling, windsurfing, and kayaking. You have the option to mount a windsurf sail to learn and improve your skills. You can also mount a kayak-seat and use your SUP paddle with two blades as a kayak paddle. And of course, you can keep it simple and enjoy a SUP trip. The Cross 11’ is the perfect allrounder, delivering good speed and excellent stability.

Length: 335 cm/10'11 | Width: 78 cm/31'' | Volume: 250 L/66 G | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb

GLORYBOARDS.COM

GLORY BOARDS - ACTIVE 11’

The best beginner and family SUP board! The Active 11’ has great stability, and can handle loads of 250 kg, so your whole family! The EVA pad covers the entire deck. This is important for your buddy, who choose to sit on the nose. The most special is the pin-tail shape. You will go faster because the water disturbance is small, and you can learn surf style maneuvers very easy! This is the perfect board for you and your family to enjoy!

Length: 336 cm/11’ | Width: 84 cm/33’’ | Thickness: 15 cm/6’’ | Weight: 9 kg/19.8 lb | Volume: 300 L/79 G | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb

GLORYBOARDS.COM

POOLSTAR - WATTSUP SAR 10’

Wattsup Sar takes SUP one step further. Longer than its current competitors (10’2”/305 cm), this new all-water board is a making a wave in the iSUP world thanks to its generous volume. Wider (32’/81 cm) and thicker (6’/15 cm), the Sar is a versatile board: stiffer and extremely stable. Included: Three-part paddle, HP pump, backpack, leash, and repair kit.

Length: 305 cm/10’ | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Thickness: 15 cm/6’’ | Volume: 281 L/74 G | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275.5 lb

POOLSTAR.FR
POOLSTAR - COASTO ARGO 10'6

Our ultimate suggestion for those looking for an “all-in-one stable board.” For 2020, the COASTO Argo features a sharp nose combined with large rails - 32''/81 cm - and a flat tail. The Argo is the most versatile board of COASTO’s range thanks to its cleverly balanced specifications: 11’ x 33'' x 6”. Built with three removable US fins, this board offers perfect tracking for long cruises while allowing for nice performance in waves. Super-stiff, light, and durable with ITS® Technology, the Argo is THE off-water board. Also available in DSF Double Chamber.

Length: 335cm/10'6 | Width: 84 cm/33” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 300 L/79 G | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb

POOLSTAR.FR

WOOPWOOP - OUTBACK SUPRO98

The Outback SUPRO98 performs perfectly in all water conditions and is suitable for all skill levels, especially for beginners. It is possibly one of the most stable inflatable stand up paddle surf boards on the market. Built to handle any size rider below 420 lbs. If you love to travel, this board is perfect for you. The SUP has four multi-use bungees to carry your bag, cameras, bottle, etc., so you can be prepared for whatever the outback has to offer. And, it’s easy to roll it up when deflated, put into the Woop Woop Pro Backpack, and carry with you.

Length: 323 cm/10'7 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 307 L/81 G

WOOPWOOPSTORE.COM

WOOPWOOP - NOOSA SUPRO94

The Noosa Supro94 SUP performs perfectly in all water conditions and is suitable for all skill levels, especially for beginners. It is possibly one of the most stable inflatable stand up paddle surf boards on the market. Our NOOSA Pro collection is built to handle any size rider below 420 lbs. Enjoy paddling alone or with company. If you love to travel, this board is perfect for you: it’s easy to roll it up when deflated, and easy to put into the Woop Woop Pro Backpack and carry with you.

Length: 323 cm/10'6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 307 L/81 G

WOOPWOOPSTORE.COM

WOOPWOOP - OUTBACK SUPRO97

Our NOOSA Outback Pro collection is built to handle any size rider below 420 lbs. Enjoy paddling alone or with company. If you love to travel, this board is perfect for you: it’s easy to roll it up when deflated, and easy to put into the Woop Woop Pro Backpack and carry with you. New, easy to use Double Action Hand Pump comes with an integrated pressure gauge. The SUP has four multi-use bungees to carry your bag, cameras, bottle, etc., so you can be prepared for whatever the outback has to offer.

Length: 323 cm/10'6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 307 L/81 G

WOOPWOOPSTORE.COM

PANDASUP - iPANDA 10’6 SET

The iPanda 10’6 is the benchmark of polyvinyl, and has quickly become the most popular iPanda in the family. Its sporty shape makes it extremely versatile. The iPanda 10’6 glides superbly over the lake and surfs pleasantly on the wave thanks to its ingenious rockerline. Thanks to the optimized thickness of 6’/15 cm and the enormously stiff IRCDS construction, this board is suitable for every level and even the most difficult conditions.

Length: 323 cm/10'6 | Width: 81 cm/31” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 315 L/83 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.5 lb

PANDASUP.SWISS
AQUADESIGN - KENDO

A real toy for the whole family, the new SUP KENDO is certainly the most versatile board in the Aquadesign range. Its 10'6 length and sporty curves offer a unique reactivity and an interesting balance game to improve performance. There is nothing better to have fun in small waves or on the flats.

Length: 323 cm/10'6 | Width: 84 cm/33" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" | Weight: 11.3 kg/25 lb | Volume: 325 L/86 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Level: High End

AQUADESIGN.EU

BIC SPORT - 10'6 PERFORMER AIR

The 10'6 Performer Air delivers on all the benefits of BIC’s unique SUP AIR construction technology in shapes that excel in a wide variety of conditions, from flat water cruising to surfing in ocean waves. SUP AIR construction optimizes rigidity, reduces weight, and maintains shape control (via the rocker profile) and durability. A Dyneema® Stronger for added rigidity, double-layer rails to maximize durability, and dropstitch material for an extremely lightweight board. Comes standard with nose and tail carry handle, O-ring leash attachment point, universally compatible center fin box, premium diamond-groove EVA deck pads, and bungee deck rigging for storing gear.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Width: 86 cm/34" | Volume: 290 L/77 G | Weight: 9.5 kg/21 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6" | Material: Dropstitch | Level: Mid-Range

BICSPORT.COM

I LOVE SUP - ALLINONE 10'6

The inflatable board AllInOne 10'6 with paddle and leash included offers you the widest range of use on the market. This comfortable and stable board is suitable both for expert and beginner paddlers. It is aimed at letting everybody enter the Stand Up Paddle world. Its round nose and square tail make the AllInOne 10'6 particularly suitable when it comes to cruising and light surfing. It can be surfed by riders weighing 55 kg – 50 kg. It has a light-and-firm structure made up of an extra durable PVC layer.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Volume: 280 L/61.5 G

JLID-SURFSTORE.COM

JBAY.ZONE - DESIGN LIMITED EDITION 10'6"

This new SUP, available as a limited edition for the 2020 season, features collaboration with one of the most popular emerging artists in Europe: FRA! Design. Among the few Italian Doodle Artists, his expressive ability catches the eye with an easily recognizable style without limits of canvas or contents. FRA! Design boasts partnerships with the largest clothing and design companies in the world and, through the collaboration with JBAY.ZONE, has been able to apply its art to a new kind of product. Comes equipped with a very complete set of accessories so you get right out on the water.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Width: 81 cm/31.8" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |

JBAY.ZONE

NRS - 10'8 THRIVE

A board for the do-it-all paddler, the NRS Thrive series SUPs are equally adept at touring, fitness paddling, and light river running with the stability to help any novice feel at ease. Make every weekend memorable with an inflatable SUP board that can handle any adventure.

Length: 324 cm/10'8 | Width: 86 cm/34" | Volume: 300 L/79 G |
Thickness: 15 cm/6" | Material: PVC | Level: Mid-Range

NRS.COM

AIRBOARD - HIKE

The HIKE from the ULTRALIGHT EDITION is your perfect travel companion if you are taking a tour with a lot of luggage. Backpack, sleeping bag, food ... everything fits on the big cargo area without impacting performance. You can even stow some of it in the Waterproof PumpBag - the SUP bag for inflating. With this brand-new SUP concept you are ready for new adventures. Delivery contains: SUP – HIKE, fin, pump-bag, nano-pump, carry-belt, leash, and repair-kit.

Length: 300 cm/9’9” | Width: 78 cm/31” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 6 kg/13 lb |
Volume: 265 L/70 G | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Material: PVC Dropstitch

AIRBOARD.CH

AQUADESIGN - KENDO

A real toy for the whole family, the new SUP KENDO is certainly the most versatile board in the Aquadesign range. Its 10'6 length and sporty curves offer a unique reactivity and an interesting balance game to improve performance. There is nothing better to have fun in small waves or on the flats.

Length: 323 cm/10'6 | Width: 84 cm/33” | Volume: 325 L/86 G | Weight: 11.3 kg/25 lb |
Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Level: High End

AQUADESIGN.EU
**AQUADESIGN - JAI**

A perfect example of versatility, the SUP JAI likes to challenge the elements. Thanks to its mast stand insert, this stand up paddle board can be transformed into a windsurfing board when the wind rises. At other times, its stable and dynamic design makes it the perfect board to evolve your stand up paddle board practice at your own pace.

Length: 335 cm/10’6" | Width: 86 cm/34" | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 340 L/90 G | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | Level: High End

**AQUADESIGN.EU**

---

**GLADIATOR - ELITE 11’4”**

The Gladiator ELITE 11.4 is a high-end performance board made in machine-woven drop-stitch construction. Lightweight and durable, it's perfect for those wanting a do everything, go-anywhere board with a bit more speed. It comes in a set with a 100% carbon paddle, flex fin, and a bag with wheels.

Length: 347 cm/11’4 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12 cm/4.7” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 330 L/87 G

**GLADIATORPADDLEBOARDS.COM**

---

**JP-AUSTRALIA - ALLROUNDAIR 10'6 LIGHT EDITION**

This board was created to cover the widest range of average paddlers’ needs: from absolute beginners to those taking their first whitewater runs: from beginner surfers to yoga enthusiasts. The Welded Seam Technology is the biggest introduction in 2020. This process helps to increase the durability and air tightness of our inflatable boards. The connection between the rail and the drop stitch material is hot air welded, thus creating a very strong mechanical joint that turns these two parts into one.

Length: 319 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 318 L/84 G

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM/JP-SUP**

---

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - ALLROUNDAIR 10'6 SUPERIOR EDITION**

This board was created to cover the widest range of the average paddler’s needs, from absolute beginners to those taking their first whitewater runs: from beginner surfers to yoga enthusiasts. A narrower nose allows for minimal push of the water in the front, resulting in a faster glide with each paddle stroke. The parallel outline ensures great traction and less paddle-hand changes. This also brings another advantage – a wider tail that significantly improves stability of the board. Available in three technologies: Superior Edition 3DS (10’6/11’0), Light Edition 3DS (10’/11’0), and Light Edition (10’).

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 10.8 kg/23.8 lb | Volume: 318 L/84 G

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM**

---

**I-99 - 10’6 ELITE**

The SUP 10’6 ELITE is the board for every condition on any given day. Whether it be your first lesson, catching a wave, cruising on the lake, going on an adventure or pure fitness, the ease of travel and exploration will make getting on your board a daily habit. It is the perfect family board and a great way to enjoy paddling during your holidays or daily travels. The 10’6 has an innovative inflatable paddling platform featuring extra volume and width for increased stability with a convenient bungee system for transport. She will get you anywhere you want to go!

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12 cm/5” | Volume: 194 L/51 G

**I-99.IT**

---

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - CRUISAIR (CRUISAIR SE 3DS) 11.6**

The CruisAirs are the perfect design for your everyday paddle, touring, and fitness. They are an excellent choice for those looking for a faster glide without compromising stability. The balanced shape outline with wider tail and narrower outline perfectly combines stability with speed.

Length: 350 cm/11’6 | Width: 76 cm/30” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Volume: 311 L/82 G

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM**

---

**AQUADESIGN - JAI**

A perfect example of versatility, the SUP JAI likes to challenge the elements. Thanks to its mast stand insert, this stand up paddle board can be transformed into a windsurfing board when the wind rises. At other times, its stable and dynamic design makes it the perfect board to evolve your stand up paddle board practice at your own pace.

Length: 335 cm/10’ | Width: 86 cm/34” | Volume: 340 L/90 G | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | Level: High End

**AQUADESIGN.EU**

115
SIPABOARDS - DRIVE CRUISER

The SipaBoards cruiser is the original classic. Its sleek lines cut through the chop to keep the paddler on the water all day long, and it is versatile enough for pure recreation and enjoyment. This is the perfect SUP to take you further, to show you what’s around the bend, and to help you find that hidden spot.

Length: 335 cm/10'11 | Width: 80 cm/31” | Thickness: 14 cm/5.5” | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Volume: 250 L/55 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.5 lb

SIPABOARDS.COM

SIPABOARDS - DRIVE ALLROUNDER

The SipaBoards AllRounder is meant for pure entertainment. Its strong and sturdy design will provide watersports lovers of all ages and experience levels with countless hours of fun. And as the perfect mobile diving board, this SUP is perfect for those who want to spend as much time IN the water as ON it.

Length: 335 cm/10'11 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Thickness: 14 cm/5.5” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 310 L/68 G | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/396 lb

SIPABOARDS.COM

OUKAI - RAINBOWLINE

The Oukai Rainbowline is made out of woven drop stitch, which gives a lighter and stiffer board. The colors draw inspiration from windsurfing days in the 80s. The Rainbowline comes in three sizes: 10'6, 11'2, and 12'6.

Length: 341 cm/11'2 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 9 cm/6” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 270 L/59 G | Sizes: 10'6, 11'2, 12'6

OUKAI-SUP.COM

INDIANA PADDLE & SURF CO. - INDIANA 11'6 FAMILY PACK GREY

The big brother of the 10'6 Family. The touring shape makes it faster on the water and thanks to the additional volume, it allows even more family activities!

Length: 350 cm/11'6 | Width: 79 cm/31” | Volume: 317 L/84 G | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Level: Entry Level | Material: Dropstitch, PVC

INDIANA-SUP.COM

WILD SUP - KING LION

Just you, your friend and the water… With KING LION you can enjoy great memorable moments together with a friend, your significant other, or a family member. The main difference maker – top class stability. You can be sure that this stiff, wide, and long board is glued to the water surface so you and your partner can safely paddle and not worry about falling off! Of course, not that is a problem – we encourage falling off into the water from time to time – it’s fun! KING LION comes with double action pump, a bag, a leash, and a repair kit.

Length: 350 cm/11'5 | Width: 90 cm/35” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 13 kg/28 lb

WILDSUP.EU

WILD SUP - BLACK MOOSE

The BLACK MOOSE is the most popular and the most universally sized and shaped SUP. This board is exceptionally stable on the water, but does not lack maneuverability and speed. The Black Moose is the perfect choice if you want to enjoy relaxing and calm paddling. Because of very high compression (up to 27 psi) this board is able to achieve great stiffness. On this board you will find two carrying handles – one in the middle and one in the back, a stainless-steel D ring, elastic bands to secure your items, and of course, a very pleasant, non-slippery EVA deck.

Length: 320 cm/10'5 | Width: 78 cm/30” | Thickness: 12 cm/5” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 150 L/40 G

WILDSUP.EU
RED PADDLE CO - 9’6” COMPACT

The revolutionary 9’6’’ Compact (patent-pending) is a step forward in what an inflatable board can be – a full-sized SUP that folds down to half the size of a conventional inflatable paddle board.

Length: 292 cm/9’6” | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Thickness: 12 cm/5’’ | Weight: 7.4 kg/16 lb |
Volume: 222 L/59 G | Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - CUSTOMIZED INFLATABLE PADDLE BOARD

Customize your inflatable experience. You provide the complete design, we provide the latest material support and the latest accessories selection.

Length: 310 cm/10’2” | Width: 84 cm/33’’ | Thickness: 15 cm/6’’

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

STARBOARD - IGO 12.0 X 33 DELUXE DOUBLE CHAMBER

This all-around board has the longest, fastest glide and is ultra stable for riders up to 120 kg. Great for those learning to paddle. A wider, rounder nose and slightly wider tail create a straighter outline for extra stability. The predecessor, the Alize, has a large fan base. The Deluxe Double Chamber technology stiffens the board significantly, thanks to the double side walls around the second chamber. It also offers extra safety flotation for any emergencies. New welding technology turns two pieces of material into a single solid unit. High-end board for demanding paddlers.

Additional Sizes: 11.2 x 32”. 10.8 x 33”. 10.4 x 32”. 10.2 x 31”. 10.0 x 33”. 9.5 x 31”.

Length: 366 cm/12’’ | Width: 84 cm/33’’ | Volume: 372 L/98 G | Weight: 12.3-12.8 kg/27-28 lb |
Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Level: High End | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb

SUP.STARBOARD.COM

ANOMY SUP - THE WAY OF TITO MORELLO 10’6

Break with everything. Break with your thoughts, with the words you tell yourself. And break the waves, break the water: rebirth. You’re one of those beings the water doesn’t sink. It makes you free. And float. Float over everything. Anomy’s philosophy is to create one-of-a-kind inflatable stand-up paddle boards for one-of-a-kind people. Our unique boards are exclusive and characterized by being carriers of creativity from famous, world-renowned illustrators. If this is your style, don’t miss the opportunity to show it!

Length: 320 cm/10’6” | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Thickness: 12 cm/4.7’’ |
Volume: 240 L/63 G | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Level: High End

ANOMYSUP.COM

ANOMY SUP - THE WAY OF QUYEN DINH 10’6

Life is not the hours you spend in an office. Life is the place where your thoughts go when your conscience wrecks. It’s a story of pirates and sunken ships. Of treasures and miraculous escapes. A story in which you choose the part you’ll play. Anomy’s philosophy is to create one-of-a-kind inflatable stand-up paddle boards for one-of-a-kind people. Our unique boards are exclusive and characterized by being carriers of creativity from famous, world-renowned illustrators. If this is your style, don’t miss the opportunity to show it!

Length: 320 cm/10’6” | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Thickness: 12 cm/4.7’’ |
Volume: 240 L/63 G | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Level: High End

ANOMYSUP.COM
**FOCUS SUP HAWAII - SUPERFAST**
Collaboration between Focus SUP Hawaii and SUP shaper Ofir Ram led to a very unique and rule-breaking board, the SUPer FAST. To create the SUPer FAST, we combined years of knowledge and experience to construct the crown jewel of the SUP race world. Based on the Cali and Bluefin models, it is one of the fastest boards out there. A truly unique board, it is ideal for flatwater gliding and features elements that allow it to be SUPer FAST going up and downwind and in the open ocean. Because of its high volume and speed, the SUPer FAST catches even the slightest bumps.

Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Volume: 303 L/80 G

[FOCSSUP.COM](#)

---

**FANATIC - DIAMOND TOURING**
Designed for entry to intermediate female SUPers who like to explore. Whether it’s miles of coastline, lakes, channels, or rivers, the Diamond Touring glides effortlessly into new territories with stability and ease and looks good doing it. Benefiting from the development of our race boards, the Diamond Touring allows you to cover distance with minimum effort and maximum glide, thanks to a highly efficient rocker line based on the Strike. Exceptionally stable, the comfortable recessed deck, wide tail, and high apex rails make tracking perfect in both flat water and chop.

Length: 381 cm/12'6 | Width: 72 cm/29'' | Thickness: 15 cm/6'' | Volume: 275 L/73 G

[FANATIC.COM](#)

---

**NSP - NINJA**
NSP NINJA - The fastest race board on the water. Features a recessed deck for a low center of gravity, adding stability. The new, 20” wide Ninja is an incredibly fast flatwater weapon. A wider tail helps performance and confident buoy turning. Accelerator Vacuum System (AVS) for quick water drain out of the deck and a full-length nose. Long-distance racers will immediately appreciate the efficiency of the Ninja, allowing athletes to conserve their energy until it is time to sprint and leave their adversaries in their wake. Available in four sizes- 20, 21, 22, 24”.

Length: 427 cm/14'0 | Width: 63.5 cm/25'' | Thickness: 15 cm/6'' | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Volume: 260 L/69 G | Sizes: 20'' . 21'' . 22'' . 24''

[NSPSURFBOARDS.COM](#)

---

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - DOWNWIND RACE**
A brand-new downwind shape, available in 2020. A deep dugout standing position for maximum stability and four drain pipes for keeping the cockpit dry. The dedicated downwind shape has an increased scoop rocker line compared to the all-water shape for maximizing the glide time on a bump. The standing position is low and the volume is generous. This shape will cater for all levels and weights of downwind paddling enthusiasts. All the 2020 Race PRO boards feature a full PVC sandwich deck and rails for maximum durability and light weight.

Length: 426 cm/14' | Width: 62.6 cm/24.6'' | Thickness: 15 cm/6'' | Weight: 12 kg/26 lbs | Volume: 282 L/74.4 G

[JP-AUSTRALIA.COM](#)

---

**STARBOARD - WATERLINE 12’6’’**
This paddle board is designed as a specialised flat-water Touring paddle board. The Waterline promises the smoothest and most relaxing paddling sensation in conditions up to chin high chop. A shape focused on achieving maximum speed and stability with no splash or sound. At 75% speed, this hull is faster than our race boards, so in essence, for most riders, it’s the quickest ride ever.

Length: 381 cm/12’6’’ | Width: 71 cm/28” | Max cap.: 90 kg/198 lbs

[SUP.STAR-BOARD.COM](#)
**SUNOVA SURFBOARDS - EXPEDITION 12'6**

This is our touring board. Developed by Marcus Tardrew and expedition guru Norm Hann, it’s the perfect board to get away from civilization and/or explore between it. Super stable and beautiful, light and strong. It’s all you need.

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Thickness: 18 cm/7”
Weight: 12.5 kg/27.5 lb | Volume: 269 L/71 G | Material: Paulownia Sandwich

SUNOVASURFBOARDS.COM

---

**OXBOW - Glide 14’ X 28”**

The Glide series, featuring wood construction, performs as good as the design looks. Excellent glide and stability combine to deliver smooth performance for touring your local waterway or setting out on more exciting day trips or multi-day expeditions. Available also in a length of 12’6, with options for width (27” & 29”).

Length: 427 cm/14’ | Width: 71 cm/28” | Weight: 4.7 kg/32.5 lb | Volume: 280 L/74 G | Material: C-TEC Wood

OXBOW-SUP.COM

---

**SIC - Okeanos 12’6 X 29”**

The Okeanos series is focused on fitness, touring, and voyaging into the unknown. The Okeanos shares similar DNA with the RS series, however, this board is made for recreational paddling and journeying rather than racing. This board paddles with ease and is capable of maintaining a fast pace and efficient glide. The Okeanos is a great fitness board, ready to take on a journey and adventure.

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 74 cm/29” | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Volume: 315 L/83 G | Material: SIC Single Carbon Composite . Innegra™ (SCC+)

SICMAUI.COM

---

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - Allwater GT 12.6**

The GT came to life after we developed the Allwater Race boards. When we realized how stable, fast and easy to paddle this shape was, we immediately knew that we found the ideal formula for a performance-oriented tourer. The main strong points of this magic shape are: high volume in the nose and the tail area for lift and stability in all conditions, a wide, square tail and the concave bottom for ultimate in stability and water line efficiency. The boards work great in rough water conditions, on downwind runs, and in flat water – the true Allwater shape.

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 72 cm/28” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb | Volume: 322 L/85 G | Sizes: 12’6 , 14’0 | Materials: BIAx Technology

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

---

**SIC - Bullet 14’ X 27.5”**

2020 will bring an all new and much anticipated Bullet series. This board has been years in the making as the Bullets from 2019 and previous have truly become a class of their own for downwind paddling - where it has won innumerable races - but also for touring, fitness, and beyond. With that said, the Bullet has won awards for Best Board Overall and Best All Around Board at the SUPConnect Awards.

Length: 427 cm/14’0 | Width: 70 cm/27.5” | Weight: 11.5 kg/27 lb | Volume: 291 L/77 G | Material: Single Carbon Wrap . UD Carbon

SICMAUI.COM

---

**OXBOW - Prone Race 12’ X 20.25”**

The new Oxbow Prone Race board’s profile aims to maximize glide between strokes while putting the paddlers in the best position to gain the most from every stroke and carry this performance throughout a race. Stability and tracking are maximized to help keep the racer focused on moving forward towards the finish line. Featuring a full C-TEC Carbon Wood construction, the Prone Race combines a pleasing aesthetic with a race-ready lightweight and stiffness.

Length: 366 cm/12’0 | Width: 52 cm/20” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 180 L/47.5 G | Material: C-TEC Wood

OXBOW-SUP.COM
**SIC - RS 14’0 X 24.5”**

The RS took to the elite racing scene and the performance recreational fitness and touring market, becoming a huge favorite amongst paddlers of nearly all levels and garnering the prestigious SUP Connect “Race Board of The Year” award for 2018. The RS has now gotten even faster and stronger based on feedback from paddlers around the world, and of course, SIC global elite athletes who have paddled it in every possible condition. In the final analysis, the original RS remains one of the fastest boards in the world.

Length: 427 cm/14’0 | Width: 62 cm/24.5” | Weight: 12.4 kg/27.3 lb | Volume: 297 L/78.5 G | Material: Full PVC Sandwich with Carbon

SICMAUI.COM

**SIC - SONIC 12’6 X 30”**

The Sonic 12’6” is the most durable fitness, touring, and recreational race board on the market. Offered at an extremely affordable price point, the Sonic provides a smooth and effortless paddling experience. Whether paddling flatwater, cruising lakes, rivers, or the open ocean, the Sonic will provide the durable performance you are looking for. It is designed for paddlers looking for a board with excellent glide, stability, and versatility. The Sonic is ideal for beginners to intermediate paddlers. The unprecedented durability comes from Sic’s ST (Space Tec) thermoformed construction.

Length: 381 cm/12’6” | Width: 76 cm/30” | Weight: 15.5 kg/34 lb | Volume: 285 L/75 G | Material: Space Tech

SICMAUI.COM

**KONA WINDSURFING AB - OCEAN 14’**

Inspired by North Cornwall’s Atlantic coast, the Ocean is shaped to perform. With a smart design and a Scandinavian minimalist approach, this board is dedicated to downwind conditions and stability in rough waves. The board fits any rider level with our broad range of sizes. The construction is a unique, premium carbon technology with an ultra-light EPS core. The board serves as Kona’s recommended one board quiver.

Length: 427 cm/14” | Width: 61 cm/24” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Level: High End

KONAWINDSURFING.COM

**KONA WINDSURFING AB - ARCHIPELAGO 14’**

Our inspiration came from the enjoyment of exploring the Swedish Islands by paddle. The Archipelago is a fusion of the success from our race and downwind boards. The stable characteristics of Ocean, together with the glide of Numinous, were combined to design the ultimate touring board. The Archipelago’s deck area and unique shape are specially designed to carry supplies and touring equipment.

Length: 427 cm/14” | Width: 69 cm/27” | Volume: 246 L/65 G | Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Level: High End

KONAWINDSURFING.COM

**KONA WINDSURFING AB - NUMINOUS 14’**

Born from Kona’s Scandinavian DNA, the Numinous is designed to race. Specifically, sprinting and long distance. Our broad range of sizes means there is a board for any rider level. The shape is optimized for low drag and rider stability.

Length: 427 cm/14” | Width: 58 cm/23” | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Level: High End

KONAWINDSURFING.COM

**SUNOVA SURFBOARDS - FLATWATER FAAST PRO 14’**

The FLATWATER FAAST PRO is the ultimate proof of what technology can accomplish. Possibly the lightest and definitely one of the strongest and toughest constructions available in the water. Double vacuum, full-wrapped balsa sandwich, and an amazingly fast shape that’s as stable as can be.

Length: 427 cm/14” | Width: 55 cm/21.5” | Thickness: 25 cm/10” | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Material: Balsa or Paulownia Wood Sandwich

SUNOVASURFBOARDS.COM
**FANATIC - RAY AIR PREMIUM**

The Ray Air is our inflatable touring SUP. It has sleek lines and immense glide, making it the ideal partner for exploring miles of coastline, lakes, channels or rivers. Its generous volume and maximized waterline combine stability and straight-line performance, while the optimized thickness offers great rigidity for effortless paddling. New for 2020, we expanded the range (11'6 & 12'6”) with a larger 13'6” option: its high volume is ideal for both bigger riders, and those looking to do longer tours with more baggage on board.

Length: 411.5 cm/13'6 | Width: 89 cm/35” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 400 L/106 G

FANATIC.COM

---

**RED PADDLE CO - 12'6 X 26” ELITE MSL**

The secret behind the speed of the 12'6 x 26” Elite MSL lies in the details. It utilizes our patented RSS system, which stiffens the board so there’s no flex, a common flaw in inflatable race boards, and our patented Forward Flex Control system, which stiffens the front section of the board using a carbon compression strut to remove flex that can be created in a race and channel it towards the back of the board, increasing overall board speed.

Length: 384 cm/12'6 | Width: 66 cm/26” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 347 L/92 G | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

---

**RED PADDLE CO - 13'2 VOYAGER MSL**

The 13'2” Voyager+ inflatable SUP was created with epic adventures in mind. It’s no wonder it is the board of choice for many extreme explorers around the world. High sides, large volume, and a narrower width make it a high-speed cruiser. Designed for competent paddlers.

Length: 401 cm/13'2 | Width: 76 cm/30” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 347 L/92 G | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

---

**RED PADDLE CO - 11’3 SPORT MSL**

The additional width of the 11’3” Sport offers the same performance with greater stability. The board’s sleek shape cuts through the water cleanly, and the drawn-out nose section gives more glide across the water.

Length: 344 cm/11’3 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12 cm/5” | Volume: 258 L/68 G | Max. Cap.:110 kg/242 lb | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

---

**RED PADDLE CO - 14’0 X 27” ELITE MSL**

The 14’0 x 27” Elite benefits from all of the latest Red Paddle Co innovations, such as our patented Rocker Stiffening System, or RSS for short. This counters any flex through two stiffening battens that are inserted into pockets on the side of the board. In addition to RSS, our patented Forward Flex Control System (FFC) adds rigidity to the front of the board using a carbon compression rod to prevent flex that can be created in a race.

Length: 427 cm/14’ | Width: 66 cm/27” | Thickness: 14 cm/6” | Volume: 343 L/91 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.5 lb

REDPADDLECO.COM
RED PADDLE CO - 11’0” SPORT MSL

Designed for the more experienced paddler to deliver more speed and dynamic performance. Its secret lies in the board’s sleek shape, which cuts through the water cleanly, and the drawn-out nose section, which gives more glide across the water.

Length: 335 cm/11'0" | Width: 76 cm/30" | Thickness: 12 cm/5" |
Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 234 L/62 G | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/200 lb | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

GLORY BOARDS - TOURING 12’6” SPEED

This new designed Touring board is really nice for long cruising trips and hard speed training. The outline is very fast, and is designed for advanced level paddlers. This board deliver a good high speed and speeds up with every paddle stroke. The new kicker on the tail is great for small turns. Three slide-in fins provide stability and performance. Get yours now and believe us, you’ll never want to change boards again.

Length: 384 cm/12'7" | Width: 76 cm/30" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 8 kg/17.6 lb | Volume: 310 L/82 G | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb

GLORYBOARDS.COM

PANDASUP - iPANDA 12’6 EVOLUTION

The racing silhouette and thickness of the iPanda 12'6 leave no doubt: this is a true race/touring board with the highest rigidity and stability and the least friction on the water surface. It does not matter if you are gliding on the lake, paddling longer distances, or if you want to reach high speeds - everything is possible with the Race/Tourer from PandaSUP. For additional stiffening, a carbon rail is now placed between the laminated high-pressure seam and the outermost rail tape. New: This iPanda is also available as a Double Chamber version.

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 76 cm/30" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 300 L/78 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.5 lb

PANDASUP.SWISS

JBAY.ZONE - RUSH CJ4 12’6

Designed for those who want a lean and fast board with the right balance between performance and stability, the new JBAY.ZONE racing boards can be safely used also as touring boards for excursions. Fast and dynamic, it will greatly increase the enjoyment. For the production of the RUSH CJ4 SUP, JBAY.ZONE used Double Layer Laminated PVC with Premium DROP-STITCH HDT technology. The innermost layer forms the air chamber containing the dropstitch fibers, which ensure the same performance and hardness of a rigid board once reached the ideal inflation pressure of 15 PSI. Comes with an extraordinary set of accessories.

Length: 380 cm/12’6 | Width: 71 cm/28" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 285 L/75 G | Max. Cap.: 135 kg/298 lb

JBAY.ZONE

POOLSTAR - SUP ZRAY R2

New for 2020, The Zray R2 is a race board sharper than its previous versions, in order to reach better results. 426 cm long (14') and 71 cm wide (28"), This board is designed for speed and performance. With that shape, the R2 is a real racing machine! It is 15 cm thick for stability and rigidity while racing. Made for intermediate paddlers looking for rapid progression. Included: Three-part paddle, backpack with two handles, HP double action pump, compressor adapter, coiled leash, and repair kit.

Length: 426 cm/13’11" | Width: 71 cm/28" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 16 kg/35 lb | Volume: 360 L/95 G | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb

POOLSTAR.FR
**WILD SUP - HOWLING WOLF**

The HOWLING WOLF inflatable SUP is designed for those who like speed and tracking. This is the best choice if you like open water routes, or you are a fan of big, inside waters. Because of its narrow width and length, it will slide on the water perfectly with minimal resistance. Super high-quality DDS makes it as stiff as possible, which ensures your journey is even more pleasant. This is great choice for those who are looking for a fast and stable stand up paddle board.

- **Length:** 376 cm/12'4
- **Width:** 70 cm/27.5''
- **Thickness:** 12 cm/5''
- **Weight:** 11 kg/24 lb
- **Volume:** 150 L/40 G

**WILDSUP.EU**

**AQUADESIGN - TEMPO**

If you like Stand Up Paddle for exploration, the new SUP Tempo has been designed for you. Designed for long tours with a stable and powerful shape, it also offers an incredibly comfortable glide. Its premium Fusion construction, recognized as the best in inflatable technology, offers perfect stiffness and optimized weight.

- **Length:** 354 cm/11'6
- **Width:** 79 cm/31''
- **Thickness:** 15 cm/6''
- **Weight:** 10 kg/22 lb
- **Volume:** 290 L/76.6 G
- **Sizes:** 12'6 x 26''. 12'6 x 28''. 12'6 x 30''. 14'0 x 30''

**AQUADESIGN.EU**

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - SPORTSAIR 12.6**

In 2020 the SportstAir line was totally renewed to deliver even better performance. Its new shape—with a new outline developed by Werner Gnigler—has a thinner nose to allow better glide after each stroke. Available in four sizes: 12'6 x 26'', 12'6 x 28'', 12'6 x 30'', and 14'0 x 30''.

- **Length:** 381 cm/12'6
- **Width:** 66 cm/26''
- **Thickness:** 15 cm/6''
- **Weight:** 10 kg/22 lb
- **Volume:** 290 L/76.6 G

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM**

**OUKAI - BLACKLINE**

The Oukai Blackline is made in woven drop stitch, with laminated fiberglass in thermoplast on top and bottom, which gives the board outstanding stiffness. The Blackline is available in three sizes: 10'6, 11'2, and 12'6.

- **Length:** 384 cm/12'7
- **Width:** 76 cm/30''
- **Thickness:** 15 cm/6''
- **Weight:** 10 kg/22 lb
- **Volume:** 310 L/66 G

**OUKAI-SUP.COM**

**SIREN - TIBURON 13.3**

Now in the 2019 season is the Tiberon 13.3 HCT. Our team has found more and more joy in long tours, but we were still missing a board that is not afraid of luggage and several days-long tours. It was important to us that we build a board even a beginner can get along well with. A board for bigger paddlers was also missing in our line-up, and so we had the idea to give the little Rubio 11.2 PFT another big brother. Despite its size, the Tiberon is by no means sluggish. Its mighty length offers superior tracking, even fully loaded.

- **Length:** 408 cm/13'3
- **Width:** 82 cm/32''
- **Thickness:** 15 cm/6''
- **Weight:** 12 kg/26 lb
- **Volume:** 320 L/84.5 G

**I-SUP.DE**
**SIC - AIR GLIDE 14’0 X 26”**

The RS Air-Glide series derives its shape and dimensions from the new RS composite boards for the highest performance inflatables on the market. This means proven designs inspire the SIC’s Air-Glide inflatable boards for unrivaled performance and convenience. The RS series features the durable and stiffest Fusion Skin Technology (FST) for the stiffest flex and highest performance inflatable available on the market today.

Length: 427 cm/14’ | Width: 66 cm/26” | Weight: 10.3 kg/22.7 lb | Volume: 320 L/84.5 G | Material: Carbon Fusion Lite CFL

SICMAUI.COM

**STARBOARD - ALLSTAR AIRLINE UNLIMITED 14’0**

Faster than most hard boards. The aramid cable locks the board in shape when inflated, creating a solid, trustworthy hull sensation. The patented Airline Technology utilizes a pre-set free-floating cable. The pre-set cable is slightly shorter than the board so that when the board inflates, the cable comes under tension and stiffens the board significantly. Winner, Special Jury Prize PADDLEexpo 2018 and World Champion Connor Baxter swears by it. This efficient, lightweight technology is the future of inflatable performance boards. New: Race handles for beach starts, EVA standing tray for a wider stance and extra stability, new head welded rail. Additional sizes: 12’6 x 27”, 14’0 x 24”, 14’0 x 26”.

Length: 426.7 cm/14’0 | Width: 61 cm/24” | Volume: 301 L/78.5 G | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Level: High End

SUP.STAR-BOARD.COM

**ANOMY SUP - THE WAY OF BAKOOM 12’6**

An idea is born. Not one, many. And they shine. A lot. And they associate. And they’re not ideas anymore. They’re constellations. Constellations that guide you. Constellations that inspire a newly born idea: Why don’t we go to the sea? Anomy’s philosophy is to create one-of-a-kind inflatable stand-up paddle boards for one-of-a-kind people. Our unique boards are exclusive and characterized by being carriers of creativity from famous, world-renowned illustrators. If this is your style, don’t miss the opportunity to show it!

Length: 381 cm/12’6 | Width: 78.74 cm/31” | Volume: 370 L/98 G | Weight: 12 kg/26.4 lbs | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Level: High End

ANOMYSUP.COM

**NAISH SURFING - MALIKO INFLATABLE 14’0 X 27” FUSION CARBON**

The Maliko 14’0 is designed without compromise and made to win races. The shape is inspired by our multiple world title-winning Maliko hard boards. The nose cuts through water, and the drag is reduced to the max to go as fast as possible. The key element is stiffness, thanks to the high pressure that our new construction allows. When combined with the double carbon stringer on top and bottom, this board is the stiffest inflatable board yet. This construction ensures stiffness along the board while the two stringers are strategically located under the rider’s feet.

Length: 427 cm/14’0 | Width: 69 cm/27” | Volume: 357 L/94 G | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Level: High End

NAISHSURFING.COM

**NAISH SURFING - GLIDE INFLATABLE 12’0 X 34” FUSION**

The Glide inflatables are designed for paddlers who want to explore further out in the water. They offer enhanced performance, extra capabilities, and faster paddling than entry level SUP boards while staying very stable and easy to use.

Length: 366 cm/12’0 | Width: 86.4 cm/34” | Volume: 319 L/84 G | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Level: Mid-Range | Additional Sizes: 12’6 x 32”, 14’0 x 30” x 6”

NAISHSURFING.COM
## INFINITY SUP - BLURRv2

Dave Boehne has brought back an original favorite in the BLURR performance surf SUP with the highly anticipated V2. The BlurrV2 incorporates a new, SUPspensionTECH carbon construction to promote flex and work in conjunction with the new “step” rail design. This board features a single concave, pulled in tail template with a wing pin tail taken from the New Deal. This board has lots of pivot off the bottom and a seamless carve-style ride under the feet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length: 228.6 cm/7'6</th>
<th>Width: 62 cm /24.5&quot;</th>
<th>Volume: 72 L/15 G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sizes: 7'8 x 25.5&quot; x 79 L . 7'11 x 27.5&quot; x 90 L . 6'2 x 29.5&quot; x 109 L . 6'2 x 30&quot; x 115 L . 8'5 x 31.5&quot; x 192 L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[INFINITYSURFSTORE.COM](https://INFINITYSURFSTORE.COM)

## OXBOW - PEAK LONGBOARD 9'2

The Peak Longboard brings traditional longboard performance from surfing to a SUP Board. Essentially this is a subtle combination of excellent glide for early take-offs and speed along the wave face, driving and graceful turns off the tail on the face off the wave, and nose-riding stability. These boards maximize stability in a SUP context. Featuring our authentic wood construction, the Peak Longboards will allow you to cruise the waves with style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length: 280 cm/9'2</th>
<th>Width: 71 cm/28&quot;</th>
<th>Weight: 10 kg/22 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume: 125 L/33 G</td>
<td>Material: C-TEC WOOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[XBOW-SUP.COM](https://XBOW-SUP.COM)

---

## RED PADDLE CO - 9'8 RIDE MSL

The smallest of the Ride family is the 9’8 Ride, an inflatable SUP designed for all-around usage for lighter riders. You’ll get the best out of it if you’re under 70 kg/155 lb, but that doesn’t exclude heavier riders, in fact, for heavier riders, the 9’8 makes a great surf shape. Key to the 9’8 Ride’s versatility are its dimensions. It’s 197 mm/31” wide and 100 mm/3.93” thick, which makes it a stable but maneuverable board.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length: 299 cm/9'8</th>
<th>Width: 79 cm/31&quot;</th>
<th>Thickness: 10 cm/4&quot;</th>
<th>Weight: 8.5 kg/19 lb</th>
<th>Volume: 186 L/49 G</th>
<th>Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb</th>
<th>Material: MSL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[REDPADDLECO.COM](https://REDPADDLECO.COM)

---

## JBAY.ZONE - WAVE Y2 8'2”

The new 2020 Wave board from JBAY.ZONE. Thanks to the shorter design featuring a nose and tail with a particular shape, the Wave Y2 is very easy to handle in the waves while maintaining good maneuverability in flat water or shallow water. Two practical handles facilitate transport and two D-Rings allow connection of the safety Leash. JBAY.ZONE uses Double Layer Laminated PVC with Premium DROP-STITCH HDT technology. The innermost layer forms the air chamber containing the DROP-STITCH fibers, which ensure the same performance and hardness of a rigid board. The new Wave Y2 comes with an extraordinary set of accessories.

| Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 77 cm/30” | Thickness: 13 cm/5” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 233 L/61 G | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242.5 lb |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|

[JBAY.ZONE](https://JBAY.ZONE)

---

## JBay.Zone - Wave Y2 8.2"

The new 2020 Wave board from JBAY.ZONE. Thanks to the shorter design featuring a nose and tail with a particular shape, the Wave Y2 is very easy to handle in the waves while maintaining good maneuverability in flat water or shallow water. Two practical handles facilitate transport and two D-Rings allow connection of the safety Leash. JBAY.ZONE uses Double Layer Laminated PVC with Premium DROP-STITCH HDT technology. The innermost layer forms the air chamber containing the DROP-STITCH fibers, which ensure the same performance and hardness of a rigid board. The new Wave Y2 comes with an extraordinary set of accessories.

| Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 77 cm/30” | Thickness: 13 cm/5” | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb | Volume: 233 L/61 G | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242.5 lb |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|

[JBAY.ZONE](https://JBAY.ZONE)

---

## OXBOW - PEAK LONGBOARD 9'2

The Peak Longboard brings traditional longboard performance from surfing to a SUP Board. Essentially this is a subtle combination of excellent glide for early take-offs and speed along the wave face, driving and graceful turns off the tail on the face off the wave, and nose-riding stability. These boards maximize stability in a SUP context. Featuring our authentic wood construction, the Peak Longboards will allow you to cruise the waves with style.

| Length: 280 cm/9’2 | Width: 71 cm/28" | Weight: 10 kg/22 lbs | Volume: 125 L/33 G | Material: C-TEC WOOD |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|

[OXBOW-SUP.COM](https://OXBOW-SUP.COM)
**JIMMY LEWIS BOARDS - SUPER FRANK 7’6**

The Jimmy Lewis Super Frank wave sup is the ultimate SUP groveler. It’s meant to be ridden quite a bit shorter than your normal board and still offer plenty stability. Features a flat rocker with a very deep single to double concave for high speed and drive in flat and weak surf. The outline has the wide point a bit forward coming into a performance thumb tail to make the board very responsive and easy to whip around. The Super Frank comes in two widths for each length so you can choose the width and volume that best suits you. 5 Fin Box Set Up.

Length: 232 cm/7’6 | Width: 79 cm/31” | Volume: 115 L/25 G | Sizes: LT 115 (7’6×31) . LT 127 (8’0×31.5”) . LT 142 (8’6×32”) . LT 156 (9’0×32”) | Colors: Orange . Light Blue

[JLID-SURFSTORE.COM](http://www.jlid-surfstore.com)

**JP-AUSTRALIA - FOIL SLATE IPR 7’8” X 29” 2020**

The Foil Slate is a great shape made for SUP surfing, SUP foiling, wingsurfing, wingfoiling and windfoiling! Stable, fast and reactive. Use the extra speed to glide across flat sections of the wave or to hit the lip with full power. The bottom shape features a V entry that flows into a deep single concave ending with a subtle V right at the center fin position. This ensures smooth lift and an easy rail-to-rail transfer. This board was awarded the “Paddlesports Product of the Year 2020: Stand Up Paddling” at PADDLEexpo Nuremberg 2019.

Length: 234 cm/7’8” | Weight: 8 kg/17.6 lb | Volume: 111 L/29 G


**SIC - TAO SURF 10’6 X 31.5”**

The TAO Surf and TAO ART series are inspired by traditional surf designs. The full nose and rounded pintail help you to drop into waves, carving down the line with ease. The wider widths make the board stable, which comes in handy when punching through the shore break or standing out in the lineup. These boards also make for nice cruising boards with a moderate rocker line which tracks and glides nicely through the water. TAO boards can run multiple fin configurations. Available in ACE-TEC (AT) construction and ST thermoformed construction technology.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 80 cm/31.5” | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Volume: 185 L/49 G | Material: ACE-TEC

[SICMAUI.COM](http://www.sicmaui.com)

**INDIANA PADDLE & SURF CO. - 8’6 WAVE CARBON**

Designed by the Brazilian Shaper Johnny Cabianca, this high-performing SUP surf board allows advanced paddlers to shred waves across the globe.


[INDIANA-SUP.COM](http://www.indiana-sup.com)

**OXBOW - OXBOW PEAK WIDE 8’1**

The Peak Wide series offers a more user-friendly and stable platform while maintaining the surf performance our Peak series is known for. Instead of simply adding volume and width, we custom tailored the foil and rocker outline to match the wider templates of these models so the board still holds rail even in tighter waves and still maintains speed and maneuverability.

Length: 269 cm/8’10” | Width: 81 cm/32” | Volume: 146 L/38.3 G | Weight: 9.1 kg/20 lbs | Thickness: 10.8 cm/4.25” | Level: Mid-Range | Material: C-TEC Wave Pro 7” . FCSII Glass Flex Performer

[OXBOW-SUP.COM](http://www.oxbow-sup.com)
**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - FOIL SLATE 7.8**

This shape combines a great surfing shape with foiling. Stable, fast, and reactive. Use the extra speed to glide across flat sections of the wave or to hit the lip with full power. The bottom shape features a V-entry that flows into a deep single concave ending with a subtle V right at the center fin position. This ensures smooth lift and an easy rail-to-rail transfer. The Foil Slates also have long track boxes for added windsurf foiling option.

Length: 234 cm/7'8 | Width: 74 cm/29.1 | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 7.5 kg/16.5 lb | Volume: 111 L /29 G | Sizes: 7'8 . 8'2 . 8'10

**NSP - SUP FOIL BOARD**

Our dedicated SUP foil. Built with SLX carbon, our lightest and highly durable construction. A recessed carbon-reinforced deck lowers the center of gravity, adding stability. A full-length uni-directional carbon stringer on the deck plus a uni-directional carbon stringer on the bottom add strength and foil drive. Features a twin track mount to easily attach Airwave Foil. Available in three sizes: 6'1, 6'6, and 6'10. All three shapes are similar in shape, exceptional at downwinding, and surf unbelievably well. Go Fly!

Length: 137 cm/4'6 | Width: 51 cm/20" | Thickness: 7.6 cm/3" |
Weight: 35 L / 9 G | Sizes: 6'1 . 6'6 . 6'10

**NAISH - HOVER SUP 100**

Based on previous Hover SUP shapes, we’ve gone more compact while still keeping width and volume to maintain stability for the paddlers seeking a board they can use with and without a foil. The rocker line and bottom shapes are made to provide SUP surfing performance when ridden without a foil and come with a quad fin setup and are equipped with FCS II Eco Fin boxes. The Hover SUP is built for flight with two reinforced 10’’ finboxes that allow riders to finely position their foil to create more or less lift to cover a maximum riders weight and riding style. Available in 100 . 120 . 140.

Length: 210.8 cm/6'11 | Width: 71.1 cm/28" | Volume: 100 L/26.4 G | Thickness: 10.8 cm/4.25"

**JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - PRONE FOIL 4.5**

The JP Prone Foil boards are the next evolution for those looking to progress their foil surfing to a smaller, more maneuverable board. These boards are designed specifically for foiling for the highest performance possible. Compared to a SUP foil board, the Prone Foil shapes have less volume. Pumping is much easier, you’ll carve tighter turns, and get lower to the water, but still have smooth takeoffs and find paddling easy. As a result, you will catch waves earlier than ever before. The flat deck allows for great control and the chimed rails help minimize water contact in tight turns.

Length: 135 cm/4'5 | Width: 51 cm/20" | Thickness: 15 cm/6" |
Weight: 35 L / 9 G | Sizes: 4'5 . 5'0 . 6'0

**NSPSURFBOARDS.COM**

**NAISHFOILS.COM**

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM**
**BLUE PLANET SURF - PRONE EASY FOILER 4'10**

The new Blue Planet prone foil boards are here! The board shapes and construction are optimized for foiling and feature both Tuttle and Plate mount options for maximum flexibility; these boards can fit most any foil available on the market today. Tucked under beveled rails reduce wetted surface on takeoff and prevent catching rails in turns, rounded nose for easy takeoffs and is forgiving on splashdowns. Box positions are optimized for board size.

- Length: 146 cm/4'10 | Width: 20 cm/8” | Volume: 46.5 L/12 G | Weight: 3.6 kg/8 lb
- Level: Mid-Range | Material: Bamboo/Fiberglass . Carbon Fiber
- Sizes: 4.10 . 5.4 . 6.0

**FANATIC SUP - SKY SUP 10'6**

Get hooked on the thrill of foiling and recalibrate your perspective on conditions. The new Sky SUP is a 100 % dedicated foil board designed to get you stoked, even when the conditions aren’t playing along! Everything about the new Sky SUP has been optimized for foiling. Whether you’re new to foiling or already an expert, the super compact shape, easy paddling, and stable all around performance are designed to get you up on the foil and charging waves as quickly, easily, and efficiently as possible.

- Length: 204 cm/6'10 | Width: 78.8 cm/31” | Volume: 132 L/34.8 G | Weight: 9.5 kg/21 lb
- Level: High End | Material: Custom Surf Technology (CST) featuring Carbon, Vector Net, Bamboo
- Additional Sizes: 6’4, 6’6, 7’0

**STARBOARD - HYPER FOIL 6'6**

A highly stable board in a short compact size, perfect for riders wanting short board performance with added comfort and stability, the short length makes it possible to control the board with little movement needed to trim the foil angle. The 30” width combined with the full nose outline and thick rails makes it possible to drop down in size yet maintain stability for heavier riders. Available in: 6’4 . 6’6 . 7’2 . 7’7.

- Length: 198 cm/6’6 | Width: 76 cm/30” | Material: Starlite . Blue Carbon

**DISPLAY SPORTS - NAHSKELL FLY 5'6” FOIL BOARD**

Discover the FLY range, specially developed for foiling! Compact and with a large volume, their stability/start/take-off ratio is maximized. Beveled rails work perfectly in carving and when touching the water surface in slow downs. The slight concave on the deck side brings more comfort and improves your control of the board in maneuvers. The 5’6” model is also tuned to be completely suitable for Kite Foiling. All three models (6’6/7’4) have been thoroughly tested to work really well with Wingfoils. We are a pioneer of foiling; the FLY series does not come from nowhere!

- Length: 168 cm/5’6 | Weight: 6 kg/13 lb | Volume: 50 L/13 G

**SUNOVA SURFBOARDS - 4INT WINDSURF SUP FOILBOARD**

This board can do it all. A perfect freeride Windsurfboard. An ideal foil Windsurf board. A sup surfing and a sup foiling board. And obviously you can wing it.

- Length: 218 cm/7’2 | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | weight: 8 kg/18 lb
- Volume: 118 L/31 G | Material: Paulownia Sandwich

**BLUEPLANETSURF.COM**

**SUP.STAR-BOARD.COM**

**FANATIC.COM**

**DISPLAY-SPORTS.IT**

**SUNOVASURFBOARDS.COM**
NRS - 10'4 QUIVER
Stable and responsive, the NRS Quiver Inflatable SUP Boards have a wide deck and extra rocker for charging rapids, carving eddy turns, and styling ferries. Whether you’re looking to step up your whitewater game or just getting started, the Quiver elevates any river running experience.

Length: 315 cm/10'3 | Width: 89 cm/35" | Weight: 12.7 kg/28 lb | Volume: 355 L/94 G | Thickness: 15 cm/6" | Max. Cap.: 113 kg/250 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: PVC

NRS.COM

NRS - 8'4 WHIP
Designed to surf and carve like no other inflatable board, NRS Whip Inflatable SUP Boards are rounder, shorter, and feature a surf-style fin and tail configuration. The Whip is a favorite among local whitewater park shredders, park-and-play purists, and downriver paddlers who like to play their way to the takeout.

Length: 254 cm/8'4 | Width: 86 cm/34" | Weight: 10 kg/22 lb | Volume: 223 L/59 G | Thickness: 13 cm/5" | Max. Cap.: 82 kg/180 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: PVC

NRS.COM

AQUADESIGN - CROSS
The newborn from the extreme realm has many surprises in store. Tailor-made to meet the currents of whitewater, the CROSS is the result of long collaboration with whitewater enthusiasts. Stable, responsive, and dynamic, it allows you to play fully with the river’s strengths while guaranteeing optimal control. Equipped for perfection down to the last detail, riding this new toy is an incredible pleasure. It will perfectly adapt to a wave session or give beginners the confidence they need to enjoy the river.

Length: 287 cm/9'4 | Width: 91 cm/36" | Volume: 275 L/73 G | Weight: 13.5 kg/30 lb | Thickness: 13 cm/5" | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Level: High End

AQUADESIGN.EU

RTM - RAD RIVER 9’6
In search of adrenaline? The RAD River 9’6 is the board for you. Ready to accompany you on your descent of even the most tumultuous torrents. The Rad River 9’6 meets the expectations of even demanding riders and water sports enthusiasts. Its compact size is at ease crossing currents, tackling eddies and waves, and surfing. Four fixed lateral fins provide stability you will love! The fifth, removable center fin is recommended for use on deeper or less turbulent waters. Made with dropstitch. Comes with pump and carry bag.

Length: 290 cm/9’6 | Width: 91 cm/36” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Volume: 334 L/88 G | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: Dropstitch

RTMKAYAKS.COM
**STARBOARD - RIVER 11’**

This board has more glide than the 9’6” and is more stable than the 10’11, making it a stable and fast river racer. Wide nose, inspired by the Hyper Nut, boosts stability and helps the board pop back up when submerging the nose in steep drops. Available in: 9’6”, 10’11, 11’.

Length: 335 cm/11’ | Width: 86 cm/34”

SUP.STAR-BORD.COM

---

**RTM - RAD RIVER 11’**

Whether you are looking to paddle downstream or surf the waves, the Rad River 11’ is the ideal river playmate. It’s pronounced rocker makes staying high and dry a breeze— even when crossing currents or tackling small curlers. Four fixed lateral fins give excellent stability in the flow. You will appreciate the fifth central fin on deeper or higher-volume rivers. Load your RAD RIVER 11’ on your back using its Luxe bag and go on new adventures! Made with dropstitch.

Length: 335 cm/11’ | Width: 86 cm/34” | Thickness: 15 cm/6”

Volume: 356 L/94 G | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb | Material: Dropstitch

RTMKAYAKS.COM

---

**HALA GEAR - RADITO**

The Hala Radito is a great board for the smaller paddler that wants to use their SUP in both whitewater and flatwater settings. A dynamic board shape makes this setup useful for everything from long expeditions to paddling around your local lake with a furry co-pilot. With blended features taken from our river shapes and all-around shapes, you can rest assured that you are well-equipped for wherever your adventures take you next.

Length: 304 cm/10’ | Width: 86 cm/34” | Thickness: 15 cm/6”

Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Volume: 314 L/83 G

HALAGEAR.COM

---

**HALA GEAR - PENO**

This innovative design sets the Hala Peño apart from all other river surfers out there. Our patented DoubleStack™ Technology gives the Hala Peño a 2” rail comparable to a short surfboard. The duckbill nose shape, previously only found on playboats, prevents pearling the nose on steep river waves. From stomping ollies to carving hard, this spicy park and play setup is a freestyle machine that is bound to solidify your belief in the capabilities of inflatables!

Length: 210 cm/6’11 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Thickness: 12.7 cm/5”

Volume: 165 L/43.5 G

HALAGEAR.COM

---

**HALA GEAR - ATCHA 96**

Hit your line as you stomp whitewater on a stable board that is playful by nature. The Atcha, the original board that defined whitewater inflatable SUPs, is perfect for playing your way down whitewater. It’s a great fit for all whitewater paddlers and those looking for more stability than the Atcha 86. Catch steeper waves and navigate the river in a whole new way. It’s the best downriver plus “surf on the fly” board ever made, brought to you by the company that is leading the charge in whitewater SUP and inflatable technology.

Length: 289.5 cm/9’6” | Width: 91 cm/36” | Thickness: 15 cm/6”

Weight: 13 kg/29 lb | Volume: 335 L/88.5 G

HALAGEAR.COM
FISHING

BOARDS THAT HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED TO FIT THE NEEDS OF FISHING ENTHUSIASTS.

JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - ANGLAIR
The AnglAir is a dedicated fishing specialist. The board has a super-wide outline at 38” that offers a stable platform for long hours on the water. Full of specialized features like Scotty mounts, bungee tie downs and stake out loops, it makes sure that all the accessories that you will need can be loaded onto it. A kick-up fin for an easy glide over shallow areas completes the package that unites two great sports in one.
Length: 335 cm/11' | Width: 96 cm/38'' | Thickness: 16 cm/6'' |
Weight: 13 kg/28.8 lb | Volume: 419 L/110 G

SIPABOARDS - DRIVE FISHERMAN
The SipaBoards Fisherman is a voluminous SUP, with tons of space for a cooler and a tackle box. The quiet motor will take you right to where the fish are biting without scaring them away. Dedicated rings can be used for dropping anchor, attaching nets, or whatever other accessories you need.
Length: 335 cm/10'11 | Width: 90 cm/35'' | Thickness: 14 cm/5.5'' |
Weight: 17 kg/37 lb | Volume: 310 L/68 G | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/396 lb

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - VERSA BOARD ANGLER FS
Check out the all-new Versa Board Angler FS (Frame Seat)! You haven’t fished till you’ve fished from a Versa Board Angler fishing stand up paddleboard. It’s a new feeling when you stalk, cast and fight the fish while standing on our hybrid fishing paddle board. We built in extra volume for added stability which you’ll appreciate when the big one bites. Arrives factory rigged with a central Groove Track; add one of the optional seating choices to paddle it like a traditional sit-on-top kayak.
Length: 373 cm/12'3 | Width: 84 cm/33" | Weight: 25 kg/55 lbs | Thickness: 18 cm/7" |
Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | Level: Mid-Range

STAR - RIVAL FISHING SIT ON TOP
The plus-sized STAR Rival Inflatable Fishing Kayak gives you a spacious and stable inflatable sit-on-top with all the features of a traditional fishing kayak.
Length: 384 cm/12'6 | Width: 97 cm/38" | Level: Entry Level | Material: PVC
**RED PADDLE CO - 10’8” ACTIV MSL**

The additional thickness of the 10’8 Activ MSL provides greater rigidity and the 34” width provides a stable platform, making the board perfect for yoga poses. The carry handles have been moved to the side of the board so they don’t get in the way. The final touch is the Red embossed EVA deck, which acts as a full yoga pad with a center line down the middle of the board to help you position yourself and stay balanced.

Length: 325 cm/10’8 | Width: 86 cm/34” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” | Weight: 11 kg/25 lb |
Volume: 333 L/88 G | Max. Cap.:120 kg/265 lb | Material: MSL

[REDPADDLECO.COM](https://www.redpaddleco.com)

---

**INDIANA PADDLE & SURF CO. - INDIANA 10’6 FIT**

As the name implies, the 10’6 FIT is ideal for SUP Yoga and other fitness activities. With 32” inches of width, it offers enough stability for all paddler levels, from beginners to professionals.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81.3 cm/32” | Volume: 243 L/64 G | Weight: 11 kg/24 lb |
Thickness: 12 cm/5” | Paddler Weight Range: 50-90 kg/110-198 lbs |
Level: Entry Level | Material: Dropstitch . PVC

[INDIANA-SUP.COM](https://www.indianasup.com)

---

**NRS - MAYRA**

Featuring a smooth foam deck for yoga comfort and a sleek shape for paddling efficiency, the women-specific NRS Mayra Inflatable SUP Board is just as ready for sunrise stretches as it is for laps around the lake. Up the intensity of your yoga practice by just adding water.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 81 cm/32” | Volume: 243 L/64 G |
Weight: 11 kg/24 lb | Thickness: 12 cm/5” |
Paddler Weight Range: 50-90 kg/110-198 lbs | Level: Entry Level | Material: Dropstitch . PVC

[NRS.COM](https://www.nrs.com)

---

**SIPABOARDS - AIR BALANCE**

Our balance model is in perfect harmony. You will take this board to find your favorite hidden spot and enjoy a moment of serenity, relying on its stability to support you as you do yoga or train your core muscles. It comes outfitted with an anchor and dedicated hook rings so you can load up and go.

Length: 335 cm/11’ | Width: 90 cm/35” | Volume: 310 L/82 G | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb |
Thickness: 14 cm/5.5” | Paddler Weight Range: <140 kg/305 lb |
Level: High end | Material: Double Layer PVC Dropstitch

[SIPABOARDS.COM](https://www.sipaboards.com)
AIRBOARD - TEAM

The TEAM in the ULTRALIGHT EDITION is your faithful traveling SUP, no matter where you are paddling. The all-around and touring SUP rides easily over every lake. Put all your belongings in the waterproof PumpBag after inflation. Weighting only 7.3 kg (16 lb) and at 50% less pack size, you can explore even the remotest lakes. Comes complete with: SUP, fin, pump-bag, nano-pump, carry-belt, leash, and repair-kit.

Length: 380 cm/12’6” | Width: 84 cm/33” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” |
Weight: 7 kg/16 lb | Volume: 366 L/96 G | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb

AIRBOARD.CH

RED PADDLE CO - 15’0” VOYAGER TANDEM MSL

Tailored to the needs of two explorers (plus a third small companion with the removal of the central cargo points), this ultimate multi-person touring board allows paddlers to carry their kit on any adventure. At 8”/200 mm thick, there is a huge amount of volume in the board so you really can take on adventure, no matter how big or small!

Length: 457 cm/15’ | Width: 86 cm/34” | Thickness: 20 cm/8” |
Weight: 17 kg/38 lb | Volume: 723 L/191 G | Max. Cap.: 2 persons | Material: MSL

REDPADDLECO.COM

RTM - SUP DUO 15’

Who said SUP has to happen solo? The SUP 15’ DUO lets you share the fun with two or even three! Find a friend, or bring a young child and small pet along for the ride. Play for a few minutes or head out for an overnight adventure. A luxury transport bag allows you to explore even the most remote areas. Made with dropstitch. Comes with pump and carry bag.

Length: 465 cm/15’ | Width: 90 cm/35” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” |

RTMKAYAKS.COM

AQUADESIGN - SPEEDCRAFT 22’

With its giant board format, the Speedcraft has been designed to smash the latest speed records. Its 6.7-meter length enables it to accommodate a team of four riders who are prepared to pull out all the stops to take off at a breakneck pace! This is the ideal board for building team cohesion and awakening everyone’s competitive spirit.

Length: 670 cm/22’0” | Width: 88 cm/34.6” | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb |
Volume: 985 L/260 G | Max. Cap.: 530 kg/1168.5 lbs | Thickness: 20 cm/8” |
Level: High End | Material: PVC

AQUADESIGN.EU

INDIANA SUP - 16’0 TANDEM LIMITED EDITION

The Limited Edition 16’ Tandem is the perfect match for couples who love to go stand-up paddling on the same board and who like to paddle fast. Two engines create more speed on one board than separated on two individual boards. And there is even enough space for the luggage you want to take on multi-day trips. Thanks to its fiberglass pressure belt on top and the Dyonema Triple Stringer tension flange at the bottom it’s lightweight and very rigid at the same time. The loud colors and totem patterns give it a fresh look and certainly make any paddler happy who has missed the color in our plain SUP designs.

Length: 488 cm/16’0” | Width: 86.4 cm/34” | Thickness: 15 cm/6” |
Weight: 16 kg/35 lb | Max Cap.: <220 kg | Material: PVC . Dropstitch | Level: Performance

INDIANA-SUP.COM
“We stand behind our boards as much as we stand up on them. That’s why we are now offering a 5-year warranty on our 2020 boards.”

- John Hibbard - Co-Founder & CEO -

SEE THE NEW RANGE AT REDPADDLECO.COM
**I-99 - DUO 10’6 ECO**

The DUO WIND-SUP collection is a very complete board range, suitable for stand-up paddling at all levels and in all conditions thanks to the variety of sizes available. The additional mast foot system, specifically designed and developed with its adapter, is super fun for windsurfing sessions, from cruising to blasting bump & jump, including trendy-style strapless wave sessions, when the winds are light and you still don’t want miss on the opportunity to ride the perfect wave. Four different sizes available.

Length: 320 cm/10'6 | Width: 84 cm/33'' | Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Volume: 200 L/53 G

I-99.IT

**PERCEPTION KAYAKS - HI LIFE 11.0**

The Perception Hi Life 11.0 is your one-stop-shop for fun on the water. The super low profile is reminiscent of a paddleboard, but still provides a smooth tracking and enough stability for kayaking. Perfect for a day trip, this SOT features a fold down sealing system with a cooler storage area under the seat, a rear tankwell for additional storage, and an easy-access cup holder. Swim decks make exit and re-entry for kids and pets a breeze, and the track pads on the bow, midship, and stern help you keep your footing while paddling. Live it up with the Hi Life.

Length: 335 cm/11' | Width: 86 cm/34'' | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | Max. Cap.: 127 kg/280 lb | Material: Superlinear Polyethylene

PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

**KUDO OUTDOORS - FUNPRO KNEEBOARD**

A classic design, popular style, and high quality: suitable for beginners.

Length: 129 cm/4’3 | Width: 51 cm/20” | Thickness: 11 cm/4.3”

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

**RTM - SEAVIEW BOARD**

Explore the ocean in comfort with the RTM Seaview board! Designed to make snorkeling easy, the Seaview snorkeling board comfortably and securely positions the swimmer to view and explore the underwater world through the optical lens. Multiple handles and supports make it easy to find the perfect viewpoint no matter your size. Available in a Standard version without the front storage hatch and a Luxe version, complete with waterproof hatch and bungee cord.

Length: 140 cm/4’7 | Width: 65 cm/26” | Weight: 9 kg/19 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

**RIBER PRODUCTS LTD - ICROSS 1610**

The ICROSS enables you to go places that were previously impossible to get to. It gets you across water eaily, safely and simply. It can get you to an island, to the other bank or to a cave in the middle of a river, making fly fishing endlessly flexible. The ICROSS 1610 revolutionizes your experience and is nothing short of a game changer. You can now fish sat comfortably safe and dry whereas before you would have stood in the water. Thanks to the strong and durable drop stitch construction, the ICROSS range is compact and perfect for travel.

Length: 160 cm/5’3 | Width: 95 cm/37” | Thickness: 20 cm/7.8” | Weight: 8 kg/17.6 lb

RIBERPRODUCTS.COM
HOBIE - MIRAGE ECLIPSE DURA 10.5

Step out at an easy glide on Hobie’s revolutionary Mirage Eclipse. Using a natural stepping motion, effortlessly power into a headwind or pick it up for an all-out sprint. The powerful underwater fins efficiently propel the Eclipse forward. Ideal for cruising solo, with a partner or group excursions. The large EVA deckpad provides carefree, high-traction footing and comfortable cushioning for all-day endurance and increased durability. The fixed aluminum alloy handrail enhances balance and stability. The board is lightweight and durable with features such as gear tie-downs, a carefree kick-up rudder, bow handles, and optional side carry handles.

Length: 323 cm/10'7 | Width: 89 cm/35” | Max. Cap.: 102 kg/225 lb | Fitted Board Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Fully Rigged Weight: 24 kg/53 lb | Colors: Sunset Red . Twilight Blue | Sizes: DURA 10.5 . DURA 12.0

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE ECLIPSE DURA 12

Step out at an easy glide on Hobie’s revolutionary Mirage Eclipse. Using a natural stepping motion, effortlessly power into a headwind or pick it up for an all-out sprint. The powerful underwater fins efficiently propel the Eclipse forward. Ideal for cruising solo, with a partner or group excursions. The large EVA deckpad provides carefree, high-traction footing and comfortable cushioning for all-day endurance and increased durability. The fixed aluminum alloy handrail enhances balance and stability. The board is lightweight and durable with features such as gear tie-downs, a carefree kick-up rudder, bow handles, and optional side carry handles.

Length: 366 cm/12' | Width: 92 cm/36” | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Fitted Board Weight: 21 kg/46 lb | Fully Rigged Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Colors: Sunset Red . Twilight Blue | Sizes: DURA 10.5 . DURA 12.0

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE ECLIPSE ACX 10.5

The Mirage Eclipse is another world’s-first watercraft from Hobie. Fly high at exceptional speed, nimbly carving turns using fingertip steering controls. There’s minimal setup. Go from the car, the dock or your boat to the water in minutes. The board is lightweight and durable and full of thoughtful features such as height adjustable handlebars, gear tie-downs, a bow handle, and a carefree kick-up rudder. Easily turn your Eclipse into a traditional Stand Up Paddleboard.

Length: 302 cm/10’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5” | Max. Cap.: 102 kg/225 lb | Fitted Board Weight: 19.5 kg/43 lb | Fully Rigged Weight: 24.5 kg/54 lb | Materials: ACX - Advanced Composite Epoxy | Colors: Solar Yellow . Lunar Blue | Sizes: 10’6 . 12’

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE ECLIPSE ACX 12

The Mirage Eclipse is another world’s-first watercraft from Hobie. Fly high at exceptional speed, nimbly carving turns using fingertip steering controls. There’s minimal setup. Go from the car, the dock or your boat to the water in minutes. The board is lightweight and durable and full of thoughtful features such as height adjustable handlebars, gear tie-downs, a bow handle, and a carefree kick-up rudder. Easily turn your Eclipse into a traditional Stand Up Paddleboard.


HOBIE.COM
PADDLERGUIDE.com

The one-stop shop website for paddlesports gear addicts
PERFORMANCE PADDLES
TRUSTED BY PADDLERS
AROUND THE
GLOBE.

Now available in Green Tide. See your local retailer today.

aquabound.com
Where would a boat be with a paddle? Length, blade size, angle, and shape, winged or flat, alloy tips, carbon, plastic, or wood... the variables surrounding paddle choice are almost infinite, and we all go around in circles (sometimes literally) trying to work out what works best. From the high end, with advanced technology and lightweight construction, to the mid-range and entry level, paddles are shaped and manufactured in a variety of shapes, angles, styles sizes to propel us to where we need to go. Common materials at the high end include carbon, wood, and fiberglass, down to heavier plastics and aluminum at the entry level. The paddle should feel like an extension of your body, connecting you to the water and your chosen paddle sport.
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WERNER PADDLES - KALLISTE

The Kalliste is our most advanced low-angle paddle, with our best paddling design and construction features. You’ll feel exceptionally light, buoyant strokes while the smooth back face gives a quiet entrance and exit from the water. The Kalliste is the smart choice for those touring with a low-angle style of paddling and wanting the conservative yet powerful feel of a mid-sized blade.

Length: 52 cm/20.5” | Width: 16.5 cm/6.5” | Weight: 634 g/22.5 oz | Material: Carbon Fiber

WERNERPADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - CYPRUS

The Cyprus is our most advanced high-angle paddle, with our best paddling design and construction features. You’ll feel exceptionally light, buoyant strokes while the smooth back face gives a quiet entrance and exit from the water. The Cyprus is the smart choice for those playing or cruising with a high-angle style of paddling who want the conservative feel of a mid-sized blade.

Length: 46 cm/18.11” | Width: 18 cm/7” | Weight: 634 g/22.5 oz | Material: Carbon Fiber

WERNERPADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - XBLADE

The X.BLADE paddle concentrates all our technological expertise. The blades are extremely thin, curved and responsive, offering a moderate blade flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The X.BLADE is a very lightweight paddle, made entirely of prepreg carbon. Four blade sizes, 550 / 590 / 660 / 720 cm², available in straight or bent in two-pieces or as a single piece.

Weight: 0.7 kg/1.5 lb | Material: Carbon | Sizes: 550 cm², 590 cm², 660 cm², 720 cm²

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - XTR

The high-tech model in this range; the X.TRX.TR Mk2 is a versatile paddle, 6% lighter, for easier navigation. Light and comfortable to use, and designed for smooth strokes, the X.TRX.TR Mk2 is a foam core CNC 3D paddle made in carbon prepreg. Four blade sizes, 550 / 590 / 660 / 720 cm², available in adjustable or single piece bent or straight shaft options. A must!

Weight: 0.75 kg/1.65 lb | Material: Carbon | Sizes: 550 cm², 590 cm², 660 cm², 720 cm²

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO SEA

Our Ergonom Pro Sea is a paddle designed for long-distance kayakers. Its narrow, hydrodynamic formed blades with foam core ensure a powerful stroke. The ergonomic shaft allows you to paddle for long periods while preserving your wrist joints, as they are perfectly positioned, avoiding harming your tendons, ligaments, and muscles. Made using a very high-end and tough material with a long-life expectancy.

Blade size: S, L | Weight: 0.86 kg/1.9 lb | Material: LCS 70 Light/70% Carbon, Aramid, Fiberglass

LETTMANN.DE
AQUA-BOUND - **WHISKEY CARBON BENT**
The Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft provides a more natural stroke by putting your arms and wrists in a more comfortable position. With its large, all-carbon blades to get a bigger bite in the water, the Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft paddle is perfect for high-angle and high-energy paddlers. Its composite blades are hand-crafted with a carbon fiber resin and a lightweight interior core. They are compression molded to be strong, durable, and super light-weight. The Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft features the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system, which clicks into position firmly and securely.

- **Length**: 200-240 cm  
- **Weight**: 0.72 kg/1.6 lbs  
- **Blade Size**: 613 cm²/95 in²  
- **Blade Material**: Compression Molded Carbon  
- **Shaft Material**: T-700 Carbon  

AQUABOUND.COM

AQUA-BOUND - **TANGO CARBON BENT**
The bent 3K, plain weave carbon shaft enables a comfortable grip for your hands while reducing the strain on your upper body. Sleek compression-molded carbon blades are designed to execute efficient low-angle performance. This incredibly comfortable 0.723 kg paddle offers maximum results with minimal effort. With carbon from tip to tip, and design engineered for performance, this paddle is a game-changer.

- **Length**: 210-250 cm  
- **Weight**: 0.72 kg/1.6 lbs  
- **Blade Size**: 620 cm²/96 in²  
- **Blade Material**: Compression Molded Carbon  
- **Shaft Material**: T-700 Carbon  

AQUABOUND.COM

LETTMANN - **ERGONOM PRO TOUR**
Designed so kayakers can paddle with ease—without hurting your wrists. The development of our ergonomic shaft set a milestone and created the baseline for comfortable paddling: Automatic blade stabilization and a minimized bending of the wrists result in flutter-free strokes, reduced holding force, and minimal abrasion of your wrists’ tendons and ligaments. Then add our profiled paddle blade, which provides a strong pressure built-up thanks to its hydrodynamic lift, so every bit of power you put in translates into the water. With the Ergonom Pro Tour you get an extra-stiff paddle made from high-quality materials, perfect for anyone craving powerful strokes.

- **Blade size**: S. L  
- **Weight**: 0.98 kg  
- **Material**: LCS 70 Light/70% Carbon . Aramid . Fiberglass

LETTMANN.DE

ZIJIE SPORTS - **ZJ WING CARBON**
The Carbon Blade is made with premium carbon fiber by hand lay-up. Available in three blade size options: works with an oval shaft in different stiffness and the updated aluminum adjustor; 316 L stainless steel screws ensure a more durable and lighter tip. Shaft length range: 205-215 cm . 210-220 cm . 215-220 cm . 220-230 cm, separated into two pieces, with 10 cm of length extend. Includes a free bag, so it is more convenient and easier to take with you. The best choice for high lever paddlers. 1-Year Warranty.

- **Weight**: 0.7 kg/1.5 | **Blade Size**: 15.6 x 48 cm  
- **Length**: 205-215 cm . 210-220 cm . 215-220 cm . 220-230 cm | **Material**: Carbon

ZIJIE-SPORT.COM

ROBSON - **ZEPHYR CARBON**
The Zephyr has mid-sized, low angle blades that make paddling truly effortless. The smaller blades are gentle on the joints yet provide a well-balanced, power stroke.

- **Length**: 210 cm . 220 cm . 240 cm | **Weight**: 740 g  
- **Blade Material**: Carbon  
- **Shaft Material**: Carbon Prologic  
- **Shaft Lock**: Variolock

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ZIJIE SPORTS - **ZJ FULL CARBON**
With less surface area, all carbon blades feature a foam core inside. The ZI Full Carbon Sea Kayak Paddle is lightweight and well-balanced for smooth, efficient strokes. It is great for touring and training, now with a NEW 100% carbon fiber oval shaft in three different flexibilities, lengths of 210-220 cm, and a new aluminum adjustor. Paddle length adjustable in 10 cm; includes a free bag for each paddle. It’s also a good flat water and open water racing blade for those who don’t want to use a wing paddle. 1-Year Warranty.

- **Weight**: 0.65 kg/1.4 lb | **Blade Size**: 16.2 X 48 cm | **Length**: 210-220 cm | **Material**: Carbon

ZIJIE-SPORT.COM

AKSU PADDLES - **TANGO**
The Tango was designed for the lake and sea touring, and it is equally good for beginners and experts. The paddle is very light but its strength and durability can compete with professional models. Its weight makes it ideal for use in long expeditions. The blade has an internal vertical carbon bulkhead located in the central part, which makes the paddle stronger.

- **Weight**: 0.21 kg/0.46 lb | **Blade Size**: 15.5 x 46 cm | **Material**: Carbon

AKSUPADDLES.COM
GEARLAB - KALLEQ

The Kalleq offers kayakers the ultimate touring experience. It is the lightest and strongest paddle in Gearlab’s line, thanks to its revolutionary engineering, brilliant design, premium materials, and seamless carbon fiber construction. Meticulously engineered, the Kalleq edge measures 1.1 mm at its thinnest point. The smoothness of this edge guarantees complete comfort while the paddle slices the water with unparalleled efficiency.

Length: 210 . 220 . 230 cm | Loom Length: 53 cm . 55 cm . 57 cm |
Blade Width: 8.8 cm/3.5” | Weight: 720 g . 750 g . 780 g (±30g)

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM

GEARLAB - AKIAK

Combining proven Inuit ingenuity and advanced carbon fiber technology, the Akiaq is a versatile paddle for all conditions. Its perfectly balanced hydrodynamic shape allows kayakers to explore new waters further with ease. The Akiaq is available in a shouldered or smooth version. Some kayakers prefer the ledge between the loom and blade to ensure optimal hand placement and enhance leverage, fostering a consistent stroke. Others prefer a smooth design because it allows for more flexibility in hand positioning for various strokes. Also, the Akiaq is available in three vibrant colors to match your kayak, gear, or mood.

Length: 210 cm . 220 cm . 230 cm | Loom Length: 53 cm . 55 cm . 57 cm |
Blade Width: 8.4 cm/3.3” | Weight: 880 g . 910 g . 930 g |
Weight (Colored Paddle): 920 g . 950 g . 970 g (±30g)

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM

GEARLAB - AUKNANECK

The Aukaneck offers superb performance in waves in a sleek Greenland-style paddle. Designed to deliver optimal power in rough conditions, the Aukaneck paddle provides adventurous paddlers greater control for kayak surfing and rock gardening. Sporting a shorter length and a 10.8 cm-wide teardrop-shaped blade, it provides adventurous kayakers a paddle with more surface area to control the water.

Length: 210 cm . 220 cm | Loom Length: 51 cm |
Blade Width: 10.8 cm/4.3 cm | Weight: 900, 950 g (.30g)

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM

GEARLAB - MALIK

The Malik is a great for kayak clubs, touring services, kayakers fresh to Greenland-style paddling, or simply as a spare paddle. The new polypropylene Malik is shaped and designed with several premium features from Gearlab’s iconic performance carbon fiber paddles, at an entry-level price point. Polypropylene carries a specific gravity of 0.9, which means it floats and is lighter than water. Scratch resistant and impact proof, pound for pound, it is also stronger than steel. Every set of paddles has special DIY stickers, a great way to express your uniqueness.

Length: 220 cm | Loom Material: Fiberglass |
Blade Width: 8.8 cm/3.5 cm | Weight: 990 g (±30g)

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM
**EASTPOLE PADDLES - ALEUTIAN PADDLE**

The Aleutian Paddle is another kind of traditional paddle, coming originally from Aleutian Islands, Alaska. Unlike Greenland paddles, the Aleutian paddle has asymmetrical blades. One side of the blade is almost flat and perfectly suited for sculling and rolling. The other side of the blade (the power face) has a raised ridge running along the centerline of the blade. It helps to prevent the blade from chattering and allows for more powerful strokes. These two sides together give you a paddle both quiet and powerful. Aleutian paddles should be approximately 10 cm longer than a Greenland paddle.

Length: 220 cm . 225 cm . 230 cm . 235 cm . 240 cm | Weight: .7-1 kg / 1.5-2 lb | Material: Western Red Cedar

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

---

**EASTPOLE PADDLES - ISIGAA BONEEDGE**

The Isigaa is traditional Greenland paddle with a diamond-shape and a smooth transition from loom to blade. It is effective, silent, and mild on your body. New BoneEdge is probably the strongest wooden paddle tip on the market, and will glow for 5+ hours after 30 minutes of “charging.”

Length: 210 cm . 215 cm . 220 cm . 225 cm . 230 cm | Weight: .6- .9 kg / 1.4- 2 lb | Material: Western Red Cedar

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

---

**LAHNAKOSKI - GREENLAND WESTERN RED CEDAR**

A light and warm Greenland paddle made of beautiful Western Red Cedar (thuja plicata). The slim, symmetric-bladed paddle is suitable for strong winds, “rolling” and paddling long distances as the slim design causes less strain on the muscles. The lightest wooden Greenland paddle on the market. The tips are reinforced with clear epoxy. Oiled surface. Designed in co-operation with the Finnish paddling instructor Mr. Tatu Hirvonen, and made by carpenter Mr. Frank Sandström.

Sizes: 210 cm . 215 cm . 220 cm . 228 cm | Material: Wood

LAHNAKOSKI.FI

---

**KUDO OUTDOORS**

A professional water sport product manufacturer.
More than 1.5 million of equipment. Made in Germany!
Professional industrial design team, one-stop service!

www.kudooutdoors.com

+8618757103614

coulson.chen@kudooutdoors.com
WERNER PADDLES - CAMANO ADJUSTABLE

The Camano features our most popular award-winning blade design. Premium Performance uses material choice and manufacturing skill to allow for a perfect combination of light swing weight and stiffness. This paddle provides enough power to cover a day’s journey with ease while using a relaxed, all-around low angle stroke.

Length: 52 cm/20.5” | Width: 16.5 cm/6.5” | Weight: 843 g/29.75 oz | Material: Fiberglass

AQUA-BOUND - WHISKEY FIBERGLASS

The Whiskey Fiberglass paddle has beefy blades, making it perfect for high-angle, high-energy paddlers. Handcrafted and compression molded with multi-laminate fiberglass resin and a lightweight foam core, the Whiskey Fiberglass paddle comes in three vibrant colors: Fuego, Green Tide, and Sunwave. The Whiskey Fiberglass paddle has a super-light and durable, 100% carbon T-700 shaft featuring the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system, which clicks into position firmly and securely.

Length: 200-240 cm | Weight: 0.73 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 613 cm²/95 in² |
Blade Material: Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUA-BOUND - TANGO FIBERGLASS

The Tango Fiberglass’ multi-laminate fiberglass blades are truly hand-crafted using high-pressure compression molding, and they come in three hi-vis color options: Green Tide, Fuego, and Sunwave. Along with an all-carbon T-700 shaft, the Tango Fiberglass paddle has a super-light swing weight yet is strong and very durable. It features the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system which clicks into position firmly and securely.

Length: 210-250 cm | Weight: 0.73 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 620 cm²/96 in² |
Blade Material: Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

KOBER PADDEL - MANHATTEN

The Manhatten is a fiberglass touring paddle with mid-sized blades and a stabilizing rib for flutter-free paddle strokes. This lightweight paddle has a flexible shaft, drip rings, and reinforced blade tips.

Weight: 0.76 kg/1.7 lb | Blade Size: 47.5 x 18 cm | Material: Fiberglass

ROBSON - EDGE FIBERGLASS

The Edge has full-sized, high angle blades suitable for paddlers looking for a powerful stroke and paddling in a variety of situations.

Length: 210-240 cm (5 cm increments) | Weight: 860 g | Blade Material: Flowtech |
Shaft Material: Fiberglass | Shaft Lock: Snap Button

KOBER-PADDEL.DE

AQUABOUND.COM

WERNERPADDLES.COM

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
SELECT PADDLES - X Trek

The X. TREK paddle concentrates all our technological expertise. The blades are extremely thin, curved and responsive, offering a moderate blade flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The X. TREK is a very lightweight paddle, entirely made of fiberglass and prepreg carbon. Available in four blade size sizes: 550/590/660/720 cm², as a single piece or adjustable shaft.

Weight: 0.8 kg/1.8 lb | Material: Fiberglass | Sizes: 550 cm², 590 cm², 660 cm², 720 cm²

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

LAMINEX - NEKTON G

The Nekton G is a well-balanced paddle with mid-sized fiberglass blades. Available with glass, sanded glass, carbon, or sanded carbon shaft as a one-piece or with a standard or an adjustable ferrule. The Nekton G is only 60 g heavier than its full carbon counterpart (Nekton), and it is a great option if you are looking for a great paddle at a reasonable price.

Weight: 860 g | Blade Size: 620 cm² | Material: Fiberglass

TNP.CZ

WERNER PADDLES - SHUNA

The Shuna is our best-selling premium High Angle blade, designed for those who want mid-sized power for strokes in all directions. It is the perfect paddle for the coastal play environment, or for those who want a conservative feel through the water to make the miles pass with ease.

Length: 46 cm/18’’ | Width: 18.25 cm/7.2’’ | Weight: 782 g/27.75 oz | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

EGALIS - SWELL CARBON FIBER VARIO

The Swell is the ultimate sea kayak paddle that will pull your kayak effortlessly through each stroke. This paddle has mid-sized blades for efficient and more powerful strokes. Available in multiple versions!

Length: 210-218 cm . 220-228 cm | Weight: 1170 g |

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - VISION 2-PIECE PADDLE

A high-performance two-piece touring paddle. The Vision has stiff, lightweight blades, mid-sized to suit a low or high angle paddling style and a lightweight composite shaft. Our new paddle joint lets you to adjust the feather on the go, or to take the paddle apart.

Length: 215 cm . 220 cm . 230 cm | Shaft diameter: 30 mm |
Feather: Adjustable 15° increments left or right-hand | Blade Area: 630 cm² |
Colors: Black . White

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SELECT PADDLES - X LINE

The X.LINE sea kayak paddle features very thin, curved blades. Designed in fiberglass, they bring comfort and smoothness to each paddle stroke. Light, and discreet, the X.LINE is the ideal paddle for day-long touring. Available in single pcs or adjustable shaft.

Weight: 0.9 kg/1.9 lb | Material: Fiberglass

SELECT-PADDLES.COM
**OTTAWA PADDLES - TOURING STRAIGHT SHAFT**

Our touring paddles are designed for comfort and to reduce fatigue on the water. We have developed a new blade style, a “Winged Dihedral,” which incorporates the standard airfoil dihedral blade shape to reduce unwanted flutter and the power of a wing blade. Plus, our non-slip grip is one of a kind!

Material: Plastic

[OTTAWAPADDLES.COM](http://OTTAWAPADDLES.COM)

---

**AQUA-BOUND - STING RAY HYBRID**

The Sting Ray Hybrid is the lightest injection molded kayak paddle available at its price point. With its mid-sized blades built of exclusive Aqua-Bound abXII resin reinforced with fiberglass and an all-carbon shaft, this paddle reduces fatigue and joint strain for flat-water paddlers.

Length: 210-250 cm | Weight: 0.86 kg/1.9 lbs | Blade Size: 585 cm²/91 in² | Blade Material: AbXII Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon, Ovalized

[AQUABOUND.COM](http://AQUABOUND.COM)

---

**EGALIS - SWOOP 4 PARTS**

The Swoop is an all-purpose paddle that will build the kids’ skills and their love for kayaking. Swoop paddles are available in multiple versions! The Swoop 4 can be broken down into four parts, making it easy and comfortable to transport. Adjustable blade angle: 65° - 0° - 65°.

Length: 220 cm | Weight: 980 g | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft Material: Aluminium | Shaft Lock: Snap Button

[TAHEOUTDOORS.EU](http://TAHEOUTDOORS.EU)

---

**EGALIS - SWIFT TAKE APART**

The Swift paddle has high angle, mid-sized blades that allow you to reach high speed with minimum effort. The Swift is a comfortable, well-balanced paddle perfect for establishing a fast rhythm or when the surf requires a rapid take off. It is an ideal paddle to practice in flat water (introduction kayaking) and sea (introduction kayaking, touring or wave ski). Adjustable blade angle: 65° - 0° - 65°.

Length: 210 cm . 220 cm | Weight: 1110 g | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft Material: Aluminium | Shaft Lock: Snap Button

[TAHEOUTDOORS.EU](http://TAHEOUTDOORS.EU)

---

**EGALIS - SWING TAKE APART**

The Swing paddle is a great choice for longer tours as the longer and slimmer blades are less tiring. It is a low angle paddle that offers gentle power and effortless strokes even in strong winds. Swing paddles are suitable for a variety of sea conditions. Adjustable blade angle: 65° - 0° - 65°. Available in multiple versions!

Length: 220-240 cm (10 cm increments) | Weight: 1260 g | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft Material: Black Aluminium | Shaft Lock: Snap Button

[TAHEOUTDOORS.EU](http://TAHEOUTDOORS.EU)
Paddle & Roll with Bliss

Malik, a paddle created for all levels to start your kayaking adventure. Explore new horizons and sensations with a Greenland paddle.

Malik
A Greenland paddle inspired by heritage. Made for all paddlers.
**PROFIPLAST - LANA**

The Lana kayak paddle has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The overall stiffness of the blade is formed by a massive hollow central. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected colors, and modern shapes deliver exceptional paddle appearance.

- **Weight:** 1.1 kg/2.4 lb
- **Blade Size:** 656 cm²
- **Blade Material:** Plastic
- **Shaft Material:** Aluminium

PROFIPLAST.COM

---

**BENDING BRANCHES - WHISPER**

The Whisper combines durability with many extra features at a low price. The aluminum shaft, with a tight fitting 2-piece snap-button ferrule, is controlled comfortably by black grips. The polypropylene blades will take a beating and come back for more. All of this for a price anyone can afford. The Whisper comes with a snug-fitting, three-hole snap-button ferrule that is adjustable for feathering angles 0° and 60°, L or R. This paddle is available in lengths from 210 cm to 240 cm, in 10 cm increments.

- **Length:** 210-240 cm
- **Weight:** 1.05 kg/2.3 lb
- **Blade Size:** 574 cm²/89 in²
- **Blade Material:** Polypropylene
- **Shaft Material:** Aluminum

BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

---

**WERNER PADDLES - SKAGIT FG**

The Skagit FG is a great value for those with a budget and enjoys a more relaxed, low-angle, paddling style. There is a reason it is the number one selling recreational kayak paddle in its price range, and the favorite among recreational paddlers.

- **Length:** 49 cm/19.29”
- **Width:** 15 cm/6”
- **Weight:** 953 g/33.75 oz
- **Material:** Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

---

**WERNER PADDLES - TYBEE FG**

The Tybee FG IM is a great value for those with a budget but still after the performance of high angle paddling. It is also a great spare paddle for expedition or coastal play paddlers.

- **Length:** 43 cm/17”
- **Width:** 18.25 cm/7”
- **Weight:** 1003 g/35.5 oz
- **Material:** Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

---

**EGALIS - SWING ALU TAKE APART**

Swing paddles are an excellent choice for longer tours as the longer, and slimmer blades are less tiring. The low-angle design offers gentle power and effortless strokes even in strong winds. Swing paddles are suitable for a variety of sea conditions.

- **Blade size:** 571 cm²/88.5 in²
- **Weight:** 1.3 kg/2.7 lb
- **Length:** 210-240 cm
- **Level:** Entry Level
- **Blade Material:** Fibrylon
- **Shaft Material:** Aluminium
- **Colors:** White, Turquoise

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
**SEDNA 415**

- **TECHNICAL FEATURES**
  - **PACK COMPLET AVEC SAC DE TRANSPORT**
  - **ETRAVE RIGIDE & PERFORMANTE**
  - **NEW !**

- **NEW !**
  - **POIDS**
  - **LONGUEUR**
  - **LARGEUR INTERIEURE**

- **415 CM**
- **82 CM**
- **16 KG**

**SEDNA 350**

- **NEW !**
  - **POIDS**
  - **LONGUEUR**
  - **LARGEUR INTERIEURE**

- **350 CM**
- **75 CM**
- **13 KG**

---

**NEW !**

- **HYPALON**
- **380**
- **HYPALON**
- **300**
- **HYPALON**
- **260**
- **HYPALON**
- **240**
- **PVC**
- **VISTA**
- **TWIKI II**
- **350**
- **TWIKI I**
- **EXPLORER II**
- **KOLOR 260**
- **KOLOR 400**
- **AZUL**
- **K0LOA 360**
- **K0LOA 400**
- **NEW !**
- **NEW !**
- **NEW !**
The Angler Pro not only stands out in the industry as a six-time Angler Paddle of the Year but also stands out on the water thanks to the vibrant blade patterns designed by the BB fishing team. Compression-molded fiberglass blades offer a smooth forward stroke, and an ovalized 100% carbon shaft allows effortless fishing all day long. Catches can be verified quickly with the tape measure placed directly on the carbon shaft.

Length: 230-280 cm | Weight: 0.81 kg/1.78 lbs | Blade Size: 675 cm²/105 in² | Blade Material: Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon

BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

0.935 kg of toughness is packed into this kayak fishing paddle. An ultra-lightweight, 100% carbon shaft with a built-in tape measure and a blade design made of red alder, roasted basswood, and basswood offers more flex than most composite paddles, making it the quietest paddle on the market. Each blade is sealed in with 0.057 kg of fiberglass for durability. For those that push their gear to the limits, this paddle is reinforced with Rockgard edge protection.

Length: 230-280 cm | Weight: 0.93 kg/2.06 lb | Blade Size: 675 cm²/105 in² | Blade Material: Red Alder . Roasted Basswood . Basswood | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon

BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

The Camano features our most popular, award-winning blade design, providing the perfect combination for anglers who want enough power to follow schooling fish all day using the relaxed all around low angle stroke. Customize your paddle length on the fly for high/low seat positions, standing while sight fishing, or switching between multiple kayaks of different widths. The 20 cm adjustable length paddle gives you the freedom to fish.

Blade Size: 650 cm² | Weight: .85 kg/2 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: Fiberglass | Colors: Large Mouth Bass . Catch Lime Drift . Trophy Charcoal

WERNERPADDLES.COM

The Shuna is our most popular high angle fishing paddle. Customize your paddle length on the fly for high/low seat positions, standing while sight fishing, or switching between multiple kayaks of different widths. The 20 cm adjustable length paddle gives you the freedom to fish.

Blade Size: 615 cm² | Weight: .87 kg/2 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: Fiberglass | Colors: Large Mouth Bass . Catch Lime Drift . Trophy Charcoal

WERNERPADDLES.COM

The Bass is designed specifically for kayak fishing. Feels good: lightweight to make a long day of kayak fishing more bearable. Looks good: Cool redfish graphic. Practical and easy to use: Notched tip for releasing stuck hooks.

Length: 240-260 cm | Blade Size: 660 cm² | Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Level: High End | Shaft Material: Fiberglass | Blade Material: Flowtech with Foam Core

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
CONFIDENCE

You asked for it — we delivered. The award winning Strike.

- Increased blade to shaft offset for more verticality through the power phase
- Design offers stroke versatility for everyday use
- Legendary bomber reliability with high impact fiberglass blades
WAVEDESIGN - OUTRIGGER - RACE

Full Carbon Outrigger Canoe Paddle. Lightweight and durable, great for sprints and distance. The single bend paddle has a 10-degree bend where the paddle blade meets the shaft. Available with an Adjustable Shaft System (MINIVARIO + 20 cm). Carbon: 100% - autoclave cured prepreg.

Weight: 0.4 kg/0.8 lb | Blade Size: 760 cm² | Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

WAVEDESIGN - CANOA MJÖLLNIR

Down River and Sprint Canoe Paddle. Versatile use, light, and durable. The blade has tough, durable core. The edge of the blade has a thin layer running on top of the carbon to protect the edge from nicks and cracks, guaranteeing the perfect water entry every stroke. Carbon: 100% - autoclave cured prepreg.

Weight: 0.45 kg/1.4 lb | Blade Size: 815 cm²/127 in² | Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

WERNER PADDLES - JOURNEY CARBON

Experience performance and comfort with the Journey Carbon. A traditional canoe paddle with design features like a straight buoyant blade and a traditional symmetrical palm grip. The volume of a buoyant designed carbon blade creates an exceedingly light feel. This POPS the blade from the water for effortless forward strokes and confident bracing. A smooth back face is quiet and helps to make linking strokes easy.

Length: 47 cm/18.5” | Width: 20.3 cm/8” | Weight: 376 g/13.25 oz | Material: Carbon Fiber

WERNERPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE BLACK

Our flagship paddle, the paddle that started it all. Manufactured from 100% carbon, the Black is a tough as nails paddle for the modern whitewater canoe paddler. Manufactured in a one-piece configuration with oval shaft, this paddle is tough, stiff and capable of enormous power. Supplied with hand-made wood or plastic T-Grip.

Length: Up to 68” | Material: Carbon

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM
FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LIGHT

The Black Light Carbon is a full spec carbon paddle, in 100% Carbon, with a single shaft bonded to a single blade. The Black Lite has become incredibly popular due to its light weight and high performance. Like its big brother The Black, the Black Lite is excellent at catching water and providing pull through power even on short strokes like the Knife J, providing flutter-free power on demand to get you moving.

Length: Up to 68” | Material: Carbon

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LIGHT CRANK WOOD

As with all Black Lite Paddles, every Black Lite is modular in construction. At Freefall Paddles we produce our Black Lite Paddle in 100% Carbon construction, with the addition of a wood cranked section and matching T-Grip. This section is crafted using recovered hardwoods only, but we really like the look of recovered Maple or Walnut. Simple, elegant and super distinctive with the mega performance of Carbon and the beauty of wood to keep your hands warm whilst making your paddle 100% distinctive and unique.

Length: Up to 68” | Material: Carbon . Wood

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LIGHT GLASS

Designed from the success of the Black paddle, the Black Lite is supplied with a fiberglass shaft and blade offering the advantage of flexibility to our already powerful design. Excellent as a rough water paddle or guide stick. Blades are supplied in white and the shaft in black, with the T-grip supplied in hand-made wood or plastic.

Length: Up to 68” | Material: Fiberglass . Wood

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM
**BENDING BRANCHES - CATALYST ST**

The Catalyst is our new, sustainable canoe paddle. Handcrafted from a combination of basswood, roasted basswood, red alder, and maple remnants from our first-quality paddles, we’re giving new life to what might have gone to waste. At 0.68 kg, the Catalyst is day trip ready. Designed for comfort with an ovalized shaft and a freestyle palm grip, this lightweight paddle will stand up to hours of paddling. The Catalyst exceeds our strength testing standards with full Rockgard® coverage and a 0.113 kg fiberglass wrap. Ideal for flatwater, it’s all smooth paddling from here with the Catalyst.

Length: 132-152 cm/52-60” | Weight: 0.68 kg/1.5 lb | Blade Size: 761 cm²/118 in² | Blade Material: Basswood . Red Alder . Maple . Roasted Basswood | Shaft Material: Ovalized . Solid Basswood

**WET WEIM - TADORNA**

A beautifully crafted shape with a unique wood stripe combination. An ash and dark cedar shaft complement an American walnut blade. Shaft, blade and palm-grip handle have an oil finish to preserve natural matte look and feel of the wood. Original Wet Weim logos burned on the blade. Artisan Painted Canoe Paddles are perfect for gracing your interior walls, serving well as heritage design pieces for your homestead. Comes with two wall mounts. Manufacturing lead time: approx. 2–3 weeks.

Weight: 0.85 kg/1.9 lb | Blade Size: 680 cm² | Material: Wood

**FREEFALL PADDLES - BEAVER TAIL**

Our Beaver Tail paddle is absolutely beautiful. Handmade from North American slow-grown ash, as slow-grown means a tighter configuration of the wood’s natural rings and grain. Our paddles follow the traditional design with a longer, thinner blade. All Beaver Tails come supplied with Freefall Paddles Wedge grip, which allows for a tighter hold on the paddle and more rest for the paddler’s hand muscles versus a pinch grip during a long day’s paddle.

Length: 50”. 52”. 54”. 56”. 58”. 60” | Material: Slow-grown ash

**BENDING BRANCHES - EXPEDITION PLUS**

Expedition paddlers who need endurance, power, and control in their canoe paddle will love the Expedition Plus’s power T-grip and its Rockgard® edge protection that extends from the blade tip to 15 cm up the shaft. This paddle’s 0.113 kg fiberglass blade wrap further protects the red alder, basswood, and roasted basswood blade for maximum durability. Made of closed grain, lightweight, durable hardwoods, the Expedition Plus is both attractive and versatile for paddlers who take their time on the water more seriously.

Length: 132-152 cm/52-60” | Weight: 0.68 kg/1.5 lb | Blade Size: 813 cm²/126 in² | Blade Material: Red Alder . Basswood . Roasted Basswood | Shaft Material: Ovalized .18-Laminate
FREEFALL PADDLES - OTTERTAIL EC
Simple and sleek. The Ottertail is a timeless classic in canoe design, with a longer blade for deep water paddling. Manufactured from ash with our Wedge Grip.
Length: 50” . 52” . 54” . 56” . 58” . 60” | Material: Ash
FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE BLACK FEATHER
Our most unusual paddle, the Black Feather takes its design from the original first native people of North America and Canada. The blade is super slim and designed to be used when the boat is being paddled on its edge. Originally the blade style was used as a hunting blade as it sweeps effortlessly through quiet water allowing the boat to creep along silently. Manufactured from oak for durability and stiffness, this paddle is so absolutely unique.
Length: 50” . 52” . 54” . 56” . 58” . 60” | Oak
FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

EGALIS - WOODEN YAMPA PADDLE
The Yampa has a long, slender blade shape that is a good choice for paddling in deeper water. It has a narrower and longer blades that pull smoothly through the water.
Length: 150 cm | Weight: 750 g | Blade Material: Wood | Shaft Material: Wood
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

FREEFALL PADDLES - TRAVELLER S
Our basic but popular solid wood paddle, manufactured from North American slow-grown ash. This little paddle has become popular with schools and outdoor centers. The design is simple and elegant with a single straight narrow blade, providing comfortable power all day long. Supplied with the Freefall Wedge Grip.
Length: 50” . 52” . 54” . 56” . 58” . 60” | Material: Ash
FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

LAHNAKOSKI - INDITOUR
A paddle laminated from clean timber. Shaped handle, blade tip reinforced with a wedge. Suitable both for canoes and boats. Finished with a special varnish.
Sizes: 100 cm . 125 cm . 140 cm . 150 cm . 160 cm . 170 cm . 180 cm . 210 cm | Material: Wood
LAHNAKOSKI.FI

PALMEQUIPMENT - DELTA
The Palm Delta is designed for open and mild waters. With a smooth, comfortable pear grip, an oval shaft with index and a molded blade, it is easy to use. It features an oveled, solid Douglas fir shaft, laminated ponderosa pine-walnut-ash blade, rock shield blade tip, and pear grip.
Weight: 0.96 lb / 2.1 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Shaft Material: Douglas fir | Blade Material: Ponderosa Pine . Walnut . Ash | Length: 137 cm . 145 cm . 152 cm
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM
OTTAWA PADDLES - CANOE PADDLE
Our canoe paddles are designed for comfort and to reduce fatigue on the water. We have developed a new blade style, a "Winged Dihedral," which incorporates the standard airfoil dihedral blade shape to reduce unwanted flutter and the power of a wing blade. Our non-slip grip is one of a kind!

Material: Plastic
OTTAWAPADDLES.COM

PROFIPLAST - DEBE
The DeBe paddle has been designed to meet the functional and IDBF requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color, and modern shapes deliver exceptional paddle appearance, while the mechanical properties of the materials used ensure high utility value.

Weight: 0.7 kg/1.4 lb I Blade Material: Plastic I Shaft Material: Aluminium
PROFIPLAST.COM

PROFIPLAST - KANO
The Kano canoe paddle has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color, and modern shapes deliver exceptional paddle appearance, while the mechanical properties of the materials used ensure high utility value.

Weight: 0.8 kg/1.76 lb I Blade Size: 800 cm² I Blade Material: Plastic I Shaft Material: Aluminium
PROFIPLAST.COM

EGALIS - RIVER PADDLE FIRST
The Egalis River Paddle First has a comfortable and powerful touring design for flat water canoeing. The blade provides smooth forward strokes that make the paddling effortless. This is the perfect blade design for easy maneuvers.

Length: 140-160 cm (5 cm increments) | Weight: 860 g | Blade Material: Fibrelon | Shaft Material: Aluminium
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
Composite & Organic, Re-Cycled Materials
Reinventing, Tough, Exciting & Innovative Paddle

Using the best in composite technologies to build our paddles, we have added heart and passion to our paddles, adding natural components to produce tough and durable, super stiff paddles with a high performance edge, and the natural flex of wood.
WAVEDESIGN - SUP RACE 470
Perfect for racing. The long rectangular shape allows for incremental power. The long and narrow blade with a flat profile and 10-degree blade angle combines instant efficient power delivery with a forgiving feel. Carbon: 100% - autoclave cured prepreg. Available in different shaft configurations, in junior-size, and as our unique two-piece-paddle with an adjustment of overall length within 20 cm a solution in between the one-piece-paddle and the classic two-piece-paddle. The 20-cm adjustment allows you to adapt the paddle to the paddling environment for the same athlete or for similar athletes without compromising flexibility.
Weight: 0.46 kg/1.4 lb | Blade Size: 470 cm²/73 in² | Material: Carbon
WAVEDESIGN.COM

PANDASUP - TEXTREME CARBON VARIO
The high-end paddle from PandaSUP, made with special carbon from TeXtreme: featherlight, stiff, robust, and unique! New for 2020, this paddle is equipped with an anti-twist shaft.
Weight: 0.5 kg/1 lb | Blade Size: 87 in², 97 in² | Shaft Diameter: 29 mm , 26 mm | Material: Carbon
PANDASUP.SWISS

SIREN - O3
The three-piece, full carbon paddle from SIREN SUPsurfing is absolutely torsion-free thanks to the new hexagon system in the shaft connection. The SIREN clamp keeps the grip shaft without pressing the main shaft, so the grip shaft is always tight and torsion-free in the main shaft. Due to the integrated guide notch, twisting is not possible, even in the vario state. The paddle has a matte finish for the best grip. Weighing only 690 grams, it is an ideal travel companion for the next Sup Tour.
Weight: 0.7 kg/1.5 lb | Blade Size: 581 cm² | Material: Plastic
I-SUP.DE

WERNER PADDLES - APEX
Our new paddle allows each stroke to enter the water with a trusted confident catch providing rock solid stability through all phases of the stroke. A unique power pocket designed to provide a trusted, confident, catch also provides stability throughout the power phase of the stroke. Available in 76 in², 83 in² and 91 in² blade sizes.
Length: 38.73 cm/15.25" | Width: 17.8 cm/7" | Weight: 432 g/15.25 oz | Material: Carbon Fiber
WERNERPADDLES.COM

JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - CARBON PRO PADDLE
100% Pre-preg Carbon, CNC shaped high density PVC core blade! 100% Pre-preg Carbon shaft! This is the only way to achieve lowest weight, quickest response and ultimate in performance. The concave V blades are powerful and super stable, offered in 83 in², 90 in² and the newest 77 in². They feature a generous ABS edge for the protection of your board and the blade. The handles are made of 100% Carbon. The Cut-To-Length Carbon handle is covered with comfortable EVA.
Blade Sizes: 77 in², 83 in² , 91 in² | Material: Carbon | Models: Two-piece, Three Piece
JP-AUSTRALIA.COM
I-99 - X2 CC27

The X2 CC27, a vario adjustable paddle in 100% carbon with a length of 170 to 215 cm, is perfect for riders demanding high performance on wave sessions and cruising with no compromises.

- Blade Size: 522.5 cm²/81 in²
- Weight: 0.55 kg/1.2 lb
- Material: Carbon
- Blade Width/Length: 43.0 cm x 18.0 cm/16.93 in x 7 in
- Feather: 10°

SELECT PADDLES - FUSION

Made entirely from carbon, the FUSION PRO Sup is a very light and reactive paddle. The V-shape section offers excellent stability for better stroke comfort. The best choice for exigent paddlers. Available as a single piece or adjustable shaft.

- Length: 150-220 cm
- Weight: .48 kg/1 lb
- Level: High End
- Material: Carbon
- Blade Sizes: 480 cm² . 510 cm² . 550 cm²

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - GRANDPRIX

The Grand Prix 86/93/100 cm is a race paddle that has the most stable, most confident forward stroke needed to excel in all conditions. Our unique blade shape allows for a less abrupt catch with a higher cadence. Feel the overall weight of just 14.75 ounces. Resized to meet the demands of today’s racers, but not so small to lose power. Our ultimate performance paddle uses our most advanced materials and process for an overall weight of just 413 grams, giving elite level flex and balance for comfort and performance.

- Length: Straight 1 Piece: 50”, 86” in 1” increments . Bent 1 Piece: 74” - 85” in
- Weight: 0.4 kg/14.5 oz . 0.5 kg/18.75 oz
- Blade Size: 86 in² . 19.25 ” x 7”

WERNERPADDLES.COM

GPOWER - RAZOR RACE PRO

It’s smart to have all the advantages on your side. Discover them in every RACE PRO paddle. Every Pro knows that the secret of winning lies in details. That’s why RACE PRO delivers all of them on a supreme level. It’s the lightest and most exceptional paddle you have ever seen. Available shaft flex: 30/35/40/45/50. Maximum paddle length 210 cm.

- Blade Size: 510 cm . 556 cm . 597 cm
- Weight: .44 kg/0.97 lb
- Level: High End
- Material: Carbon

GPOWER.PL

SELECT PADDLES - OCEAN PRO

Developed by Eric Terrien, the OCEAN PRO SUP paddle was designed to combine comfort, control and performance in the ocean environment. The OCEAN PRO is flawlessly efficient in raw water conditions, with a huge potential for accelerating in the bumps in downwind conditions, optimal control in crosswinds and choppy water: it is very comfortable to face headwinds. Thanks to all its qualities, the OCEAN PRO is also remarkable in technical races, facilitating the acceleration at the buoys, the wave handling and the passage of foams as well as the control of the board in chaps created by the competitors. The OCEAN PRO is fitted with an oval shaft enabling easier tack changing moves. Available as a one piece or adjustable.

- Sizes: XS: 46.5 x 17.5 cm . S: 48.5 x 17.7 cm . M: 50.8 x 18.8 cm
- Level: High End
- Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM
**STAND UP PADDLE**

**AQUA-BOUND - MALTA FIBERGLASS**

The Malta Fiberglass offers performance and designs that will make you stand out on the water. The 561 cm² blade is smooth and efficient and designed to not be overly fatiguing while paddleboarding. The Malta’s blade comes in three stunning designs, all crafted of compression molded fiberglass. Regardless of the water conditions you encounter, the T-grip and 10-degree bend in the 100% carbon shaft ensure your paddling experience is easy on your joints and muscles.

Length: 178-218 cm/70-86” | Weight: 0.54 kg/1.15 lbs | Blade size: 561 cm²/87 in² | Blade Material: Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon with 10° bend

**JP AUSTRALIA - CARBON GLASS 83**

The Carbon blade, in combination with a pre-preg fiberglass shaft, provides excellent performance at a great price. The stringer inside the “Y” blade creates stiffness. The 83 cm² blade released mid-season last year is again incorporated in 2020, alongside with the classic 90 cm². The matte finish on the shaft provides good grip. Comes with a 100% carbon slotted extension and handle. Also available in a two-piece version and 90 inch² blade.

Blade Size: 535 cm² | Weight: 0.7 kg/1.5 lb | Material: Carbon

**EGALIS - SWAN SLIM ALU LL**

The Swan Slim SUP paddle has a slightly renewed blade shape, making it more effortless to paddle. It also has a new Leverlock system, which gives the feel and performance of a fixed-length paddle with the versatility and convenience of an adjustable.

Length: 135-175 cm, 165-205 cm | Weight: 870 g | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft Lock: Leverlock | Shaft Material: Aluminium

**AQUABOUND.COM**

**SELECT PADDLES - SESSION**

The Session SUP from Select Paddles is specially engineered to increase efficiency and reduce fatigue. Light and thin, and built in fiberglass, with a V-shaped section that provides excellent stability for a very comfortable paddle swipe through the water. Whether for fitness, touring, or surf, the SESSION is an excellent versatile paddle. Available as a 1-piece adjustable or three-part model.

Weight: 0.65 kg/1.4 lb | Material: Fiberglass

**SELECT-PADDLES.COM**

**TAHEOUTDOORS.EU**

**AQUABOUND.COM**

**JP-AUSTRALIA.COM**
LAHNAKOSKI - SUP

Combining a respect for exacting traditional Finnish craftsmanship with carefully selected materials, modern technology, and cutting-edge innovation produces the definitive paddle: handy, flexible, and pleasant for both beginners and old hands. The SUP paddle does not sink. Due to its light color and graceful shape, it is easy to see even if you are in the water rather than on it. A beautiful light and warm SUP paddle made of aspen and alder. Shaped handle, blade tip reinforced with a wedge. Finished with a special varnish.

Sizes: 170 cm, 190 cm, 200 cm, 210 cm, 220 cm | Material: Wood

LAHNAKOSKI.FI

KUDO OUTDOORS - SUP PADDLE

The KUDO SUP Paddle offers the same great shape in a variety of materials, giving you options for your perfect paddle. Choose between a blade in plastic, fiberglass, and carbon fiber, and a shaft in aluminum, fiberglass, or carbon fiber. Our OEM/ODM service covers the complete spectrum of the product life cycle, from concept to manufacturing and after-market services.

Blade Size: 48 x 18.5 cm | Blade Material: Fiberglass | Shaft Material: Fiberglass

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

JP-AUSTRALIA SUP - CARBON GLASS PADDLE

The Carbon blade in combination with a Pre-preg fiberglass shaft provides performance at a great price. The stringer inside the “Y” blade creates stiffness. The 83 in² blade released on the mid-season last year is again incorporated in 2020, alongside with the classic 90 in². The matte finish on the shaft provides good grip. Comes with a 100% carbon slotted extension and handle.

Models available: 2 pc, 3 pc | Blade sizes: 83 in², 90 in² | Material: Carbon, Fiberglass

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

ZIJIE SPORTS - ZJ LIGHTWEIGHT 3-PIECE CARBON SUP PADDLE WITH CUSTOMIZED GRAPHICS

Three-piece paddle with amazing graphic design print options! Carbon blade with PMI foam inside, shaped by CNC machine. Available with a lightweight oval or tapered shaft for high performance. Adjustable three-piece shaft with double bolt clamp lever, length range: 172-220 cm, Ergo Palm T-grip, easy for transport and travel. 1-Year Warranty.

Weight: 0.7 kg/1.5 lb | Blade Size: 19.5 x 45 cm | Length: 172-220 cm | Material: Carbon

ZIJIE-SPORT.COM

EGALIS - SWAN

The Swan SUP paddle is ideal for touring at sea, in calm waters, or even surf sessions. The Swan is a comfortable and easy to use. It is unbreakable and available in many different versions.

Length: 170-200 cm (10 cm increments) | Weight: 820 g | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft Material: Aluminium

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
SELECT PADDLES - WILD CARBON

Inspired by the W1, the new WILD carbon paddle from Select has every advantage expected from the most demanding whitewater riders. It is lightweight for a high-velocity ratio and features a thin edge for perfect water catch, the combination enabling a capacity for endurance that will have you surprise yourself. Three blade sizes, 625 / 675 / 715 cm², available as a single piece or two-part, in bent or straight shaft.

Weight: 0.9 kg/2 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

PRIJON - KAPPA

The Kappa is a whitewater paddle with an increased blade to shaft offset. This blade forward design gives you a more powerful catch and enables an even higher angle through the power phase. In turbulent conditions, its greater dihedral stabilizes the paddle during powerful forward strokes. Stiff blades with foam core provide ultimate performance and the best possible power transmission. We’ve optimized materials and manufacturing techniques to obtain a lower blade weight while they remain strong and provide a comfortable flex. Available in fiberglass (2 colors) and carbon, with carbon bent and fiberglass straight shafts.

Weight: 1.14 kg/2.5 lb | Blade Size: 714 cm² | Material: Carbon

PRIJON.COM

KOBER PADDEL - REBELL

The Rebell EFC. Our top-end whitewater paddle has powerful, hydrodynamic-shaped blades that are set forward from the paddle shaft. The shape and position of the blade enable an efficient catch right from the moment the paddle enters the water. A stable blade shape combined with a high buoyancy foam core allow for very efficient, flutter-free paddle strokes. This paddle is ideal for boater cross racing and powerful aerated whitewater.

Weight: 0.9 kg/2 lb | Blade Size: 48.5 x 20.5 cm | Material: Carbon

KOB-PADDEL.DE

AKSU PADDLES - A2

Pierpaolo Ferrazzi (1992 Olympic champion in Barcelona) took part in designing and testing the A2. It’s a professional paddle for canoe slalom. It provides a very solid and stable pull through the water. Due to its perfect shape and thin edges, the paddle also excels on reverse and draw strokes. The paddle is very durable, and will meet the demands even of the most intense competitions or training sessions. The lower edge of the blade is reinforced with a titanium strip that keeps the blade intact when pushing against the walls in slalom courses.

Weight: 0.33 kg/0.72 lb | Material: Carbon | Size: 21.5 x 49 cm | Blade Material: Carbon | Shaft Material: Carbon or Carbon/Kevlar | Ferrule: Aluminum, Plastic

AKSUPADDLES.COM

ROBSON - FLUID CARBON

The Fluid has big, downturned blades for more positive power, which provide less chance of catching on your boat in crucial moments. A slight dihedral profile lends control. The Carbon construction makes the Fluid paddle incredibly stiff and reliable, yet light and easy to paddle.

Length: 190-200 cm (5 cm increments) | Weight: 1050 g | Blade Material: Carbon | Shaft Material: Carbon

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
SELECT PADDLES - TRACK SW
Specifically designed for whitewater slalom, the TRACK SW is a smooth and soft paddle. Its light and steady blade allows for very precise positioning and an excellent grip for a marked acceleration. Available in three blade sizes, and in an adjustable or single piece shaft.
Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon
SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - W1
Select’s flagship whitewater paddle. The W1 is a highly versatile paddle designed for adventure. Extremely resilient, this multi-purpose paddle can go anywhere. The W1 standard has carbon kevlar blades and an ergonomic carbon shaft. Available in two blade sizes, with a straight or bent shaft as an adjustable or single piece.
Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon
SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - PLAYER
The PLAYER is a high-resistance canoe-polo paddle, ideal for attackers. The shape of the blade provides a very good grip for faster moves into the action. Two blade sizes available.
Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon
SELECT-PADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - SHO-GUN
The Sho-Gun uses our most advanced technology in this river running paddle. Decades of experience led us to the chosen paddle for many at the top of their game. As powerful as its name suggests, the rivers where paddlers take the Sho-Gun often need some aggression to navigate each horizon line.
Length: 48 cm/18.9” | Width: 20 cm/7.9” | Weight: 1021 g/36 oz | Material: Carbon Fiber
WERNERPADDLES.COM

LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO WW EXTREM
Our Ergonom Pro WW Extrem is the stiffest whitewater paddle there is. Its stiffness, combined with a great pressure build-up and awesome handling, makes it a great tool, especially for demanding whitewater. The ovalized, ergonomic shaft promises supreme handling, the profiled paddle blades provide you with an extraordinary propulsion. Not only is the Ergonom Pro WW Extrem super effective, but it also offers great maneuvering; even with the slightest stroke you are in control of every movement.
Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.99 kg/2.1 lbs | Material: 70% Carbon . Aramid Fibreglass
LETTMANN.DE
KOBER PADDLE - LEMON

This agile whitewater paddle features a foam core and mid-sized paddle blades that allow for a comfortable paddling experience. The fiberglass construction of both blade and shaft gives a flexible feel and low weight. The blade also features a stabilizing rib and reinforced tip.

Weight: 0.9 kg/2 lb | Blade Size: 46 x 19.3 cm | Material: Fiberglass

KOBER-PADDLE.DE

LAMINEX - AKER

The Aker features fiberglass blades with edges reinforced with Dynel. The blades are offset and shaped for a powerful forward stroke. Suitable for intermediate to advanced paddlers. Shafts: fiberglass, sanded fiberglass, or carbon. Available lengths 180 - 215 cm. Standard 45 degrees right, custom setting available.

Weight: 1050 g | Blade Size: 705 cm² | Material: Fiberglass

TNP.CZ

AQUA-BOUND - SHRED APART

Designed by Alpacka Raft, the Aqua-Bound Shred Apart is a convertible kayak/canoe paddle. It is made with stiff, lightweight carbon-reinforced abX blades and a strong, ovalized carbon shaft. The Shred Apart uses the same components as Aqua-Bound’s Shred Carbon paddle, but includes a pair of T-handle extensions that convert the kayak paddle into a pair of canoe paddles. The Shred Apart allows the packraft to be paddled either in kayak configuration by one person or in canoe configuration by two people.


AQUABOUND.COM

WERNER PADDLES - PACK-TOUR M

The Pack-Tour M is born of the versatile needs of pack raft paddlers and is designed for those looking to paddle open water and tighter moving water streams and rivers. Our 4-piece system easily breaks down to stow away when your pack raft is deflated and your journey finds you back on your feet.

Length: 46 cm/18” | Width: 18.5 cm/7.3” | Weight: 910 g/32 oz | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM
LAMINEX - RAPA CARBON

A new release of this tried and tested whitewater paddle has blades made of a new material: long carbon fiber filled polyamide. Thanks to the new material, Rapa Carbon blades become much firmer (and slightly lighter) compared to the original version. The Rapa Carbon is delivered with duralumin or composite, 30 mm diameter shafts and black blades. It is supplied as one-piece or two-piece with standard, YP or Z coupling.

Weight: 900 g | Blade Size: 713 cm² | Material: Carbon

TPN.CZ

WERNER PADDLES - SURGE

For those paddlers seeking the utmost power and dependable catch in a high impact resistant fiberglass layup. Tested by some of the best expedition kayakers in the world on some of the most demanding rivers. The Surge delivers confidence with every stroke.

Length: 48.25 cm/19" | Width: 20 cm/7.9" | Weight: 999 g/35.25 oz | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - STRIKE

Aply named, the Strike is your tool for success in downriver situations that require power in a mid-size blade. Great for smaller paddlers and women looking to take advantage of all the benefits of a blade forward design.

Length: 46.5 cm/18.3" | Width: 19.5 cm/7.7" | Weight: 985 g/34.75 oz | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM
OTTAWA PADDLES - WHITEWATER BOW SHAFT

When you are not forcing your hands to hold a paddle, your natural wrist positioning while sitting in a kayak follows an imaginary ark or bow. A straight paddle does not accommodate this natural tendency. The Ottawa Paddles Whitewater Bow Shaft bent shaft facilitates an ergonomic and comfortable wrist position, leading to less fatigue and longer ventures on the water. The trident grip allows for one paddle to comfortably fit all hand spacings, no matter your arm length or height. You can have a short paddle if you are tall, and a long paddle if you are short, or anything in between.

Material: Plastic

OTTAWAPADDLES.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - COLT KIDS’ PADDLE

Designed for younger or smaller paddlers, this lightweight paddle has asymmetric blades and a shorter aluminum shaft suited to smaller hands.

Length: 175 cm . 185 cm . 195 cm | Shaft Diameter: 28 mm | Feather: 60° Right-hand |
Blade Area: 600 cm² | Blade Material: Polypropylene Glass . Plastic |
Shaft Material: Aluminum | Colors: Aqua . Red

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SELECT PADDLES - RIVER

The RIVER is an ideal versatile paddle. Pleasant to use in any style of whitewater paddling, from freestyle to downriver. The RIVER will go with you on all your sessions. Aimed at the progressing paddler. Available in bent and straight shaft.

Length: 180-210 cm | Blade size: 675 cm² | Weight: 1.05 kg/2.3 lb |
Level: Entry Level | Material: Fiberglass

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - MAVERICK G1 4

Ideal as a spare, this four-piece Maverick has a glass fiber reinforced polypropylene blade, strong fiberglass shaft and a coupling in the center and at either blade so it can be broken down to stow away, or adjusted to be left or right handed.

Blade Size: 680 cm² | Weight: 1.2 kg/2.6 lbs | Level: Mid-Range | Shaft Diameter: 31.5 mm |

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOBER - SOUL

Our ‘Soul’ is a multiple purpose whitewater paddle with a mid-size, fiberglass reinforced blade, produced in ATT technology. With a flexible shaft and a well-balanced shape, you can generate power effortlessly. Suitable for beginners and advanced paddlers. The tracking-fin assists in a flutter-free stroke.

Weight: 1.1 kg/ 2.4 lbs

KOBER-MOLL.DE
HAND PADDLE

**ARMFINS - SURFINS KAYAK HAND PADDLES**

This is the Surfins that Eric Shores used to explore California sea caves. Very few left. Mold damaged, so there will be no more. Color varies. Colors could be yellow, light blue, or the only hot pink in the world. Some slight blems but usable. Straps included. Surfins shortcomings corrected in Arm-Fins. Buy Arm-Fins as they are so much better.

ARMFINS.COM

---

**ARMFINS - ARMPADDLES**

ArmFins Armpaddles (TM & US Patent #10,308,377). Innovative Armpaddles for kayaking, fishing, or exploring. Armpaddles eliminate the typical plastic or aluminum shaft of a traditional kayak paddle in favor of an ergonomic hand grip and dual-function design. Armpaddles easily convert from long to compact armpaddles for greater control and stability. When connected, Armpaddles can be used as a traditional kayak paddle. When used separately, it gives the user the ability to row with two buoyant blades in the water. Experience what it’s like to paddle with relaxed hands, a stable kayak, and greater control.

ARMFINS.COM

---

**ARMFINS.com**

Use separately and row.

Or connect and paddle.

Buoyant blades, stable boat & relaxed hands.

US PATENT # 10,308,377.

INT'L PAT. PEND.
PADDLER GUIDE.com

The one-stop shop website for paddlesports gear addicts
THE PINNACLE OF PFDS

With Delta Fit – two wings that wrap your ribs, helping you to breathe and move more easily. Fastened and ready to go in five fluid steps, thanks to the revolutionary one-pull Piggyback chest harness.
Equipment broadly encompasses all the little pieces that make a big difference, from inflation systems to roof racks, to the PFDs that keep us safely and comfortably afloat. Splash gear, dry gear, and a wide range of base-layer options make going on adventures more feasible and more pleasant, no matter the weather. Spraydecks keep us in and water out, while accessories allow us to customize our gear and stay out of harm’s way.
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**NRS - NORA**

The women’s specific NRS Nora PFD offers female boaters a lightweight life jacket with a ventilated, thin-back design for comfort in any raft or kayak seat.

Sizes: XS/S, L/XL, XL/XXL | Colors: Lime, Teal | Level: Mid-Range | Material: 400D

NRS.COM

**NRS - NINJA**

Designed for athletic performance, the NRS Ninja PFD is the ultimate low-profile jacket for paddlers of all persuasions. We’ve concentrated all the flotation into a smaller surface area for unbeatable range of motion, so the Ninja stays out of your way and off your mind.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL | Material: 400D Ripstop Nylon

NRS.COM

**NRS - OSO**

The NRS Oso PFD is a lightweight, medium-profile life jacket for recreational kayakers and rafters with a ventilated, thin-back design for comfort with any type of seat.

Sizes: XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL | Colors: Blue, Red, Charcoal | Material: 400D | Level: High End

NRS.COM

**HIKO SPORT - SWIFT PFD**

Lightweight, simple to adjust PFD made from durable material. Sizes are color-coded – great for commercial use. Suitable for wider range of water sport activities. Great for private as well as commercial applications: kayaking schools, adventure companies, etc. Low profile comfortable fit, easy to adjust, and visibly color-coded. Designed and manufactured in accordance with international standards ISO12402-5 AND ISO12402-6.

Sizes: XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL | Colors: Black

HIKOSPORT.COM

**HIKO SPORT - MIKMAQ PFD**

Low profile PFD with front zipper entry, suitable for both whitewater and ocean paddling. The vest is easily fitted using adjustable shoulder straps and side straps. It has one large pocket with zipper entry in the front and a knife holder. Designed and manufactured in accordance with international standards ISO12402-5 AND ISO12402-6.

Sizes: XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

**PALM EQUIPMENT - MEANDER HIGHBACK PFD**

The Meander Highback PFD works with the taller seats found on many sit-on-top and touring kayaks. The cut away back panel sits above the seat for a more comfortable paddling position. Lightweight and slimline, this PFD is easy to use, with a simple zip entry, secure waist buckle closure, and useful zipped pocket for your belongings.

Sizes: XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N) | Colors: Flame, Ocean

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

**OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE PADDLING.**
SECUMAR - VIVO 50

A 50 N buoyancy aid specially designed for use in canoes and kayaks. The VIVO 50 is worn by simply pulling over the head and fixing the crotch strap, keeping the sides clean for unhindered paddling. The red version is kept smooth, whereas the orange/blue version has a front mesh pocket for your Mars Bar or Kendall Mint Cake! Approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-5. (CE mark)

Sizes: One size (50 N) | Max. Cap.: > 40 kg |
Certification: DIN EN ISO 12402-5 (CE mark)

SECUMAR.COM

BALTIC - CANOE HYDRO

The Canoe Hydro backpack is designed to hold a hydration bottle. Features include D-rings on the shoulders to retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, sunglasses, etc., and deep pocket on the chest. Subcutal strap. Other design features are the same as the Canoe. Five years guarantee.


AQUADESIGN.EU

BALTIC - X3

A high cut vest for kayaking and dinghy sailing with a focus on a perfect fit. This has been obtained by having an adjustable side entry combined with adjustable padded shoulder straps. A key feature is a generous chest storage pocket with zip closure. The X3 positions the floating material to give maximum performance and freedom of movement.

Sizes: XS (25-40 kg) . S (40-50 kg) . M (50-70 kg) . L (70-90 kg) . XL (90+ kg)

BALTIC.SE

PALM EQUIPMENT - MEANDER

The Meander is our easy going touring PFD, designed to be lightweight and easy to use. A low profile design with a simple, secure YKK quality zip and buckle closure.

Sizes: WXS/S (45 N) . WM/L (50 N) . WXL/XXL (60 N) | Colors: Flame . Purple | Level: Entry Level | Material: 1000D Cordura®

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

AQUADESIGN - OUTDOOR PRO

The Outdoor Club is a high-quality, 70 N buoyancy aid vest made of premium Cordura fabric and PVC foam. Comfortable, ergonomic, and durable, it has been designed for intensive use. Particularly suitable for canoe, kayak, and light sailing clubs. Its design guarantees optimal practical comfort.


AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - TWIST CLUB

Accessible, comfortable and durable, the Twist Club vest is ideal for both individuals and professionals. Whether for use in clubs or rental companies, it is perfectly suited to canoeing, light sailing, or SUP. Equipped with three straps with tightening buckles at the front, it is also available in one color per size and a subcutal strap to ensure proper fit.


AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - OUTDOOR PRO

The Outdoor Club is a high-quality, 70 N buoyancy aid vest made of premium Cordura fabric and PVC foam. Comfortable, ergonomic, and durable, it has been designed for intensive use. Particularly suitable for canoe, kayak, and light sailing clubs. Its design guarantees optimal practical comfort.


AQUADESIGN.EU

BALTIC - CANOE HYDRO

The Canoe Hydro backpack is designed to hold a hydration bottle. Features include D-rings on the shoulders to retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, sunglasses, etc., and deep pocket on the chest. Subcutal strap. Other design features are the same as the Canoe. Five years guarantee.

Sizes: 40-130 kg/88-287 lb

BALTIC.SE

AQUADESIGN - OUTDOOR PRO

The Outdoor Club is a high-quality, 70 N buoyancy aid vest made of premium Cordura fabric and PVC foam. Comfortable, ergonomic, and durable, it has been designed for intensive use. Particularly suitable for canoe, kayak, and light sailing clubs. Its design guarantees optimal practical comfort.


AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - TWIST CLUB

Accessible, comfortable and durable, the Twist Club vest is ideal for both individuals and professionals. Whether for use in clubs or rental companies, it is perfectly suited to canoeing, light sailing, or SUP. Equipped with three straps with tightening buckles at the front, it is also available in one color per size and a subcutal strap to ensure proper fit.


AQUADESIGN.EU

BALTIC - CANOE HYDRO

The Canoe Hydro backpack is designed to hold a hydration bottle. Features include D-rings on the shoulders to retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, sunglasses, etc., and deep pocket on the chest. Subcutal strap. Other design features are the same as the Canoe. Five years guarantee.


AQUADESIGN.EU

BALTIC - CANOE HYDRO

The Canoe Hydro backpack is designed to hold a hydration bottle. Features include D-rings on the shoulders to retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, sunglasses, etc., and deep pocket on the chest. Subcutal strap. Other design features are the same as the Canoe. Five years guarantee.

Sizes: 40-130 kg/88-287 lb

BALTIC.SE

AQUADESIGN - OUTDOOR PRO

The Outdoor Club is a high-quality, 70 N buoyancy aid vest made of premium Cordura fabric and PVC foam. Comfortable, ergonomic, and durable, it has been designed for intensive use. Particularly suitable for canoe, kayak, and light sailing clubs. Its design guarantees optimal practical comfort.


AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - TWIST CLUB

Accessible, comfortable and durable, the Twist Club vest is ideal for both individuals and professionals. Whether for use in clubs or rental companies, it is perfectly suited to canoeing, light sailing, or SUP. Equipped with three straps with tightening buckles at the front, it is also available in one color per size and a subcutal strap to ensure proper fit.


AQUADESIGN.EU

SECUMAR - VIVO 50

A 50 N buoyancy aid specially designed for use in canoes and kayaks. The VIVO 50 is worn by simply pulling over the head and fixing the crotch strap, keeping the sides clean for unhindered paddling. The red version is kept smooth, whereas the orange/blue version has a front mesh pocket for your Mars Bar or Kendall Mint Cake! Approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-5. (CE mark)

Sizes: One size (50 N) | Max. Cap.: > 40 kg |
Certification: DIN EN ISO 12402-5 (CE mark)

SECUMAR.COM

BALTIC - X3

A high cut vest for kayaking and dinghy sailing with a focus on a perfect fit. This has been obtained by having an adjustable side entry combined with adjustable padded shoulder straps. A key feature is a generous chest storage pocket with zip closure. The X3 positions the floating material to give maximum performance and freedom of movement.

Sizes: XS (25-40 kg) . S (40-50 kg) . M (50-70 kg) . L (70-90 kg) . XL (90+ kg)

BALTIC.SE

PALM EQUIPMENT - MEANDER

The Meander is our easy going touring PFD, designed to be lightweight and easy to use. A low profile design with a simple, secure YKK quality zip and buckle closure.

Sizes: WXS/S (45 N) . WM/L (50 N) . WXL/XXL (60 N) | Colors: Flame . Purple | Level: Entry Level | Material: 1000D Cordura®

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM
PEAK UK - EXPLORER ZIP

Peak UK’s classic sea kayaking/touring PFD features two huge chest zip pockets, flare and radio pockets, and a large bladder pouch on the rear. All pockets have gear clips and plastic zip sliders, while two front webbing loops allow bladder hose clips to be attached. Simple and effective waist and side straps give easy adjustment to find your perfect fit, and the integrated padded covers conceal one-time adjustment figure-hugging shoulders. Updated with two bright new colors and now available in two women’s sizes, featuring a specific chest foam cut.

Sizes: S/M . L/XL . XXL . W10/12 . W14/16 |
Colors: Red . Blue

PEAKUK.COM

KOKATAT - NEPTUNE

Designed as a technical touring life vest, the Neptune has all the comfort, durability, pockets and organization you will need for a day, week, or month on the water. This rugged front entry life vest is made with durable 210D high-tenacity rip stop nylon fabric. The articulated shell and sculpted foam panels wrap your torso in unprecedented comfort. All webbing adjustments are front and center for easy fitting. Backed by Kokatat’s limited lifetime product warranty.

Sizes: XS/S (16/05) . M/L (17/05) . XL/XXL (18/00) |
Colors: Leaf . Red . Leaf |
Certification: ISO (European Union) . Harmonized (US Coast Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - PEYTO PFD

Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a highly capable touring buoyancy aid. Comfort fit foam, a supple face fabric, and accessible strap adjustment mean the Peyto fits comfortably next to your skin or over a jacket. Hidden hand warmers, front pockets to swallow up a radio and other essentials, and a rear pocket to accommodate a drinks reservoir make this a premium quality all-season PFD. Women’s version also available.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (65 N) . XL/XXL (70 N) |

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PEAK UK - TOURLITE ZIP

The Tourlite Zip is back and better than ever, with easy external side adjustments and a new waist adjustment. The two huge chest pockets give ample storage and the fit is the classic Olympic cut, offering superb freedom of movement. Tough materials and soft eco foam give a fantastic touring PFD at a great price.

Sizes: S/M . L/XL . XXL |
Colors: Lime

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - OCEAN WRAP

Winner of the Paddle Expo Product of the Year 2019 (Apparel & Equipment), the Ocean Wrap has taken PFD comfort and performance to the next level. The unique, patent-pending wrap entry system allows vest-style storage but with the ease of front entry fitting. The chest foam layout also allows a specific cut for women, giving unparalleled comfort. There are large front pockets to carry all your kit, and a rear hydration sleeve so you can drink hands-free whilst on the water.

Sizes: L/XL . XXL . W10/12 . W14/16 |
Colors: Orange/Blue

PEAKUK.COM

MOCKE - RACER PFD

The Mocke Personal Flotation Device (PFD) was designed to give you an inherently buoyant PFD that fitted and felt like you weren’t wearing one, and that didn’t make you overheat while paddling. The unique buoyancy distribution and mesh construction means the PFD molds to your body shape and allows heat to escape keeping you comfortable. It is designed to be competitive at the highest level. Our Racer PFD is ISO SANS and ICF rated for all users.

Sizes: S . M . L

WWW.MOCKEPADDLING.COM

OFFERING EXTRA FLotation AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE SEA KAYAKING.
**ARTISTIC - SWELL**

This lightweight and comfortable buoyancy aid (50N) is ideal for all the watersports activities. It is made of Airex closed-cell foam and 200D nylon that offers a great range of adjustment points. It keeps you hydrated with its one-liter water bag and warms your hands with its padded ventral opening.


**AQUADESIGN - OCEAN**

Pleasant to wear even for long sessions, the Ocean vest is the perfect accessory for sea and river kayakers. With its different pockets, it carries all the equipment necessary for your safety. It keeps you hydrated with its one-liter water bag and warms your hands with its padded ventral opening.

Sizes: M/L . XL/XXL | Material: 1000D Cordura®

**NRS - ODYSSEY**

Purpose-built for sea kayakers and touring, the NRS Odyssey PFD features all the bells and whistles needed for open-water safety in a full-back design.

PFDS

KOKATAT - HUSTLE

The low-profile HustleR rescue life vest is designed with features veteran paddlers and guides demand: a quick release chest harness, O-ring attachment for a standard cow tail, a sleeve designed to fit Kokatat’s River Tow Tether, and a covered front lash tab for a rescue knife. The large, extra-deep clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper allows for internal organization. Covered in rugged 500D Cordura®, two stacked and sculpted pre-curved foam panels wrap and float around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes. Adjustable shoulders and side adjustments allow for a secure fit. Backed by Kokatat’s limited lifetime product warranty.

Sizes: XS/S (16/05) . M/L (17/05) . XL/XXL (18/00)
Colors: Mantis . Black
Certification: US Coast Guard . ISO

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK UK - RIVER GUIDE

For 2020 the best-selling River Guide now features a huge front pocket plus an easy access front sling pocket, twin carabiner pockets and two knife pockets. The unique integrated harness is adjustable so you can create the perfect length with no cutting required. Integral shoulder pads make boat carrying a much nicer prospect, and the tough 600D polyester/nylon shell and Gaia eco-friendly foam will not let you down. Designed for serious whitewater rats and coaches/guides everywhere. Now available in new colors and two women’s sizes, with a specific front foam cut.

Sizes: S/M . L/XXL . W10/12 . W14/16
Colors: Red . Blue

PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - GUARDIAN PFD 3D

Anatomically shaped rescue PFD with next gen 3D construction for maximum flotation, fit, and mobility. Designed for paddling and rescue in extreme whitewater. Thanks to its unique 3D construction, it is good to use for freestyle as well. 18 pounds of flotation (L/XL) wraps around the torso naturally, allowing full range of motion. Unique telescopic side system fixes the front and the back panel so that flotation stays in place when exposed to turbulent whitewater while the side foam protects the rib cage. Padded shoulders are adjustable to accommodate for torso height of a torso and preferred vest position. Meets international standards: ISO12402-5 AND ISO12402-6.

Sizes: XS / S/ M . L/XXL
Colors: Stealth (All Black) . Waikiki (Black/Blue/High-Vis Orange) . Inferno (Red/Black/High-Vis Orange)

HIKOSPORT.COM

KOKATAT - HUSTLE

The Hustle is a must-have life vest for active paddlers. Two stacked and sculpted GAIA PVC-free and PE foam panels wrap and float around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes, providing all-day comfort. A large clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper allows for internal organization and keeps items securely inside. Covered in durable 210D high-tenacity ripstop Nylon, the Hustle has adjustable padded shoulder straps and three side adjustments to ensure a secure, safe fit. A simple lash tab on the vest’s front allows for attachment of a rescue knife or other accessories.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00)
Colors: Leaf , Mantis , Coal
Certification: ISO (European Union) . Harmonized (US Coast Guard & Transport Canada).

KOKATAT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - NEVIS PFD

The Nevis PFD is the culmination of research from UCLan, design by Barney Caulfield and testing worldwide by Bren Orton. At its core is the Delta Fit adjustment system. Two wings wrap your ribs, reducing pressure on your abdomen, helping you to breathe, and increasing mobility. Set-up to go in five Budis steps, with fewer buckles (including new load-tested aircraft-grade aluminum hardware). The Nevis has the world’s first Piggyback adjustable quick-release chest harness, improving upon the latest research so that releasing your harness doesn’t affect the fit of your PFD. The Nevis sets a new standard in fit and safety.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (80 N)
Colors: Flame/Chilli , Lime/Mint , Ocean/Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMEUROPE.COM

PFDS

KOKATAT - HUSTLER

The low-profile HustleR rescue life vest is designed with features veteran paddlers and guides demand: a quick release chest harness, O-ring attachment for a standard cow tail, and a covered front latch tab for a rescue knife. The large, extra-deep clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper allows for internal organization. Covered in rugged 500D Cordura®, two stacked and sculpted pre-curved foam panels wrap and float around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes. Adjustable shoulders and side adjustments allow for a secure fit. Backed by Kokatat’s limited lifetime product warranty.

Sizes: XS/S (16/05) . M/L (17/05) . XL/XXL (18/00)
Colors: Mantis . Black
Certification: US Coast Guard . ISO

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK UK - RIVER GUIDE

For 2020 the best-selling River Guide now features a huge front pocket plus an easy access front sling pocket, twin carabiner pockets and two knife pockets. The unique integrated harness is adjustable so you can create the perfect length with no cutting required. Integral shoulder pads make boat carrying a much nicer prospect, and the tough 600D polyester/nylon shell and Gaia eco-friendly foam will not let you down. Designed for serious whitewater rats and coaches/guides everywhere. Now available in new colors and two women’s sizes, with a specific front foam cut.

Sizes: S/M . L/XXL . W10/12 . W14/16
Colors: Red . Blue

PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - GUARDIAN PFD 3D

Anatomically shaped rescue PFD with next gen 3D construction for maximum flotation, fit, and mobility. Designed for paddling and rescue in extreme whitewater. Thanks to its unique 3D construction, it is good to use for freestyle as well. 18 pounds of flotation (L/XL) wraps around the torso naturally, allowing full range of motion. Unique telescopic side system fixes the front and the back panel so that flotation stays in place when exposed to turbulent whitewater while the side foam protects the rib cage. Padded shoulders are adjustable to accommodate for torso height of a torso and preferred vest position. Meets international standards: ISO12402-5 AND ISO12402-6.

Sizes: XS / S/ M . L/XXL
Colors: Stealth (All Black) . Waikiki (Black/Blue/High-Vis Orange) . Inferno (Red/Black/High-Vis Orange)

HIKOSPORT.COM

KOKATAT - HUSTLE

The Hustle is a must-have life vest for active paddlers. Two stacked and sculpted GAIA PVC-free and PE foam panels wrap and float around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes, providing all-day comfort. A large clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper allows for internal organization and keeps items securely inside. Covered in durable 210D high-tenacity ripstop Nylon, the Hustle has adjustable padded shoulder straps and three side adjustments to ensure a secure, safe fit. A simple lash tab on the vest’s front allows for attachment of a rescue knife or other accessories.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00)
Colors: Leaf , Mantis , Coal
Certification: ISO (European Union) . Harmonized (US Coast Guard & Transport Canada).

KOKATAT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - FXR PFD

One PFD for everything from rivers to tide races. It’s the comfiest, coolest-looking buoyancy aid. Under the bright, clean exterior are rated shoulder straps with aircraft-grade aluminum hardware. With the new utility-draw front pocket and the new UCL an adjustable safety harness, the FXr is ready for action.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (80 N)
Colors: Flame/Chilli , Sherbet/Mandarin , Ocean/Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMEUROPE.COM

OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE ON HIGH-LEVEL WHITWATER.

HIKO SPORT - GUARDIAN PFD 3D

Anatomically shaped rescue PFD with next gen 3D construction for maximum flotation, fit, and mobility. Designed for paddling and rescue in extreme whitewater. Thanks to its unique 3D construction, it is good to use for freestyle as well. 18 pounds of flotation (L/XL) wraps around the torso naturally, allowing full range of motion. Unique telescopic side system fixes the front and the back panel so that flotation stays in place when exposed to turbulent whitewater while the side foam protects the rib cage. Padded shoulders are adjustable to accommodate for torso height of a torso and preferred vest position. Meets international standards: ISO12402-5 AND ISO12402-6.

Sizes: XS / S/ M . L/XXL
Colors: Stealth (All Black) . Waikiki (Black/Blue/High-Vis Orange) . Inferno (Red/Black/High-Vis Orange)

HIKOSPORT.COM

178 - EQUIPMENT - PADDLER’S GUIDE 2020
KOKATAT - MAXIMUS CENTURION
The updated Maximus Centurion high floatation rescue life vest features wide, contoured neoprene shoulder straps that allow an independently suspended front flotation panel to move in concert with the paddler for unrestricted movement. The comfortable side entry design has webbing adjustments in the front for easy fit adjustments. Updated top loading integrated front pocket and detachable Belly Pocket allow room to carry all your gear. Offered in new colors and made with Gaia® PVC free foam, the Centurion also features a quick release chest harness and O-ring, and is tether/tow system ready. Backed by Kokatat’s limited lifetime product warranty.


TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

NRS - ZEN
The NRS Zen PFD is a low-profile rescue jacket with all the features essential to assist guides and experienced paddlers in a swiftwater rescue situation.

Sizes: S/M . L/XL . XXL | Material: 400D Ripstop Nylon with Cordura® reinforcements

NRS.COM

AQUADESIGN - TRISULI
The Trisuli has been created for guides and demanding sportspersons with many pockets and safety equipment. With its special cut and material of premium conception, the Trisuli life jacket offers maximum comfort. The Trisuli is a professional-quality life jacket with many pockets and features, such as a knife sheath or releasable leash with wide-opening carabiner to guarantee fast and easy access to safety in all conditions.

Sizes: M/L . XL/XXL | Colors: Red . Yellow | Material: 1000D Cordura®

AQUADESIGN.EU

ARTISTIC - ORCO PRO
The Orco Pro is a cleverly designed and robust whitewater vest with a carabiner park, two large pockets, one key pocket, and one inner pocket. Features a short length for optimal movement and comfort when sat in a kayak and easily adjustable waist and shoulder straps.


TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PEAK UK - RIVER VEST
The River Vest is a superb whitewater PFD at a fantastic price. The storage set up is the same as on the River Guide, with a huge front main pocket, twin carabiner pockets, and kneepocket – all featuring key clips and tough metal sliders. Figure-hugging one-time adjust shoulder straps, integrated side straps, and a twin strap waist strap give quick and effective adjustments for a perfect fit, while the bombproof 600D fabric and Gaia soft eco foam provide superb performance and durability. Now available in two new women’s sizes.


PEAKUK.COM

AQUADESIGN - UPANO
This vest designed for guides and canoe/kayak professionals offers a whole range of top-of-the-range features. Side opening, optimal grip with balanced flotation, complete adjustments, storage, quick release buckles. Everything is there to secure paddler safety without disrupting their flow.


AQUADESIGN.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - ACE PFD
Sometimes less is more. Trimmed down to the essentials, the Ace is easy to adjust and smoothly styled. With 60 N of floatation, and our ‘3D’ waist to hold it firmly in place, it’s ICF accredited for use in slalom competition (excluding XXS size). It’s just as smooth competing on whitewater as it is cruising around the bay on your SUP. Size XXS (KL) kids size is available for younger paddlers.


PALMEQUIPEMENTEUROPE.COM

PEAK UK - RIVER WRAP
Winner of the Paddle Expo Product of the Year 2019 (Apparel & Equipment), the River Wrap has taken PFD comfort and performance to the next level. The patent-pending wrap entry system allows west-style storage with the ease of front entry fitting. The chest foam layout allows a specific cut for women, giving unparalleled comfort. The multiple pockets and safety features are identical to the classic River Guide - including the unique, adjustable harness. Peak UK’s bombproof materials and construction combine to give a super tough, functional, high-performance, and innovative PFD.

Sizes: L/XL . XXL . W10/12 . W14/16 | Colors: Orange/Blue

PEAKUK.COM

KOLO - TRISULI
The Trisuli has been created for guides and demanding sportspersons with many pockets and safety equipment. With its special cut and material of premium conception, the Trisuli life jacket offers maximum comfort. The Trisuli is a professional-quality life jacket with many pockets and features, such as a knife sheath or releasable leash with wide-opening carabiner to guarantee fast and easy access to safety in all conditions.

Sizes: M/L . XL/XXL | Colors: Red . Yellow | Material: 1000D Cordura®

AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - ORCO PRO
The Orco Pro is a cleverly designed and robust whitewater vest with a carabiner park, two large pockets, one key pocket, and one inner pocket. Features a short length for optimal movement and comfort when sat in a kayak and easily adjustable waist and shoulder straps.


TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PEAK UK - RIVER VEST
The River Vest is a superb whitewater PFD at a fantastic price. The storage set up is the same as on the River Guide, with a huge front main pocket, twin carabiner pockets, and kneepocket – all featuring key clips and tough metal sliders. Figure-hugging one-time adjust shoulder straps, integrated side straps, and a twin strap waist strap give quick and effective adjustments for a perfect fit, while the bombproof 600D fabric and Gaia soft eco foam provide superb performance and durability. Now available in two new women’s sizes.


PEAKUK.COM
PFDS

FISHING  | OFFERING EXTRA FLotation AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE FISHING.

NRS - CHINOOK

With all the organization and attachment points needed for your fishing accessories, the NRS Chinook Fishing PFD is the world’s best-selling life jacket for kayak anglers. Not only is it designed to make you more effective on the water, the comfort of the Chinook simply can’t be beat.


NRS.COM

NRS - CHINOOK OS

With the fit and design inspired by our most popular life jacket, the Chinook OS Fishing PFD has added features for open-water safety and convenience.

Sizes: XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL | Colors: Orange, Red | Level: High End | Material: 400D Ripstop Nylon

NRS.COM

NRS - RAKU

The NRS Raku PFD offers anglers an alternative to mesh-back life jackets. Its ventilated, thin-back design fits comfortably with any kayak, raft or drift boat seat.

Sizes: XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL | Colors: Charcoal, Orange | Level: High End | Material: 400D Ripstop Nylon

NRS.COM

NRS - SHENOOK

Purpose-built for female anglers, the Shenook fishing PFD has all the features of our best-selling Chinook with a women’s cut and styling. Designed to make you more effective on the water, the Shenook offers endless organization and attachment points for all your fishing tools.

Sizes: XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL | Colors: Charcoal | Level: High End | Material: 400D Ripstop Nylon

NRS.COM

SECUMAR - SECUTFIT

An inflatable lifejacket with 160 N specially designed for canoeists, rowers and paddlers. The SECUTFIT lifejacket is simply pulled over the head and is cut short to sit directly on the chest so it will not interfere with any body movements. The back strap can be easily adjusted to the individual body size and the outer cover has an ergonomic shape so it barely touches the neck. Overall, it’s so well-padded with softshell material that it is extremely comfortable. The outer cover zip has a predetermined breaking point, so it bursts extremely quickly once the firing mechanism comes in contact with water. Approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-3 (CE mark)

Sizes: One size (160 N) | Max. Cap.: > 40 kg | Certification: DIN EN ISO 12402-3 (CE mark)

SECUMAR.COM

KOKATAT - LEVIATHAN

The Leviathan is the ultimate kayak fishing life vest, with 14 pockets and multiple fixture options allowing anglers to carry a selection of lures, tools and gear wherever they choose. This high performance recreational life vest features PVC-free, body-mapped Gaia® foam panels designed to contour precisely around an angler’s torso for a secure and comfortable fit. Ultra-light, quick-drying Ariaprene™ (both non-toxic and hypoallergenic) mesh back and shoulders complements the high-back seats. The Leviathan uses 210D high-tenacity, rip-stop nylon designed to withstand the demands fishing equipment can put on a vest. Fleece-lined hand warmer pockets are a bonus on chilly days. Certifications: ISO (European Union), US Coast Guard, Transport Canada.

Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL | Colors: Mens: Orange, Olive | Colors: Womens: Gray

KOKATAT.COM

OFFERING EXTRA FLotation AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE FISHING.
**MOCKE - RACER PFD**
The Mocke Personal Flotation Device (PFD) was designed to give you an inherently buoyant PFD that fits and feels like you aren’t wearing one, and that doesn’t make you overheat while paddling. The unique buoyancy distribution and mesh construction means the PFD molds to your body shape and allows heat to escape keeping you comfortable. It is designed to be competitive at the highest level. Our Racer PFD is ISO SANS and I.C.F rated for all users.

Sizes: S . M . L

**WWW.MOCKEPADDLING.COM**

**SECUMAR - FREE 100**
An inflatable rescue device for stand-up-paddlers, swimmers, and all watersports, on and in the water. The SECUMAR FREE 100 is a great back-up system that looks like a slightly fattish belt with a fully-sized inflatable lifejacket buoyancy chamber (110 N) neatly folded inside. In case of emergency, the bladder can easily be pulled out of its pocket and placed directly over the head. The CO2 cylinder is then manually operated, inflating the lifejacket, thereby stabilizing the person in trouble. After stabilization, the head and airways will remain above the water level.

Sizes: One size (110 N) | Max. Cap.: > 40 kg

**SECUMAR.COM**

**NRS - MATIK**
An alternative to waist-belted PFDs, the low-profile NRS Matik Inflatable PFD resembles a traditional life vest with the compact convenience of an inflatable.

Sizes: One size | Colors: Navy, Charcoal | Material: 400D

**NRS.COM**

**PALM EQUIPMENT - DRAGON PFD**
A simple, low-profile vest PFD. The narrow, slim shape and easy adjustment make the Dragon a great buoyancy aid for all sorts of watersports like SUP, dragon boating, or sailing.

Sizes: XXS (40 N) . XS/S (45 N) . M/L (50 N) . XL/XXL (55 N) | Colors: Blue/White . Red/White

**PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**PALM EQUIPMENT - GLIDE PFD**
This waist-belt PFD conceals a 100 N floatation bladder that can be instantly inflated when you need it at the pull of a cord. Perfect for stand up paddle boarding, the Glide has a handy, phone-sized pocket and D-ring clip points. Sitting comfortably out of the way when not in use, the Glide fastens securely over your head after inflation.


**PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**LEVEL SIX - RIP CORD**
The Ripcord is a lightweight and low profile inflatable belt PFD. The Ripcord uses a standard CO2 cartridge to inflate your PFD in a matter of seconds in case of an emergency on the water. It comes fully equipped with a comfortable and highly adjustable waist belt system and can be inflated using the back up blow valve in the case of the CO2 cartridge failure. Perfect for SUP paddlers, this inflatable belt PFD is fully coast guard approved in both Canada and the U.S. so you can have peace of mind while enjoying your time on the water.

**LEVELSIX.COM**
**STORMM RIDE - SNYPER RS**
The Snyper RS Spraydeck is made with Supratex, a flexible, abrasion-resistant material. A rubber cord ensures the spraydeck fits perfectly and holds tight even in difficult contact kayak polo competitions. Thanks to a latex coating around the rim, the spraydeck fits well and stays dry. Large loop in the front of the spraydeck for easy exit. M sized for a 75 cm Polo boat.

Deck sizes: (M) 75 cm

STORMMRIDE.COM

**STORMM RIDE - SNYPER S**
The Snyper S Spraydeck is made with Supratex, a flexible, abrasion-resistant material. A rubber cord ensures the spraydeck fits perfectly and holds tight even in difficult contact kayak polo competitions. Thanks to a latex coating around the rim, the spraydeck fits well and stays dry. Large loop in the front of the spraydeck for easy exit. M sized for a 75 cm Polo boat.

Deck sizes: (M) 75 cm

STORMMRIDE.COM

**MOCKE - RACER PFD**
The Mocke Personal Flotation Device (PFD) is designed to give you an inherently buoyant PFD that fits and feels like you aren’t wearing one, and that doesn’t make you overheat while paddling. The unique buoyancy distribution and mesh construction means the PFD molds to your body shape and allows heat to escape, keeping you comfortable. It is designed to be competitive at the highest level. Our Racer PFD is ISO SANS, and I.C.F rated for all users.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL

MOCKEPADDLING.COM

**PEAK UK - RACER PRO**
The Racer Pro has been worn by everyone from Olympic gold medalists Stott/Baillie to Sickline Champion Joe Morley, multiple Freestyle World Champion Claire O’Hara, and many more. If you are looking for a low-profile, high performing competition PFD then the Racer Pro is the one for you. ICF/ISO approved. The ultra-low cut and figure-hugging adjustments give an unbeatable performance, and the results back it up!


PEAKUK.COM

**PEAK UK - MARATHON RACER**
One of the most comfortable and versatile PFDs around: the Marathon Racer is equally at home in a race environment, at sea, on a paddleboard, and much more. The minimalist sides with easy adjustments give a superb, low-profile fit, and the figure-hugging shoulders offer a one-time adjustment with no loose ends. The huge front pocket can easily fit a drink bottle, and the bladder pouch on the rear features several hose attachment options. The ultra-low cut takes inspiration from the best-selling Racer Pro for incredible freedom of movement with minimum restriction.

Sizes: S/M . L/XL . XXL | Colors: Orange . Lime

PEAKUK.COM

**BALTIC - DINGHY PRO**
An advanced dinghy and kayak buoyancy aid used by Olympians and World Champions. Airex super soft foam in combination with laminated polyethylene foam makes it extremely comfortable to wear. Featuring a Mylar front pocket and a durable Delrin zip. Waistband with double Velcro closure to prevent riding up, reinforced shoulders, and bottom draw tie. High cut for comfort when moving on and off the water.

Size: XS (25-40 kg) . S (40-50 kg) . M (50-70 kg) . M/L (70-80 kg) . L (80-90 kg) . XL (90+ kg)

BALTIC.SE
PEAK UK - RACER ST

The ground-breaking, game changing, three-in-one topdeck/PFD from Peak UK. The Racer ST was launched at the Rio 2016 Olympics and sped Joe Clarke down the course to K1 gold and Florence/Hounslow to C2 silver. Since then, many of the world’s best athletes have chosen the Racer ST, and it remains unparalleled in terms of performance and innovation in the industry. The foam section in the deck allows for just 20 mm of foam in the body, giving a world-class fit with incredible freedom of movement. Available in long and short sleeve versions.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Colors: Black, Blue, Custom | Deck sizes: K1, C1

PEAKUK.COM

VAIKOBI - VDRY LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE JACKET

The Vaikobi VDRY Lightweight Jacket is back and better than ever to keep you protected when you race and train. Featuring an upgraded 100% waterproof, lightweight, breathable shell, the new VDRY jacket feels super lightweight and now features a full length zip for increased versatility. The VDRY Lightweight Jacket also features a strategically positioned air vent on the back panel and under the arms to maintain body temperature control for peak performance.

Material: Lightweight 100% Polyester Water Resistant Shell

WWW.VAIKOBI.COM

VAIKOBI - VXP RACE PFD

Following on from the great success of the V3 Ocean Racing PFD, we are super excited to release the ultimate downwind paddling PFD- The VXP Race PFD! The VXP has been designed in partnership with the Vaikobi Race Team to produce one of our most sleek, lightweight and super comfortable designed vest, packed with important features to make your time on the water even more comfortable and ultimately safer. Paddle hard, paddle fast, and paddle safe with the Vaikobi VXP.

Sizes: XS - XXL | Colors: Fiuro Yellow/Black

WWW.VAIKOBI.COM

PEAK UK - SEMI ST

The natural progression from the ground-breaking, unique Racer ST has arrived. The Semi ST features the same, innovative 3-in-1 technology but in a tougher X3 ripstop nylon for colder weather and harsher conditions. Available in long and short sleeve versions, both models feature a supersoft neo cone neck with tension band, and double neo & latex wrists/arms. The Semi ST Short can be combined with the Combi Sleeves (sold separately) to give a toasty warm topdeck. Both models are available in full custom print options. Perfect for freestyle, winter slalom and more.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL | Colors: Black, Blue, Custom | Deck Sizes: K1, C1

PEAKUK.COM
STORMM RIDE - DRIFT S
The Drift S Spraydeck is made with Supratex, a flexible, abrasion-resistant material. A rubber cord ensures the spraydeck fits perfectly and holds tight even in difficult whitewater conditions. Thanks to a latex coating around the rim, the spraydeck fits well and stays dry. Large loop in the front of the spraydeck for easy exit.

Deck sizes: (L) 86 cm . (XL) 93 cm
STORMMRIDE.COM

LEVEL SIX - ACE
The Ace is our most technically sophisticated sprayskirt, and is designed for the most advanced whitewater paddler and the harshest conditions. If you’re looking for a skirt for big water, advanced play, or creeking, this is your best bet. The Ace is built to stand up to the wear and tear of lots of days on the water, boat over boat rescues, and just about whatever else you can throw at it.

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - JACK SKIRT
The Jack is a bungee-sealed whitewater skirt based on the fit and construction of the high-end Ace. The Jack employs a super stretchy neoprene deck and a bungee seal that fits easily and comfortably on a variety of cockpit sizes. A flange with urethane glue on the underside increases the seal against your boat. The Jack is a perfect skirt for all levels of paddlers.

WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK UK - WHITENWATER
Designed for the biggest water around, and worn by two-time winner of Sickline Ice Morley, the Whitewater Deck will not let you down. This deck has been down some of the toughest water on the planet, with some of the best boaters on the planet. Silicone reinforcing on the top of the deck and latex on the underside backs up 5 mm, tough-faced neoprene and an 11 mm shock cord. The small cockpit size features a two-thirds dry lip for composite boats. New Huge size now available.

PEAKUK.COM

SANDILINE - SPRAYDECK SCHOOL SD
An ideal spraydeck for beginners, schools, and rentals. Two adjustable sizes and a belt with a webbing tightening system ensure perfect fit, and a reinforced deck with abrasion resistant small diamond neoprene ensure long-lasting durability.

Sizes: XS/M (55 cm-70 cm) . L/XL (70 cm-90 cm)
SANDILINE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ENDURO DECK
Durable and reliable, the Enduro is our all-round whitewater deck, with a knee-off strap for an easy exit from your boat. The Supratex rim section resists wear, whilst the sticky Gripsil print underneath grips your cockpit for a dry seal. The seamless O-ring seal at the waist helps keep the deck in place with or without a twin seal jacket.

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SANDILINE - SPRAYDECK KEVLAR
A strong and durable spraydeck designed for extreme use. The deck top is laminated with Kevlar for extra durability, the inner part is laminated with sika coating, and all seams are welded for enhanced waterproofness.

Tunnel Sizes: 65 cm . 70 cm . 80 cm . 85 cm . 90 cm | Deck sizes: Key. Big. Huge
SANDILINE.COM
SEa KAYAK 1 BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

ARTISTIC - BASIC SPRAYSKIRT UNISIZE

The Artistic Basic Multi-size sprayskirt is a sprayskirt that will fit most kayak cockpits as it has two adjustable elastic rims. The sprayskirt is water-repellent and very durable, and well-suited for people who have multiple kayaks in their family. The Basic Multi-size sprayskirt is made of PU coated Nylon. The adjustable waist band allows plenty of versatility and comfort.


TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PEAK UK - EXPLORER

The deck of choice for hardened ocean adventurers everywhere, updated for 2020. The Explorer is functional, comfortable, and can handle whatever conditions you need it to. The tough-faced 4 mm neoprene features silicone reinforcing on top and silicone AO print underneath for the best seal possible. The 10 mm shockcord (9 mm on the composite size) gives a tight and reliable fit. Adjustable map holding shockcord allows you to navigate on the move.


PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - CAMEL SPRAYDECK

A versatile spraydeck suitable for expedition sea-kayaking and touring. It combines the benefits of a nylon waist and neoprene deck. The neoprene deck with adhesive coating on the inside increases water-tightness around the cockpit. The neoprene also prevents water from pooling on top of the deck. The nylon waist allows ventilation, and if necessary, can be tightened using the rubber cord. Adjustable suspenders keep the waist from rolling down. Rubber cords on the top of the deck can hold a map, compass, or other necessities.

Sizes: 80 . 87 . 94 . 110 | Colors: Red . Grey | Material: NTX2

HIKOSPORT.COM

REED CHILLCHEATER - AQUATHERM SPRAY DECK

Our Aquatherm Spray Deck with an adjustable waist is a revolutionary, lightweight design. Ideal for slalom, sea kayaking, polo, touring, and recreational use. Draw-cord waistband. All decks can also be attached to all tops. The fabric’s outer surface is 20 times more abrasion resistant than neoprene. Aquatherm deck fabric has 360-degree stretch, instant memory return, and has 80% less volume and weight compared with traditional neoprene products, without compromising performance. It is comfortable, durable and supple, UV stable, waterproof, and fast-drying.


CHILLCHEATER.COM
LEVEL SIX - ODIN
The Odin is a deluxe front-entry drysuit designed to stand up to the toughest tests on the water. This drysuit is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable nylon, Exhaust 3.0, and comes with features like the stealth double tunnel system; articulated spine, knees, and elbows; front relief zipper; and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to whitewater, the Odin front-entry drysuit will have you feeling like a Norse god.
LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - FJORD DRY SUIT
The Fjord is our expedition-style drysuit. It’s constructed from a fully waterproof-breathable 2.5 ply Exhaust material and integrated with 3.0 ply Exhaust panels in high wear areas. This drysuit features our new stealth waistband system, and elastic shoulder straps allow you to wear the top like a bib pant in hot weather.
LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - FREYA
The Freya is a deluxe front-entry, women’s-specific drysuit designed to withstand the toughest tests on the water. This drysuit is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable nylon, Exhaust 3.0, and comes complete with features like the stealth double tunnel system, articulated spine, knees, and elbows, a rear relief zipper, and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to whitewater, the Freya front-entry drysuit will have you feeling like a Norse Goddess.
LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - FREYA
The Freya is a deluxe front-entry, women’s-specific drysuit designed to withstand the toughest tests on the water. This drysuit is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable nylon, Exhaust 3.0, and comes complete with features like the stealth double tunnel system, articulated spine, knees, and elbows, a rear relief zipper, and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to whitewater, the Freya front-entry drysuit will have you feeling like a Norse Goddess.
LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK UK - DELUXE
A bombproof shoulder-entry suit, ideal for all whitewater kayakers. The entry system is a waterproof, lightweight, flexible and curved zip, which offers incredible freedom of movement with minimum restriction. There is also a waterproof vertical front fly zip. The fabric is a breathable and durable X4 midweight nylon with 20 m waterproofing, with reinforced shoulders, elbows, bum, knees, and ankles. The socks are a fully taped X4 fabric with flatlocked seams. The neck features a super-soft neoprene outer cone with a latex inner, and the wrists feature latex inner seals with AquaOut Velcro/neoprene outers, offering superb protection. Three zip pockets give plenty of handy storage, while the articulated cut allows unrestricted movement and full paddling comfort.
PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - ADVENTURE
A bombproof shoulder-entry suit for all serious sea kayakers and touring paddlers. The entry system is a waterproof, lightweight, flexible, and curved zip, which offers incredible freedom of movement and minimum restriction. There is also a waterproof vertical front fly zip. The fabric is a breathable and durable X4 midweight nylon with 20 m waterproofing, with reinforced elbows, bum, knees, and ankles, and the socks are a fully taped X4 fabric with flatlocked seams. The adjustable nylon hood folds into the zipped collar, and the Velcro closing neoprene inner neck and double wrist seals offer excellent protection.
PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - EXPLORER
The award-winning, ground-breaking, leg-entry suit for sea kayaking and touring in all conditions. The breathable and durable X4 nylon offers 20 m waterproofing and features reinforcements in the elbow, bum, knees, and ankles. The fully adjustable hood features an easy stow toggle, and the zipped outer collar protects the Velcro closing neoprene inner neck. The wrists feature latex inner seals with Aquasafe Velcro/neoprene outers, offering superb protection. Three zip pockets give plenty of handy storage, while the articulated cut allows unrestricted movement and full paddling comfort.
PEAKUK.COM
PEAK UK - WHITWATER
The award-winning and ground-breaking leg entry suit for the toughest whitewater on the planet. The leg entry system offers unparalleled ease of entry and comfort in your kayak. The breathable and durable 34 nylon offers 20 m waterproofing and features reinforcements in the shoulders, elbows, butt, knees, and ankles. The double neck seal consists of a super-soft neoprene outer cone with a latex inner, while the wrists feature latex inner seals with Aquael Velcro/neoprene actuators, all offering superb protection. The articulated cut and pre-bent elbows, butt, and knees give unrestricted movement and maximum paddling performance.
PEAUK.COM

KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY SUIT (GORE-TEX)
Kokatat’s highly regarded Meridian Drysuit is the definitive suit for whitewater and touring. GORE-TEX Pro fabrics provide supreme durability and protection. The suit and neoprene are reinforced with 330 Cordura® GORE-TEX Pro for making a lighter weight suit that dries quickly while providing additional ruggedness and protection in high-wear areas. The Meridian features flexible nylon waterproof entry and relief zippers, adjustable overskirt, GORE-TEX socks, zipper chest pocket, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch-through over cuffs, making it the choice of dedicated paddlers worldwide.
KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - IDOL DRY SUIT
Exclusively from Kokatat, the Idol drysuit with SwitchZip technology separates completely at the waist to give paddlers the versatility of a drysuit and drytop in one garment. The Idol top can be worn alone as a drytop and features a dual adjustable overskirt with “hook & loop” compatible neoprene to snug the top over your spray skirt. The full separation makes the Idol much easier to put on and take off than traditional drysuits. Made with GORE-TEX Pro fabric with 330 Cordura® GORE-TEX on shoulders and below the waist where needed for maximum durability.
KOKATAT.COM

PEAK UK - BORA SUIT
The ultimate cold weather drysuit for ocean and coastal exploration, now with YKK AquaSeal zips. Named after a katabatic north wind, this is the suit to ride out changeable and challenging conditions with its adjustable storm hood, intelligently reinforced wear points, and non-chafing UltraStretch neck seal. The women’s version features a curved “bomb-door” pee zip.
PALMEQUIPTEUROPE.COM

ARTISTIC - PERINO DRY SUIT
The Perino is a whitewater and sea kayak drysuit that provides great comfort and performance. It has a flexible and waterproof entry-seal zipper that makes it easy to get in and out of. The rear entry design also helps to keep the suit more watertight. The Perino has an adjustable waist and neoprene cuffs/collar with inner latex to keep you dry.
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

SANDILINE - DRY SUIT KAYAK EXTREME 4L
New colors, improved cuts, larger reinforcements, a leg pocket, and all the good features from our previous model. Tested first by our riders around the globe, then improved and tested again on a fantastic adventure in Lange Kohla. It has now been 10 years since our first kayaking drysuits came to the market; we used this time to gather information and improve our new one. New cuts and a different neck made it more comfortable, larger Cordura reinforcements made it more resistant and durable. All the good features remained the same. We also still inspect and test each drysuit we make.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Yellow
SANDILINE.COM

HIKO SPORT - CALYPSO
The drysuit for women. The Calypso provides full-body protection against cold water and weather, with a cut adjusted to fit female body types comfortably so you can enjoy maximum heat and comfort without compromising mobility. The entry on the back panel in the shoulder area is secured with a water-tight zipper. The same zipper is also on the area of lower back and thighs for easy relief. The waist is adjustable using our “DoublePull” system. Outside neoprene cuffs protect latex cuffs around the neck and wrists. Abrasion resistant Cordura reinforced elbows/forearms, knees, and seat.
HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ATOM SUIT
The second generation of our Atom Suit, now with YKK AquaSeal entry and relief zips. A simpler, tougher whitewater suit – optimizing the number of seams and positioning them to minimize wear. Heavy, double-taped seams and UK made latex gaskets keep you dry. The women’s version features a curved “bomb-door” pee zip.
PALMEQUIPTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - BORA SUIT
The ultimate cold weather drysuit for ocean and coastal exploration, now with YKK AquaSeal zips. Named after a katabatic north wind, this is the suit to ride out changeable and challenging conditions with its adjustable storm hood, intelligently reinforced wear points, and non-chafing UltraStretch neck seal. The women’s version features a curved “bomb-door” pee zip.
PALMEQUIPTEUROPE.COM

HICO SPORT - BORA SUIT
The ultimate cold weather drysuit for ocean and coastal exploration, now with YKK AquaSeal entry and relief zips. A simpler, tougher whitewater suit – optimizing the number of seams and positioning them to minimize wear. Heavy, double-taped seams and UK made latex gaskets keep you dry. The women’s version features a curved “bomb-door” pee zip.
PALMEQUIPTEUROPE.COM
KOKATAT - ODYSSEY DRY SUIT

A pinnacle product for serious touring and sea kayakers, Kokatat’s Odyssey Drysuit is constructed of GORE-TEX Pro fabric with 330 Cordura® GORE-TEX reinforcement in the pant, seat, and knees. It features everything you need for your kayak adventure. Nylon waterproof front entry and relief zippers, two sleeve pockets and a thigh pocket to store essentials. A removable hood lets you go from playing in the sun to protection from the wind and rain, internal removable suspenders, pile-lined collar, and reflective accents on the arms and hood round out the features on your new favorite piece of gear.


KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - EMPEROR

The Emperor is a heavy-duty drysuit built to withstand the toughest tests on the water. From whitewater kayaking to expedition paddling and kayak fishing, the Emperor offers unparalleled durability and comfort while keeping you dry.


LEVELSIX.COM

TYPOHON INTERNATIONAL - MS RAPID

Typhoon’s newest offering builds on the success of the Multisport series. Stand out from the crowd in our Multisport Rapid. This suit is high performance and CE approved, with unrivaled freedom of movement, comfort, and style. Features include: waterproof and breathable back entry with YKK Aqualock zip, a latex neck seal with neoprene cover, latex cuff seals, neoprene waistband with front fastening hook and loop adjustment, internal braces, a Cordura-reinforced seat, PU reinforced knees, fabric socks articulated for ease of movement, and adjustable wrist and ankle cuff covers. Changing mat bag included. Available in orange/ teal.


TYPOHON-INT.CO.UK

HIKO SPORT - ODIN WW

The Odin Drysuit offers superlight, full-body protection, even during extended exposure to cold and wet environments. Articulated throughout for ease of movement, comfort, and style. Features include: waterproof and breathable back entry with YKK Aqualock zip, a latex neck seal with neoprene cover, latex cuff seals, neoprene waistband with front fastening hook and loop adjustment, internal braces, a Cordura-reinforced seat, PU reinforced knees, fabric socks articulated for ease of movement, and adjustable wrist and ankle cuff covers. Changing mat bag included. Available in orange/ teal.


HIKOSPORT.COM

TYPHOON INTERNATIONAL - EZEEDON 4

The Typhoon Ezeedon is a great entry-level suit where mobility and comfort are key. One of the lightest suits to wear and the easiest to put on. This suit is equally at home in a kayak as on a jet ski. Articulated throughout for ease of movement, it is perfect for all your watersports needs. Also available in ladies’ and child’s fit. Features: waterproof and breathable front-entry, diagonal YKK Aqualock zip with zipped cover. Glideskin neoprene neck, and cuff seals, Elasticated back waist; Internal braces, SOLAS reflective tape, internal braces, Cordura-reinforced seat, and neoprene panel through over cuffs.

Sizes: S . MS . M . MB . ML . L . XL . XXL

TYPOHON-INT.CO.UK

KOKATAT - ICON DRY SUIT

The Icon rear-entry drysuit pushes the upper limits of drysuit performance, and is designed to take a beating and keep you dry. The Icon features three-layer GORE-TEX Pro fabric with 330 Cordura® GORE-TEX in the shoulders, sleeves and legs for supreme durability and protection. The rear entry flexible nylon waterproof zipper moves comfortably with the paddler even in the most difficult moves. The Icon features include an adjustable overskirt, GORE-TEX socks, front relief zipper for men and dropseat for women, zippered chest pocket, latex gaskets, and neoprene panel through over cuffs.


KOKATAT.COM

ARTISTIC - AIR DRY SUIT

The Air Drysuit is a multi-purpose, light, waterproof, top layer paddling suit that leaves room for base layers and won’t restrict your paddling motion. It offers outstanding performance and comfort for paddlers wanting a breathable and extra lightweight suit. Air drysuit has a latex collar and latex cuffs that memories water entering the suit. Suitable for kayaking, stand up paddling, sailing, and fishing. Also available for juniors!


TAEOUTDOORS.EU

TYPHOON INTERNATIONAL - PS440

Introducing Typhoon’s flagship drysuit, the PS440! This class-leading suit is a future favourite due to our cutting-edge, zip-off storm collar system, splash-proof map pocket, and attachment patch on the sleeve. Features: waterproof and breathable YKK Aqualock zip hinge entry system, removable fleece-lined storm collar, Glideskin neoprene neck and cuff seals, hi-vis, fully-lined hood, internal elastic drawcord pulls at jacket hem, SOLAS reflective tape, internal braces, Cordura-reinforced seat, and knee pads. Removable neoprene seat inserts, attachment patch on sleeve, fabric socks, adjustable wrist and ankle cuff, and dry pocket for cards/keys. Changing mat bag included and CE approved.


TYPOHON-INT.CO.UK
**KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY SUIT (HYDRUS 3.0)**

For paddlers looking for a great drysuit on a budget, look no further than the Kokatat Hydrus 3.0 Meridian drysuit. The Hydrus 3.0 Meridian is made in Arcata, CA, and incorporates all the features of the GORE-TEX Meridian, including Kokatat’s superior construction techniques, but at a lower price. The Hydrus Meridian has flexible nylon waterproof entry and relief zippers, integrated socks, and the seat and knees are reinforced with 330-D Hydrus Tough. This proprietary three-layer fabric is exceptionally waterproof and breathable and carries Kokatat’s limited lifetime warranty.


**STAND OUT - DRY SUIT DARE II**

This redesigned, modern-looking drysuit is made from extremely light, waterproof, breathable, and windproof three-layer material from Toyota Gelanots GT3. It is made for SUP enthusiasts who want to extend their paddling season. The vertical dry zipper makes it easy to put it on, as if putting on a jacket, and ensures the freest possible movement in the shoulder area. Made with a special collar, an elastic adjustment, and Velcro strap, it fits perfectly on every neck and does not wrinkle even when fully stretched. Comes with a Restube-ready patch to attach your Restube rescue device quickly and easily.


**STAND OUT - DRY SUIT RACE II**

This redesigned, modern-looking race drysuit is made from extremely light waterproof, breathable, and windproof three-layer material from Toyota Gelanots GT3. It is designed for the Stand Up Paddler who does not shy away from adverse weather conditions, even when others start packing their boards. The zipper is put around the hips and not near around the shoulders, to allow freedom of movement in the shoulders. Since it is made for paddlers who will likely be more exposed to the water, the neoprene collar and cuffs on the arms and legs ensure that it is 100% waterproof.


**KOKATAT.COM**

**STAND OUT - DRY SUIT TEAM**

An affordable drysuit for paddlers looking for a reliable and strong drysuit that can withstand a heavy-duty training session. Super-stretch neoprene cuffs on the arms and legs stop all possible water leaks. The vertical dry zipper makes it easy to put it on, as if putting on a jacket, and ensures freedom of movement. Made with a special collar, an elastic adjustment, and a Velcro strap, it fits perfectly on every neck and does not wrinkle even when fully stretched for maximum comfort. An adjustable belt and performance cuts make this product comfortable when moving.


**STANDOUT-SPORT.COM**

**PADDLER’S GUIDE**

**SUP SPECIFIC SUITS**

**DRY/SPLASH GEAR**

**DRY AND SPLASH SUITS DESIGNED FOR FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHETHER CRUISING, TOURING, TRAINING, OR RACING.**

**DRY FASHION SPORTSWEAR GMBH - SUP ADVANCE**

The SUP Advance is a very lightweight SUP drysuit made out of highly breathable DFX3 fabric, “Made in Germany.” The YKK front zipper allows easy entry. Special design and fit for SUP, but with enough freedom for movement and layering underneath. Soft neoprene neck seal, neoprene wrist seals, and latex ankle seals. The suit comes with adjustable velcro at the waist. You can choose between extras such as a hood, socks, pockets, etc.


**DRIFFE.COM**

**Palm Equipment - Cascade Suit**

A multi-purpose, front-entry drysuit with all the features you’d expect from Palm. A diagonal front zip can make zipping yourself into the suit easier, the same latex neck and wrist gaskets: YKK AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zip; reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium suits.


**PAMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**DRY/SPLASH GEAR**

**SUP SPECIFIC SUITS**

**DRY AND SPLASH SUITS DESIGNED FOR FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHETHER CRUISING, TOURING, TRAINING, OR RACING.**

**DRY FASHION SPORTSWEAR GMBH - SUP ADVANCE**

The SUP Advance is a very lightweight SUP drysuit made out of highly breathable DFX3 fabric, “Made in Germany.” The YKK front zipper allows easy entry. Special design and fit for SUP, but with enough freedom for movement and layering underneath. Soft neoprene neck seal, neoprene wrist seals, and latex ankle seals. The suit comes with adjustable velcro at the waist. You can choose between extras such as a hood, socks, pockets, etc.


**DRIFFE.COM**

**Palm Equipment - Cascade Suit**

A multi-purpose, front-entry drysuit with all the features you’d expect from Palm. A diagonal front zip can make zipping yourself into the suit easier, the same latex neck and wrist gaskets: YKK AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zip; reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium suits.


**PAMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**DRY/SPLASH GEAR**

**SUP SPECIFIC SUITS**

**DRY AND SPLASH SUITS DESIGNED FOR FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHETHER CRUISING, TOURING, TRAINING, OR RACING.**

**DRY FASHION SPORTSWEAR GMBH - SUP ADVANCE**

The SUP Advance is a very lightweight SUP drysuit made out of highly breathable DFX3 fabric, “Made in Germany.” The YKK front zipper allows easy entry. Special design and fit for SUP, but with enough freedom for movement and layering underneath. Soft neoprene neck seal, neoprene wrist seals, and latex ankle seals. The suit comes with adjustable velcro at the waist. You can choose between extras such as a hood, socks, pockets, etc.


**DRIFFE.COM**

**Palm Equipment - Cascade Suit**

A multi-purpose, front-entry drysuit with all the features you’d expect from Palm. A diagonal front zip can make zipping yourself into the suit easier, the same latex neck and wrist gaskets: YKK AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zip; reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium suits.


**PAMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**DRY/SPLASH GEAR**

**SUP SPECIFIC SUITS**

**DRY AND SPLASH SUITS DESIGNED FOR FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHETHER CRUISING, TOURING, TRAINING, OR RACING.**

**DRY FASHION SPORTSWEAR GMBH - SUP ADVANCE**

The SUP Advance is a very lightweight SUP drysuit made out of highly breathable DFX3 fabric, “Made in Germany.” The YKK front zipper allows easy entry. Special design and fit for SUP, but with enough freedom for movement and layering underneath. Soft neoprene neck seal, neoprene wrist seals, and latex ankle seals. The suit comes with adjustable velcro at the waist. You can choose between extras such as a hood, socks, pockets, etc.


**DRIFFE.COM**

**Palm Equipment - Cascade Suit**

A multi-purpose, front-entry drysuit with all the features you’d expect from Palm. A diagonal front zip can make zipping yourself into the suit easier, the same latex neck and wrist gaskets: YKK AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zip; reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium suits.


**PAMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**

**DRY/SPLASH GEAR**

**SUP SPECIFIC SUITS**

**DRY AND SPLASH SUITS DESIGNED FOR FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHETHER CRUISING, TOURING, TRAINING, OR RACING.**

**DRY FASHION SPORTSWEAR GMBH - SUP ADVANCE**

The SUP Advance is a very lightweight SUP drysuit made out of highly breathable DFX3 fabric, “Made in Germany.” The YKK front zipper allows easy entry. Special design and fit for SUP, but with enough freedom for movement and layering underneath. Soft neoprene neck seal, neoprene wrist seals, and latex ankle seals. The suit comes with adjustable velcro at the waist. You can choose between extras such as a hood, socks, pockets, etc.


**DRIFFE.COM**

**Palm Equipment - Cascade Suit**

A multi-purpose, front-entry drysuit with all the features you’d expect from Palm. A diagonal front zip can make zipping yourself into the suit easier, the same latex neck and wrist gaskets: YKK AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zip; reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium suits.


**PAMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM**
**LEVEL SIX - BREAKWATER**

Designed for fishermen and paddlers alike, the Breakwater bib dry pant functions as a fishing wader or can be combined with a whitewater or touring paddling top for superior protection from the elements. The removable and adjustable shoulder strap system allows for maximum comfort under fishing vests and drytops.


LEVELSIX.COM

---

**PEAK UK - STORM PANTS X3**

The Storm Pants have been hugely popular with whitewater, touring, and sea kayakers for many years, and are now available in a new, recycled X3 nylon. The mid-heavyweight nylon plus reinforcements give an even more durable, tougher dry trouser. There is also a new, fully waterproof YKK front fly. The X4 socks are fully waterproof and super comfy. The double waist gives a great seal and superb protection, making the Storm Pants X3 the ideal choice for whitewater and touring alike.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Orange

PEAKUK.COM

---

**PEAK UK - STORM PANTS X2.5**

These hugely versatile dry pants are now available in a lighter X2.5 recycled nylon, with reinforced knees, ankles, and seat. The new fabric has a 20 m waterproof rating and is breathable and durable. The double waist gives a great seal and superb protection, making the Storm Pants X2.5 the ideal choice for whitewater and touring alike. There are two bright new colors available, plus men’s and women’s sizes.


PEAKUK.COM

---

**PEAK UK - SEMI PANTS**

These hugely versatile, semi-dry pants are available in all kinds of paddling, and have been a long-standing favorite amongst boaters from all disciplines. The ankles feature an Aquaout outer seal with a super-soft neoprene inner ankle cone, giving a superb seal. The waist features the Aquaout Velcro/neoprene seal. The fabric is a lightweight but durable recycled polyester with a tougher midweight polyester on the bum and knees. The Semi Pants are available in men’s and women’s sizes.


PEAKUK.COM

---

**AQUADESIGN - HIPTech PANT**

The HIPTech pants are the perfect waterproof kayak pants to stay dry in whitewater or at sea. Their innovative three-layer textile technology, combined with ultra-stretch Neoprene ankles, offer total waterproofing. The water will not even enter the waist thanks to an elastic and non-slip double chimney.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Grey

AQUADESIGN.EU

---

**PEAK UK - EXPLORER SALOPETTES**

The Explorer Salopette is Peak UK’s top-end dry pant, and a firm favorite amongst hardened explorers, hard-working coaches and guides alike. These classic dry pants with a reinforced bare, knees, and ankles now feature a new, double-ended, super flexible 10 mm waterproof zip for easy pee/entry. The X4 nylon gives 20 m waterproofing. The webbing waist belt and adjustable elastic shoulder straps provide a perfect fit, while the fully waterproof and breathable X4 socks give total security with maximum comfort to keep you dry all day long. The low bulk, single waist makes the Explorer Salopettes especially perfect for sea kayakers and canoeists.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Grey

PEAKUK.COM
KOKATAT - TEMPEST PANT WITH SOCKS (HYDRUS 3.0)

The Tempest dry pant provides outstanding performance and features Kokatat’s Hydrus 3.0 (3-layer) fabric, which is exceptionally waterproof and breathable and carries Kokatat’s limited lifetime warranty. Combining fit, function, and superior construction techniques, the Tempest dry pants are a popular choice among touring paddlers and kayak anglers when needing dry protection. Features include a tall, adjustable neoprene waistband and integrated Hydrus 3.0 socks with gravel guards, which provide additional protection while keeping your feet warm and dry.


KOKATAT.COM

ARTISTIC - AUPA PANTS

Aupa dry pants for playboating, sea kayaking, and rafting guides are waterproof and extremely durable. The pants feature quality pockets, reinforced knees and seat, and an adjustable neoprene waistband that ensures comfort and watertightness.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | Colors: Grey | Material: 3-Layer Micropore

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

LEVEL SIX - SURGE

The Surge is a three-season lightweight dry pant constructed from a blend of our eXhaust 2.5 and eXhaust 3.0 waterproof breathable nylon fabrics. High wear areas like the knee and seat panels use eXhaust 3.0 for added durability and low wear areas feature our eXhaust 2.5 for more lightweight breathability. Pair the Surge dry pants with any of our tops for lightweight breathable protection from all the elements.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

KOKATAT - SESSION SEMI-DRY PANT

Made with Kokatat’s waterproof, breathable Hydrus 2.5 fabric, the Session pants are the latest all-stars in semi-dry protection and lightweight performance for paddlers. The Session pant provides unrestricted comfort and protection with an adjustable waist, punch-through neoprene ankle gaskets with adjustable over cuffs, and a self-draining thigh pocket. This technical semi-dry pant makes for a smartly priced, versatile addition to any paddler’s kit.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL | Colors: Light Grey

KOKATAT.COM

RECYCLED FABRIC

TEREK JACKET

With appeal and quality like this, the future for recycled materials is bright. 100% recycled fibres from post-industrial nylon (certified to the Global Recycled Standard). The hydrophilic PU membrane gives it a very high waterproofness and breathability yet it is also very supple, soft to the touch and light weight.
DRY TOPS LONG SLEEVES

LEVEL SIX - NEBULA DRY TOP
The Nebula drytop is constructed using a combination of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon in high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the jacket light with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the torso. With the new Stealth Waistband System, the Nebula is designed to give you a completely unrestricted range-of-motion.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
Colors: Red . Blue
LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - NOVA WOMEN’S
The Nova is a women’s-specific drytop constructed utilizing a combination of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms and our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the torso to keep the jacket light. The Nova is designed to give you a completely unrestricted range-of-motion. The overlapping double tunnel and the dual-cinch system (DCS) waist work with your skirt to provide you with a dry seal and better paddling experience.

Colors: Beet Red . Violet Indigo
LEVELSIX.COM

AQUADESIGN - HIPTECH JACKET
The HIPTECH premium windproof jacket is the perfect kayak anorak to stay dry in whitewater or at sea. Its innovative three-layer textile technology, combined with an ultra-stretch neoprene collar and cuffs, offer total waterproofing. It will easily adapt to your skirt or pants thanks to an adjustable and non-slip double chimney.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
Colors: Blue . Orange
AQUADESIGN.EU

PEAK UK - DELUXE X3
The Deluxe X3 replaces the Creek as the new toughest jacket in our whitewater range. The double neck, wrist, and waist seals offer excellent protection. The new X3 recycled nylon is tough, breathable, and highly waterproof, with heavyweight reinforcements on the shoulders and elbows for extra durability. The articulated cut gives superb freedom of movement whilst an easy-access chest zip pocket provides handy storage. Now available in women’s sizes.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
Colors: Orange
PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - DELUXE X2.5
The Deluxe X2.5 is a new mid-weight dry cap with double neck, wrist, and waist seals giving complete protection. The new, recycled X2.5 nylon is tough, breathable, and highly waterproof, with midweight reinforcements on the shoulders and elbows for extra durability. The articulated cut gives superb freedom of movement. Now available in women’s sizes.

Colors: Red . Blue
PEAKUK.COM

AQUADESIGN - HIPTECH JACKET
The HIPTECH premium windproof jacket is the perfect kayak anorak to stay dry in whitewater or at sea. Its innovative three-layer textile technology, combined with an ultra-stretch neoprene collar and cuffs, offer total waterproofing. It will easily adapt to your skirt or pants thanks to an adjustable and non-slip double chimney.

AQUADESIGN.EU

NEW 2020

NEW 2020

NEW 2020

DRY/ SPLASH GEAR
HIKO SPORT - PALADIN DRYTOP

Our top-of-the-line paddling cag, designed for the toughest conditions. A fitted cut with strategically positioned seams makes this dry top extremely comfortable. The cag is equipped with our “Double Pull” system - the waist is easily adjusted simultaneously from the back and from the front by one simple motion. Cuffs around wrists and neck are protected by long neoprene cuffs and a high neoprene collar. Reinforcement in the elbows and knees protects against abrasion.


HIKOSPORT.COM

KOKATAT - ROGUE DRY TOP

For budget-minded paddlers, the Stoke is an excellent all-around dry top that provides outstanding performance and features Kokatat’s proprietary waterproof and breathable Hydrus 3.0 fabric. Hydrus 3.0 consists of a tough Nylon outer layer with a DWR finish to keep water out while a polyurethane micro-porous middle layer and a soft polyester inner layer work in tandem to manage interior moisture. The Stoke has a dual adjustable neoprene overskirt, a self-draining zippered chest pocket, factory sealed seams, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch through collar and wrist cuffs.


KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - STOKE DRY TOP

With paddlers pushing ever-increasing boundaries and forgoing an offseason, an ultra-reliable dry top for year-round paddling is a must. The Rogue sets the standard in dry tops by combining form, function, and Kokatat’s superior, paddle-specific construction techniques. For maximum breathability and durability, a blend of three GORE-TEX laminates are used, including 330 Cordura® GORE-TEX Pro in shoulders and sleeves for supreme durability and protection. Other features include a zippered chest pocket, dual adjustable overskirt, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch through collar and wrist cuffs.


KOKATAT.COM

PEAK UK - SEMI LONG

A superb semi-dry whitewater jacket, perfect for beginners and intermediate river boaters. The Semi features double neoprene/latex cone wrist seals, a super-soft neoprene neck seal, and a double waist seal for excellent protection and comfort. The X2.5 recycled ripstop nylon combines with the articulated cut to give fantastic freedom of movement with zero restriction. Durable, breathable, and fully waterproof.


PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - FREERIDE

Peak UK’s hugely popular semi-dry jacket featuring double latex/Aquaout wrists, double waist, and a super-soft neoprene cone neck seal with an elastic tension strap – adjustable, comfortable, and highly effective. The new recycled fabric is a breathable and durable midnight nylon with 20 m waterproofing, which, along with the articulated cut, gives a hugely comfortable jacket: maximum performance with minimum restriction. Perfect for most types of whitewater paddling. Available in two bright colors and six sizes.


PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ZENITH JACKET

A mid-weight whitewater jacket with a comfy GlideSkin neck, made from XP 2.5 layer fabric. The Zenith is a do-it-all jacket for surfing, freestyling, and laps of your home run, or anytime comfort and freedom of movement are your priorities.


PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM
ARTISTIC - AUPA DRY

The Aupa is a high performance playboat and whitewater dry top that lets you paddle in comfort, even in windy and splashy conditions. The Aupa has an anatomical cut that won’t restrict your paddling motion.

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

SANDILINE - JACKET SEMI DRY 4L

Comfortable, durable and watertight. This product is a perfect choice those who do not like latex at the neck. Specially cut double neoprene neck gaskets (2 mm inner & 3 mm outer) and latex inner wrist gaskets make sure that almost no water enters, while Cordura reinforced elboes provide durability without compromising your freedom of movement. A very stretchable 2 mm UltraSpan neoprene inner shaft provides additional warmth and increases water tightness, while the adjustable outer closing with new YKK Velcro ensures a perfect fit for a very long time.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Blue
SANDILINE.COM

SANDILINE - JACKET ROOKIE 4L

Originally designed as a quality dry jacket for kayak school use, this product has become a self-seller for kayakers who do not need latex gaskets. Features include: breathable and waterproof 4-layer fabric; waterproof 20.000 mm; welded seams; neoprene gaskets; light fabric inner belt.

SANDILINE.COM

SANDILINE - JACKET SEMI DRY 4L

Comfortable, durable and watertight. This product is a perfect choice those who do not like latex at the neck. Specially cut double neoprene neck gaskets (2 mm inner & 3 mm outer) and latex inner wrist gaskets make sure that almost no water enters, while Cordura reinforced elboes provide durability without compromising your freedom of movement. A very stretchable 2 mm UltraSpan neoprene inner shaft provides additional warmth and increases water tightness, while the adjustable outer closing with new YKK Velcro ensures a perfect fit for a very long time.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Blue
SANDILINE.COM

LEVEL SIX - AUSTRALIS

The Australis is a short-sleeve semi-dry top constructed from our award-winning xDhautst 2.5 ultralight (UL) waterproof-breathable nylon. This top is designed to be light, breathable, and offer users a full range-of-motion. The Australis features an overlapping double tunnel and our dual-cinch system (DCS) waist to work with your skirt and provide you with a dry seal and better paddling experience.

WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - VEGA

The Vega is a short-sleeve dry top constructed from a combination of our xDhautst 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms with our xDhautst 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the torso to keep the jacket light. The Vega features an overlapping double tunnel and a dual-cinch system (DCS) waist that works with your skirt tunnel to provide you with a drier seal and better paddling experience.


HIKO SPORT - ICARUS

A short-sleeve dry top built to keep you dry in heavy yet warmer waters. Designed for extreme whitewater – anything from freestyle to expeditions. Features latex neck protected by neoprene. It has a double waist equipped with our Double Pull smart cinch system. Double neoprene cuffs wrap softly around your biceps, and the latex coating on the inside prevents water from getting in.

HIKOSPORT.COM

PEAK UK - COMBI

The Combi is the perfect warm-weather semi-dry jacket, with unique latex arm seals and optional removable neoprene sleeves. The arms feature double latex/Aquaout seals, and the neck is a super-soft neoprene cone with an elastic tension strap: comfy, adjustable, and effective. Twin easy access chest pockets allow you to stash your Combi Sleeves (sold separately) when not in use. If it gets chilly, simply pull them out and fit between the inner/outer arm seals for a toasty warm jacket! A double waist completes the set-up, giving a highly versatile, highly reliable, and unique whitewater jacket.

PEAKUK.COM

Meridian

There is a reason the Kokatat® Meridian is considered by most as the benchmark of paddling dry suits. It works! We’ve updated the look and function of our most popular whitewater and performance sea kayaking dry suit. Breathability and durability have been enhanced with integrated GORE-TEX® Cordura® panels in high abrasion areas. A completely water tight nylon zipper reduces weight and increases comfort significantly. It is the only suit of its kind, manufactured and serviced in our Arcata, California factory. Check out the Meridian at Kokatat.com.

DRY TOPS SHORT SLEEVES

JACKETS TO KEEP YOU DRY, OR JUST COMFORTABLE WHILE PADDLING YOUR FAVORITE WATERS.
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There is a reason the Kokatat® Meridian is considered by most as the benchmark of paddling dry suits. It works! We’ve updated the look and function of our most popular whitewater and performance sea kayaking dry suit. Breathability and durability have been enhanced with integrated GORE-TEX® Cordura® panels in high abrasion areas. A completely water tight nylon zipper reduces weight and increases comfort significantly. It is the only suit of its kind, manufactured and serviced in our Arcata, California factory.

Check out the Meridian at Kokatat.com.
TOURING JACKETS

DRY/SPLASH GEAR
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TOURING JACKETS

JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS WHILE EXPLORING ON LAKES OR THE OCEAN.

PEAK UK - ADVENTURE DOUBLE

Bombproof sea kayaking jacket for the harshest environments out there, constructed from our new X3 recycled ripstop nylon (with 20 m waterproofing) and featuring an X2.5 adjustable hood that zips into the fleece-lined collar. The zip opening outer neck protects the Velcro closing inner neoprene neck while the double wrist and waist seals offer solid protection in the worst conditions. Three zip pockets offer plenty of storage, and the bright colors and reflective sleeve stripes ensure you will be seen. A must-have for every serious ocean paddle. Now available in women’s sizes.

Colors: Red . Lime

PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - ANGLER

Hooded jacket designed specifically for kayak-fishing. Features ripstop fabric, four pockets and a double waist. The hood can be easily adjusted and has a built-in high collar to prevent water entry, a reinforced visor, two chest pockets with side zipper entry – accessible when wearing a life vest – and two shoulder pockets.


HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - TEREK JACKET

Tread lightly in this jacket made from recycled material from post-industrial waste. Supple, soft, and quiet, the three-layer recycled nylon Terek tour jacket makes no compromises on paddling performance, whilst bringing the chance to paddle in a garment that has done its bit reducing waste through recycling.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - CHINOOK JACKET

Paddle on lake, river, or sea, through the wind, rain, and spray. The Chinook is light enough to pack away small, but with the waterproof protection you need when the weather rolls in. A volume adjustable hood keeps the wind and rain out, and the internal adjustable neck closure and latex wrist gaskets keep out waves.

Sizes: (Men’s) S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: (Men’s) Cobalt/Gold | Sizes: (Women’s) WS . WM . WL . WXW. | Colors: (Women’s) Gold

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

LEVEL SIX - KENORA

The Kenora is a full-featured three-season recreational touring jacket. It is very lightweight and compact thanks to our award-winning eXhaust 2.5 UL waterproof breathable nylon. This jacket features eXhaust 2.5 on the high wear areas to give the ultimate combination of weight saving and abrasion resistance. The double tunnel and single-cinch waist system work with your skirt tunnel to provide a great seal at the waist, while the adjustable cuffs ensure a watertight seal at the wrists.


WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

REED CHILLCHEATER - RIP STOP COVERALL CAG

This lightweight Coverall Cag Top is all you need to pop over your kit and head off down to the water. Made from Ripstop nylon, with stitched and taped seams. Access undergarments through a slit inside pocket. Easy to get in and out of, and dries very quickly. It has an adjuster to fit most keyhole decks and is large enough to fit over you and your other layers. Packs up small to fit in your bag, and is lightweight and easy to carry. Reasonably priced, but still high quality. One size fits all.

CHILLCHEATER.COM
LEVEL SIX - NAHANNI

The Nahanni full-zip jacket is a lightweight three-season paddling jacket. This jacket is constructed from our award-winning eXhaust 2.5 ultra-light (UL) waterproof-breathable nylon. This top features an easy-stow hood, fleece-lined collar, adjustable waterproof double-cuff wrist, and an adjustable waistband. The Nahanni will make your days on and off the water that much better.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

NRS - Riptide Jacket

The NRS Men’s Riptide Jacket is a fully-featured splash top that bridges the gap between basic splash wear and expensive dry tops. Perfect for paddlers looking for versatile, waterproof-breathable protection for unpredictable conditions.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
Material: 40D 2.5 layer HyproTex™
NRS.COM

PEAK UK - TOURLITE JACKETS

A highly versatile, three-season touring/sea kayaking range, constructed from a breathable, durable, and lightweight X2.5 recycled polyester with 10 m waterproofing. The articulated cut gives superb freedom of movement, and the Aquaout seals offer quick and simple adjustments. Easy access side pockets give handy storage and make the Tourlite range ideal for most scenarios. Available in a Short, Long, and Flurry version.

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK UK - OCEAN BOTHY

The Ocean Bothy is designed to be worn over all your gear in the most extreme ocean conditions. It packs down small into its hood and takes up very little room in your boat, but can be quickly opened and thrown on over your existing kit when the weather turns nasty. There are two chest zips for easy access to your PFD and two huge, front-side zip pockets with sewn drainage holes. The drawcord waist cinches down underneath your PFD, and the articulated cut and Aquaout wrist seals ensure you can still paddle with maximum comfort and minimum restriction — a must for serious explorers.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Colors: Orange
PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - RAMBLE

Light paddle cag made for sea kayaking and touring. The hood is designed to fit around your face and is equipped with 3D adjustment system. The chin area of the hood is constructed from neoprene with vents. A long, off-center zipper with taping is positioned to avoid the sensitive chin area. The zipper allows high closure all the way to your nose or unzipped allows ventilation during increased activity. A two-way adjustable waist keeps you dry and double wrist cuffs are made out of flexible neoprene with smooth inner surface for better water-tightness. Cuffs can be tightened using nylon adjustable cover.

HIKOSPORT.COM

PEAK UK - ADVENTURE SINGLE

Our best-selling sea kayaking jacket, updated for 2019 with a new, durable X3 recycled ripstop nylon with 20 m waterproofing. The articulated cut offers superb freedom of movement and maximum paddling comfort. The zip opening outer collar protects the Velcro closing inner neck, while double latex/neoprene wrists offer excellent protection, and three zip pockets provide plenty of storage. Two bright new colors and reflective strips ensure you will be seen.

PEAKUK.COM

BIONDO ENDURANCE - POSIDONIA

The POSIDONIA EMERGENCY CAG. Camo-green, high-visibility, multi-purpose over-all sea kayak jacket for emergencies or foul weather. Made from three layers of breathable nylon with an adjustable drawstring. Features a Hi-Vis hood, fully taped seams. Microprismatic Reflexite® taping on forarmus, hood and yoke, adjustable neoprene cuffs, three layers of fleece, a hand-warmer front pocket, cockpit adjustable bottom hem with shockcord and a nylon grab loop. Made in Italy.

BIONDOENDURANCE.COM
DRY/SPLASH GEAR

**PADDLING JACKETS**

JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS WHILE EXPLORING ON LAKES OR THE OCEAN.

---

**KOKATAT - SESSION SEMI-DRY JACKET**

Great for running rivers or playing in the surf on warm days, the Session Jacket is the all-star in semi-dry protection and lightweight performance for paddlers. Made with Hydrus 2.5 waterproof, breathable fabric that has an ultra-soft hand and interior Dri-touch print for added comfort. The Session features an adjustable neo cinch neck gasket, latex wrist gaskets, and punch-through neoprene wrist over cuffs designed to keep water out. The dual adjustable outer skirt incorporates “hook & loop” compatible neoprene, and the double tunnel integrates with a spray skirt for added protection.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL | Colors: Mantis, Ocean
KOKATAT.COM

---

**PEAK UK - MARATHON WIND**

An ultra-lightweight, windproof, and water-repellent jacket made from 40 D Pertex nylon. The jacket packs into the handy zip pocket and the wrist seals offer excellent protection against water ingress. The articulated cut gives superb freedom of movement and makes for a jacket that is ideal for all high-octane paddling, including SUP, marathon, sprint, and more.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Colors: Black, Lime
PEAKUK.COM

---

**HIKO SPORT - PILOT**

Comfort designed to take a beating, available in seven sizes! Splash top made from durable two-layer material. Designed for comfort, and suitable for commercial use as well as private boating. Comfortable neoprene neck is adjustable. Longer neoprene cuffs seal tightly but are gentle on the wrists. The top features very durable material with all seams taped. Flexible neoprene wrist features anti-slip coating — providing a great fit with no need for adjustment.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | Material: 100% Nylon, 1 x PU Lamination, 1 x PU Coating | Weight 190 g/m²
HIKOSPORT.COM

---

**NRS - STRATOS JACKET**

The NRS Stratos Jacket gives fair-weather river runners and off-the-couch playboaters a lightweight, lower-priced option for staying warm, dry and comfortable on the water.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL | Material: 40D 2.5 layer HyproTex™
NRS.COM

---

**LEVEL SIX - BAFFIN**

The Baffin is an affordable long sleeve top for recreational or light whitewater paddling, day tripping and casual touring. This jacket is constructed with our eXhaust 2.5 waterproof-breathable and designed to be comfortable with a spacious fit that makes it easy to put on and take off.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL | Colors: Mantis, Ocean
LEVELSIX.COM

---

**PEAK UK - MARATHON H2O**

A lightweight, waterproof, and highly breathable jacket for SUP, marathon paddling, and touring. The articulated cut gives superb freedom of movement, and the jacket features a drop tail, high front cut with an elasticized drawcord waist, and a handy pocket with gear loop and sewn drainage. The neck is a half zip opening collar with baffle, and the wrists are AquaOut Vekro closing seals. Off the water, this hugely versatile jacket is also great for running, cycling, and more.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Colors: Blue, Lime
PEAKUK.COM

---
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Double-Stitched Rand Sprayskirts

The natural rubber rand with ribbed cross-section is now double-stitched rather than glued for the ultimate amount of stretch and durability in all paddling conditions.

Now available at Level Six dealers everywhere and online at www.levelsix.com
ARTISTIC - LAMONE LONG SHIRT
The Lamone Long Shirt is a very elastic and lightweight shirt made of 1.5 mm Aqua Skin that protects you from the sun. The shirt is made of soft, antibacterial material with a cut that prevents it from riding up. Also available with short sleeves!
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - NEOFLEX LONGSLEEVE
A long sleeve top, made of thin and ultra-stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft Thermospandex liner. Warm, flexible, and simple, for a superb connection with the water.
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

STAND OUT - AIR LONG SHIRT
A lightweight, 1.5 mm longsleeve shirt made with our breathable Airprene material. Extra stretchy lycra can be found on every part of the body that needs flexibility when paddling. Matching the male body shape, the AIR LONG SHIRT comes with a short zipper on the upper chest, for extra cooling at higher temperatures. The best choice for mid-season paddling and cooler summers. Our AIR LONG SHIRT fits perfectly together with our AIR LONG PANTS or our AIR SHORTS.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

STAND OUT - AIR LONG SHIRT FEMALE
A lightweight, 1.5 mm longsleeve shirt made with our breathable Airprene material. Extra stretchy lycra can be found on every part of the body that needs flexibility when paddling. Matching the female body shape, the AIR LONG SHIRT comes with a short zipper on the upper chest, for extra cooling at higher temperatures. The best choice for mid-season paddling and cooler summers. Our AIR LONG SHIRT fits perfectly together with our AIR LONG PANTS or our AIR SHORTS.
STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

LB9 - TEAM JACKET
Inspired by the classic scuba suit and re-interpreted for contemporary lifestyle usage, the LB9 Team jacket is made from 2 mm Neoprene stretch material with flatlock stitching and an ergonomic cut for a better fit. Characterized by a full big zip and embossed logo on the back whilst black and yellow details like the zip pullers and a "resist water, take control" print on the inside give a unique look.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Colors: Black | Material: 90% Neoprene/10 % Lycra
LB9BRAND.COM

LB9 - NEOPRENE TOP
The Neoprene Top L/S consists of a layer of 2 mm reinforced rubberized neoprene in the pectoral and back area to give extra protection and warmth. Compression bands placed on the forearms reduce the accumulation of toxins and lactic acid by improving blood circulation. An ergonomic cut and flatlock stitching reduce abrasion points whilst providing optimal fit.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Colors: Black/Yellow | Material: 90% Neoprene/10 % Lycra
LB9BRAND.COM

WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.
ULTIMATE COMFORT

DBS Boot

30cm high, fully waterproof, glued and blind stitched seams, warm and toasty. 5mm super stretch neoprene bonded onto a Vibram Icetrek 2 ultra grippy base sole with cushioned EVA midsole.

DBS Boots combined Peak UK One Piece Suits and Pants create the ultimate comfy and warm footwear solution.

The legwears outer ankle seal and inner waterproof sock acts like a double tunnel, which is held in place onto the boots by a cunning DBS double sided Velcro hook tab.
WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.

**NEOPRENE**

**PB9**

LB9’s three-quarter length neoprene pants are elasticized in four directions for your best fit, thanks to a bi-stretch, 2 mm neoprene fabric with reinforced nylon knees. Anti-slip applications on the back allow for greater grip. An ergonomic cut provides optimum fit while the compression bands stimulate the bloodstream.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL

**LB9BRAND.COM**

**HIKO SPORT**

The Nani Skirt may have been designed primarily for SUP, but you will certainly appreciate it in other activities on or around the water. Made of a soft, Neospan neoprene. Front pocket for a phone or for smaller items - though we recommend putting the mobile in a waterproof case :) There is a pouch pocket on the back. Skirt hits just above the knees.

Sizes: WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Black . Cyan

HIKOSPORT.COM

**ARTISTIC**

These highly elastic, full-length kayaking pants will give you maximum flexibility and range of motion in the legs. Constructed from 1.5 mm skin neoprene with reinforcement on the seat. Lined with a soft microfleece fabric for maximum comfort. Also available as shorts and 3/4 pants!


Material: 1.5 mm Aqua Skin Neoprene

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

**STAND OUT**

This Long John is made of 1.5 mm breathable Aireprene material that allows your skin to breathe and prevents the feeling of overheating. There is regular Neoprene below the knees to protect from the cold water. We gave this product an extra detail, the stretchable net on the back, designed specifically for enabling more freedom of movement in the shoulder area. Wide openings for your arms ensure that your skin won’t chafe on the material while paddling.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL

STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

**PALM GEAR - BURT LJ 3.0**

The Burt wetsuit brings optimal thermal insulation and comfort. Made from 3 mm-thick neoprene with reinforcement at the knees and bottom. Thanks to a slight side cut in the shoulder blades and shoulders area, it does not restrict paddling. Double ham and flat seams provide comfort and flexibility. Equipped with two - way YKK zipper. Good value for money ratio makes this wetsuit popular with beginners, paddlers, schools, and rentals.


Material: Elastic 3 mm SRC Neoprene

ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

**Palm Equipment - Blaze Longjohns**

Our premium coldwater wetsuit – supple, warm, and quick drying. Made from 3 mm Neospan – extremely stretchy neoprene with a super soft feel. The plush Quick Dry lining drains and is dry to the touch much faster than conventional wetsuits, making this suit a joy to put on. A classic longjohn design, with full length two-way front entry zip and Supratex reinforced panels. It’s glued and blind stitched with GlideSkin neoprene ankles to seal the suit and keep you comfortable – perfectly at home in cold water. The women’s version also features a relief zip.


PALMEQUIPMENTS.COM
PALM EQUIPMENT - BLAZE PANT MENS
Extremely stretchy 3 mm Neospan neoprene with a super soft feel and a plush Thermofibre lining – perfectly at home in cold water. It’s cut higher at the back to suit a paddling posture and has Supratex reinforced panels and GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals.
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - BLAZE PANT WOMENS
Extremely stretchy 3 mm Neospan neoprene with a super soft feel and a plush Thermofibre lining – perfectly at home in cold water. It’s cut higher at the back to suit a paddling posture and has Supratex reinforced panels and GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals.
Sizes: WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Jet Grey | Material: 3 mm CR Neospan Neoprene
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SANDILINE - FP DOUBLE PANTS 3/4
Less overheating and sweating means more comfort and freshness. These functional but stylish pants are meant for watersport activities such as SUP surfing, sailing, kayaking, wakeboarding, etc. The FP double 3/4 pants feature an inner 3/4 Airprene tight combined (non-detachable!) with an outer water & windproof shorts shell. The inner shorts are made with perforated 1.5 mm neoprene that allow your skin to breathe and give you extra freshness when needed. Carefully designed, with a body hugging shape to increase comfort and an extra high rising back to help stay warm.
SANDILINE.COM

HIKO - NEO CORE 2019
Boardshort-inspired two-layer shorts offer a wide spectrum of use - comfortable to wear in a kayak or a canoe but also when stand up paddling, foilboarding or surfing. The inner layer is made out of extremely flexible Neospan and provides heat comfort without compromising mobility. The outer board shorts are made out of very durable abrasion resistant and quick-drying polyamide. The two parts are connected with stretchy lycra. The leg sleeves are longer to protect the knees. Waist can be tightened by laces. On the right leg is a spacious zip pocket.
HIKOSPORT.COM

ARTISTIC - CANYONING SUIT
This is the ultimate canyoning suit! Designed for canyoning guides, and meant to be used on daily basis. It is made from 5.5 mm, double-lined Neoprene combined with Supratex and has a superior warming insulation.
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

LEVEL SIX - SOMBRIO PANTS
The Sombrio Capri Pant will keep you toasty while practicing yoga or not for cool early morning paddles. Wish they came in your preferred length? Follow the dashed lines and cut to one of the five lengths: there is no need for sewing when you’re finished cutting them. Designed with large pockets to stash your belongings, these 0.5 mm neoprene leggings are your go-to paddling pant.
WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - JERICHO PANTS
The Jericho Pant will keep you toasty on those cool, early mornings paddles. Wish they came in your preferred length? Follow the dashed lines and cut to one of the indicated five lengths: there is no need for sewing when you’re finished cutting them. Designed with large pockets to stash your belongings, these 0.5 mm neoprene leggings are your go-to paddling pants.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
**NEOPRENE**

WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.

---

**LEVEL SIX - GRANITE GLOVE**

The Granite Gloves are the toughest and most durable glove in the Level Six line. These gloves employ three different types of neoprene to give you superior warmth without sacrificing dexterity. The Granite Gloves are the ultimate way to keep your hands warm on the water.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

---

**PALM EQUIPMENT - CLUTCH GLOVES**

Multi-purpose, short finger gloves made from soft 2 mm neoprene. Protection for your hands with tough Amara-reinforced palm and thumb. The Velcro-adjustable wrist closure ensures a snug fit.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL | Colors: Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**PALM EQUIPMENT - NEOFLEX GLOVES**

A thin, super-stretch glove that’s ideal for spring or summer activity. The simple, Thermospan-lined NeoFlex neoprene glove has a hard-wearing Amara palm for grip.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL | Colors: Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**HIKO SPORT - B CLAW**

Neoprene gloves designed for rescue and heavy-duty work in water environments. The gloves feature heavy-duty 3 mm neoprene with an anti-slip and durable Tatesco coating that extends to the sensitive space between the thumb and index finger, and 5 mm neoprene protects the top of the hand. A flexible wrist belt features an anti-slip print on the inside, preventing water entry. The glove has an ergonomic shape for a comfortable feel and grip.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
HIKOSPORT.COM

---

**LEVEL SIX - GRITSTONE MITT**

The Gritstone Mitts are the toughest and most durable mitts in the Level Six line. These mitts employ three different types of neoprene to give you superior warmth and durability without sacrificing comfort. The Gritstone Mitts are the ultimate way to keep your hands warm on the water.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
LEVELSIX.COM

---

**PALM EQUIPMENT - TALON MITTS**

An open palm design with internal finger separation for increased control, the Talon mitten allows you to maintain a grip on your paddle and still keep your hands warm. Made from 3 mm Quick-Dry thermal-lined neoprene, with a GlideSkin cuff seal and grippy palm print.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL | Colors: Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**PALM EQUIPMENT - NEOFLEX GLOVES**

A thin, super-stretch glove that’s ideal for spring or summer activity. The simple, Thermospan-lined NeoFlex neoprene glove has a hard-wearing Amara palm for grip.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL | Colors: Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**NRS - VENO MITTS**

The NRS Veno Mitts deliver the warmth and insulation of a basic mitt with the bare-hand grip of a pogie. 3.5 mm neoprene and open-palm design for warmth and optimal paddle control.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Color: Black | Material: 3.5 mm Neoprene Back; 2.5 mm RawHide Palm
NRS.COM

---

**NRS - MAVERICK GLOVES**

One of our most popular cold-weather gloves, the NRS Maverick Gloves combine a raw neoprene exterior with a four-way stretch interior for maximum warmth and dexterity.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Color: Black | Material: 3.5 mm Neoprene Back; 2.5 mm RawHide Palm
NRS.COM

---

**NRS - MAVERICK GLOVES**

One of our most popular cold-weather gloves, the NRS Maverick Gloves combine a raw neoprene exterior with a four-way stretch interior for maximum warmth and dexterity.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL | Color: Black | Material: 3.5 mm Neoprene Back; 2.5 mm RawHide Palm
NRS.COM

---

**NEW 2020**

**NEW 2020**

**NEW 2020**
PEAK UK - STRETCH FLEECE LEGWEAR

Super warm, super comfy and highly versatile, the Stretch Fleece Legwear range can be used as a base or mid layer. The windproof and water-repellent polyester provides an excellent barrier against the elements, whilst the fleecy lining keeps you warm even when wet. The high back cut and seamless bum is ideal for seated use, and the waist cord gives extra security. Available in Pants, Strides and Shorts, and also in women’s sizes & colors.


PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - SHADE SUP DRESS

A fitted sundress made from performance fabric with a high UV protection, so comfortable you won’t want to take it off. Part of our SUP collection, the dress is comfortable enough for yoga and casual daily use. The dress is carefully designed so that everything that should move can, but what should stay in place stays there, so what you want to remain covered does - even during high-intensity activities.


HIKOSPORT.COM

NRS - LIGHTWEIGHT QUARTER ZIP

Blending casual comfort with technical performance, the NRS Men’s H2Core™ Lightweight Quarter Zip Shirt offers quick-venting, mid-weight protection from sun and cold.


NRS.COM

KOKATAT - OUTERCORE HABANERO LINER

The Habanero takes the drysuit liner to a new level with body-mapped fabrics and its unique zipper system. This paddling specific, one-piece insulator is compatible with all Kokatat drysuits, including those with SwitchZip. The suit has a long front entry zipper and a second waist zipper that acts as a drop seat. The articulated body-mapped design has midweight Polartec® PowerDry® in the main body and lighter weight Polartec® grid fleece in the underarms, cuffs, neck, and ankles for comfort and unrestricted movement.


KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - JERICHO LONG SLEEVE

The Jericho Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new fabric containing thousands of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away moisture. The Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to your skin but has the warmth and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL

WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - SOMBRIJO LONG SLEEVE

The Sombrio Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new fabric containing thousands of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away moisture. The Sombrio feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to your skin but has the warmth and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.


WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, THERMO-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.
LB9 - SHORT SLEEVE COMPRESSION RASHGUARD

Rashguard S/S is made from an elasticized nylon-spandex capable of satisfying every movement. Mesh inserts in the underarms allow for natural transpiration and body cooling, while an ergonomic cut and flatlock stitching reduce abrasion points by providing an optimal fit. Cross-Taping technology on the back supports and accompanies the main muscle area during movement. UPF 50+ sunlight protection.


LB9BRAND.COM

VAIKOBI - VCOLD FLEX PADDLE PANTS

Designed to increase performance in cool to cold conditions, the VCOLD FLEX range has moved to a new level of comfort with our next generation VCOLD FLEX fabrication which is super soft, stretchy and comfortable. The new VCOLD FLEX Padding Pants feature a new hybrid of super stretch, perforated neoprene and hydro fleece fabrications, strategically positioned for maximum comfort, breathability and thermal regulation. In addition, the new VCOLD FLEX Padding Pants features a plush inner fleece lining which maintains your body temperature at the optimum level for peak performance, without over heating.

Material: VCOLD FLEX technology

WWW.VAIKOBI.COM

LB9 - LONGSLEEVE COMPRESSION RASHGUARD

The Rashguard L/S is made from an elasticized nylon-spandex capable of satisfying every movement. Mesh inserts in the underarms allow for natural transpiration and body cooling, while an ergonomic cut and flatlock stitching reduce abrasion points by providing an optimal fit. Cross-Taping technology on the back supports and accompanies the main muscle area during movement, and compression bands on the forearms reduce the accumulation of toxins and lactic acid by improving blood circulation. UPF 50+ sunlight protection.


LB9BRAND.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - TSANGPO SUIT

The ultimate one-piece baselayer for cold conditions, made from super soft, stretchy Pontetorto fabric, treated with Polygiene odor control. The soft, natural feeling fleece, flatlock seam construction, and two-way zipper access make it so comfy you’ll never want to take it off. The women’s version features an elasticated dropseat.


PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

REED CHILLCHEATER - TRANSPIRE FLEECE SET

This Transpire fleece set is all you will need to stay toasty and warm on those chilly days. Available with or without front zip.

CHILLCHEATER.COM

PEAK UK - THERMAL RASHY BASELAYER

The most comfortable baselayer around! The quick-drying, wicking, super-warm fleecy lycra keeps you warm even when wet, while the flatlocked seams and articulated cut give unparalleled comfort. Perfect for all kinds of paddlesports. Available in long and short sleeve versions. Full length pants available as well.


PEAKUK.COM

P-INVENT AB

“A MULTIPURPOSE TROLLEY FOR TRANSPORT, LOADING AND MOVING KAYAKS, BOATS ETC. ONE PRODUCT FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS.”

MORE INFO GO TO TROLLER.SITE
ARTISTIC - DRAGON PANTS MEN
These comfortable paddling pants will keep you warm and protected from the cold wind and water. Back, inner, legs, and knees are made of three-layer fabric that has a knitted upper layer resistant to mechanical damage. The pants are breathable, with a water-resistant membrane and a soft, warm, fleece lining.
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

ARTISTIC - IGUANA LONG SLEEVE MEN
The Artistic Iguana shirts are perfect mid-layer option for every paddler! The Iguana Long Sleeve shirt is sleek, lightweight, and comfortable. It provides warmth, thermal regulation, and protection from the sun, wind, and ocean spray.
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

HIKO SPORT - TEDDY OVERALL
Insulated functional wear for use in cold weather. The Teddy Overall is suitable for water sports and any other outdoor activities. A higher collar has a zipper opening that goes all the way down to the crotch. Two pullers on the zipper enable easy relief. The overall is made of Tecnopile, which is a very light, elastic, breathable, quick-drying, wrinkle-free, and abrasion resistant material.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
HIKOSPORT.COM

OTHERS

APPAREL

NRS - SILKWEIGHT HOODIE DRESS
The NRS Women’s H2Core™ Silkweight Hoodie Dress is sun protection when you need it, an extra layer when you want it, and a convenient cover-up when the boats hit the beach and the clinky drinks come out.
Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Materials: 5.4 oz. 92% Polyester/8% Spandex blend
NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - NECK SCARF
Make an active contribution to cleaning the sea with this Sequal-approved recycled neck scarf. A multi-functional seamless tube, it can be worn as a headband, hat, balaclava, neck warmer, or pirate bandanna. Fast-drying and highly breathable, the polyester fiber in this scarf is made from upcycled marine PET plastic.
Colors: Ocean . Mountains to the Sea
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - SURF HOOD
The Surf hood will stop brain freeze if your head is immersed, and the peak will shield your eyes from the spray. Made from 2 mm Quick Dry thermal neoprene. The neck is shaped to fit well over paddle jacket neck gaskets.
Colors: Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

MOCKE - FLY DRY CAP
The perfect paddling cap! Made to absorb moisture from the inside and shed water from the outside while offering maximum sun protection. Features: Quick-wick and quick-dry design. The retention cord prevents loss of visor. Adjustable for the perfect fit. The comfy-fit design minimizes pressure against your head while the black visor underside absorbs reflected sunlight. High visibility color for increased safety.
Colors: Yellow . Orange . Pink
MOCKEPADDLING.COM

BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, THERMAL-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.
55% RECYCLED YARN

DELUXE

2.5L

PALMWARDS PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
SPECIAL JURY PRIZE 2020

www.peakuk.com
**NRS - EDDYLINE SHORT**

The NRS Men’s Eddyline Shorts return to the basics with a traditionally styled technical swim short featuring lightweight, quick-drying material and a shorter inseam for unrestricted range of motion.

Sizes: 30 . 32 . 33 . 34 . 36 . 38 . 40

Length: 20.3 cm/8”

Materials: 85% Recycled Polyester . 15% Spandex

NRS.COM

---

**HIKO SPORT - GAMBIT PADDLING SHORTS**

Kayaking shorts made of quick-drying material with a built-in liner. The shorts are designed for whitewater kayaking, rafting, kiteboarding, SUP, and surfing. The inner liner is made of optimized combination of ultra-soft, stretchy panels and durable, abrasion-resistant limestone-based neoprene to provide insulation and cushion when sitting. The outer shorts are made from stretchy, abrasion resistant and quick-drying material with embedded DWR for better longevity. The two parts are connected with ultra-stretch nylon. Neoprene waist features classic boardshort lace closure. Spacious zip pocket on the right side with drain holes. Pants end just above the knees.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL

Colors: Stealth (Black)

HIKOSPORT.COM

---

**PEAK UK - BAGZ H2O**

The Bagz H20 are lightweight, waterproof, breathable, and versatile. The X2.5 m recycled polyester has fully-taped seams and a tough ripstop weave. Two pockets with gear loops offer storage and sewn drainage holes, and the waist cord ensures the perfect fit. Great for marathon, SUP, rafting, and more, especially when worn over the top of our Stretch Fleece legwear.


Colors: Black

PEAKUK.COM

---

**DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 GREEN / BLUE**

What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.

Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38

DEWERSTONE.COM

---

**DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 GREY / BLACK**

What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.

Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38

DEWERSTONE.COM

---

**DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 BLUE WAVE FADE**

What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.

Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38

DEWERSTONE.COM
DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 PINK FADE
What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.
Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38
DEWERSTONE.COM

DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 TROPICAL JUNGLE
What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.
Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38
DEWERSTONE.COM

DEWERSTONE - LIFE SHORTS 2.0 LEAFY JUNGLE
What do you do to improve the world’s best board shorts? Give 1% of sales to environmental non-profits. Whilst this is the short we wanted to create for ourselves, when people started buying them they became so much more. We’ve embraced it, improved the shorts and improved our business practices. Made from Recycled Plastic bottles and tested by the world’s best athletes, the Life Shorts look amazing, have a practical fit, and are built to last.
Sizes: 28 . 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38
DEWERSTONE.COM

NRS - LOLO SHORTS
The NRS Men’s Lolo Shorts are designed for guides, anglers, and weekend warriors whose lifestyles and hobbies demand tough, functional apparel—on and off the water.
Sizes: 30 . 32 . 33 . 34 . 36 . 38
NRS.COM

PEAK UK - BAGZ SHORTS LINED
Perfect for whitewater, sea, SUP, and pretty much everything else, the Bagz Shorts are stylish, warm, and tough. The water-repellent outer polyester shell conceals a thermal, quick-drying and super-warm fleece liner, meaning that your legs stay warm even when wet. The hydrophobic nature of the material prevents the shorts from becoming saturated and heavy, so you can still paddle in total comfort. The waist cord keeps everything in place and the side pockets offer handy storage. Every kit bag needs a pair!
Colors: Grey
PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - HORIZON SHORTS
The tidy lines of these shorts hide clever features. Under the windproof shell is a warm, comfortable fleece liner. The neoprene waistband and lace-up closure keep the shorts in place and a roomy thigh pocket holds your keys close at hand.
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM
SEALSKINZ - WATERPROOF COLD WEATHER LED ROLL CUFF BEANIE
A lightweight, three-layer, waterproof, roll cuff knitted beanie. Comfortable and insulated, with a bright, white LED integrated into the cuff to illuminate your path in low light. Ideal for everyday use or adventuring in cold weather conditions.

SEALSKINZ.COM

NRS - CANYON SHORT
The NRS Men’s Canyon Short delivers cross-over apparel for an active lifestyle with rugged construction to handle the hikes while casual comfort welcomes the pub.

Sizes: 30 . 32 . 33 . 36 . 38 . 40 | Length: 22.9 cm/9” | Materials: 51% Cotton . 45% Nylon . 4% Spandex
NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - PALM 79 SWEATER
Palm legacy 1979 surf-themed sweater. A bold, embossed print on a premium unbrushed organic cotton sweatshirt. Also available in women’s cut.

Sizes: (Men’s) S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Granite | Sizes: (Women’s) WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Granite
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - PALM SUNSET T-SHIRT
Sunrise or sunset, whichever you prefer. A premium organic cotton tee with a classic fit, perfect for lounging in the shade of a palm tree.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

DEWERSTONE - SAVE OUR RIVERS X DEWERSTONE TEE
Dewerstone teamed up with Save our Rivers and Trash Free Trails to produce an awesome multisport print. Each tee helps support these groups keep rivers flowing and nature clean!

DEWERSTONE.COM

DEWERSTONE - WAVE TEE BLUE
River waves, ocean waves, tidal waves... Find ’em, ride ’em. All the things we love in a good vibes print! Made from 100% Organic Cotton.

DEWERSTONE.COM

DEWERSTONE - WAVE CAP - BURGUNDY
Sunshine and Waves = Good times! An adjustable mesh-back trucker cap for all-day adventures! Features a dewerstone-designed wave patch. One size.

DEWERSTONE.COM

DEWERSTONE - WAVE CAP - GREY
Sunshine and Waves = Good times! An adjustable mesh-back trucker cap for all-day adventures! Features a dewerstone-designed wave patch. One size.

DEWERSTONE.COM

HIKO SPORT - INWATERRELIVELIVE CAP - CORK
Otto high-denier snap back with cork front, representing our philosophy of IN WATER WE LIVE.

HIKOSPORT.COM

PADDLER'S GUIDE
KIDS

ELEMENTS GEAR - BABY PLUS
Life jackets are hand-made in a small production site in the Czech Republic and certified according to EN ISO 12 402-4: PFD- life jackets. Baby Life jackets use the most durable, UV-resistant material and certified components. This kid’s life jacket is developed especially for non-swimmers. The vest collar always keeps the baby’s head above the water. Multiple carrying panels at the front of the vest ensure that the baby is facing up when used correctly. Tailor-made; color design with your logo is possible.
Certification: EN ISO 12 402-4
ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

PEAK UK - KIDZ NEOSKIN
Pants, Strides, and Shorts feature the same classic construction and finish of the adult range but in a stylish blue/lime color. Flatlocked seams, stretch binding on the edges, and a mix of 2 and 2.5 mm neoprene make sure your kids are as warm and comfortable as you. Available in four sizes, all with a drawcord waist to give a solid fit they can grow into.
Sizes: (Yrs) 6 . 8 . 10 . 12 | Colors: Blue
PEAKUK.COM

HIKO SPORT - BABY LIFE JACKET
Our life jacket for children is suitable even for non-swimmers. It is fitted with a safety collar and an adjustable harness in the crotch. Reflective strips and whistle help increase the safety of the child. Certified by the European Standards ISO12402-4. New design with animals! Each size features a different design.
Sizes: I (<25 kg) . II (<40 kg) . III (<50 kg)
HIKOSPORT.COM

AQUADESIGN - PIKO
The PIKO 100 N child lifejacket has been designed specifically for young children from 2 to 12 years old (weight between 15 and 40 kg). Equipped with a collar, reflective strips, a whistle, and a subcutal strap, the PIKO vest ensures maximum safety for young athletes.
Sizes: T1 (20 kg) . T2 (30 kg) . T3 (40 kg) |
Colors: Yellow | Material: 500 D Nylon
AQUADESIGN.EU

PEAK UK - KIDZ ZIP LIFE JACKET
The ground-breaking and innovative children’s PFD in two fun designs, Dino & Croc! The Kidz Zip is ISO Certified to full lifejacket standards, and is constructed from super tough 600D polyester/nylon and PVC-free Gaia soft eco foam. The buoyant collar offers extra flotation and support whilst the crotch strap and side adjustments give maximum security. A reinforced grab handle lets you easily get your mini paddlers back into the boat (or car!).
Sizes: Sproglet . Sprog | Colors: Dino . Croc
PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - VECTOR KIDS’ JACKET
Canoeing, sailing, kayaking. However you take to the water, the Vector will keep wind and spray from dampening your day. Made from durable ripstop XP 2-layer fabric, with velcro closures on the neck, waist, and wrists.
Material: XP 2-Layer Fabric
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM
PRIJON GMBH - KUPA
Optimized protection for whitewater paddling! Superlight, polycarbonate-shell - the helmet weighs only 320 g. The KUPA whitewater helmet is made for high-performance paddlers, to protect your head in the roughest conditions. A polycarbonate shell is molded with extreme precision to offer the best performance to weight ratio. Super light and very impact resistant! A turn dial makes this helmet easily adjustable from 54 to 61 cm, and two different padding options ensure a secure and comfortable fit. Normed according to CE EN 1385.
Sizes: 54-61 cm | Colors: Orange, Green | Certification: CE EN 1385
PRIJON.COM

WRSI - WRSI CURRENT
Constructed with high-quality materials and advanced technologies, the WRSI Current Helmet is anything but basic. Combined with a plush inner lining, it can’t be beat in safety or comfort.
Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL | Materials: ABS Plastic with a Polyurethane sub-shell | Weight: 0.66 kg/1.45 lbs
WRSISAFETY.COM

ARTISTIC - EMBRUN
The Embrun helmet features a quick inner adjustment system for adjusting head size, ear protection, and adjustable straps. Perfect for commercial or personal use.
Sizes: Adjustable 53-61 cm | Colors: Red | Material: Polypropylene | Certification: EN 1385
TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

WRSI - CURRENT PRO
The WRSI Current Pro is based on the popular Current Helmet, with extra safety features. Removable ear pads and a stylish visor improve protection and comfort. A multi-impact shell combines with an EVA foam liner and a polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate impacts.
Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL
WRSISAFETY.COM

WRSI - MOMENT
The WRSI Moment full-face kayaking helmet gives you the same quality and safety you expect from the leaders in water helmet technology along with the added face protection that serious paddlers need. A multi-impact shell combines with an EVA foam liner and a polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate impacts.
Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL
WRSISAFETY.COM

WRSI - TRIDENT
Score the best protection and style points too with the WRSI Trident Composite Helmet. With trusted technology and a sleek design, it’s built to meet the needs and wants of the most demanding boaters. A rugged carbon-composite outer shell combines with an EVA foam liner and a polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate impacts.
Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL
WRSISAFETY.COM
**SWEET PROTECTION - WANDERER**
The Wanderer is a dependable and durable helmet with solid protection performance. Introduced in 2008, and continuously improved year by year, this is an excellent piece of protective equipment for all-around river use.


SWEETPROTECTION.COM

**SWEET PROTECTION - STRUTTER**
Originally designed in 1997 and still the most iconic helmet in paddlesports, the Strutter offers effective low-volume protection for river running and playboating. Inspired by the original baseball cap, the computerized 3D shape provides great style and comfort and more importantly, offers impressive protection performance for its low volume and style.


SWEETPROTECTION.COM

**SWEET PROTECTION - ROCKER**
The Rocker helmet is a high-performance helmet for the roughest conditions. This is a high-tech, carbon fiber reinforced helmet and our clear team favorite.


SWEETPROTECTION.COM

**SWEET PROTECTION - ROCKER FULLFACE**
The Rocker Fullface is a high-tech, carbon fiber reinforced full-coverage helmet offering the most extensive protection available in any paddlesport helmet.


SWEETPROTECTION.COM

**PREDATOR HELMETS - SHIZNIT**
A stylish, low-profile helmet. Features include a medium length visor, PD1 dial fit-adjuster, Fit Kit, high impact Ralvek thermoplastic shell, multi-impact closed-cell EVA foam liner, and durable Dacron chinstrap webbing and buckles with locking side divider. Stainless steel rivets. CE EN1385 certified.

Sizes: XS-M . L/XL | Level: High End

PREDATORHELMETS.COM

**Palm Equipment - Shuck Half**
Like a pea in a pod – wearing the Shuck helmet feels natural, fitted and secure. With a tough ABS shell and multi-impact EPP liner, the Shuck protects you from the kinds of hits kayaking, rafting and other watersports can serve up. Dial in your fit with the occipital stabilizer, which keeps the helmet secure and seated in place. The quick-drying fabric liner that cups your head is treated with Polygiene odor control to keep it fresh (it’s washable too).


PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

**Palm Equipment - Shuck Full Cut Helmet**
Like a pea in a pod – wearing the Shuck helmet feels natural, well-fitted and secure. With a tough ABS shell and multi-impact EPP liner, the Shuck protects you from the kinds of hits kayaking, rafting and other watersports can serve up. Dial in your fit with the occipital stabilizer to keep the helmet secure and seated in place. The quick-drying fabric liner which cups your head is treated with Polygiene odor control to keep it fresh (it’s washable too).

Sizes: S (51-55 cm) . M (56-58 cm) . L (58-61cm)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

**Predator Helmets - SHIZNIT**

**Shred Ready - Zeta**
New for 2019, The Shred Ready Zeta Helmet combines the style and swagger of iconic sports figures with high-tech energy management foams on a user-friendly platform. The name Zeta heralds from a confluence of several dynamic elements: the infamous rapid of the Futaleufu River, the symbol for the damping ratio of a material, and the seventh letter of the Greek Alphabet...not to mention the number of legendary center-fielder, Mickey Mantle. The design process for the Zeta was driven by three factors: iconic style, unparalleled protection, and intuitive use.

Sizes: S . M . L | Level: High End

SHREDDREADY.COM

**Shred Ready - Standard Half Cut**
The 2019 Shred Ready Standard Halfcut features an improved Fit Pad system and the HOG 3.0 Retention system. The HOG 3.0 utilizes a BOA dial system which makes micro-adjusting the fit effortless. The helmet provides a safe, simple, and affordable helmet great for river running or playboating.

Sizes: One Size | Level: High End

SHREDDREADY.COM
FOOTWEAR

PALM EQUIPMENT - DESCENDER SHOES
High-performance, three-quarter height water shoes. 4 mm Quick Dry lined neoprene, stabilizing strap system, and stiffened Palm Diamond Traction soles make these shoes the master of all classes.
Sizes: UK 4-13
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - INDEX SOCKS
Lightweight, warm, 1.5 mm titanium-coated neoprene socks. Super stretchy, thin heel is ideal when worn inside water shoes or combined with dry wear for insulation.
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SEALSKINZ - WATERPROOF ALL WEATHER MID LENGTH KNITTED SHOE
Crafted using our original three-layer, 100% waterproof, windproof, and breathable construction, which acts as the perfect barrier between you and any weather condition. These versatile knitted shoes are designed for comfort and durability, no matter how you use them. Suitable for all weather conditions.
SEALSKINZ.COM

LEVEL SIX - RIVER BOOT 2.0
The fully redesigned River Boot 2.0 features a vulcanized rubber sole and toe cap, along with 2.5 mm neoprene for warmth and comfort. The Velcro strap and bungee-collared top allow you to adjust the fit easily and makes putting the boot on and taking it off a simple task, even when wet.
Sizes: US 5-13
LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK UK - DBS BOOT
The Peak UK DBS boot is the next step forward in paddlesports footwear. Designed to work in combination with the Peak UK legwear/suits, but also great as a standalone product, the DBS boot is a fully waterproof, 30 cm high, super-warm 5 mm neoprene boot bonded onto a robust Vibram sole. When used with Peak UK legwear/suits, the DBS boot creates a twin tunnel system, resulting in much drier and warmer feet and a supremely comfortable experience. The Neoprene upper is blind-stitched and glued, giving durability, warmth and comfort: the Vibram sole gives support and confidence on rough ground and comfort in your kayak, all day long.
Sizes UK: 5-12
PEAKUK.COM

NRS - BOUNDARY BOOT
Purpose-built for mucky put-ins and soggy portages, the NRS Boundary Boots deliver knee-high waterproofness with a super grippy, rugged sole to handle the harsh terrain favored by adventure canoeists.
Sizes: US 6-15 | Materials: 5 mm Neoprene upper
NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - DESCENDER SHOES
High-performance, three-quarter height water shoes. 4 mm Quick Dry lined neoprene, stabilizing strap system, and stiffened Palm Diamond Traction soles make these shoes the master of all classes.
Sizes: UK 4-13
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - INDEX SOCKS
Lightweight, warm, 1.5 mm titanium-coated neoprene socks. Super stretchy, thin heel is ideal when worn inside water shoes or combined with dry wear for insulation.
PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SEALSKINZ - WATERPROOF ALL WEATHER MID LENGTH KNITTED SHOE
Crafted using our original three-layer, 100% waterproof, windproof, and breathable construction, which acts as the perfect barrier between you and any weather condition. These versatile knitted shoes are designed for comfort and durability, no matter how you use them. Suitable for all weather conditions.
SEALSKINZ.COM

LEVEL SIX - RIVER BOOT 2.0
The fully redesigned River Boot 2.0 features a vulcanized rubber sole and toe cap, along with 2.5 mm neoprene for warmth and comfort. The Velcro strap and bungee-collared top allow you to adjust the fit easily and makes putting the boot on and taking it off a simple task, even when wet.
Sizes: US 5-13
LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK UK - DBS BOOT
The Peak UK DBS boot is the next step forward in paddlesports footwear. Designed to work in combination with the Peak UK legwear/suits, but also great as a standalone product, the DBS boot is a fully waterproof, 30 cm high, super-warm 5 mm neoprene boot bonded onto a robust Vibram sole. When used with Peak UK legwear/suits, the DBS boot creates a twin tunnel system, resulting in much drier and warmer feet and a supremely comfortable experience. The Neoprene upper is blind-stitched and glued, giving durability, warmth and comfort: the Vibram sole gives support and confidence on rough ground and comfort in your kayak, all day long.
Sizes UK: 5-12
PEAKUK.COM

NRS - BOUNDARY BOOT
Purpose-built for mucky put-ins and soggy portages, the NRS Boundary Boots deliver knee-high waterproofness with a super grippy, rugged sole to handle the harsh terrain favored by adventure canoeists.
Sizes: US 6-15 | Materials: 5 mm Neoprene upper
NRS.COM
SEALSKINZ - WATERPROOF ALL WEATHER MID LENGTH SOCK WITH HYDROSTOP
The original, 100% waterproof, windproof, and breathable mid-length sock featuring Hydrostop. Perfect for use in a wide variety of weather conditions.
Sizes: S . M . L . XL
SEALKINZ.COM

LEVEL SIX - SHORELINE BOOTS
The Shoreline boots are a simple yet effective take on a timeless piece of footwear. Designed for the canoe tripper tackling soggy portages, the Shoreline boots are great for any paddler who needs amphibious footwear. Lightweight and compactable, these boots are perfect for your next expedition.
Sizes: Men’s: 7-12 (Whole Sizes), Women’s 5-11 (Whole Sizes) | Colors: Men’s: Bark | Colors: Women’s: Plum, Winter Moss, Twilight Blue
LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO SPORT - CHIMP SHOES
Neoprene shoes for all kinds of water sports. The bootie features monolithic rubber reinforcement with a smooth transition around critical edges. The reinforcement protects flexible 3 mm neoprene and supports your foot in critical areas. Like its predecessor, this boot is designed for maximum contact with whatever you are standing on.
Sizes: EU 4-13
HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO SPORT - GOLEM SHOES
Neoprene booties suitable for water activities in challenging terrain. High cut with zipper opening. Thick, anatomically-shaped outsole and reinforcements on heel and instep protect your foot against sharp objects in the water. The outsole is reinforced with a special stiffener for more comfort when walking in uneven terrain. 6 mm neoprene makes this bootie extremely warm and soft. Suitable for canyoning, extreme rafting, kayaking, and commercial use.
Sizes: EU 4-13
HIKOSPORT.COM

SANDILINE/STANDOUT SUP WEAR - WARM FEET BOOTS
These winter boots are made from 7 mm neoprene with a quick drying thermal lining, which makes the water drain to the inner layer of the material. So, your skin stays exposed to the outer layer which gives you a feeling of being dry all the time. The reinforced toes make an extra protective layer from cold water and bumps. Two Velcro straps prevent any unnecessary shifting of the foot.
Sizes: S-3XL | Level: Mid-Range
STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - CREEK BOOT 2.0
The Creek Boots 2.0 are designed to be stable and durable protection for your feet while onshore or in your boat. These boots come equipped with a thick, yet soft, rubber sole and a higher cuff to provide your feet with comfort and protection. The Creek Boots are an effective start to protecting your feet. Sizes is in men’s; we suggest women go down a size.
US 5-13
LEVELSIX.COM

NRS - VIBE
The NRS Vibe might be the most comfortable paddling shoe ever made, and its laid-back style will make you want to wear it day after day, on and off the water. The Vibe combines maximum technical capability with casual comfort and style to take you from home to the river to the pub without ever having to change shoes. The interior has a smooth lining for barefoot comfort and a cushiony EVA foam inside.
Sizes: 8-13
NRS.COM

NRS - BACKWATER FISHING SHOE
A kayak angler’s day on the water isn’t all paddling and casting; it’s likely to include launching, landing, wading and portaging. The NRS Backwater Wetshoe is built for comfort and utility both in and out of the kayak. It pairs perfectly with our Sidewinder and Raptor bibs, or can be worn with shorts for wet wading, launching and landing.
Sizes: 8-14
NRS.COM

HIKO SPORT - GOLEM SHOES
Neoprene booties suitable for water activities in challenging terrain. High cut with zipper opening. Thick, anatomically-shaped outsole and reinforcements on heel and instep protect your foot against sharp objects in the water. The outsole is reinforced with a special stiffener for more comfort when walking in uneven terrain. 6 mm neoprene makes this bootie extremely warm and soft. Suitable for canyoning, extreme rafting, kayaking, and commercial use.
Sizes: EU 4-13
HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO SPORT - CHIMP SHOES
Neoprene shoes for all kinds of water sports. The bootie features monolithic rubber reinforcement with a smooth transition around critical edges. The reinforcement protects flexible 3 mm neoprene and supports your foot in critical areas. Like its predecessor, this boot is designed for maximum contact with whatever you are standing on.
Sizes: EU 4-13
HIKOSPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - SHORELINE BOOTS
The Shoreline boots are a simple yet effective take on a timeless piece of footwear. Designed for the canoe tripper tackling soggy portages, the Shoreline boots are great for any paddler who needs amphibious footwear. Lightweight and compactable, these boots are perfect for your next expedition.
Sizes: Men’s: 7-12 (Whole Sizes), Women’s 5-11 (Whole Sizes) | Colors: Men’s: Bark | Colors: Women’s: Plum, Winter Moss, Twilight Blue
LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO SPORT - GOLEM SHOES
Neoprene booties suitable for water activities in challenging terrain. High cut with zipper opening. Thick, anatomically-shaped outsole and reinforcements on heel and instep protect your foot against sharp objects in the water. The outsole is reinforced with a special stiffener for more comfort when walking in uneven terrain. 6 mm neoprene makes this bootie extremely warm and soft. Suitable for canyoning, extreme rafting, kayaking, and commercial use.
Sizes: EU 4-13
HIKOSPORT.COM

SANDILINE/STANDOUT SUP WEAR - WARM FEET BOOTS
These winter boots are made from 7 mm neoprene with a quick drying thermal lining, which makes the water drain to the inner layer of the material. So, your skin stays exposed to the outer layer which gives you a feeling of being dry all the time. The reinforced toes make an extra protective layer from cold water and bumps. Two Velcro straps prevent any unnecessary shifting of the foot.
Sizes: S-3XL | Level: Mid-Range
STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - CREEK BOOT 2.0
The Creek Boots 2.0 are designed to be stable and durable protection for your feet while onshore or in your boat. These boots come equipped with a thick, yet soft, rubber sole and a higher cuff to provide your feet with comfort and protection. The Creek Boots are an effective start to protecting your feet. Sizes is in men’s; we suggest women go down a size.
US 5-13
LEVELSIX.COM

NRS - VIBE
The NRS Vibe might be the most comfortable paddling shoe ever made, and its laid-back style will make you want to wear it day after day, on and off the water. The Vibe combines maximum technical capability with casual comfort and style to take you from home to the river to the pub without ever having to change shoes. The interior has a smooth lining for barefoot comfort and a cushiony EVA foam inside.
Sizes: 8-13
NRS.COM

NRS - BACKWATER FISHING SHOE
A kayak angler’s day on the water isn’t all paddling and casting; it’s likely to include launching, landing, wading and portaging. The NRS Backwater Wetshoe is built for comfort and utility both in and out of the kayak. It pairs perfectly with our Sidewinder and Raptor bibs, or can be worn with shorts for wet wading, launching and landing.
Sizes: 8-14
NRS.COM
SAFETY ITEMS

ACCESSORIES

KOKATAT - HUCK 50’ THROW BAG WITH BELT

The Huck 50’ throw bag with a removable belt is the perfect option for paddlers who place a premium on always being prepared for any situation on the water. Designed to be easy to throw and quick to repack, the compact bag is packed with 50 feet of ¼ inch floating polyethylene core rope with a maximum strength of 1465 pounds. The quick-release, adjustable nylon belt allows paddlers to wear the bag on their waist or on their hip. Ergonomically designed to fit flat against the body, the Huck bag has a quick-drying mesh top, foam side panels for flotation, and reflective piping.

Size: 15 m/50’ | Color: Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - NEKO TITANIUM

Perfect for paddlers and anglers of the salt-water variety, the NRS Titanium Neko Blunt Knife is constructed with corrosion-resistant titanium and features smooth and serrated edges, a blunt safety tip, and an integrated bottle opener.

Length: 14.6 cm/5.75” | Material: Titanium Alloy Blade

NRS.COM

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - SEA BEAN ELITE

The Sea Bean Elite is a specialist sea kayak towline. Super compact for quick deployment and efficient repacking. Smart matrix panels allow the bag to open for repacking within 60 seconds. All critical anchor points are mounted using high tensile bar tacks. The line connects to a shock absorber via a stainless D ring which is then anchored to the bag webbing with a reversed articulated D ring. The revolutionary Kraken connector is fitted as standard. As spliced low-profile rope bound in rubber provides a positive grip next to the Kraken. Made in the UK.

Size available: 2

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

KOKATAT - HUCK 50’ THROW BAG WITH BELT

The Huck 50’ throw bag with a removable belt is the perfect option for paddlers who place a premium on always being prepared for any situation on the water. Designed to be easy to throw and quick to repack, the compact bag is packed with 50 feet of ¼ inch floating polyethylene core rope with a maximum strength of 1465 pounds. The quick-release, adjustable nylon belt allows paddlers to wear the bag on their waist or on their hip. Ergonomically designed to fit flat against the body, the Huck bag has a quick-drying mesh top, foam side panels for flotation, and reflective piping.

Size: 15 m/50’ | Color: Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - NEKO TITANIUM

Perfect for paddlers and anglers of the salt-water variety, the NRS Titanium Neko Blunt Knife is constructed with corrosion-resistant titanium and features smooth and serrated edges, a blunt safety tip, and an integrated bottle opener.

Length: 14.6 cm/5.75” | Material: Titanium Alloy Blade

NRS.COM

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - SEA BEAN ELITE

The Sea Bean Elite is a specialist sea kayak towline. Super compact for quick deployment and efficient repacking. Smart matrix panels allow the bag to open for repacking within 60 seconds. All critical anchor points are mounted using high tensile bar tacks. The line connects to a shock absorber via a stainless D ring which is then anchored to the bag webbing with a reversed articulated D ring. The revolutionary Kraken connector is fitted as standard. As spliced low-profile rope bound in rubber provides a positive grip next to the Kraken. Made in the UK.

Size available: 2

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

LEVEL SIX - COMPACT QUICKTHROW

The Compact Quickthrow is a small throw bag designed for quick deployment in the case of an emergency. The Compact Quick Throw features tougher 16 M, 1/4”, dynamic rope with a 24% stretch threshold and boasts a 300 KG breaking strength. The mesh panels allow quick draining and drying, and the gusseted opening system makes re-packing your throw bag quick and easy. One size!

LEVELSIX.COM

°FH - WEASEL GREEN

Our best-selling throw bag in a new, fresh color! 18 m of rope in a cone shaped bag for accurate throws and easy repacking.

PADLE-PeOPLE.COM

MOCKE - LIFELINE CALF LEASH

The Mocke Lifeline Calf Leash is a one-piece leash designed with a unique quick rip release and attach system. By strategically placing a prominent pull tag next to the swivel attachment you can be sure to easily release or attach the calf strap. Made from 7 mm coiled polyurethane and boasting a double-swivel system, this highly durable leash is ready for any situation.

MOCKEPADDLING.COM

HIKO SPORT - PROOF THROWLINE 20 M

Throwline with a bag made of waterproof material. The advantage of watertight material is that when repeating a toss, water does not pour out of the bag, and the added weight then makes the toss more accurate. A conical shape provides allows quicker uncoil during a toss as well as easier coiling of the rope back into the bag. High-vis color for better visibility. The bag is equipped with loops for easier attachment to a waist belt. Inner floating rope is 20 m long with a diameter of 10 mm, with a tensile load of 10000 N.

HIKOSPORT.COM

BIC SPORT - KAYAK MULTI-LEASH

The BIC Kayaks Multi-Leash means that paddlers can now attach themselves and their paddle to the boat. This is a major item for your safety especially when kayaking on the ocean. The length of the leash can be adjusted to your size. Heavy-duty Velcro attachments for safety.

BICSSPORT.COM
RESTUBE - LIFEGUARD

The RESTUBE lifeguard was developed in close cooperation with the SLRG (Swiss lifeguards), lifeguards from Germany, Wasserwacht (Germany) and RNLI (UK). RESTUBE is the official "Safety Partner" and supplier of SLRG. The RESTUBE lifeguard is so small that you can always carry it with you. It also glows in the dark.

Sizes: 12 x 10 x 7 cm | Weight: 490 g

RESTUBE.COM

RESTUBE - RESTUBE PFD

The RESTUBE PFD is the smallest certified personal floating device on the market. Feel free and safe when out there in the elements. The RESTUBE PFD falls into the class of buoyancy aids with 50 Newton buoyancy. The inflated buoyancy body is fixed to the body. The RESTUBE PFD falls into the standard DIN EN ISO 12402-5 and DIN EN ISO 12402-6 and can therefore be used where there are legal requirements for such a buoyancy aid. When inflated, it has a buoyancy of 75 Newton.

Weight: 0.32 kg / 0.69 lbs | Colors: Honeycomb . Sea Blue

RESTUBE.COM

RESTUBE - CLASSIC

No matter if you are swimming or standing around the lake or beach - the RESTUBE classic gives you more freedom and safety. The stylish pocket can be worn horizontally or vertically at the hip. When mounted vertically the bag just has minimal drag while swimming. In addition, a whistle and a small pouch are integrated. Perfect for swimming, triathlons, open water swims, or any leisure time in the water.

Colors: Petrol Blue . Sea Blue | Buoyancy: 75 N

RESTUBE.COM

PEAK UK - THROLINE

The unique ring design throwline with full length webbing reinforcing, updated for 2020 with a bright new color and new press stud for tidy closure. The marine-grade stainless steel ring is easy to tie and clip into and provides a friction-free link between rope and carabiner. The tough 600D polyester rip-stop and nylon shell gives superb durability whilst the 9.5 mm floating polypropylene rope is tested to EN1991 and has a breaking strain of >100 kg (with fig. 8 knot), >1100 kg with no knot. A stiffened, wide opening allows for easy packing and the tidy cam buckle system makes getting into the bag as simple as possible.

Sizes: 15 m, 20 m, 25 m (Available as the Rescue Line) | Colors: Orange

PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - LIGHTNING 18 M THROWLINE - UPDATED

Light, accurate, quick to deploy and pack. The Lightning throwbag comes with 18 m of easy to handle 8 mm rope, with a breaking strain of 8 kN, which packs down small into a wideneck bag. Speed is of the essence, so we added our Quickclip clean line attachment and an elasticated fidlock magnetic clasp.

Size: 18 m | Color: Lime

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

°HF - PORTER

The new throw bag belt. The °HF Porter has been developed for professional water rescue teams and raft guides. Safe, secure, and versatile – the Porter can carry all throw bag sizes, from the small Wesso up to the Compact Alpin. Additional webbing loops can hold safety equipment such as carabiners. The throw bag not included in RRP.

PADDLE-PeOPLE.COM

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - PADDLE HOOK

The Paddle Hook is a reach rescue tool for river rescue. Fit the system to the end of a paddle and extend your reach from a safe position. Small enough to keep in a pocket and simple to set up. Once hooked, the Krabstick will trigger and allow the gate to close, then pull the paddle away and prepare to haul with the line. An extended reach up to eight meters may be achieved. Green Krabstick fits a range HMS screwgates; Orange Krabstick fits a range of HMS Paddle Wiregates.

Colors: Green . Orange

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - RESCUE LINE

The unique ring design throwline with full length webbing reinforcing, updated for 2020 with a bright new color and new press stud for tidy closure. The marine-grade stainless steel ring is easy to tie and clip into and provides a friction-free link between rope and carabiner. The tough 600D polyester rip-stop and nylon shell gives superb durability whilst the 9.5 mm floating polypropylene rope is tested to EN1991 and has a breaking strain of >100 kg (with fig. 8 knot), >1100 kg with no knot. A stiffened, wide opening allows for easy packing and the tidy cam buckle system makes getting into the bag as simple as possible.

Sizes: 15 m, 20 m, 25 m (Available as the Rescue Line) | Colors: Orange

PEAKUK.COM

LEVEL SIX - QUICKTHROW PRO

The Quickthrow Pro is a regulation throw bag designed for quick deployment in the case of an emergency. The Quickthrow Pro features a static Dyneema rope with polypropylene sheath that only allows 11% elongation when loaded and boasts a 1700 kg breaking strength. The 3/8” width makes it easy to handle, and the 20 m length allows for more versatile rescues. The Quickthrow Pro is an excellent tool for river rescue scenarios like Z-draggs and boat retrievals where a strong rope is needed, or in any rescue scenario. It also glows in the dark.

LEVELSIX.COM
ELEMENTS GEAR - GUARD WATERPROOF DUFFEL

Expedition bag made of highly durable material with SEAL zipper. The duffel has a reinforced bottom, Duraflex® buckles, and maximum solid straps. Tested during extreme expeditions and suitable for the most demanding conditions.

Volume: 95 L . 125 L | Color: Red | Material: 840D TPU
ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

HIKO SPORT - ROVER CYLINDRIC 50 L

A super-durable PU dry bag with a sleek, matte black finish. Keep dry stuff away from wet or wet stuff away from dry. The ROVER is the perfect barrier between dry and wet environments. The bag is made from high denier fabric with PU coating, which makes it extremely durable, but you’ll still want to treat it nicely. Transport wet (or dry!) gear in a car trunk or inside a backpack, or store food and clothes safely in a kayak. Use as a pillow or a waterproof backpack. Fill with ice and bring it to a beach party. You get the idea.

Height: 80 cm/31.5” | Width: 49.5 cm/19.5” | Weight: 50 g | Colors: Black . Fluro Orange
HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO SPORT - AVIATOR BAG

The bag you’ll want either flying or driving to your next adventure. A wide entrance offers comfortable access to the stuff inside and an adjustable shoulder strap makes carrying the bag around more comfortable. Inside the bag is a pocket for small items. Nylon fabric with TPU coating offers great abrasion resistance.

Size: 70 x 70 cm | Strap Length: 130 cm/51” | Volume: 70 L/18.5 G | Weight: 0.85 kg/1.8 lb
HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - RIVER TREK DRYBAG

With a heavy-duty padded shoulder harness the River Trek is comfortable to carry fully loaded. It has an adjustable backpack shoulder system. It is PVC free, made of supple, hard-wearing 420D fabric and has welded seam construction.

Sizes: 50 L . 75 L . 100 L . 125 L | Color: Chilli/Jet Grey
PALMEQUIPMENTS.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - WATERPROOF BIKE BAG

Multi-purpose and fully waterproof protection. Lightweight, compact and durable. Quick installation and disassembly; multiple material options and highly customizable sizes.

Sizes: Custom
KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

ALLOWING PADDLERS TO TAKE THE GEAR THEY NEED WITH THEM ON AND OFF THE WATER.
GEARLAB - DECK POD

The Gearlab Deck Pod is the award winner at the 2019 Paddlesport Retailer Show in Oklahoma City. It carries and organizes paddling essentials on deck and close to hand for your kayak trips. It holds hydration, snacks, gadgets, and most importantly, designated snag-free slots for a bilge pump and paddle float. This pod provides direct access to safety equipment when needed. The external holders on both sides of the Deck Pod are designed to hold bilge pump and paddle float, providing direct access to pull out and insert the safety equipment from cockpit.

Sizes: 44 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm

Material: 450D DWR Hydrolysis Resistant Fabric

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM

GEARLAB - DRY BAG

Gearlab Outdoors lightweight and durable dry bag is ideal for all kayaking trips because it is shaped to fit in kayak hatches, and is equally useful to keep gear dry during any water or land activities. The bag features an easy roll-top closure and a lower shell constructed of a durable TPU material. The innovative convertible bag construction allows for the entire contents of the bag to remain dry, half dry storage and half quick access, or a convenient tote for gear that can get wet. This provides for convenient separation of dry and wet gear.

Length: 21 cm / 8" | Width: 16 cm / 6" | Height: 25 cm / 10" | 46 cm / 18" | 57 cm / 22"

Capacity: 10 L, 14 L, 18 L

Material: 5600 HT Cordura 58 with 210D TPU

GEARLABOUTDOORS.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - DRY BAG

Light-weight, compact and durable, with welded seams. Designed for years of usage: tear, rip and puncture-proof. Waterproof Guarantee. A roll-top closure system provides a secure watertight seal. Keep your gear dry in any wet situation where the bag is not fully submerged. Customized size. Different color options.

Size: 10 L, 15 L, 20 L

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

ACCESSORIES

PUMPS

SCOPREGA - GE 20-2

The GE 20-2 is the fastest electric pump in the market. Features include: 22 psi max pressure, automatic stop at the selected pressure, built-in rechargeable and replaceable battery, integrated manometer, and thermal shut-off protection. The pump is provided in high-quality carry bag including: 12v cigarette lighter (for recharge and direct use), alligator clips, 120v/230v chargers, high-performance hose with multiple valve adapters to inflate SUP boards or any type of inflatable product. GE 20-2 can inflate up to three boards per battery charge.

SCOPREGA.IT

SCOPREGA - BRAVO SUPER PUMP

The BRAVO SUPER PUMP utilizes revolutionary design and technology that allow faster inflation with less effort than any other pump. Features: Ergonomic handle that can be disassembled to save space, built-in pressure gauge, inflation port on pump body (no hose kinking), deflation port, lever-switch (double/single action), capacity 2x2100cc. The SUPER pump is extremely light and easy to use at very high pressures. The performance is comparable to a double-chamber pump, but the SUPER is definitely lighter and less bulky.

SCOPREGA.IT

SCOPREGA - BRAVO BP 12 B

The BRAVO BP 12 B is the latest 12V electric pump developed by BRAVO-Scoprega. Low amp consumption makes it extremely reliable. Features: 18 psi (1.24 bar) max pressure, direct supply by 12v cigarette lighter plug, automatic stop at the selected pressure. Pump is supplied in a full color box, with high-quality inflation hose with ravel connection (no hose twisting).

SCOPREGA.IT
**ACCESSORIES**

**PADDLER’S GUIDE 2020**

**OTHERS**

**KUBUS SPORTS - STX SUP SLIDE IN COMPOSITE FIN**

This STX SUP Fin is an ideal entry level fin for surf and open water use. The long base helps prevent board drift when paddling and gives drive when surfing waves; the upright shape and smaller tip allows for easier turns. Fits all standard SUP/Longboard slide-in fin slots.

STXPARTS.COM

**RIBER PRODUCTS LTD - FLOORING TILE**

The Riber Floor Tile is designed and manufactured in the UK from recycled PVC. It is the perfect solution for any outdoor space that needs a non-slip, cushioned, protective flooring. The surface of each tile has an anti-slip stippled design to improve grip. It can be pegged in place when on grass using the handy, counter sunk holes in each corner or has enough bulk behind it to stay in place on hard surfaces even in windy conditions. The ideal choice for boat storage areas or docks.

Sizes: 50 cm/20” | Width: 50 cm/20” | Thickness: 1.5 cm/0.6”

RIBERPRODUCTS.COM

**RIBER PRODUCTS LTD - GEL SEAT**

The Riber Gel Seat for kayaks and canoes is designed to make life on the water more comfortable. The extra wide, non-slip padding relieves tenderness and fatigue and improves posture. Designed and manufactured in the UK, this item is a must have for anyone who suffers from pain or soreness, and is especially useful on longer adventures.

Sizes: 36 cm/14” | Width: 30 cm/12” | Thickness: 5 cm/2”

RIBERPRODUCTS.COM

**THOMAS KETTLER VERLAG - SUP-GUIDE HAMBURG**

The incredibly green water metropolis of Hamburg, with the Elbe, the Alster and countless canals, which are spanned by almost 2500 bridges - more than in Venice - is a STAND UP PADDLING paradise. The SUP Guide Hamburg provides surprising insights into backyards and gardens, historical warehouse complexes, industrial buildings and magnificent villas. Hamburg has never been seen like this before! The suburbs, on the other hand, are rural. Whether for a sundowner or a morning drive, you will almost always discover a floating café or a cult bar to enjoy a fresh drink or to feast in a Hanseatic atmosphere.

THOMAS-KETTLER-VERLAG.DE

**THOMAS KETTLER VERLAG - SUP-GUIDE HOLSTEIN + OSTSEEKÜSTE**

White sand, miles of visibility, and clear water: Holstein is known for its fantastic beaches. But the hinterland, the Holstein Lake District, is waiting for curious explorers with their STAND UP PADDLING boards. Around 200 small and large lakes line up like glittering pearls, some of which are presented in detail by our author. At the end of your tour, find the best place to stop for a bite to eat - whether in a pretty café, at a trendy beach snack bar, or on a stylish lakeside terrace.

THOMAS-KETTLER-VERLAG.DE

**THOMAS KETTLER VERLAG - SUP-GUIDE KÄRNTEN**

Situated on the sunny south side of the Alps and embedded in a breathtaking landscape, the crystal clear Carinthian lakes are among the warmest in the entire Alpine region - ideal for STAND UP PADDLING and an enjoyable lake holiday well into late autumn! After the tour, nothing beats a hearty snack with regional products, as there is a long tradition in Austria’s southernmost province of feasting and sitting together in a cozy atmosphere. New to the sport? No stress, our book includes a wide range of suppliers who have boards ready for those who don’t have their own yet.

THOMAS-KETTLER-VERLAG.DE
WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - KIT KATCHER

The Kit Katcher does what it says, it catches kit. Its purpose is to capture the paddle blades of spare paddles stowed on the front deck of a sea kayak. In the dynamic sea, waves can flush over the deck with enough force to wash off spare paddles. The Kit Katcher mesh pocket holds the blades in place in a low-profile pocket. There is a second mesh pocket facing the cockpit to stow a camera etc., kit which otherwise would be in a PFD pocket.

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

ECKLA - BOARDSEAT

Paddle seat for SUP or Windsurf boards for more fun on the water.

ECKLA.DE

MOCKE - HYDRATION BLADDER

The MOCKE Rapid Hydration Bladder is a high performance, versatile sports hydration bladder suitable for integrating with most PFD’s and hydration backpacks. The MOCKE Hydration Bladder incorporates leading bladder design features such as easy fill and close and a detachable tube and swivel hose, making it very versatile. Features: Quick and easy refill design, fast-flowing bite valve. Bladder is reversible for easy cleaning and offers a removable drink tube with 180° swivel function. Capacity – 1.5 liters. BPA and PVC FREE. Compatible with most PFD and hydration pack brands.

MOCKEPADDLING.COM

FLÜGELMACHER - FLOATING HEADBAND SUNGLASSES

Highly flexible, headband-secured sunglasses. Feature UV protection, elastic headband for a comfortable fit with no pressure on the nose or head, floating, unbreakable frame and polarized, changeable lenses. Also available with prescription lenses.

FLUEGELMACHER.EU

GATZ-KANUS - DRIPRING

Designed decades ago by Arno Gatz, this dripring for any kind of paddle still is a “Must Have” if driprings need to be fitted or replaced, especially for non-breakdown paddles. Fits almost any size, is easy to assemble, and lasts almost forever.

GATZ.COM

BARZ OPTICS - BLACK FLOATING SUNGLASS RETAINER

Designed to assist the wearer’s glasses from sinking. Rubberized ends attach to the temples of both sunglasses and prescription glasses.

BARZOPTICS.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - FLOAT MAT

Our three-layer, tear-resistant XPE FloatMat is made up of three layers of tear-proof XPE foam, which is of good quality, does not absorb water, and is not easily deformed. This environmentally-friendly material is odorless, bouncy, and safe. Easy to package and deliver. It is a perfect product for the water park.

Sizes: 80 x 260 x 3.5 cm . 160 x 350 x 3.5 cm . 180 x 550 x 3.5 cm

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

BIC SPORT - KAYAK SAIL KIT

Battened sail to help push you along in a tailwind. Use simply for fun or for longer distance adventure kayaking. The sail is quick and easy to set up, mounting and dismounting like a pop-up tent. Suitable for all Sit-in and Sit-on-top kayaks, automatic power limiter derived from its flexible structure. Simple, efficient and very affordable. Ripstop nylon sail, fiberglass battens, comes with a carry bag, control lines and handles. Sail area: 1.2 m² - Wind range: 3 - 18 knots - Used for downwind only to a maximum of 45° variance to either side. Size: 1.2 m² | Material: Ripstop Nylon , Fiberglass

BICSPORT.COM

MOCKE - HYDRATION BLADDER

The MOCKE Rapid Hydration Bladder is a high performance, versatile sports hydration bladder suitable for integrating with most PFD’s and hydration backpacks. The MOCKE Hydration Bladder incorporates leading bladder design features such as easy fill and close and a detachable tube and swivel hose, making it very versatile. Features: Quick and easy refill design, fast-flowing bite valve. Bladder is reversible for easy cleaning and offers a removable drink tube with 180° swivel function. Capacity – 1.5 liters. BPA and PVC FREE. Compatible with most PFD and hydration pack brands.

MOCKEPADDLING.COM

GATZ-KANUS - DRIPRING

Designed decades ago by Arno Gatz, this dripring for any kind of paddle still is a “Must Have” if driprings need to be fitted or replaced, especially for non-breakdown paddles. Fits almost any size, is easy to assemble, and lasts almost forever.

GATZ.COM

BARZ OPTICS - BLACK FLOATING SUNGLASS RETAINER

Designed to assist the wearer’s glasses from sinking. Rubberized ends attach to the temples of both sunglasses and prescription glasses.

BARZOPTICS.COM

KUDO OUTDOORS - FLOAT MAT

Our three-layer, tear-resistant XPE FloatMat is made up of three layers of tear-proof XPE foam, which is of good quality, does not absorb water, and is not easily deformed. This environmentally-friendly material is odorless, bouncy, and safe. Easy to package and deliver. It is a perfect product for the water park.

Sizes: 80 x 260 x 3.5 cm . 160 x 350 x 3.5 cm . 180 x 550 x 3.5 cm

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

ECKLA - BOARDSEAT

Paddle seat for SUP or Windsurf boards for more fun on the water.

ECKLA.DE

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - KIT KATCHER

The Kit Katcher does what it says, it catches kit. Its purpose is to capture the paddle blades of spare paddles stowed on the front deck of a sea kayak. In the dynamic sea, waves can flush over the deck with enough force to wash off spare paddles. The Kit Katcher mesh pocket holds the blades in place in a low-profile pocket. There is a second mesh pocket facing the cockpit to stow a camera etc., kit which otherwise would be in a PFD pocket.

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM
# ACCESSORIES

## SUNGLASSES

### BARZ OPTICS - KIAMA FLOATING SUNGLASSES

Available in two options: fitted with a back strap or with normal temples. Frame is available in matte black and lens options are polarized grey or amber.

BARZOPTICS.COM

### BARZ OPTICS - CABO MODEL SUNGLASSES

Cabo model sunglasses feature a floating frame due to build in air cells in the temples and nose piece. Glasses float in fresh or salt water. The Cabo frame is available in gloss graphite, matte carbon, matte white, or matte black. Lens options are polarized, polarized photochromic, polarized with small reader lenses in their base, or polarized photochromic with bi-focal readers. Lens is Cat1 in low or no light and darkens to Cat3 in full sun.

BARZOPTICS.COM

### BARZ OPTICS - NAURU POLARISED SUNGLASSES

Nauru polarized sunglasses feature a high wrap frame while the temples wrap behind the head comfortably. Available in matte black with polarized, grey, amber or blue mirror lenses. The wrap temples hold the glasses on securely and also fit under a helmet very comfortably. Also available fitted with non-polarized inserts into the lenses for viewing digital screens. The Nauru has been so successful that we have just recently released it in a kid’s size. Available in gloss red or matte black with grey or amber polarized lenses.

BARZOPTICS.COM

### DEWERSTONE - Sumba - Carl Zeiss Light Pro

When you are searching for surf, you need to see the waves before you can ride them. Our zebra wood frames with Carl Zeiss Light Pro lenses offer the benefits of a polarized lens by cutting annoying glare and the depth perception and visual details of a non-polarized lens to help you feel that perfect line! Come with folding carry case and bag.

DEWERSTONE.COM

### DEWERSTONE - Tambora MK2 - Carl Zeiss Light Pro

Sleek, layered maple wood frames that look great from the mountains to the shore. Even if it’s just cruising to the pub post adventure, the Carl Zeiss Light Pro lenses will protect you in any light conditions. Come with folding carry case and bag.

DEWERSTONE.COM

### DEWERSTONE - Tambora MK2 - Carl Zeiss Light Pro

Grom model kids floating polarized sunglasses. The Grom frame is available in gloss carbon fiber, gloss white, gloss metallic pink, and gloss metallic light grey. Lens options are polarized grey or amber, or polarized photochromic amber.

BARZOPTICS.COM
THESE SHORTS GIVE BACK

There’s no use in having money for adventures if there’s no world left to explore.

As a member of 1% for the Planet, we are committed to protecting our only home.

We are proud to support environmental nonprofits like Save Our Rivers to create positive change for our environment.

LIFE SHORTS 2.0
Designed in Devon
Made from plastic bottles

1% FOR THE PLANET
OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
GEARLAB - PADDLE BAG

Designed specifically to carry and protect two-piece Greenland-style paddles. The slim-fitting silhouette holds the paddle snugly to prevent shifting around and to protect the paddle from scratches and bumps on the move. The new Paddle Bag is fully padded from top to bottom to protect your paddle from drops, bumps, and scratches. The hard EVA shell on the bottom protects the fine paddle tips from impact. Can fit two-piece paddles from 210 to 230 cm. Length can be easily adjusted by the special buckle design outside the bag to fit the shape of your paddle.

Length: 130 cm/51” | Width: 9 cm/3.5” | Material: 450D DWR Hydrolysis Resistant Fabric

Mocke Paddle Bag

The Deluxe Paddle Bag is designed to be the ONE bag every paddler will need for: training, traveling, racing or all of the above. Features: Versatile stow-away strap system prevents flapping ends during travel; blade separator and double thick padding ensure maximum paddle protection; zip configuration allows you to lock pockets during travel; two spacious compartments to separate dry and wet kit; cell phone and key pouch inside. Made entirely of waterproof fabric, with anti-corrosion zippers. FRAGILE label integrated in design. Made in South Africa!

Length: 38 cm/15” | Width: 38 cm/15” | Max. Cap.: 80 kg/176 lb | Material: Aluminium

°HF - TIDY BAG

The clever solution for storing your roof rack straps in your car! Put your roof rack straps straight in the °HF Tidy Bag for a fast, effective way of storage and access. They come out knot free every time; No hassle no mess! The Tidy Bag can hold up to eight roof rack straps with 25 mm buckles. One size, straps not included.

PADDLE-PEOPLE.COM

P-INVENT - TROLLER

A multipurpose trolley for transport, loading and moving kayaks, boats etc. One product for all the way from home to water and back again.

Length: 38 cm/15” | Weight: 3.5 kg/7.7 lb | Volume: 47 L/ 12.4 G | Max. Cap.: 80 Kg/176 lb | Material: Aluminium

TROLLER.SITE

ARTISTIC - COCKPIT COVER UNISIZE

Artistic’s multi-size cockpit cover will fit most kayak cockpits as it has two adjustable elastic rim bands. A cockpit cover prevents water, insects, and other unwanted critters from entering your kayak while transportation. The Nylon Multi-size cockpit cover is made of PU coated nylon.

Sizes: L . XL . 2XL . 3XL . 4XL . 5XL | Colors: Black | Material: 200D Nylon Ripstop . 400D Nylon

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

DISPLAY SPORTS - SUP WHEELS

The SUP WHEELS board carrier will carry your SUP-Windsurf-Long-Surfboard and many kayaks to the water in an easy and effortless way. Our patented transport system will protect your gear while walking or biking- just connect your SUP WHEELS to your bike with the included strap handle. Dismantle your SUP WHEELS without tools in just 10 seconds and take it with you on your board or kayak (all parts final). You will never experience flat tires again with our wheels. Start SUP Wheeling today and save your workout for the water!

DISPLAY-SPORTS.IT

ECKLA - ORKCA-CALIFORNIA

ECKLA ORKCA: The cost-effective boat trailer from Eckla. The California is a single SUP Transport cart with puncture-proof wheels. The ultra-light California weighs in at only 1 kg, including a trim belt for securing your SUP or board.

ECKLA.DE

ALLROUNDMARIN ALLTECHNIK - C-TUG

C-Tug, the unique, patented kayak and dinghy transport and trolley. Easy to completely dismantle in a few steps and stowable in the smallest of spaces. Capacity up to 120 kg, weight 3.80 kg; special sand wheels available.

ALLROUNDMARIN.AT

ECKLA - FOLLOWER

ECKLA-Follower trailer bar for the ECKLA-Canyon or ECKLA-Explorer. Designed for boat or SUP transport by bicycle. The trailer bar is not included the transport cart.

ECKLA.DE

°HF - TIDY BAG

The clever solution for storing your roof rack straps in your car! Put your roof rack straps straight in the °HF Tidy Bag for a fast, effective way of storage and access. They come out knot free every time; No hassle no mess! The Tidy Bag can hold up to eight roof rack straps with 25 mm buckles. One size, straps not included.

PADDLE-PEOPLE.COM

P-INVENT - TROLLER

A multipurpose trolley for transport, loading and moving kayaks, boats etc. One product for all the way from home to water and back again.

Length: 38 cm/15” | Weight: 3.5 kg/7.7 lb | Volume: 47 L/ 12.4 G | Max. Cap.: 80 Kg/176 lb | Material: Aluminium

TROLLER.SITE

ARTISTIC - COCKPIT COVER UNISIZE

Artistic’s multi-size cockpit cover will fit most kayak cockpits as it has two adjustable elastic rim bands. A cockpit cover prevents water, insects, and other unwanted critters from entering your kayak while transportation. The Nylon Multi-size cockpit cover is made of PU coated nylon.

Sizes: L . XL . 2XL . 3XL . 4XL . 5XL | Colors: Black | Material: 200D Nylon Ripstop . 400D Nylon

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU
Melting pot, showcase and driving force of the worldwide paddlesports industry

25.–27. September 2020
Nuremberg, Germany
Every year in autumn.
PADDLERGUIDE.com

The one-stop shop website for paddlesports gear addicts
**BOATS**

**RECREATIONAL**
- Liquidlogic Kayaks
- Hurricane Kayaks
- Venture Kayaks
- RTM
- Jackson Adventures
- DAG
- Islander Kayaks
- Perception
- Wave Sport
- Tahe Marine
- Native Watercraft
- BIC Sport
- Hobie
- Pelican International

**LUXURY**
- Lettmann
- Zegul
- Wig Kayaks
- Kayak Distribution
- Gumotex
- Rotolo S.C.
- Triton
- Dagger
- Verano
- Advanced Elements
- Aquadesign
- Grabber
- Star
- Pakboats

**COLLAPSIBLE**
- Verano
- Aquadesign
- Star
- Advanced Elements
- Nordik
- Gumotex
- NRS
- Oru Kayaks
- Nautilair
- Hobie
- Perception
- Native Watercraft
- RTM
- Jackson Adventures
- Blue Sky Boatworks
- Pelican International
- Allroundmarin Alltechnik

**3 waters**
- Point 65 Sweden
- Kayak Distribution
- FeelFree
- Verano
- Islander Kayaks
- Jonny Boats
- Kudo Outdoors
- Tahe Marine
- BIC Sport
- Advanced Elements

**SEA KAYAKING**
- Prijen
- PS&H Sea Kayaks
- Lettmann
- Point 65 Sweden
- Surkayak
- World of Kayaks
- CS Canoe
- Zegul
- Tahe Marine
- Norse
- Miller of Sweden
- Kayak Distribution
- Wave Sport
- Perception
- DAG
- Dagger Kayaks
- Nelo
- Liker Kayak

**KAYAKING**
- Pyranha
- Think Kayak
- Stellar Kayaks and Surfskis
- CANOE
- Wet Works
- Gatz-Kanus
- Amerlite
- Beaver
- Venture Canoes
- Nautilair
- Pakboats
- Grabner GMBH
- RTM
- Verano
- Tahe Marine
- Rotoraktiv
- DAG

**WHITEWATER**
- Jackson Kayaks
- Pyranha
- Spade Kayaks
- Zet Kayaks
- Wave Sport
- Lettmann
- Liquidlogic Kayaks
- Dagger Kayaks
- Exo Kayaks
- Soul Waterman
- Versus Kayaks
- Perception
- Tahe Marine
- DAG

**POLO**
- Revenge Polo Kayaks

**BOARDS**

**CRUISER**
- Fanatic
- NSP
- BIC Sport
- Oxbow
- RTM
- Hobie
- Indiana Paddle&Surf co
- Red Paddle co
- Siren
- Aquadesign
- Astorboard
- JP Australia
- Gladiador
- Kusbo Sport
- Footstar
- WoopWoop
- Glory Boards
- PandaSup
- Jbay.Zone
- I Love Sup
- NRS
- 1-99
- Wild Sup
- Kudo Outdoors
- Sipa Boards
- Starboard
- Oukai
- Anony Sup

**DISTANCE**
- Sunova Surfboards
- Oxbow
- Sic
- IP Australia
- Focus Surf
- Hawaii
- Fanatic
- NSP
- Starboard
- Kona Windsurfing AB
- Red Paddle co
- Glory Boards
- PandaSup

**SEAFISHING**
- Bending Branches
- Werner Paddles
- Robson
- CANOE
- Freefall Paddles
- Wave Designs
- Werner Paddles
- Egalis
- Wet Weim
- La翰ako
- Bending Branches
- Palm Equipment
- Ottawa Paddles
- Proplast

**SUP**
- Wave Design
- Pandosup
- Siren
- 1-99
- Select Paddles
- Werner Paddles
- G-Power
- JP Australia
- La翰ako
- Aqua-bound
- Egalis
- Ziji Sports
- Kudo Outdoors

**WHITEWATER**
- Werner Paddles
- Select Paddles
- Lettmann
- Kuber Paddel
- Robson
- AKSU Paddles
- Laminex
- Aqua-bound
- Ottawa Paddles
- Palm Equipment
- Artimis

**APPAREL & EQUIPMENT**

**PFD**
- Hiko Sport
- Palm Equipment
- NRS
- Aquadesign
- Secumar
- Baltic
- Peak UK
- Kokatat
- Macke
- Artistic

** Level Six**
- RACING/COMPETITION
- Stormr Ride
- Macke
- Peak UK
- Baltic
- Vaikobi
- SPEARDECKS
- Stormr Ride
- Level Six
- Peak UK
- Artistic
- Hiko Sport
- Palm Equipment
- Reed Chilcheater
- DRY/ SPLASH GEAR
- Level Six
- Peak UK
- Palm Equipment
- Artistic
- Hiko Sport
- Kokatat
- Stand Out

**FOOTWEAR**
- Peak UK
- Hiko Sport
- NRS
- Kokatat
- Level Six
- LB9
- Palm Equipment
- Reed Chilcheater
- Peak UK
- Vaikobi
- Artistic
- Mocke
- Deerstone
- Sealskinz
- Elements Gear
- Aquadesign

**HEMETS**
- Prijen
- WRSI
- Artistic
- Sweet Protection
- Palm Equipment
- Predator
- Shred Ready

**ACCESSORIES**
- Kakatat
- Whetman Equipment
- NRS
- Level Six
- “VF”
- Mocke
- Hiko Sport
- BIC Sport
- Palm Equipment
- Restube
- Elements Gear
- Kudo Outdoors
- Gearlab
- Scopega
- Kusbo Sports
- Riber Products
- Thomas Kettler Verlag
- Gatz-Kanus
- Fliegemacher
- Eckla
- Deerstone
- Barz Optics
- Artistic
- P-Invens
- Display Sports
- Allroundmarin Alltechnik

---

**BRAND DIRECTORY**

**BOATS**
- Pyranha
- Nelo
- Liquidlogic Kayaks
- DAG
- Perception
- Wave Sport
- Tahe Marine
- Native Watercraft
- BIC Sport
- Hobie
- Pelican International

**LUXURY**
- Lettmann
- Zegul
- Wig Kayaks
- Kayak Distribution
- Gumotex
- Rotolo S.C.
- Triton
- Dagger
- Verano
- Advanced Elements
- Aquadesign
- Grabber
- Star
- Pakboats

**COLLAPSIBLE**
- Verano
- Aquadesign
- Star
- Advanced Elements
- Nordik
- Gumotex
- NRS
- Oru Kayaks
- Nautilair
- Hobie
- Perception
- Native Watercraft
- RTM
- Jackson Adventures
- Blue Sky Boatworks
- Pelican International
- Allroundmarin Alltechnik

**3 waters**
- Point 65 Sweden
- Kayak Distribution
- FeelFree
- Verano
- Islander Kayaks
- Jonny Boats
- Kudo Outdoors
- Tahe Marine
- BIC Sport
- Advanced Elements

**SEA KAYAKING**
- Prijen
- PS&H Sea Kayaks
- Lettmann
- Point 65 Sweden
- Surkayak
- World of Kayaks
- CS Canoe
- Zegul
- Tahe Marine
- Norse
- Miller of Sweden
- Kayak Distribution
- Wave Sport
- Perception
- DAG
- Dagger Kayaks
- Nelo
- Liker Kayak

**KAYAKING**
- Pyranha
- Think Kayak
- Stellar Kayaks and Surfskis
- CANOE
- Wet Works
- Gatz-Kanus
- Amerlite
- Beaver
- Venture Canoes
- Nautilair
- Pakboats
- Grabner GMBH
- RTM
- Verano
- Tahe Marine
- Rotoraktiv
- DAG

**WHITEWATER**
- Jackson Kayaks
- Pyranha
- Spade Kayaks
- Zet Kayaks
- Wave Sport
- Lettmann
- Liquidlogic Kayaks
- Dagger Kayaks
- Exo Kayaks
- Soul Waterman
- Versus Kayaks
- Perception
- Tahe Marine
- DAG

**POLO**
- Revenge Polo Kayaks

**BOARDS**

**CRUISER**
- Fanatic
- NSP
- BIC Sport
- Oxbow
- RTM
- Hobie
- Indiana Paddle&Surf co
- Red Paddle co
- Siren
- Aquadesign
- Astorboard
- JP Australia
- Gladiador
- Kusbo Sport
- Footstar
- WoopWoop
- Glory Boards
- PandaSup

**SEAFISHING**
- Bending Branches
- Werner Paddles
- Robson
- CANOE
- Freefall Paddles
- Wave Designs
- Werner Paddles
- Egalis
- Wet Weim
- La翰ako
- Bending Branches
- Palm Equipment
- Ottawa Paddles
- Proplast

**SUP**
- Wave Design
- Pandosup
- Siren
- 1-99
- Select Paddles
- Werner Paddles
- G-Power
- JP Australia
- La翰ako
- Aqua-bound
- Egalis
- Ziji Sports
- Kudo Outdoors

**WHITEWATER**
- Werner Paddles
- Select Paddles
- Lettmann
- Kuber Paddel
- Robson
- AKSU Paddles
- Laminex
- Aqua-bound
- Ottawa Paddles
- Palm Equipment
- Artimis

**APPAREL & EQUIPMENT**

**PFD**
- Hiko Sport
- Palm Equipment
- NRS
- Aquadesign
- Secumar
- Baltic
- Peak UK
- Kokatat
- Macke
- Artistic

** Level Six**
- RACING/COMPETITION
- Stormr Ride
- Macke
- Peak UK
- Baltic
- Vaikobi
- SPEARDECKS
- Stormr Ride
- Level Six
- Peak UK
- Artistic
- Hiko Sport
- Palm Equipment
- Reed Chilcheater
- DRY/ SPLASH GEAR
- Level Six
- Peak UK
- Palm Equipment
- Artistic
- Hiko Sport
- Kokatat
- Stand Out

**FOOTWEAR**
- Peak UK
- Hiko Sport
- NRS
- Kokatat
- Level Six
- LB9
- Palm Equipment
- Reed Chilcheater
- Peak UK
- Vaikobi
- Artistic
- Mocke
- Deerstone
- Sealskinz
- Elements Gear
- Aquadesign

**HEMETS**
- Prijen
- WRSI
- Artistic
- Sweet Protection
- Palm Equipment
- Predator
- Shred Ready

**ACCESSORIES**
- Kakatat
- Whetman Equipment
- NRS
- Level Six
- “VF”
- Mocke
- Hiko Sport
- BIC Sport
- Palm Equipment
- Restube
- Elements Gear
- Kudo Outdoors
- Gearlab
- Scopega
- Kusbo Sports
- Riber Products
- Thomas Kettler Verlag
- Gatz-Kanus
- Fliegemacher
- Eckla
- Deerstone
- Barz Optics
- Artistic
- P-Invens
- Display Sports
- Allroundmarin Alltechnik
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU HAD AN ADVENTURE?

Richard J. Varga paddled from Norway to Hungary. He started his adventure on 24th of May and finished it on 9th of November in 2019. It took him 170 days to paddle 5070,4 kms.

www.taheoutdoors.eu
Tahe Outdoors
ADVENTURE IS INCLUDED

www.taheoutdoors.com